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In the citation of "list", the first figure refers to the page
number of huhampedanische Studien, and the second one (followed
by a stroke) to that of iuslin Studies.
In the references of the "Qur'an", the first figure represents
the number of the chapter (surat) and the second (followed by
a colon), the number of the verse (aya). The English renderings




The thesis, as its title indicates, is divided into two parts.
In the first part, dealing with the semantics of surma (Chapter i)
and hadith (Chapter II), an attempt has been made to show, by citing
copious illustrations from early sources, that these terms, which
acquired definite technical meaning in the late second century after
the hijra, were used in early Islam in multiple senses. In this
connection, the meanings and early usages of various other terms, like
'ilm, athar, hikma and khabar etc. have been discussed to 3ee how far
they were related to the terms 'hadith' and 'surma'. Also discussed
in this context are the different types of sunnas like the 'sunna of
the tribe', the 'sunna of Allah', the 'sunna of Muhammad', the 'regional
sunna', the 'Islamic sunna' and the 'juristic sunna'.
The second part, comprising three chapters, deals with the question
of recording of hadith in the early Islamic period.
In Chapter III, it has been shown that writing was fairly common
even before the advent of Islam and it received further impetus in the
post Islamic period through the educational policy of the Prophet. On
the basis of this discussion it has been concluded that if in pre-Islamic
times, the wise-saying3, the war-like deeds, the poetry and the
genealogies etc. could be recorded in black arid white, the sayings and
actions of Muhammad, whose exemplary conduct has been repeatedly
recommended in the Qur'an, were more likely to have been written down
in p03t-Islamic period.
But before substantiating the above inference by referring to
actual written collections of early hadith scholars, the contradictory
reports, ascribed to the Prophet, regarding the prohibition and
permission of writing down his traditions, have been critically reviewed.
Also discussed in this context are vax-ious terms and statements
which, owing to their misinterpretation by early scholars, formed the
bases of the theory of late according of hadith (Chapter IV).
While the concluding chapter (Chapter V), in the main, focuses on
the literary activities of early hadith scholars and mentions their
written collections - both large and small, official and private -
it also deals with the meanings and significance of various receptacles
of hadith, like sahifa, kitab, nuskha, .juz' etc. An investigation into
the usages of these terms showed that they did not necessarily imply
'memoranda' and''small collections' as is sometimes believed.
The study is confined to the period commencing from the Prophet's
time till the age of Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.) and immediately thereafter.
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INTRODUCTION
The Prophetic sunna and its repository 'hadith', which
form the second inaispensible source of Islamic Jurisprudence, occupy
an important place in the religious system of Islam.
Although both 'sunna' and 'hadith' generally refer to the
instructions of the Prophet and seem, therefore, synonymous terms,
yet in their literal and technical connotation they convey different
meanings. A semantic study of these terms (Chapters I and II) shows
that in the beginning there was a lack of fixity in their technical
connotation: while at times they were used as interchangeable terms,
on other occasions they signified different senses. It was only
gradually that they acquired fixed, well-defined, technical
meanings.
Part one (comprising Chapters I and II) of this thesis is
devoted to these two terms. In chapter I, dealing with the
etymological significance and conceptual development of the term
'sunna', the meaning and scope of various types cf sunnas - 'sunna of
the tribe', 'sunna of Allah', 'sunna of Muhammad', 'regional sunna',
'Islamic sunna' and'juristic sunna' - have been discussed. In
chapter II which deals with the semantics of hadith, art attempt has
been made to show, through copious illustrations, that 'sunna' and
'hadith' in early Islam were used in multiple senses. In this
connection, various other terms like 'ilm, athar, hikma and khabar
etc. have also been discussed to see how far they were related to and,
consequently, interchanged with the term 'hadith'.
More important than the semantic analysis of the terms 1sunna1
and 'hadith' is the question of their preservation in written form
during the early Islamic period. Although it is almost unanimously
believed that the traditions of the Prophet used to be preserved in
memory in early times, it is still a debatable issue whether the
ahadith during this period were recorded in black and white. It is
to this important problem that part two of the thesis has been
devoted.
The section begins with a discussion on the position of writing
in general in pre and early Islamic period. Then it discusses the
question of writing of hadith in particular. In this context, the
contradictory reports, ascribed to the Prophet, regarding the
prohibition and permission of writing down of hadith have been
critically reviewed and objectively examined (Chapter III). This
is followed by a discussion on the theory of late recording of
hadith, for which a complete chapter has been devoted. In this
context,many technical terms like 'tadwin', 'tasnif1, 'akhbarana',
'haddathana1, and 1 'an', etc. and several statements of and about
the early traditionists which were susceptible to different
interpretations and were thus responsible for the emergence of the
above theory, hpve been discussed in fairly great detail (Chapter IV),
On the basis of the conclusions of Chapters III and IV, an
attempt has been made to ascertain the period during which the
ahadith of the Prophet began to be recorded in black and white.
It is a fact that in the absence of actual written records of
early times, which owing to various natural and other causes could
not survive to this day, it is very difficult to say.with certainty
whether or not the traditions in early times were preserved in writin
The main available source through which this information can be
obtained are the reports, occuring in early sources, which refer to
the written records of this period. In this way, the testimony to
the existence of early written collections of hadith are not always
the 'written records' themselves but the 'reports about these written
records'. Most of these reports have, however, bean proved genuine
either through the discovery of some earlier documents or by other
circumstantial evidences. In any case, a probe into the rich store
of early sources bringsto light a number of hadith collections of
the period under study.
It is to these early written collections that the concluding
chapter (Chapter V) of this thesis is devoted. While, in the main,
attention here is focused on the literary activities of the early
hadith scholars, the introductory part of the chapter deals with
the meaning and usages of various receptacles of hadith, like 'icitab'
'nuskha', 'jus'', etc.
While dealing with the early records, we have confined ourselves
to the period commencing from the Prophet's time till the age of
Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.) and immediately thereafter. The reason for
arbitrarily choosing the period of the literary activities of hadith
scholars till Zuhri's time is the fact that the compilations of the
post-Zuhri period are fairly well known. It is only the written
records of the first century after the hi.jra which are in obscu
and need, therefore, investigation.
In the end, it should be pointed out that the list of the
scholars whose hadith collections have been mentioned in this
concluding chapter is somewhat selective rather than exhaustive
part one
the significance ox? sunna and ffadith
While going through the vast Islamic literature one often
comes across the terms 'sunna' and 'hadith'. Although these term:
have now acquired standard, well-defined meaning, yet in earlier
times there was a- lack of fixity in their technical connotation.
In this section an attempt has been made to show, by citing
a number of examples from early sources, that both 'surma' and
'hadith' in early Islam were used in multiple senses and were
often interchanged. While making a semantic analysis of these
words - in two separate chapters - various other terms like 'ilra,
athar, hikma, khabar, etc. have also been discussed to see how
far they were related to 'sunna' and 'hadith'.
Also discussed in this section are various types of sunnas
like the •sunna. of the tribe', and the 'sunna of Allah', the
'sunna of Muhammad1,and the 'regional sunna' etc.
6
CHAPTER Qi.'E
THE S&.IAhTICS Cg 13Uiu'?A '
1. Etymological significance of 'sunna'
Etymologically speaking, the word 1sunna1 is derived from the
root S-N-N, meaning'to whet or to sharpen (a knife or spear)'.""
Thus the pre-Islamic poet, Bashama "b. al-Ghadir, describes the
quality of his sword in the words:
"Y,a baqa'i matrurin takhayyarahu
_ 2
Sana^un li tui as-sann wa ' l-waq'i"
i.e. "with the endurance of a keen blade which a skilful smith has
3chosen out for long whetting and polishing..."
From this meaning, the verbal derivative 'sanna' came to mean
'sawwara' i.e. he fashioned a thing or produced it as a'model. Thus
__ ^
'Sanna 't-tin1 means 'lie made the clay into pottery'. '
As appears from the above example, 'sunna' conveys a sense of
originating something or introducing a new practice. For example,
e
the verbal form ' sanna', in the statement 'huwa awv/al man sanna 'r-rihlatayn-1
(he was the first to introduce the two caravans), refers to Rashim's"
introduction (for the first time) of the system of two annual
trading caravans - one in winter and the other in summer. To take
another example, the Poet ilusayb says:
""
Jachara, ii, 340-
Lufad (Lyall), i, 828.
J hufad (Lyall), ii, 344•
A
j^iraj 8/ • 5 Xa if $ jlX«
J
]±L£2X1? xvii, 91 •
''^a anni sanantu '1-hubba awwala 'ashiqin
i.in an-ii~si ion ahbabtu liiin baynihim wahdi"^
i.e. of all the people I appear to be the first lover, for it was nc
one but ne who introduced (for the first time) the institution of
love among them.'
Next, the verb 'sauna' has the connotation of continuity - an
uninterrupted, continuous action. Thus the expressions 'Sanantu *i-ma'a
*als wajhi1 and 'sanna 't-turab'ala wa.ih al-ard' mean respectively
'I kept on pouring water on my face' and 'the dust continued falling
2
on the face of the earth'. To take another example from pre-Islamic





:.rae;himihi ' 1-qasamu" ^
i.e. she has a bright face with shining, sleek cheeks and a nose on
and around which beauty has been showered. We see that the poet
in these lines uses the verb sanna in its basic sense of 'continuity'
and says that the beauty has been continuously poured on the person
of my beloved.
So far, we have seen that the root of 'sunna' has two basic
connotations - to introduce or fashion something as a model, and
continuity in action. On the basis of these, perhaps, it has been
A
defined as 'a custom or practice to be followed as a model".
"I 771 7 71Lis an, xvi l, .
Lis£n, xvii, y2•
^ kufad (Lyall), i, 650.
iwllT J.'cldf.; "t y 2.1\ •
This connotation contains an element of human beh-: viour - the morality.
Thus using the word in this sense, Bashama says,
''
a bada'tur.. ii'n-uasi sunmrtaha
",,a Ga'adtum li'r-rihi fi ra.j4 i"^
meaning, 'ye set'an example for men by your conduct in dealing with
2
him and sit in a place where the wind may change'. Another pre-Islamic
poet, Lutaiairnis, the uncle of Tarafa, uses the word 'sunna1 in the
same sense and says, "hi uritha ba6di sunnatan yuotada biha",
meaning, 'so that I maj leave after me (as a legacy) a sunna which
will be (taken as a model ana hence) imitated'.
The word in the above sense occurs in hadith literature too.
For example, it is said, "There is no prophet but that he has
disciples and companions who act in accordance with his sunna and
4
follow him". Similarly, the Prophet uses the expression
'sunnat ahi al-kitab' to refer to a practice he had adopted with
respect to the people of the Book. Advising his companions as to
how to deal with the lagians, he is reported to have said,
_ _ s
"sunnu bihim sunnat ahl al-kitab'"', meaning 'adopt with them the
precedent of the 1eople of the Book'. The act refers to granting
the fire worshippers security after receiving the tax (jizya).
1 Banna' has another connotation of 'assigning' and 'fixing'.
1
Ikufad (Lyall.), i, 8JO.
2
Lufad (Lyall), ii, 345-
7
' marly Islam, 160.
I usnad, (Sh), vi, 176, 187-
C
/ > _ _ -
Iv.irvvatta' (Zur), i, 278 (Zakat).; Amwal, 32 •; Kharaj ? 155- > Zi_ra,
j giScna ^ 11 j *1 ? I50-157 •
j •
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In this sense, it cones parallel to ' farada' and 'afrada' . To take
for example, v.hen yazid b. Abd al-I alik was approached by Khaiid
b. al-I-utarrif, who asked the former to give his sister's hand in
marriage, he said,"I.;y father had assigned (abi gad sanna; for his
wives twenty thousand dinars (as nuptial gift). So if you give me
that amount (then I shall comply with your request and give you
(my sister) in marriage.")'1
We can very well see that the verb 1sanna' in the above report
has been used in the sense of farada or afrada, meaning 'fixed' or
'assigned'.
Another example of 'sanna1 in the sense of afrada is the report
in which Umar, being highly impressed by the grand performance of the
soldiers, is said to have assigned (sanna) to them a stipend of
- 2
two thousand dinars.
As we can very well see, the verbal form 'sanna' in both the
above examples mean 'farada' or 'afrada', meaning 'assigned'.
Another derivation of the term 'sunna' is sanan, sunan or
5
sinan, meaning 'path' or 'oeaten track'. Thus the expression
'tanahha *an sanan at-taric' means 'get aside from the middle part of
the road'.^ Vve notice that in this sense also the original connotation
marly Islam, lrj2.
Annalss, i, 2564.
J t.ulchtar, 517 * I Sira, 844 •» Asaa*, II, i, I56-I57.
a
H
Kn z Huf, 411.; Lis an, xvii, 90.; I.agh, 333.
10
of 'continuity' is implied, for the formation of a path or track is
actually the result of continuous treading on particular piece of
land by travellers. This similarity in its basic connotation made
1sunna• synonymous with 1tario' or 1tarica', meaning 'path'. The
poet Ufnun uses it in this sense when he says,
"La ma fadaw biakhihim rain muhawwiiatin
Akha ' s-Sakuni wa la jaru *ala 's-sunani"~
-ct
i.e. "they would not have deemed in place of their brother from a
A
threatening danger a man of as-Lakun, ana they would not have departed
2
in respect of him from the trodden tracks." On the basis of its
inherent meaning as a 'track' or 'path', sunna has sometimes been
defined as 'at-tario al-aqwam' ^ (the straight path), and 'at-tariq
al-masluka' ^ or 'at-tario al-mu*abbada' ^ (the beaten track).
The next stage in the evolution of the meaning of sunna is the
extension of the significance of the term to human behaviour. In this
sense it came to imply 'a way or manner of acting' and became an
equivalent of sira. The meaning of the terms 'sunna' and 'sira' are
so identical that they were often interchanged. Thus, while quoting
6 7
the famous couplet of Khalid b.'Utba al-Hudhaii , the lexicographers
- -8 °






Kufad (Lyall), i, 525-




The couplet reads as follows:
''Pa la tajza 'an ain siratin anta sirtaha
Pa awwalu radin sunnatan man yasiruha"
*7
variant 'khalid b. "Zuhayr' (cf. Jamhara, ii, 340.).
8
Taj (J), ii, 3,83.




Ibn 1 .anzur , for instance report the above verse v. ith 'sunna' in
both lines of the couplet, whereas Zabidi uses ' sira1 in the first
2
line and 'sunna' in the second.
The notable western scholars have interpreted the word 'sunna'
^ A So 7
as 'custom' , 'precedent''practice' , 'path' , 'way of acting' ,
S s
'procedure' or 'beaten track'"'. On the basis of evidences available
to us, the best rendering of the meaning of 'sunna' appears to be
'the way or manner of acting', which, when taken both in the active
and passive sense, comprehends all similar equivalents, like practice,
custom etc.
2. leaning of sunna:
(i) 'Practice' in general
In itself the word 'sunna' is colourless, meaning, merely a
XO XX
'practice' - good or bad" , approved or disapproved . Thus using the
word 'sunna' in this sense, the pre-Islamic poet, Khalid b.'Utba,
says:
''Pa la taiza fan ;.;in sunnatin anta sirtaha
_ 12








Hobson,"Tradition, the second foundation of Islam", muslin world,




o 1 1 < or-belecLed works, boo.
Intellectual, 91-
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e a 1a i'a, 1 i, 0.
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I. isbah, i, 512.
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__
liil -J), 3S5-; : aqa.yis, iii, 01.; Lisan, vi, 56.; Taj.ix, 244,
v ith s 1 ight*'vari?.tion.
12
i.e. Do not be hesitant about the practice you have introduced, for
the first person to be satisfied vith the practice (surma) is the one
who practised it for the first tine.
12
we find occasional mention of *sunnat hasana1 or 'sunnat khayr'
■ ■ ■ - ♦ i i ~ ■ w... .
(good practice) and 'sunnat sa.yyi'a ' ^ or 'sunnat sharr|/: (bad practice)
where the word 'surma' has beer, used in the sense of practice in
5 _ 6
general. Thus the expressions ' sunnat 'Ulnar' , 'sunnat ibn fuianin'
_ ' 7
and 'sunnat .-.hi bakr' refer to the practice - religious, social and
political - of the persons named. Similarly, we find references of
— Q Q
'the surma set up by good people (as-salihjn)' , 'sunna of the jurists1''
10 11
'sunna of the muslins at large' 1 , and 'sunna of the first two caliphs' '
and sc on.
That the term 'sunna' indicated'a practice in general' is also
evident from the following report, found in al-Icd al-Farid. Tracing
the origin, of the use of the formula "Bi 'sn Allah ar-.lahrnan ar-kahim"
in letters, Ibri 'Abd riabbih remarks that the first person to use it
in full form was the Prophet, after whom it became a practice
X
big, iv, 22p ( *Ilm).; annc.les, i, 3049»
Jami' , x, 143 ( 'Hp) .
5
oL, iv, 223 ('11m).
^ Jarni' , x, 143 ( 'llm).
C
Axmval, 532, 533-> 1-st, ii, 120/116.; L'.usnad (Sh), viii, 78.
U








Anr.alos, i, 31-:2, 3228.
11
Armeies, i, 2976, 3044, 3?7u.; ii, 1392.; Lharaj, 164.
; sunny2 He further says: "The Companions and successors followed
the Prophet's style. 'Ahis 'practice' continued until the reign of
(Valid b. cAbd al-i/ialik, who changed it. Then V.alid's practice
(sunnat al-\'.alid)' continued till our own times except during the
reigns of'Umar b. lAbd al-Aziz and Yazid al-Kamil, who, instead,
M 2
followed the practice of the Prophet?
we can very well see in the example cited above that the word
'sunna', by itself meant 'practice in general'.
(ii) Customary lav/s;-
v.'e have seen that the literal meaning of 'sunna' connotes the
sense of practice in general. But in defined restricted sense it
can be equated with 'customery laws' - the native codes of unwritten
laws and traditions by which the members of earlier communities
regulated their lives. If we peruse the legal definition, of customary
law and examine the essential requirements of 'custom' we will notice
that 'sunna' in pre-Isiamic and early Islamic period, connoted a
sense similar to customary law.
Customary law has been defined as "the experience of generations
which successively have cast this and that aside, until at last
some course remained open which provided itself the most workable
*
and acceptable." According to this definition customary law
contains an essential ingredient of 'antiquity.' In the legal
terminology, one of the seven requisites neccessary to make a
lft[~
Iqd, iv, 245•
tIqd, iv, 243. •
Customary Law, 189-
particular custom good is that 1 it must have been used so long that
the memory of mar :runneth not to the contrary.1"'' Customary lews
are, therefore, basieai.lv old ano traditional.
1 Continuity' is another feature of customary law. The term
•customary' itself suggests that a certain pattern of conduct has
beer, adopted by people for such considerable length of time that it
acquired the status of a custom.
Another characteristic of customary law is its being'normative'
in nature. Custom, to primitive man, was inextricably interwoven
into, and inseparable from, religion. Such being the case, customary
laws were believed to be divinely sanctioned, the implication being
that the laws did contain an element of normativeness.
Lastly, customary laws have no political sanction behind them
nave that of religion ana fox'Ce of public opinion.
Now, if we take up the word 'sunna' as used in early literature
we notice that it possessed most of the characteristics of customary
law, hence synonymous with it. It was a rule of conduct for the
bedouin society; it was ancient; continuously followed; normative;
unwritten;and had the force of law. Besides, 'sunna', like customary
laws, comprised, in its scope, a considerable variety of religious,
social, legal and political matters. Let us take a few examples from
available sources to see how far the term 'sunna' was applicable to
various forms of customary law.
Ency.Br. (14th edition), vi, 9O4.
We have seen earlier that in itself the term 'sunna' is a
neutral word,meaning 'practice'. But in certain contexts, it
referred to the social and religious rites of the community. This
aspect is apparent in the following example: When the Jews of Arabia
noticed that the Prophet prayed towards Jerusalem, they commented,
"Although Luhammad asserts that he has brought a new religion, we do
not find him doing anything new in his prophethood. Does he not pray
towards our 'Q.ibia' and thus follows our custom (yastasannu bisunnatina)
In this report the Jews use the word 'sunna' to describe the usage
of their religion.
The word 'sunna' also denoted the social practices of the
community. Ibn Sa'd ouotes a report describing the method of burial
of deceased. He reports: "On the death of Adam, Angels dug out a
grave, prayed for him and addressed Adam's sons thus: 'This is your
_ 2
practice (hadhihi sunnatukum) with regard to burial of the deceased'."
The word 'sunna' here implies the social custom of the community.
The moral and legal usages of pre-Islamic Arabia were also
expressed by the term 'sunna'. The institutions of marriage, divox'ce
and other family relationships were part of the customs followed by
Arabs. The details of many such legal rules are found in kitab al-
Muhabbar of Ibn Habib. The author calls these institutions 'sunna'
and mentions them under the title:
i
"As-sunan allati kar.at al-Jahiliyya sannatha fa bayya 'l-islam








As the author under this heading mentions only the legal
matters, it appears that 'sunna• was used to denote the legal customs
of the pagan society.
The term 'sunna1 also denoted the general practice of the
community as is evident from the following report: Once when the
Lusiiias happened to pass by a large green tree, named by the pagans
as 'Dhat Any/at', they asked the Prophet to name one such tree for
them as well, so that they could also, like the infidels, visit the
tree every year,'hang their armours on it, slaughter animals and
stay there for a day. Hearing this, the Prophet drew their
attention to a Qur'anic verse"*" and said, "Innaha sunan man
kana qablakum" (in fact these practices (sunan) are of those who
. „ N 2
were oefore you ).
In canonical collections, too, the reports are found where the
word 'sunna' has been used by the Prophet to describe the customary
practice of the community. Bukhari for example, reports: Among
the three categories of people who are cursed by Allah are those who
seek in Islam the practices of the 'Jahiliyya' (mubtaghin fi '1-Islam
sunnat al-Jahiliyya.) . The 'sunna', used here, refers to the





nkhbar, i, 77«> hazrat, 'Anuaa, 116.
33, iv, 318. (Diyat).
17
Another example can be quoted from a report found in Suyuti'-s
.i'arikh al-Khulafa' It is reported that when Egypt was conquered,
its inhabitants called on 'Amr b. al-As and said: "Our bile hath
an observance (sunna} without which it will not rise." ^bout this 'sunna'
they informed hirr-that 'on a particular day they sought a virgin
girl, obtained the consent of her parents, robed her with garments
and ornaments ana threw her into the file*. 'Amr wrote to
'Ulnar b. al-Khattab about this practice who, in his reply, instructed
the former to tell the inhabitants of Egypt that the flowing of the
1
river had nothing to do with this superstitious practice.
Tabari provides us with another example where the word 1sunna'
refers to the customary practice of the .Persians. He reports that
after the battle of (^adsiyya, Sa'd b. A'bi Waqqas wrote to Caliph
'Umar: 'God has helped us against the people of Persia, who follow
2
certain practices (sunan) of their forefathers and co-religionists....'
Ibn Kisham al-Ealbi has mentioned a score of practices (sunan)
of the Jahiiiyya period, some of which were retained by Islam while
3
others were disapproved. The sunan mentioned by him apparently
referred to the practices of the community.
In the light of these examples, we can say that the term









In strict theological sense 'bid1-a' (innovation.) is used in
contradistinction to 1sunna'. Thus 1 anything introduced into Islam
without having, its precedent in the established sunna is known as
bidha. •
Right from the pre-Islamic era until modern times bia*a has been
generally condemned. In the words of Hassan b. THabit, "Among all the
2
attributes the worst are the innovations." The Prophet himself is
reported to have condemned bid*a. To take for instance, he said in
one of his sermons: "He whom God leads cannot be misled by anybody;
he whom He misleads, no one can set him upon the right path. Verily,
the most truthful communication is the Book of Allah, the best
guidance is that of Muhammad, and the worst of all things are
innovations; every innovation ( bid* a) is heresy; every heresy an
error; and every error leads to Kell."^
This report, either in full or in part, is found in almost all
4
hadith collections , which is \rery significant. Bid*a was viewed
with such disfavour that Tirmidhi, in his Jami*, devoted a whole
5 —
chapter to it. Abu Qilaba (a. 104 A.H.) went so far as to .say that





^ SN, iii, 188-189 (galat al-Idayn).; Sayan, ii, 182.
^
SJ3, iv, 420 (I * tisam...).; HAD, iv, 280 (Sunna), hadith no. 46O0.;
jamic , x , 148 ('flmj, ; SQ (Med.), i, 43-44.; Musnaa, iii,31Q, 571.
r
Jami1* , x,143 film),where we find the chapter heading "al-akhdhu bi's-
sunna wa '.jtinab al-bid*a (Holding fast to the surma and refrain¬
ing from the bid'a)"".
J
(tied.), i, 44.
Bidfca is generally considered as antithesis of sunna\ both
being diametrically opposed to each other. But a semantic study of
these terms yields a different result, according to which surma,
contrary to traditional belief, comes parallel to bid0 a. We see that
2
the verb 1sanna', literally means 'he originated an act'. The
Prophet himself uses the word in this sense when, referring to a
practice of fcu'adh, he says, "Indeed Mu'adh has 'instituted' (sanna)
among you (a sunna) according to which you should act."^ Commenting
upon this hadith, Ibn al- Qayyim says, "The Prophet (bythis statement)
meant that Ku'adh's action has been made a 'sunna' not because it
was performed by him but because it was in accordance with the
commands of Allah and the Prophet."^ Ibn al-Oayyim's above comment
notwithstanding, the fact remains that itiu'adh's action was literally
'an innovation', for it was done for the first time. It appears
that Ibn al-Qayyim himself took the verb 'sanna' in the sense of
'doing something new which people knew not and which theyafterwards
5
followed'. His attempt to interpret the hadith in the light of
traditional view of sunna (i.e. the only valid sunna is 'the sunna
of the Prophet') itself suggests that a second interpretation (based
on the literal sense of 'sunna') was also possible. This inter¬
pretation brought 'sunna' parallel to bidfca, hence Itn al-Qayyin's
attempt to interpret differently.
cUmar also uses the verb 'sanna' in the above sense when he says,
Sira, 936.; I* tisam, i, 18-19.
2
r • - ■ • nnLisan, xvi1, 90.
^
Pusnad, v, 246.
^ I1, lam (Qayyim)-, ii,. 223.
5
Lisan, xvii, 90.
"(The acceptable and valid) sunna is the one which has been instituted
(for the first time) by Allah and His Lessenger (As-sunnat ma
sannahu ' llah wa rasuluhu)."^
The word in the above sense occurs in a report dealing with
political disturbances during*Uthman's reign. It is reported that
while the Caliph was imprisoned in his house and people had demanded
his resignation, he consulted tAbd Allah b.^TTmar in this matter. The
latter is said to have advisedtUthman in these words: "In my opinion
you should not institute such practice in Islam(la ara an tasunna
hadhihi 's-sunna fi '1-Islam) that whenever subjects become displeased
with their ruler, they start asking for his dismissal. Since the
2
caliphate is a divine institution, you should not step down." It
is clear from the statement that the verbal form ' tasunna' , dei-ived
from 'sanna' refers to the establishment of a new practice in Islam
which hitherto was not in existence.
Here are a few more examples in which the verb 'sanna1 has been
used in the sense of 'instituting an act for the first time'.:
(i) The Prophet is reported to have said: "No soul is
wrongfully killed but the first man's (i.e. Adam's) son (i.e. Qabil)
will be held (partly) responsible, for he was the first who instituted
z
killing (awwal man sann al-natl)."
(ii) Gabriel is said to be the one who originated (and taught)
the(form) of prayer (awwal man sanna >s-salat).^
^
I* tisam, i, 74•
^
Tab, III, i, 45*
Z
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(iii) It is reported that Khubayb b. 4Adi was the first to
introduce for the first time (awwal man sanna) the institution of
performing two rak*a (bowings) of praters before being killed.
(iv) It is. reported that *Abd al-I.luttalib was the first person
to fix for the first time (sanna) the blcodwit (diyat an-nafs) as
2
one hundred camels.
The examples cited above clearly indicate that the verb 'sanna1
from which 'surma' is derived is synonymous with 'bada*a' and 'bid&a'
respectively. It is, therefore, interesting to note that although in
certain cases - like the few mentioned above - sunna becomes
synonymous with 'bid4a', yet the latter is looked upon with great
disfavour. Right from the pre-Islamic era until today, bid* a has
been condemned. "It had to straggle hard", says Schacht, "to
3
infiltrate into the established 'sunnah' of the community."
Now, a very fundamental question arises in one's mind: 'if
every new practice or custom is considered as 'bidca' - as the
definition suggests - should we consider the new laws given by the
Prophet as 'bid°a'? Apparently the answer is in the affirmative. All
the practices introduced by the Prophet were in fact innovations in
their initial stages, although they were termed as 'sunna'. For
instance, he says, "one who institutes a good practice (sanna sunnatan
hssana) shall be rewarded.. .and one who institutes a bad practice
/ * <> \ 4
(sanna sunnatan sayyi a) shall be punished." 'Sunna' in this
^
Sira, 641.; Magh, 349*
2




husnad (T), iii, 93* > iv> 223 (^Ilm).
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hadith refers to new practices to be .introduced in Islam, hence
synonymous with 'bid*a'. Similarly, Abu Yusuf asks Harun ar-Rashid
"to introduce some good 'sunna'.Here, too', introduction of new-
practices means innovations in the existing established practices.
Thus the surma is used in the sense of 'bidca'.
In both these examples the 'practices' have been described as
•sunna* although they refer to 1bid*a' in technical sense. The
argument can be extended to the newly introduced practices of the
Prophet. In fact, they are 'biuca' in purely literal sense, yet they
are known as 'sunna'.
The question arises if sunna and bid4a were literally synonymous
in meaning, why the former was preferred over the latter. This is
probably because of the popular normative concept of sunna. The
Arabs, conservative in nature, believed that sunna contained an element
of ethical value. They thought that a new sunna will also contain
the quality of norciativeness. Bidca, on the other hand, was an
unapproved thing to Arab mind. Thus a newly introduced practice, if
it was morally good, 'was called a surma, otherwise a bid<a. The
former tern seems to have been used for agreeable practices; the
latter for disagreeable ones.
As the Prophet was considered a model to be followed, his
actions and the laws and customs prescribed by him, ipso facto
contained moral and ethical value. That is why although most of his
newly introduced practices were just innovations, they were never
termed as 'bid4a'i instead they were known as 'sunna'.
K'naraj, 76.
The above distinction between agreeable and disagreeable
practices is based on the usual terms, 'good bid*a' and 'bad bid''a'.
As regards the former,the Caliph'Umar is reported to have said about
an innovation in -the rite of salat, "Niwmat al-bid*a hadhini", 1
meaning, this is a good innovation." Ash-Shafi'i has clearly stated,
"An innovation which contradicts the Koran, a surma, an athar, or
iJma is a heretical bid^a; if, however, something new is introduced
which is not evil in itself and does not contradict the above-
mentioned authorities of religious life, then it is a praiseworthy,
2
unobjectionable innovation."
Significant in this connection is the remark of Grunebaum, who
says, "It is consensus which can accept an innovation, at first
considered heretical, ana, by accepting it, make it part and parcel
3
of the sunna, overriding traditional views in its way."
3 . Kinds of Sunna
Having discussed various shades of its meaning, let us now
consider the contents and scope of different types of sunna. Ever
since pre-Islamic era, the sunna underwent gradual changes and its
scope widened with the passage of time. In the beginning, Arabs
adhered strictly to the customary practices of their tribes which we
call the 'sunna of the tribe'. But since Arabian tribes had no
constitution, tribal laws, though generally acceptable, were not
strictly enforceable. "It was protected by no sanction and enforced
^
Muwatta' (Zur), i, 238.; SB, i, 499 (Salat)
2
Mst, ii, 26-27/36-37.5 Irshad, x, 342.
5 Med. Islam, 149-
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by no authority", says Kacdonald."'"
With the advent of Islam, the scope of surma widened. The
2
concept of God, a-1 ready prevalent in Arabian society , was given
due consideration and the sanction o^' lav/ was left with the fear of
wrath of God. The Qur'an draws attention of Arabs to the 'sunna of
Allah' with respect to earlier generations. The same source which
provided the concept of 'sunna of Allah' to the Arabian society-
demanded absolute obedience to Allah's Prophet. In addition to the
Qur'Snic injunctions 'to follow the Prophet of Allah', two more
factors became responsible to replace the 'sunna of the tribe' by
the 'sunna of the Prophet'. Firstly,the Arabs believed that 'the best
man to rule a tribe or clan was the man who was outstanding in
wisdom, prudence, and judgement 1.^ This man after Islam was Muhammad.
Secondly, thqy thought that Islamic community 'was divinely founded and
was...living in accordance with divinely-given mores.1'1
Alongside the 'Prophet's sunna' were the living traditions of
ancient schools, which we call 'the regional sunna'. Then came the
'Islamic sunna' and the 'juristic sunna'.
Let us, now, see these forms of sunna in greater detail to have
a clear picture of their scope.
Muslim Theology-, 68.
V-att, "Belief in a 'High God' in Pre-Islamic Mecca", Journal of




(i) 'Sunna of the tribe
The population of Arabia before Islam was divided into innumerable
political groupings called tribes. These tribes were again sub¬
divided into many independent units of families, whose heads elected
chief of the tribe. In theory, there was no special qualification
required for the tribal chief, but practically the noble ancestory was
the greatest factor to determine his authority. The members of the
tribe, though divided into many family units, paid full allegiance to
their tribal head and followed the traditional customs of the said
tribe in particular and of the community in general. The individuals,
in fact, were indebted to the tribe for their privileges, for their
dignity and for their very existence. This tribal system implied
the absence of legal protection for the individuals outside the tribe,
hence the importance of tribal laws.
... The Arabs, living in such independent but loose political units,
were bound by traditions and precedents. They clung to the customs
of their forefathers and felt great pride in so doing. We find a
number of references in the Cur'an, where the Meccans have been
reproached for this reason."'" Schacht has rightly remarked that
"whatever the forefathers had done deserved to be imitated...was the
2
golden rule of the Arabs."
As the society was divided into various tribes, it is natural
that their members would give prior importance to the customary laws
of their own tribe and name trfarm as 1sunna'.
1




'..e find many instances in pre and early Islamic literature where
the poets ana historians are reported as. using the word ' sunna' in the
sense of 'tribal custom'. Labid b. Rabi'a,for instance, says:
"Lin na'sha-rin sannat lahum aba 'uhum
V/a likulli qav.'ir.in sunnatun wa imamuha11^"
menaing, '(they belong) to a group of people to whom their forefathers
have prescribed (certain rules) and (as a matter of fact) each tribe
has its own custom (sunna) and its rule or model (imam).1
To take another example, extolling his tribe for possessing" a
number of qualities, including certain customs of their own, the poet
Abu j,ays b. al-Aslat says: "The people knew that your leaders are
ever the best peoples of the stations of Una, the best in counsel,
loftiest in custom (a4iahu sunnatan), and most truthful among the
2
assemblies." Similarly, the poet Ayman b. Khuraym, while referring
to. the assassination of'Uthman, says, "what a wicked sunna had their
first one (ancestors) established (fa ayya sunnat .iawr sanna awwaluhum)
In this second example, the verb 'sanna', along with its subject
1awwaluhum (their ancestors)* and the specific object 'sunnat',
clearly indicates that the noun 'sunna1 used here refers to the'sunna
of a certain tribe'.
Again, the pagan poet, Ufnun uses the plural, 'sunan' to refer
to certain tribal customs. He says, "They would not have redeemed
in place of their brother from a threatening danger a man of
as-Pakun, ana they would not have departed in respect of him from
Q,asa' id, 86.
pira, leu.
3 , , , --c
marry lolam, lop-
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the precedents (sunan) (of their tribe).
That 'surma' referred to 'tribal custom' is evident from the
following example's as well:
It is reported that 'Abd Allah b. 'Aba al-Muttalib, after his
marriage, stayed in the bride's house for a period of three days
because 'it was the custom among them (Kanat tilka 's-surma
2 4
'indahun)'. The word "indahum" (among them), here, is significant,
for it shows that in pre-lslamic Arabia different tribes had different
customs, for which the word 'sunna' was used.
To take another example,when 'Abd-al-Muttalib wanted to fulfil
his vow by giving the sacrifice of his son, 'Abd-Allah, his near
relatives advised him not to do so, saying, "Do not slaughter him,
for-if you will do this, the slaughtering of sons will become a
'sunna' (custom) among us."; This 'sunna* also seems to refer to the
'sunna of the tribe'.
(ii) 'Sunna of Allah'
The word 'sunna' has been invariably translated as custom,
practice or precedent to suit different contexts. All these render¬
ings, however, convey one central idea - that •sunna' has the force
of law. The fact that customs and practices were strictly adhered to
by the bedouins suggests that sunna could not have been easily ignored.
^
Muf'ad (Lyall), i, 525 •
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The judges and arbiters of pre-Islamic era had to respect the
established sunna while delivering judgement. The heads of tribes
were in no better position in so far as the customary law was
concerned, Luliamjuad, toe, had to approve a number of Jahiliyya
practices because they had a force of law in the society.
bith the coning of Islam, another type of sunna - the sunna
of Allah - was introduced in Arabian society. Sunna as such was
not a new concept to xorabs; they v.ere already following the 'sunna
cf their forefathers' and the 'sunna of the tribe'. The concept of
•Allah' too, was not unknown, though in the form of plurality of
gods.^ L'o doubt, these terms existed in the society all along, yet
they were not inter-related so far. The Q,ur'an now used then as a
compound term and introduced thereby a nev, concept - the sunria of
Allah.
Long before the coming of Piuhammad, the Arabs, in their judicial
system, believed in the supremacy of Allah. The judgements of ka'nins-
the soothsayers or judges - were enforced on the basis of a belief
that they came from a supernatural power. "Their (kahins') decision",
says Fischer, "is considered as a kind of divine judgement against
2
which there is no appeal." So, when the Our an spoke of 'sunna of
5
Allah' , the Arabs found no difficulty in accepting that the law of
Allah was a reality.
^
V.ratt, "Belief in a 'High Sod' in Pre-Islsmic Lecca", Journal of
Semitic Studies, XVI, Ho. 1., (kanchester University Press:
Spring, 1971)» PP« 35-40.
O
Fischer, 'Kahin', Hnc.yclonasdia of Islam, ii, 625.
^ ->..ur'an, 53:6.2.; 35**4$. i 48*23.
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At the opportune tine, when Arabs' nine, was prepared to accept
the supremacy of God, the igur'an claimed that the ' surma of Allah'
was eternal, and binding, hence to be followed. At the same time, it
reminded them of. the fate of earlier people who had shown arrogance
1 - 2
and disobeyed the fixed laws. The expression-- ' sunnn t al-Awwal in'
-—--VvhAT :tr2> used to convey this warning. The
purpose of this threat was to show that the 'sunna of Allah' had the
force of law. The Arabs paid heed to the message of the yir'an and
yielaed to the new form of 'sunna' - the 'sunna of Allah'. It was
quite in agreement with the temper of Arabs. We know that they
respected the customs of their forefathers and valued the decisions
of the kahins, believing-, in the latter case, that their decision had
a supernatural origin and that belief served as a sanction. This
shows that they had already the concept of supernatural laws which had
to be obeyed. So, when the qur'an mentioned the 'sunna of Allah', they
readily approved of it. Luhaianad also 'taught them that a community
under God was more meaningful and thus of greater political promise
4
than a community under tribal law.' Prof. Watt in this connection,
aptly remarks: "while some material self-interest may have been a
factor in conversion, the major factor was perhaps the religious -
the attractiveness of the dynamic image of the Islamic community as
5
a charismatic one."
The expression 'sunnat Allah', in verses 53:62; 35:43;
X
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49:23 and 33'52, implies that "Allah's law cannot be changed and they
are eternal'. While on the first three occasions (33:02; 35:43? 43:23),
'sunnat Allah' refers to hod's dealing with the people who believed
in the plurality of gods"'", in the last mentioned passage (33:53)
it refers to the privileges granted to earlier prophets through
x 2
Allah's ordinance (surma).
The word 'sunna' in all these places has the basic connotation
of 'laws of Allah' as promulgated for earlier peoples. In verse
3:137> "the plural 'sunan' occurs to denote the 'manner' in which the
earlier disbelievers were dealt with by Allah. Although the expression
1sunan' in the passage refers to the fate of disbelieving nation,
it cannot be rendered as 'judgement' as is suggested by vVensinck in
3
nis article on 'sunna' in the Encyclopaedia of Islam. In fact the
word indicates the law or Allah's modus operandi. It referred,
therefore, to the 'procedure' applied by God in dealing with the
ancient sinners, and not to the 'judgement' which was the result of
disobeying His laws.
The expression 'sunnst Allah' also occurs in the sources other
than the gur'an. Bukhari, for instance, uotes the coronation oath
of *Abd al-Lalik, where*Abd Allah b.'Unar is reported as saying: "I
swear to obey the servant of God, 'Abd al-I alik, according to the
4
'sunna of Allah' and the •sunna of the Prophet'...." Tabari also
"*"
Y/att, "Belief in a 'High God' in pre-Islamic kecca", Journal of
Semitic Studies, XVI, N. 1 (Spring, I9?l), pp. 35-40.
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Tafsir (jal), ii, 8.
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Y/ensinck, "Sunna", encyclopaedia of -*-slarn,iv, 355»
^
S_3, iv, 402 (Ankara) , 419 (P tisam.. .).
provides us v.ith several reports where the expression 'sunnat Allah'
occurs."*" Another reference to 'sunnat Allah' is found in Ibri Khaldun'
muqaddima. Here, it is reported that the institution of (building) a
maqsura (closet; was in fact a 'sunnah of Allah' with respect to his
2
servants. In other words, it was instituted in accordance with God's
law.
Shafi4i also uses the expression 'sunnat Allah' and clarifies
its meaning in the following example. Referring to a certain rite,
he says: "It is a 'sunna of Allah' to enter the haram (the sacred
precinct of Mecca) clad in ihram (the prescribed pilgrim's dress).
Shafi^i clearly means by 'sunna of Allah' the law of God as contained
in the Our*an and explained by the Prophet.
It seems strange that although we find frequent mention of the
expression 'sunna of Allah' in the Qur'an, we do not come across
even a single reference of 'sunna of Muhammad' - the oft-quoted
phrase of early scholars. In order to find reasons for the absence
of this expression, we have to have a fairly clear idea about the
concept of 'sunna' among the Arabs in the days of Jahiliyya.
We have already seen that the Arabs were too conservative in
adhering to the customs and traditions of their forefathers. We have
also noticed that the 'sunna' was believed to have supernatural origin
which served as sanction to the enforcement of kahin's judgements,
^
Annates, i, 3427*; ii, 518? 13^9•
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Munaadima, 2b9.
J Early Islam, 135 »n," citing Uma, v. 2,2; p. 121, 8.
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It is also known that these simple Arabs could hardly distinguish
between secular and religious laws."'" Thus they faithfully followed
the sunna which included religious and secular laws alike.
Under these circumstances, and at this initial stage of the
development of the concept of 'sunna of Muhammad', only the 'sunna
of Allah' or God's law cculd be easily acceptable to the Arabs. The
'sunna of Muhammad' had yet to be introduced, let alone be accepted.
Hence its absence in the Qur'an. The Qur'an, however, accomplished i
the task of introducing the concept of the 'sunna of the Prophet',
very tactfully. While on the one hand, it diverted the A.rabs'
attention from the 'sunna of the tribe' to the 'sunna of Allah',
on the other hand, it introduced to them the dynamic personality of
Muhammad with these forceful words, "Certainly you have in the
2
Messenger of Allah a good example." This was done with a view to
replace the 'sunna of the tribe' by the 'sunna of Muhammad'. The
'sunna of Allah' served only as an intermediary link in this gradual
switch over. And very soon they were "taught the lesson", says
Grunebaum, "that a community under God was more meaningful and thus
3of greater political promise than a community under a tribal law."
(iii) 'Sunna of Muiriammad' ;-
At the advent of Islam, the Arabian society was introduced to
the concept of 'sunna of Allah' which was easily acceptable to the
community because of their belief in supernatural origin of law.
The problem arose when the community had to adopt the normative
Gray, "Customs", Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, iv, 375-
2
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Cur an, 3?s21 •
^ I'-ed, Islam, 72.
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laws (sunna) of the Prophet.
The Prophet, who realised this difficulty, adopted a practical
course to deal with this delicate issue of sunna. He was commanded
in the Gur'an to enforce his authority on Pagan Arabs and provide
them, by his conduct, with a code of laws replacing those of 'ancient
customs'. In carrying out this commandment of God, the Prophet did
not alter the entire old custons. He had studied the minds of his
own people. He knew fully well that aversion to change was the
prominent feature of bedouin life. Knowing well how ardent they
were in adhering to their customs, he changed the 'ancient sunna'
only when absolutely necessary, modified few and retained the rest.
As regards retention of old customs, he not only tolerated them,but,
in early stages, he went so far as 'to prescribe in islam, the virtues
of the days of ignorance'^ He is reported to have followed the
Jewish and Christian traditions in cases where there was no provision
2
in the pur*an. Notwithstanding many customs and usages being amended
or even abolished, a large number of them were retained and assimilated
into Islamic faith. The toleration (taqrlr) - a kind of hadith
signifjring the tacit approval of the Prophet of the actions of his
companions-itself implies the recognitior of certain prevailing
laws by the Prophet.
Having adopted such a policy, the Prophet gained the ^.confidence
of the bedouins. At the same time, he went on promulgating the
teachings of the Gur'an introducing thereby many new laws in Arabian




society. ■•hen people were prepared to listen to his words and accepted
the 1 ur'an as a Divine Book, the task of recognition of his own sunna
became simpler.
With a declaration in the rur'an, "Verily, in the Messenger of
Allah ye have a good example" (Oar'an, xxxiii:2l), the ideality of
the sunna which so far had been in the ancient customs, began to be
sought in the conduct of the Prophet. Partly because of his own
exemplary conduct and partly due to Qur'anic injunctions to follow
the Prophet"1", his actions and conduct replaced the sunna of their
ancestors, of their tribe and that of Allah - the last mentioned
having been incorporated in the 'sunna of Muhammad', Since by
nature the Arabs were wont to following the sunna, they found no
difficulty in shifting to a new one - the 'sunna of Muhammad'. The
nascent Muslim community was soon convinced that the behaviour of the
Prophet provided a sunna better than that of the Jahiliyya.
The Prophet himself insisted that 'his sunna' be followed, and
2
warned; "He who tires of my sunna does not belong to me". This
was quite in agreement with the Qur'anic injunction* "We sent not
any Apostle but to be obeyed"'' and that "He who obeyeth the Messenger
obeyeth Allah"^. It was rather a duty to obey the Messenger of Allah
and follow his rulings. Being indispensible for the practical
1
Our*an, 5:32, 132.; 4:59-5 8:20, 46.; 24:56.; 47:33-
^
Tab, I, ii, 95-j Musnad (Sh), ix, 257-238. Kusnad, ii, 124.}
ON, vi, 60 (Hikah).; Bagh, iii, 330, where the scribal error (in
the ishad) of "tAbd Allah b.'Umar" should be corrected as "(Abd
Allah b. 'Amr."




application cf the gur'anic doctrines,the 1sunna of the Prophet'
must have necessarily been given a great importance during his life¬
time. The practical demonstration was necessary to know the ways
and manners of performing rituals ( 'ibadat). He did not always
explain in words as how to perform ablution; instead he demonstrated
the act. similarly, ha demonstrated the act of prayer and said,
"Sallu kama ra'aytuinuni usalli"1 (Pray in the manner you see me
praying). The same happened in other religious, moral and social
matters; and his overall conduct - later named as 'sunna of the
Prophet' - came to be regarded as a model to be followed by the
l.iuslim Community.
This concept became so popular among the muslims that in later
2
times the use of 'sunna' alone indicated the 'sunna of the Prophet'.
Here we quote a few instances to illustrate this point:
<• — —
Ibn-Abbas was once entertaining people with 'nabidh'.J When
person asked if he was serving that drink because it was 'sunna'
or he preferred to serve this particular drink out of his own liking.
Ibvi 'Abbas, instead of giving a direct reply to this question, quoted
an incident from the Prophet's behaviour. He informed the questioner
that the Prophet not only himself drank nabidh but had encouraged its
user
Ibn 'Abbas mentioned this incident to show that his act of
entertaining with nabidh was in conformity with the 'sunna of
SB, i, 165 (Adhan)^ Tab, XV, i, 114.
3
Intoxicating beverage made of dates or raisins.; wine.
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the -trbphet'. He knev; that the word 'sunna' in the questioner's
remark 'if it was sunna?1 referred to the 1 surma of the Prophet'.
He, therefore, quoted an incident from the Prophet's behaviour. It
is thus clear that the v.cccd ' surma' (without an affix) referred to
here, signifies the 'sunna of the Prophet'.
To take another example, the caliph'Umar once asked the barber
to remove the hairs from his chest. The companions around him, who
usually sought in his cliaracter the 'sunna of the Prophet', looked at
this act curious-ly. Lest they had treated this act of *Umar as
'sunna of the Prophet', he clarified the situation, saying "0
people, verily, it is not the sunna.""'' The word 'sunna' used here
clearly refers to tine. ' sunna of the Prophet1.
Although the usual expression to denote the normative behaviour
of the Prophet was the 'sunna of the messenger of Allah', yet very
often the term 'sunna1 was used without its genitive. Before we turn
to the early usage of the term 'sunna of the prophet", we cite below a
few examples where the term 'sunna' alone referred to the 'sunna of
the Prophet':
(i) The Prophet is reported to have said, "The faith has
settled in the hearts of men whereby they learn the our'an and the
sunna".^
(ii) Abu Yusuf laid down the principle that a hadith to be
accepted must conform to the v4ur'an and the sunna.
(iii) In an instruction given b„. 'Umar to Abu Pusa al-Ash^ari,
1
Tab, HI, i, 209.
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the former is reirorted to he ve advised the latter to resort to
analogs (gives) in matters which were r.ot found in the Book or the
1
sunna.
(vi) the ,poet al-Kunayt, in one of his poems, says, "On the
basis of what Book or which sunna (bi a./yi kitabin aw bi ayyati
sunnatin) do you regard my love for them (progeny of the Prophet)
2
as disgrace?"
(v) It is reported that Ibn eAbbas used to put shackles in
the feet of'lkrima to teach him the ,ur'an and the sunna.
(vi) Abu'^bayda b. al-Jarrah is reported to have been sent by
4
the Prophet to the Yemenites to teacn them the sunna and al-Islam.
In all the examples cited above, the word 'sunna1 refers to the
'sunna of the Prophet1 only and nothing else. This shows that 'sunna1
in the sense of 'sunna of the Prophet' was a well-established usage
of the time.
That 'surma' (without an affix) referred to the 'sunna of the
Prophet' is implied in the following example as well.
It is reported that the Prophet, at the conclusion of the
battle of Uhud, came out searching for uaniza b. *Abd al~luttalib' s
body. When ultimately he found it at the bottom of the valley, he
discovered that it was badly mutilated. Enraged at this sight he
spoke out: "Were it not that Safiyya (Hamza's sister) would be painfully
1
Huja.i, (3h), 212.
methodology, S, where Fazlur Rahman gives reasons why 'sunna'
here can mean only 'sunna of the Prophet' and nothing else.
5 Tab, V, 212. "
^
Tab, III, i, 299-
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grieved and lest it become a surmat I would have left his body as
it is till it was eaten by wild animals and birds....
The word 'sunna! in this report is very significant, for the
Prophet himself uses it in the sense of his own practice and is
aware that his actions would constitute a precedent for future
2
generation.
So far, we have seen that the term 1 sunna1 without an;/ genitive,
was used in early Islam in the sense of the 'sunna of the Prophet'.
Now coming to the usage of the expression 'sunna of the Prophet', we
find that its oecurance was equally common in this period, though
Joseph Schacht denies this fact."5
Schacht holds that the earliest evidence for the use of the term
'sunna of the Prophet' is the letter addressed by the Kharijite
leader *A bd Allah b. Ibad to the Umayyad Caliph'Abd al-Malik about




Guillaume seems to doubt the genuineness of this report (cf. Sira
(Gull), 387>n.). Bat the fact that the Prophet had shown this
careful attitude with regard to his sunna on several occasions
suggests the authenticity of this incident too. We have seen
elsewhere that he had abstained from drawing himself a bucket of
water from the well of Zamzaa lest it become a sunna, to be
followed by the muslim community, which in turn might deprive the
Banu '1-abbas of their privilege of siqaya (supplying the water
of Zamzam to the pilgrims). He not only showed his apprehension
by his act but- also expressed it in words, saying, 'were it not
that it might become a 'sunna', I would have hauled myself (the
bucket)." (cf. Tab, II, i, 131«) In fact we find several
reports in hadith works, where the Prophet refrained from doing
certain acts lest they become 'sunna', to be considered obligatory
by the Muslims.
Islamic law, 18.; PitJ, 74- Also see, Early Islam, I3I-I33, 168-169
for refutation of this view by Bravmann.
Islamic law, 18.
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expression, according to him, is its oceurance in the treatise vhich
j
Hasan al-3asri addressed to the same calioh.
But contrary to Schacht• s findings v/e come across this expression
much earlier, even during- the Prophet's lifetime. «e quote below a
few examples to show that the phrase 1 surma of the Frophet1 and other
equivalent terms were in use right from the time of the Prophet:
(i) At the time of I,.utadh,s appointment as a judge in yemen, when
the Prophet asked him as how he would decide the cases, he replied,
"I shall decide then on the basis of the Book of Allah, (but) in case
of non-availability of rulings in the Book of Allah, (l shall decide
their.) on the basis of the 'sunna of the messenger of Allah...."1"
(ii) The Prophet is reported to have said, "I have left you two
things; if you adhere to these, you will not go astray. (They are):
the Book of Allah and my practice (sunnati).'
In fact the rrophet has used this term a number of times.
Almost ail the canonical works contain the reports where the Prophet
5
refers to his own 'sunna'.
(iii) The Prophet is reported to have said, "you must follow 'my




3D, (fed.), i, 55.; Bayan, ii, 56.; This report appears suspect to
Jawzqani, who mentions, it under mawdu'at (forged traditions), hut
Ibn al~ ayyim defends it. Gh&zali, considering it authentic
unequivocally declares in al-Iiustasfa: "The 'padith of 1,'u' adh
has been accepted by the I'ma." ^"cf. 'Abbas Hamada, As-sunnat
an-Nabawiyya..♦(Cairo, 1584/1965)> P* 188).
Bayan, ii, 180.; Ispahan, i, 105.




lusnaa , ii, 1-4*5 vim5 80, (hikah).; SAD, iv, 231 (manna),
haaitn no. 4607* SIL, i, 20 (introduction), 587 (I'ikah).
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to it and stick fast to it.""
(iv) In a sermon given on the occasion of *Id ai-kdha, the Prophet
said, inter alia, "we offer the prayers and sacrifice (the animals);
> 2
so whoever does /that, acts in accordance with our surma (sunnatana j"
(v) In one of the Friday sermons,'Timer is reported to have said,
"I have appointed governors in different places to teach people their
religion ar.d the 1 sunna of their Irophet (sunnat nabiyyihim)."J
(vi) Cn the occasion of the choice of a caliph after the death of
'Uraar in 25 A.II., 'Add ar-Ilahinan interviewed 'Uthnian and *Ali - the
prospective candidates for the caliphate - and asked them if they were
ready "to hold fast to the 'Book of Allah' and the 'sunna of His
/ - -\ 4
prophet' (Kitab Allah wa sunnat nabiyyihi )."
(vii) 'Uthman in his first speech after becoming the caliph said,
"I am answerable to you (0 people) for three things next to the
'Book of Allah' and the 'sunna of Eis prophet' (ba'da kitab Allah wa
_ C
■ sunnat naoiyyihi)."
(viii) Wlien 'Uthman was elected as Caliph, the people paid allegiance
to him in these words: "We pay allegiance to you on (condition that
you would follow) the 'Book of Allah' anc., the 'sunna of His prophet'
and the practice of Abu Bakr and'Unar (ala kitab Allah wa sunnat,
nabiyyihi wa fi'l Abi Bakr wa*Unar).
(ix) In one of his long speeches, 'All Is reported to have said,
"(l invite you) 0 people, to the Book of Allah Almighty and the 'sunna
__ 1
of your prophet' (sunnat nabiyyikurrO". '
^
i-ac alirn, iv, 500.; Bayan, ii, 182.; Jani* , x, 144 ( "Ilm).
SB, iii, 182 (dalat al-Idayn).
^ Khara.j, 14, 115* j kethodology, 8-9, where Fszlur Hahman gives
circumstantial evidences to show the genuineness of the statement
of'Umar.





' i'0TH^n (Akii), ii, 256.
(x) When'Ali punished an adultress with stoning, he justified his
act by saying, "I have stoned her in accordance with the 'sunns of
the Lessenger of Allah' (bisunnat rasul Allah)
(xi) In the treatj concluded between Hasan and l.u'awiya, the former
agreed to assign the caliphate to Lu'awiya on condition that he
would act in accordance with the 'Book of God', the 'surma of the
2
Prophet' and the 'behaviour of the good caliphs'."
(xii) Yazid b. al-Iuuhallab is reported as summoning the people of
3
Basra to tne 'Book of God' and the 'sunna of His prophet'.
(xiii) In the oath of allegiance to 'Abd al-Lalik, *Abd Allah
b.4Umar is reported as saying, "I swear to obey xhe servant of God,
'Abd al-kalik, according to the 'sunna of Allah' and the 'surma of
the Frophet'....
(xiv) In his famous letter to Abu Bakr b. P.uhammad b. 'Arm b. Hazn,
'Umar II asks the former to "look for the hadith and 'sunna of the
Prophet'...." and commit the same to writing."'
(xv) In his letter to'l'rwa b. az-Zubayr, 'Umar II explains the bases
of jurisprudence and mentions the 'sunna of the messenger of Allah'
6
as the second source of Islamic law.
(xvi) The phrase 'sunna of the prophet' along with the'Book of
_ 7
Allah' occurs in'Umar II's inscription in the mosque of the Prophet.
(xvii) In one of his statements,'Umar II says, "I'o one is allowed





SB, iv, 402 (Ahkam), 419 (i"tisan.♦.)
l.uwatta' (Ah), 3^9 ♦ > ASiwal, 578.; SB, i, 12o.; Tab, II, ii, 154.;






to give his own opinion when there is a verdict in the Book. The
opinions of the imams (scholars) are accepted only when there is no
verdict either in the pur'an or in the 'sunna of the Prophet'.""'"
(xix) v/ith regard to a question of inheritance, halik is reported
to have said, "There is nothing for you in the 'Book of Allah' and
we do not know if there is anything for you in the 'sunna of trie
2
Lessenger of Allah'."
(xx) In his letter to'Aba ai-Lalik, Tibd Allah b. Ibad (d. 86 A.h.)
refers to 'the sunna of the Prophet' and the 'sunna of the proceeding
caliphs', and praises Abu Bakr for following the 'Book of Allah' and
the 'sunna of the Prophet'.^
(xxi) In his letter to 'abd al-llalik, Hasan al-Basri extolls the
forebears and says, "They acted according to the ordinances of God,
narrated His wisdom, and followed the 'sunna of the I/essenger of
Allah' "4
(xxii) Abu Yusuf advises the caliph ilarun ar-Rashid to instruct his
officials, among other things, to administer according to the 'sunna
5
of the Prophet'.
(xxiii) Explaining his viewpoint regarding juristic problems, Abu Yusuf
says that in legal matters one should follow the 'sunna of the
6 _
Prophet' and 'of the forebears: the companions and the fugaha'.





Jawahir, 157 > l60, I64-I06.
i/er -slam, aax !^15ppy. p. 08.
^ Khara.j, 76.
oi,7ar, 24.
the Prophet' was already in use in the first generation of Islam.
During the lifetime of the Prophet, the common expression for his
ideal practices was 'sunna' alone or 'sunnati1 or 1sunnatuna' - the
last mentioned referring to the practices of the prophets in general.
The expression 'sunna of the Prophet' became popular after his death.
As regards the scope of the 'sunna of Muhammad', it appears to
be wider than that of •sunna of Allah'. While the former covers
both revealed and traditional customary laws of Muslims, the latter
deals only with revealed ones and hence limited in scope. Furthermore,
the •sunna of Muhammad' deals with every detail of the individual's
life, both secular and religious, revealed and unrevealed alike.
It would not be wrong, therefore, to hold that the gur'anic laws
have been incorporated in the 'sunna of Muhammad' and the former have
to be read along with the hadith - the record of Muhammad's sunna.
Probably, this very idea led to the belief that the r>ur'an is more
in need of the sunna than the sunna is of the fur'an."*"
(iv) 'Regional Sunna';-
The sunna of the Prophet was initially known to the companions
and successors living in Medina and its neighbouring cities, 'when
these people moved to different provinces of the Muslim Empire, they
carried with them the sunna of the Prophet, wherever they went end
settled down, they were received with great honour by the zealous
Muslims who were eager to know more and more about the sunna of the
Prophet. Some of these bearers of sunna established schools of their
own. They were treated authorities on the Prophet's sunna and were
1
SD, (Med.), i, 117."
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known as scholars. Several such schools v ere thus established in
the middle of the second century after the hijra. These scholars
sometimes differed on legal issues. The interpretation of the te.ru
'sunna', thus, varied from centre to centre. Local scholars of
different places believed that their ov.n surma i.e. the sunna of their
respective regions represented the real 1 surma of the Prophet'. The
fact that different practices were followed in different places shows
that the phrases life L-.s-sunna cindaria' (this is our practice)
and 'madat as-sunna' (this has been the practice) referred to the local
practices rather than the practice of the whole community. This v.e
call 'regional surma'.
The reputed scholars of this early period, Imam Lalik, Abu Yusuf
and al-Awza'i, have used the term 'sunna1 in the sense of regional
practices of ...edina, Iraq ana Syria respectively.
(i) Imam Lalik; Lalik uses the word 'sunna' to denote the
'practice prevalent in ledina'. He distinguishes it from the hadith
and is of the opinion that the 'sunna' (practice of Ledina) is more
reliable than the 'hadith'.He, very often, confirms the reported
hadith by mentioning the surma prevalent in Ledina. In case of
contradiction between the two he prefers the latter over the former.
He quotes for instance, a tradition according to which a pilgrimage
by proxy is allowed whether the beneficiary on whose behalf it is
2
performed is alive or dead. But following the practice of Ledina,
3
he does not allow, such a pilgrimage on behalf of a living person.
Similarly, according to hadith "walking in front of the person
For distinction between 'sunna' and 'hadith', see infra, chapter II,
pp. 85-92.
2
Luwatta', (Sh) - (D), 138.
' r'». 4 - f \ \ f o
praying is not allowed . But "according to sunna" (Medinese
practice), says Malik, "there is no harm in doing so,"^
Malik seldom cares about the practice (sunna) of other cities,
for he considers Medina as the 'home of sunna'. In his letter to
Imam al-Layth b. Sa'd of Egypt he advances several arguments in
support of this view. The basic point that he puts forth is that
the people of Medina were more acquainted with the sunna of the
Prophet than the people of other cities.
It should be remarked that his preference of Medinese practice
was shared by the consensus of the scholars of Medina and was not
merely his own personal ij tih~d. For instance, he first remarks
that commercial goods of the 'people of the Book' and the Magians
were not taxable, as had been the practice in the past (madat
2
bidhalika 's-surma). Then he justifies it by saying, "This is what
I found to be the practice of the scholars of my town." The word
'sunna' used by Malik here clearly refers to the practice prevalent
in Medina and approved by Mediness scholars.
At another place, Malik says that zakat is obligatory on a
man who is in possession of twenty dinars, and adds, "This is the
'sunna' about which they (i.e. the scholars of Medina) do not
differ."y
Shafi'I quotes a statement of Malik where the latter uses the
1
Muwatta* (Sh) - (d), 152.
2
Muwatta' (Zur), ii^ 145*
^ Kuwatta', i, 280.
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term 'surma' in the sense of Medinese practice. He (Shafi'i) says,
"Do you not agree (0 interlocutor) that he (Malik) would not say:
"This is our practice (haahihi ' s-sunna *indana) unless the matter
had been agreed upon among the scholars of .Medina."^"
We come across a number of phrases in Malik's Muwatta' v/hich
denote the local practice of Medina. The usual plan followed by
Malik in this book is this that first he reports a certain
tradition and then adds one of several terms v/hich connote the
prevalent practice of Medina. The expressions.commonly used to
2 —
convey this sense are: 'Al-amr indana' , 'Ai-amr alladhi la ikhtllaf
-3 4 5fihi *indc.na'v, ''as-surma 'indana' ', ''cadat as-sunna' and ''as-sunnat
allatl la ikhtilaf fiha 'indana'°.
It is clear from these and similar other expressions that the
Medinese practice in many cases differed from the reported traditions,
and that the former was preferred by Malik over the latter. It is
also implied that the practice of one region differed from that of
the other and that 'sunna' in above phrases referred to the practice
of Medina. It proves, therefore, that 'sunna' was used by Malik
in a parochial sense. Thus we may call this sunna 'a regional sunna'.
(ii) Abu Yusuf;- Abu Yusuf, the contemporary of Malik, asks us to




Muwat ta' (Zur), ii» 107, 123, et passim.
Muwatta' (Zur), ii j 101 and passim.
4
Muwat ta' (Zur), ii. 105, 124, et passim.
> Muwatta' (Zur), ii, 141, 143, et passim.
6
Muwa t ta' (Zurj, ii, 97, et passim.
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as our imam and guide." .lis advice to waita the .ur'an as our guide
seems quite understandable, but what does the 'sunnat ma'rufa' signify
here? Apparently, it seens to mean that the practices of the Muslim
community, whether of Iraq - Abu Yusuf's home town - or of outside,
is legitimate and worth emulating. It appears, therefore, that,
unlike Malik, Abu Yusuf's •sunna' is not parochial.
But viewed in historical perspective, Abu Yusuf's 'sunna' is
not much different from the regional 'surma' of Lalik. Me know that
in Abu Yusuf's tine, different schools of thought prevailed in
different places, each claiming their own standpoint as genuine.
Therefore, the term 'as-sunnat al-raa4nlfa' would mean the practice
prevalent in Abu Yusuf's own town viz Iraq. This would, therefore
bring him in line with Imam Lalik.
Abu Yusuf also uses the expressions 'the practice (sunna) of
2 N 3
men of learning' and 'practice (sunna) of leaders of the Luslims'
to refer to the practice (sunna) of his own town.
(iii) Awza'i;- Syrian, A1-Awza'i uses the term 'sunna' in the
same sense in which his contemporaries, Lalik and Abu Yusuf, have used
it. He uses the expression, 'it had been the practice (sunna) of the
A
Muslims in the past'. It seems that the practice referred to by
Al-Awza'i is a continuation of the Prophetic sunna as practiced in Muslim
communities in different parts of the Muslim Empire. But actually
1
Hujni, 32.





what he means by 'sunna' is the 'practice prevalent in his own
region' viz Syria. When he says, "hadha ra'y ani al-ilci""^ (this
is the opinion of the scholars), he actually refers to the scholars
of his own region.
A debate between al-Awzaci and Abu Yusuf on alloting the share
of booty to riders of ponies (baradhin) in the war, clearly shows
that 'sunna1 to Awza'i was the practice prevalent in Syria.
Awzaci in this aiologue says that 'the leaders of the muslims in
the past did not give the share of booty to baradhin...' Refuting
his argument, Abu Yusuf remarks that the statement of al-Awza4i is
the opinion of some such scholars of Syria who cannot even perform
their ablution properly; neither can they recite the formula of
, , , , 2tasnanhud well, nor do they know the principles of fiqh...
From Abu Yusuf's refutation - made in a polemical manner - of
Awzafci's claim, it appears that the practice (sunna) referred by the
latter was unknown in Iraq. Had it been the practice in all the
regions, Abu Yusuf would have endorsed the views of Al-Awza'I. This,
in turn proves that (sunna) tc Awza4i usually referred to the
prevalent practices in Syria.
On the basis of the examples cited above, it can be safely
said that the well known scholars of the second century after the






(v) 'Sunna of the Communi-t.v1 - Islamic °unna:
In 'Islamic sunna' we include the established religious practices
that are either generally followed in the religious life of the
Muslim community*or considered desirable among orthodox Muslims.
Under "desirable practices' come those practices of the Prophet and
the Pious Caliphs which concern the minute details of their every¬
day life,like the ways and manners of eating, drinking and social
intercourse.
The scope of 'sunna' had been widening ever since the advent of
Islam. In the beginning it was confined to 'Muhammad's sunna' which
included not only the new laws given by him but also the prevailing
customs of his period as well. After his death, it meant the
1 2
practices of his companions and the successors as well. Thereafter
the i.jtihads of the rightly guided caliphs came to be considered
as.'sunna1 and formed part of religious practices of the Muslims
at large. Later, the practices introduced by the Umayyad Caliphs
were also included into the scope of 'Islamic sunna1.
'Islamic sunna', in the beginning was nothing more than the
Prophet's teachings and his model behaviour. 'Prophet's sunna'
as we have seen, was not a total substitute for the customary
practices. Many of the ancient usages of the community were retained
by Islam. As a matter of fact the maxim 'everything that is not
prohibited is permissible1' can be easily applied to this period of
history. The Prophet himself followed, for sometimes, the custom
^
Traditions, 11.
2 Mughlth, 12. •
^ This is saici. to have its basis in the Our * an which says, "Lawful
unto you are all beyond those mentioned" (4:24) and "He hath
explained unto you that which is forbidden unto you" (6:120).
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of the Jews'1", and asked ..is companions to follow the practices of
Jews and Christians in matters in which there was no provision in
Idaslim lav,'.
That 'Islamic surma' was not totally divorced from customary
practices of Arabia can "be clearly seen in the Ha.j.j ceremonies. We
notice that there is not much difference between the pagan pilgrimage
and the Islamic Ha .hi. The rites of circumambulation of Ka'ba",
3 4
kissing the black stone , sacrificing the animals , throwing of
5 6 7
pebbles'', running between Safe and. .Iviarwa , and shaving the head ,
were among various rites of the pagan pilgrimage which were included
in the Islamic Ha.j,j.
Besiaes the Iia,1.1 rites, there were many pre-Islamic Arab beliefs
and customs which were incorporated into Islamic religion. As regards
8 _ 9
belief, the bedouins believed in 'Life hereafter' , and 'al-Hisab' ' -
the two fundamental beliefs of the Islamic faith. Among the religious
practices may be enumerated the batheing of the deceased"^, wrapping
the body in a shroud"'""'", offering funeral service""^ and burying it in
15the grave.
e.g. praying towards Jerusalem till the revelation came to face






















I'on Ha'oib has mentioned ten practices concerning- purification
(tahara) which, were commonly observed in ore-Islamic times.
These practices were later taken into Islam and hove been categorised
as obligatory (f'ard.) or recommended (raustahab) by later jurists.
Apart from these practices, many legal provisions in connection
23 4with marriage , divorce and inheritance etc. have been taken in
Luslim law from the practices of the Jahiliyya period.
These practices have been incorporated into Islam either in
toto or with slight modification. Thus, the 'Islamic sunna' in the
Prophet's lifetime consisted of the pre-Islacic customs retained by
Islam, plus the new 'sunna' introduced by the Prophet and followed
by the community.
The 'Islamic sunna1 was in fact the established religious
practices of the community. It was usually expressed by the phrases
'jarat bihl 's-sunna', and 'nadat. bihi 's-sunr.a' and other similar
5terms. The following are some of the examples where such expressions
have been used in the above sense:
kuhabbar, 329. The practices mentioned are: (i) Rinsing the
mouth (madmada), (ii) cleansing the nostrils (istinshaq), (iii)
cleaning the teeth (as-siv/ak), (iv) splitting apart the hairs of
the beard while making ablution (takhlil al-Iihya), (v) clipping
the moustaches (qass ash-shawarib"7^ (vi) circumcission (al-khatan),
(vii) shaving the hairg from pubes (halq al-Ana), (viii) Plucking
hairs from armpits (natf al-ibt), (ix) clipping nails (tagIin,






Sira, 692-693*; Unrni, vii, 306.; Amwal, 612.
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(i) When asked about the rules regarding accepting the jizya from
idol worshippers, Zuhri is reported to have said, "It was customary
(mapat as-sunna) to accept this tax from the Christians and Jews of
Arabia"- The formula 'madat as-sunna ' in the report clearly
indicates that the given practice was generally accepted and
established among the muslim community and hence we call it the
!Is1amic sunna'.
(ii) Discussing a certain rite of ha;j,j, Ibn Hisham reports: "When
he (the Prophet) made the farewell pilgrimage, he adhered to it
(the rite) whereby it became an established practice (madat as-sunna)
(among the muslim community)''^ The phrase 'madat as-sunna' used
here refers to the practice of muslims in general. Hence it can
be called the 'Islamic sunna'.
(iii) .Referring to a practice adopted by the Prophet in distributing
the booty of Banu Qurayza, Ibn Ishaq says, "And this remained the
usual practice (of the muslim comminity) with respect to the campaigns
(wa madat as-sunna fi'l-maghazi)♦"^ Shafi'i also refers to this
incident ana reports that the followers of Awza1i said, 'it ted been
the established practice (wa bihadha madat as-sunna)...and the muslims
had no disagreement about it'.^ This last remark of the followers of
Awza*" i, as quoted by Shafi'i, clearly indicates that the phrase
indicated the 'Islamic sunna'.
In fact the age of the companions after the death of the Prophet









period, the scope of 1 surma' widened and included not only the pre-
Islsiaic customs and the Prophet's newly introduced sunna, but also
the behaviour and conduct of his companions, especially of the pious
caliphs. The companions were very careful in preserving the 'sunna
of the Prophet' arid had regulated their lives accordingly. The
people considered these companions as custodians of Prophetic surma.
They had won the confidence of the community becuase of their love
and devotion towards the sunna of the Prophet. Because of their
proximity to the age of the Prophet, they were regarded as the true
bearers of the letter's sunna. They were rightly regarded so, for
they had been very cautious and critical in accepting the reports,
claimed to have emanated from the Prophet. The information received
by them was put to severe test to be verified, and accepted as
genuine. Abu Bakr, for instance, agreed to give (from the property
of the deceased) one-sixth share to grandmother only when he was
convinced that the Prophet had acted so»^ 'Umar adopted the same
attitude with regard to accepting an alleged sunna. It is reported
that once Abu I.lusa al-Ashari called on'Umar. He knocked at his door
three times. Finding no reply from inside ha intended to go back
whereupon'Umar came out and saw him returning. He called him back
and asked why he was going away. Abu muss replied that he lad heard
the Prophet saying: "If a man cones and knocks at somebody's door
three times but gets no reph, , he should not wait any longer". The
hadith quoted by Abu ] visa was not known to'Umar. In order to verify
this - because it contained a 'sunna of the Prophet' - he threatened
to punish Abu L-usa if he failed to produce a witness to confirm the
report. The latter therefore, produced an ear-witness to confirm the
2
report. Only then.could nis report be considered as genuine . Similarly,
La'rifat, Ip."
o
ffdh, i, 6.; Sis, iv, 458 (l' tisaiu...).
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the prectice of >vli v.as to accept a report only when given cn oatl ,x
Thus we find that the caliphs had their ov.n vays of examining the
reported traditions. They were hesitant to accept a hadith till it
was critically examined and genuinely proved.
Considering this cautious attitude of the pious caliphs towards
the preservation of the Prophet1s sunna, the later Muslims took for
granted that the practices of the companions must have necessarily
conformed to the 'sunna of the Prophet'. It was probably because of
this reason that in later tines it was deemed enough to ascribe a
certain practice to the pious companions so as to bring it at par
with the 'sunna of the Prophet'. In this way, even personal opinions
(based on the ;ur'an and the Prophet's sunna) in due course became
the ijna' (consensus) of the community and assumed the status of
2 -
'Islamic surma'. It is to this type of 'Islamic sunna' that'Ali
refers in the following statement: "The 2essenger of Allah, used to
award forty stripes (as a punishment for drinking wine), Abu Ik kr
(also awarded) forty stripes and'IJmar (awarded) eighty stripes.
3
All this is 'surma'." All's comment 'all this is sunna' is very
significant, for it shows that even the practice of the companions
constituted a 'sunna' - the Islamic sunna.
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'sunna' the 'Islamic surma' v.hen he says, "whosoever repudiated
I ' T ' * - . • i . _ 1 • I i 1 • • t ♦ 1
nbu Bakr and Unar has in fact repudiated the ! sunna'."
That 'sunna of the companions' also constituted the 'Islamic
sunna1 is evident from the following statement of'"mar: Commenting
upon the institution, of appointing a successor, he is reported to
have said, "If I appoint a successor, it will be a 'sunna1 and if I
do not appoint a successor, it will be a 'sunna' (too). The Prophet
died without appointing a successor and Abu Bakr died after appointing
? •
a successor." In other words, in either case he has a precedent in
'sunna'.
V.e notice in the above report that the practice of Abu Bakr
has been described by'TJmar as 'sunna', which shows that the 'Islamic
sunna' was comprised of the practices of the Prophet and the pious
caliphs.
The reason why the sunna introduced by the caliphs were
incorporated in the scope of Islamic sunna is the fact that the
community had full confidence that the caliphs were true devotees
of Islam, who were, in no circumstance, prepared to neglect the
sunna of the Prophet, however, in certain cases when these caliphs
gave juristic rulings contrary to the known sunna, people refused
to accept it until they were convinced that the change was brought in
good faith and was in conformity with the spirit of the sunna of the
Prophet. To take an example, the sale of slave-mothers (Ummahat
al-awlad) was allowed during the Prophet's time. '..hen'Umar came to
l.askahir, 62, no. '421.
r\
Tab, III, i, -248.; Annalss, iii, 241.
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power, he exercised his own i,itihad and forbade such transaction.*
In this way he changed the sunna of the Prophet' and established a
now one. His action was approved by the community because his motive
was good; he had taken a step towards abolition of slavery - one of
the main aims of the Prophet. Since this change was in conformity
with the spirit of the Prophet's sunna, it was approved by the
cOinnunit; and was incorporated into the 'Islamic surma'.
The practices introduced by other caliphs were also included
in the scope of sunna and enlarged thereby its scope. Caiiph'Uthman,
for instance, introduced the third call (first in the words of
Abu Ilanifa) in Priday prayers , which now forms part of the Islamic
sunna. Similarly, caliph'Umar's Awwaliyyat, like prescribing of
eighty lashes as punishment for drinking and his legislation that
the triple divorce in one pronouncement (sitting) to be considered
as equivalent to three pronouncements, are some of the examples to
show that the 'Islamic sunna' is an extension of the 'prophetic
sunna1.
To take one more example, it is reported that up to the time of
the Umayyad Caliph Marv/an b. al-iiakam, the sermon (khutba) of
'idavn was delivered after the prayer, when this caliph noticed
that many people leave the mosque without listening to the sermon,
he introduced a new system. lie started reading out the khutba
• 3
before trie prayer. With the introduction of this sunna, the old
practice of delivering khutba after the prayer was forsaken in
*
>:Ir, 192.
kuwatta' (Sh). - (Dj), 138.
' Athar, 59•
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favour of the new one. Thus the 'Islamic sunna' incorporated the
newly introduced practice.
•Sunns', oecuring in the phrase "'Ahl as-sunna wa'1-jama'a 1
(the people of the sunna and of the.community), though used against
those of Shi4a (the partisans of *AIi), actually refers to the followers
of the'Islamic sunna' referred to above. Thus by 'sunnis' or
'Ahl as-sunna' is meant the 'general body of orthodox Muslims who
adhered to the usage of the community'Today, it is used to
refer to one of the four non-Shi4ite groups - Hanafite, Shafi'ite,
Malikite and Hanbalite - who, in real sense, are the followers of
the 'Islamic sunna'.
(vi) 'Juristic Sunna' - Sunna in Islamic Jurisprudence:
In the fioh literature, 'sunna' acouires a technical meaning.
In its pure technical sense, it means a recommended act, the
observance of which entitles a reward and the omission attaches no
2
blame. It is used in contrast to fard or wajib, meaning obligatory.
The muslirn jurists divide all religious actions into the
following five categories:
(i) 'Fard' or 'wajib', meaning 'obligatory'.;
(ii) 'Mandub', 'sunna', 'nafl' or 'mustahab1, meaning 'recommended*,
or 'meritorious'.
(iii) 'Ja'iz1 or 'mubah', meaning 'permitted', or 'indifferent'.
(iv) 'Makruh', meaning 'disliked' or 'disapproved', and
(v) 'Haram', meaning 'forbidden'.
^
Mohammedanism,74•?*nte11e c tua1,60,90 >where the au thor says:"By about 800...
many Muslims were speaking of themselves as the people of the Sunna."
2
Asma*,II,i,15o.;Radd al-Mukhtar,i,72. The distinction between 1sunna'
and 'wajib' has been drawn by Sunni and Shi'i jurists alike, (cf.
Kafi, i, 71.; Khifa', ii, 141.)
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As appears from the above classification, 'surma' falls in the
second category, where it implies the religious practices which are
not obligatory, such as the sacrifice of animals , the lesser
2 5
pilgrimage ( cUmra) and. taking bath on Fridays etc.y In itself,
this 'juristic surina' is. divided into two main broad divisions:
(a) 'Sunan al-huaa', 'surmat muwakkaua' or 1sunnat 'Adiya',
i.e. the 'sunna' whose neglect is considered blameworthy, as, for
example, the neglect of congregational prayer.^
; S »a. O ^
(b) *-Sunan az-Zawa' id ' , i.e. the 'sunna' whose neglect dae#-
nnt, amount to dislike.' In this category of surma fall the habits
of the Prophet in his dress, residence etc.
It should be pointed out in this connection that although the
concepts under the above terras were in existence from earliest times,
the formulation of technical terms with accurate connotation took
place much later. "The five categories as such are as yet unknown
_ - 6
to Shafi'i and his predecessors", says Schacht. In earlier times,
alternative expressions were used to express the meanin^naerlying
these terms. Very often long sentences were used for what could,




Muwatta', 547• 5 Hu.jaj (Sh), 145*
5 Kifaya, 592.
^ Kazrat ^Amma, 120.; Technical terms, 704•; 8M, i, 249»n-





THE SEMANTICS OP HADITH
1. Literal meaning of' hadith:
(i) 'New* or 'recent1: Etymologically speaking, 'hadith' is
derived from the root ha da tha, meaning, an occurrence or incident
which has recently taken place and which did not exist before."'' It
has two basic meanings viz (i) new or recent as opposed to qadira,
meaning 'old' and (ii) discourse, talk or story.
As for the first meaning, Ifcn Hisham quotes a report where cadim
and hadith occur side by side. He mentions that Piafafca b. Zayd handed
over a letter to Muhammad (which the latter had written to the former)
with this remark: "dunaka ya rasul Allah, cadiman kitabuha, hadithan
ghadruhu (take it 0 Apostle of God, it was written long since (cadiman)
— 2
but its violation is recent (hadithan)
Abd Allah b. Mas'ud also uses it with its counterpart 'qadim'.
Giving an account of how from the Prophet's behaviour he came to know
about the prohibition of greetings during prayer, he reports: "Y/e used
to exchange greetings (even) amidst prayer^....(but) it so happened
that once I called on the Prophet while he was praying; I greeted him
but he did not reply. Thereupon I was seized by (gave thought over)
what had happened in the past and what has happened now (fa akhadhani
ma qaduma wa ma hadutha...).
Maoavis. ii, 36.; Mukhtar, 142.
^
Sira, 978.
^ SAD, i, 335 (Salat), hadith no. 924*
^
SAD, i, 333 (Salat), hadith no. 924»*
a*
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In another report, the Prophet is seen using the term hadith
with its counterpart, qadim, in the same sense. ..fter teaching ten
moral precepts to his uncle, he says that if the latter were to
act upon them, Allah would forgive all his sins - former and latter,
old and new, intentional and unintentional, minor and grave
(awv/aiahu v.a akhirahu, oadimahu wa hadithahu, khata'ahu wa *acadahu,
saghirahu v-a kabirghu)."^ Here, too, the word hadith has been used
in the sense of "new" or 'recent'.
The verb 'ahdatha derived from the same root, means 'he
originated something new', for example, in a report regarding
i\bd Allah b. az-Zubayr' s addition of a new door in the building of
—
o
Ka'ba, it is said, "v/& ahdatha fihi baban skhara" i.e. added (or
originated) another door in it. To take another example, when,in
early Ledinan period, Jews saw IXuhammad praying towards Jerusalem,
thej consented, "Although Liihammad claims to be a prophet yet we do
not see him 'introducing anything new' in his prophethood (ma narahu
ahaath f'i nubewwatihi shay*an); ^ does he not pray towards our qibla
and follow our sunna? (wa yastasannu bi sunns tinaV*. Similarly,
it is reported that recitation of the pur'ante verses during
A
circumambulation was something 'newly introduced' (shay'un uhditha) .**-■
As is evident from the above examples, the verbal form of ha da tha
has the basic connotation of originality. It means 'performance of
an act for the first time, not having been done before'. The
^
SaD, ii, 40 (Tatawwu4), hadith no. 1297»
Akhbar, i, 137*
i.ihaya, i, pa9 •
Akhbar, ii, 8.
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derivative noun hadath, therefore, becomes synonymous with bid*a,
meaning innovation. To take for example, when a father heard his
son reciting the ' "cismillah1 formula aloud at the beginning of the
prayer, he said,' "C my son! beware thou, of innovation
(ya bunayya iy./aka wa ' 1-haaath).As, according to traditional
usage, the formula had to be whispered, the father disapproved the
act of pronouncing it aloud and called his son's action a hadath
• .... i .
or innovation.
Although 'ahdatha', in its literal sense, signifies 'an innovation',
yet in context of Islamic jurisprudence, it means 'he created a new
rule of law', meaning thereby introduction of a sunna which did not
exist before. «e quote a few examples to clarify this point.
(i) Tabari reports that when'Utiiaan, the caliph, started
exiling the evil doers, the fathers of the exiled youths said,
"Kothirig originated the procedure of exiling but the Prophet's
exiling of al-Hakam h. Abi al-As (ma ahdatha at-tavsir ilia anna^ \ • . ■ . ■ -I . .-I —
T-y
rasul Allah sayyera al-idkam b. >tbi ' I-as)".c' Commenting on this
passage, Bravmann says, "Special attention should be paid to the use
in this passage of the verb ahdata, which is a specific term for
"creating a sunnah"..
(ii) ifou Da'ud quotes a hadith regarding greetings during
prayers CRadd as-salam fi 's-salut/. The report shows that to
return greetings during prayer was allowed in the beginning but was
latex- prohibited. Describing the occasion of repealing of this law
and. of creating a new sunna, the prophet is reported to have said,
X
Jami", ii, 43 (Salat).
^
Annales, i, 3029• *
J Early Islam, 16?.
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"Verily, Allah renews whichever of His laws He pleases and has
(therefore) introduced this new lav/: 'Do not talk during prayers'
(gal ahck:th ~. ::1.n a.urihi on la ukallinu ri 's-salut)' . "4
(iii) <A>isha quotes the Prophet's saying: "man ahdatha fi
ar.rlna hadha ma laysa mirihu fa-hnv/a riddun" (he who introduces into
our cause new things that are not already in essence within it, is
reprehensible). Similarly, a son says of the father, "wa lam ara
_ 3
3hadan rain ashab rasiil Allah kana abghad ilayhi 'l-hadath fi'l-islam"
i.e. I noticed that no one from amongst the companions of the Messenger
of .Allah is more hateful to hadath (new laws) than him. Again,
in his defence one says, "I have not introduced any hadath (new law)
in Islam" (ma ahdathtu fi *l-islam hadathan)
(iv) Referring to the discussion on sjneculative study in Islam.,
Hasan al-Basri, in his letter to 'Abd al-Malik, says, "We are the first
_ r
to discuss about it (ahdathna5 1-kalaa fihi)»"^
It is clear from the above examples that the word 'hadath'
indicates 'a thing newly introduced'.
From this meaning, perhaps, the word hadath (pi. ahdath) came
to mean a 'crime' or an 'offence', the implication being that it has
been committed for the first time. To take an instance, Azraqi
reports that the tribe of 'Amaliq had committed ahdath in Mecca for
which they were punished by God.^ 3y ahdath, he meant the 'crimes'
GAD, i, 555 (Salat), hadith no. 924*
9 * * -
SAD, iv, 280 (Sunna), hadith no. 4606.; Also see Amwal, Id'y.
' Jami4, ii, 43r (Salat).
4 'U-turn, 7.
^ Der Islam, XXI, 68.
g
Aknbar, ii, 106.
which they had committed. In another report, the same Azaqi speaks
of the tribe of Jurhumites and says that these people had committed
such crimes or offences in their tribe which were unknown to them.
For 'crimes1 he u^es the word ahdath and says "wa ahdathu fiha
ahdathan lam takun "(they introduced (committed) crimes which had not
been committed before*,)^ The word 1hadath' in the sense of 'offence'
also occurs in a report found in Tabari's Annales. It is reported
that at the surrender of Banu Qurayza no woman was killed except the
one who had committed an 'offence' (hadathan ahdathat-hu). The
offence was that she had poisoned the Prophet.
In fact the word 'hadath' in the sense of 'offence' frequently
occurs in the written documents of the Prophet's time, as, for
3
instance, in the peace treaty of Ayla and the Constitution of
4
Medina.
That 1hadath1 and 'ahdatha' mean 'an offence' and 'he committed
a crime' respectively, can be clearly seen in the following few
examples:
Tabari reports that Kalb b. Asad put forward three suggestions
to the Jews of Banu Qurayza when they were sure to receive death
punishment from the hands of muslims. One of these suggestions vias
to attack Muhammad and his party on the Sabbath day (when they did
not expect such an attack). The Jews did not agree to it and said,






Sira, 902.; Tab? I, ii, 37«
4
Sira, 343-
those before us, of whom you know, did, and were deformed (as a
result of their deed) (wa muhdlth fihi ma lam yakun ahdatha fihi man
kana nablana ilia man gad calimta fa asabahu nrin al-maskh)''. ^ According
to another report (with slight modification), the reply given by the
Jews was in these words: 'Some of us have committed an offence and
are met with punishments which is not unknown to you' (wa cad kana
ahdatha fihi ba*dUha hadethan fa asabahu ma lam yukhfa 'alaykum)- ^
The verb 'ahdathna' (in plural form) in the above sense of committing
an offence occurs in the charter issued by the Prophet to the tribe
of *Abd al-Qays of Bahrayn. And the word "muhdith' (the active par¬
ticiple from 'ahdatha'), occuring in the constitution of Medina,^
5has been rightly interpreted by Prof. Serjeant as 'criminal'.
In a report found in Ibn Hisham's Sira, it is said, "Isaf and
Na'ila, a man and a woman (respectively) of (the tribe of) Jurhum,
committed an offence (ahdatha) in the shrine of Ka*ba. As a result
7
01 this, Allah transformed them into two stones.
Again, Malik reports a tradition where this word occurs in the
g
sense of committing adultery - an offence. The word 'ahdatha' finds









Serjeant, "The Constitution of Medina", IQ, VIII, Ifos.l & 2,p.5
The offence committed by them was 'copulation'.
Sira, 54.
Muwatta' (Zur), iii, 164.
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the death of'uthman, he says:
"Ya Za\d, ya sayyid an-Najjar inria lima
Ahdatha cawrnuka fi'ilthmana 11 Khabara" ^
i.e. 0 Zayd (b. Thabit), the leader of the tribe of Najjar, verily,
1 am aware of the offence/crime committed by your people against
'Uthaan.
The pre-Islamic poet, 6Amr b. Kulthum considers it an 'offence*
on the part of his beloved to sever relations with him and says:
"qifi nas'alki hal ahdathti surman
2
li washk al-bayni am khunti al-Amina"
(i.e. Stop, that we may ask you, whether you cut off communication
with us (which is an offence that you have committed) to hasten
separation, or whether you deceived the trusted one who never deceived
you.).
Actually, the word 'hadath' in its verbal form, is used to denote
'committing of any unapproved act whether or not it is punishable
under law.' Thus the word 'hadathan', occunng in the tradition
regarding Medina^, has been interpreted by Qastallani, as 'the actions
i 4
contrary to Shar - the unapproved acts'.




^ The tradition reads as follows: "Medina is sacred (haram)...
whosoever commits any offence in it (fa man ahdatha flha hadathan)
shall incur the curse of Allah, the Angels and all the people."
(cf. SB, iv, 428 (I * tisam.. . )).
^
Irshad, x, 320.
for the first time or 'to innovate'. Thus, in a story, found in the
Qur'an, Khidr says to Moses, "If thou wouldst follow me, ask no
question about anything until I myself (first) speak to thee
concerning it (haita uhaitha laka minhu dhikra)*"*"
At another place, the Qur'an uses the word 'ahdatha' in the
sense of 'acquainting with some new ideas'. Prohibiting in
pronouncement of a hasty divorce, the Qur'an says, "Thou knowest not
if perchance God will bring about thereafter some 'new' situation
(la*alla 'llah yuhdith ba4da dhalika antra)." Again, explaining
some of the purposes of the revelation of the Qur'an, Allah says,
"And thus have we sent down this Book, being a Qur'an in the Arabic
tongue: and we have inserted various threats and promises therin,
that men may fear God, or that it may 'awaken some consideration' in
them" (aw yuhdith lahum dhikra).^ The word 'yuhdith' in the above
verses have been used in conjunction with 'amr' and 'dhikr' . While
in the former, 'yuhdith'- denotes 'creating of a changed, new situation'
which may bring about reconcilliation between husband and wife, in
the latter verse, it reminds the unbelievers of the 'Remembrance''
as if it has been made known to them for the first time.
It can be seen from the foregoing discussions that the basic
meaning of the root ha da tha is 'new' or 'recent'. The word in









"Wa nursi ila .jurthunatin adrakat lana
Hadithan wa 'Aaiya rr.in al-na.jd khidrima''
i.e. And we make fast to a root stock that has reached maturity
amongst us 'new'" ( hadithan) arid ancient glory in abundance.
Again, Mutammio b. Nuwayra, in an elegy upon his brother, sings:
"The daughter of (Amrites (perhaps Mutammim's wife) asks, 'what ails
thee, thou who but now (hadithan) was cheerful and glad of heart,
» 2
and tossedst thy flowing hair."
To take some more examples, the expressions 'hadith 'ahd bi 'I-Islam'"7
4
and 'hadith'ahd bi "Jrs' mean respectively ' a recently converted
muslim' and *a newly married person'.
'Hadith' in the sense of 'new' or 'recent' is also used in
5
connection with,one's age. Thus 'hadith a3-smn' means 'young in
age' and the phrase 'ahdath al-aawm' is interpreted as 'the youngest
among a group of people'.^
The term 1ahdath' (in plural), in the sense of 'younger (in age))
occurs in the Tabaqat of Ibn Sa'd , where it is reported that from
amongst the younger companions of the Prophet (min ahdath ashab
_ - - 7
rasul Allah), Abu Sa'id al-Khudri was the best faqih. On another
Mufad, (Lyall), i, 628.
2
Mufad, (Lyall), i, 537-
^ Misbah, s.v. "ha, da_, tha".
^ 6B, ii, 87 (Al-Istiqrad wa ada*'d-duyun).
5 -
Misbah, s.v. "ha da tha".; Jamhara, ii, 34 •» Mukhtar, 142.; wasit,
loO.; SAD, ii'i, 137 (Adahi), hadith no. 2829.
6 ' *
Kisbah, s.v. ^'ha da tha"*
7 Tab, II, ii, 125.
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occasion, it is reported that Ion Umar was reckoned among the younger
jurists (min fuoaha* '1-ahdath).^ Again, while describing the
hadith narration (riwaya) of older and younger companions, Muhammad
_ 2
b. Uraar al-Aslami calls the latter as 'al-ahdath* .
The word, in this sense, is also used in connection with the
age of animals. Thus Abu Jahl, using it in connection with a he-
camel, said:
"ma tanoim al-harb al-Awan mirni,
baz.il cAaia.vn. hadith sinni
- - 3
li mithl hadha v;aladatni umrai"
(i.e. what has fierce war to dislike about me,
A young he-camel with razor like teeth?
For this very purpose did my mother bear me.)
Vvhile Abu Jahl uses the terra in the sense of animal's age, Abu
Jilda al-Yashkuri uses it for the age of human beings. In one of his
poems he says,
"Ikhwatun qarrashu 'dh-dhunub 'alayna
Fi haaithin min cUmrina wa oadimi''^
(i.e. the brothers have earned sins for our family when we were
young and also when we were old).
We come across with this word in a dialogue betweencUmayr b.
Wahb and Muhammad at the time of the former's conversion to Islam.
Tab, II, ii, 125.
Tab, II, ii, 127.







It is reported that when'Umayr greeted Muhammad according to pagan
custom, saying: "in^amu sabahan (good morning)", the Prophet told
'Umayr that God had honoured them with a better greeting, the salam -
the greeting of the inhabitants of Paradise. tymayr thereupon replied,
"By God, Muhammad, you have taken to it recently (ami wallahi ya
1-2
Muhammad, in kunta biha lahadith <ahd)".
We have seen in the above examples that the word 'hadith',
meaning 'new' or 'recent' is often used against 'qadim'. It appears,
therefore, that the technical definition of 'hadith" as 'sayings,
3
actions and silent approvals or disapprovals of the Prophet1"^ has
emerged from this original meaning. Since the Qur'an is uncreated
and hence qadim (old) , the hadith, being the words and instructions
of Muhammad, are certainly created and. therefore 'new'. Hence its
appellation as 'hadith'. Furthermore, the noun 'hadith' conveys the
meaning of something novel, or an idea presented in a new form.
Since the sayings of the Prophet were full of 'new' knowledge and had
given 'new meanings' to several pre-Islamic concepts, they were rightly
termed as 'hadith*.
(ii) 'Discourse' or 'narrative'
'EEdith' has another basic meaning - a discourse or narrative.
In this second sense it signifies a story, a statement, a report,
4 »-
communica tion, talk or discourse . In the ..ur an we find the expressions
1 ~
It can also be read as "in kuntu", in which case it would be








'hadith Musa' (story of Moses), 'hadith dayf Ibrahim al-mukramin'^
- 6
(the story of Abraham's honoured guests) and 'hadith al-Junud'
(the story of the hosts), where the term 'hadith' has been used in
the sense of 'story'. On other occasions, the word has been used to
signify a'report' or 'statement'.^
The word in the sense of 'talk' or 'discourse' was in use even
in the earliest times. To take for instance, Nabigha adh-Dhubyani,
the pre-Islamic poet, while praising the wife of an-Nu'man, uses the
— T-\
expression 'husn hadithiha' to denote 'her sweet discourses' .
To take another example, while describing the reason.why she
chose Muhammad as her husband, Khadija is reported to have said,
"I have chosen thee (0 Muhammad) for your good character and your
honest speech fala siaq hadithika)".^ Again, when Khadija, in later
years informed Waraca b. Nawfal about Muhammad's experience of receiv¬
ing revelations, Waraqa recited some verses in which the word 'hadith'
occurs in the sense of 'words of mouth or speech'. The verses recited
by him were as follows:
"La.ji.jtu wa kuntu fi'dh-dhikra lujuja
Lihammin talama ba'atha 'n-nashija
Wa wasfin min Khadi.jata bacda wasfin












Bibatn al-makkatayni 4ala ra.ia'i
Hadithuki an ara minhu khuruia"^
(ie. I preserved and was persistent in remembering
An anxiety which often evoked tears. And
Confirmatory evidence kept coming from Khadija
Long have I had to wait, 0 Khadija,
In the vale of Mecca in spite of my hope
2
That I.might see the outcome of thy word)
To take a few more examples, Azraqi, in his Akhbar Makka, quotes
'Ata as saying, "whosoever performs the circumambulation of Ka'ba
should refrain from all verbal pronouncements (hadith) save recitation
3 —
from the Our'an". In a report, found in Aghani, 'Abd al-Aziz b.
Marwan, while bestowing a reward upon the poet Nusayb b. Rabah, says,
"laka ja'iza 'ala side hadithika ( you deserve a reward for truthfulness
in your speech))". The poet himself describes it in these words,
"He gave me one thousand dinar on account of my honest talk ((ala
side hadithi) and another thousand dinar for my versification (fala
shi'ri)
Ka"*b b. Malik also uses the word 'hadith' in the sense of 'talk'
and 'statement'. Confessing to the Prophet that he had intentionally
abstained from the battle of Tabuk he says among other things, "I










accept it,,.but if I make a true statement (hadithan sidqan) which
would excite your anger against me, I hope that Allah will reward me
for it in the end..."^
Vve have seen that in all the examples cited above, the word
'hadith' has been used in the sense of 'speech' or 'talk'. Perhaps,
it was on the basis of this inherent meaning as 'speech' or 'word of
2
mouth' that the term 'hadith' was applied to the Qur'an also. The
Prophet himself uses this word for the Qur'an and says, "Inna
khayr al-hadith Kitab Allah"'(Verily, the most truthful is the Book
of Allah) and "asdao al-hadith Kitab Allah"^ (Verily, the most
truthful is the Book of Allah). Similarly, the companion Tbn Mas'ud
begins his sermon (khutba) with the phrase "inna asdaq al-hadith
Kitab Allah' (Verily, the most truthful is the Book of Allah i.e.
the Qur'an). According to the other version, the word 'asdaq1
(most truthful), in the above report, has been substituted by 'ah3an1
(the best)."1 But the word 'hadith' occurs in all the versions.
Interestingly enough, the word 'hadith' for the Qur'an was used
even by the opponents of the Prophet. Thus it is reported that Nadr
b. al-Harith, after hearing the verses of the Qur'an, commented:
7
Muhammad's hadith is nothing but the stories of earlier generations
- - — 8












SB, iv> 420 (l^tisaa...).; bira, 340.; Irshad, ix, 63.
In the eyes of unbelievers, the Qur'an was Muhammad's own work. Hence




It is significant to note that in later years, the word 'hadIth'
in the expressions 'asdaq al-hadith' and 'ahsan al-hadith' , was
replaced by another tern 'kalam' which also meant 'speech'. Thus
Ibn Maja quotes a report saying, inter alia, "Aasan al-kalan kalara
Allah"~ (the best speech is the speech of Allah).
The replacement of the word 'hadith' by 'kalam' is a clear
testimony to the fact that the former meant 'speech', for 'kalac'
(which replaced it) was the most appropriate word to denote 'a word
of mouth1'.
We have seen that the word 'hadith', in its literal sense, meant
the 'speech' cr 'talk'. This being its basic sense, the 'ordinary
2
reports' and 'historical accounts' also came to be known as 'hadith'.
IbnKisham frequently uses this word to denote 'an anecdote' or 'historical
account'.^
He discussed, for example, the event of the Battle of [Thud
under the heading ''Hadith Uhud'^ (the story of Uhud). Furthermore,
speaking about the source of his information about this event, he
says, "Muhammad b. Muslim az-Zuhri, Muhammad b. Yahya b. Hibban,
cAsim b. iUmar b. Qatada, Husayn b. ^Abd ar-Rahman b. 6Amr b. Sa'd b.
tlu^adh and other scholars have given separate piece of information
(ba^cj. al-hadith) about Uhud, all of which have been pieced together
SIM (introduction), i, 22.
2
Sira, 154, 181, et passim.





We find that the word 'hadith' in the above reports has been
used in the sense, of 'historical account*.
To take another example, he refers to an idol belonging to *Amr
b. Humama Ad-Dawsi, and says, "I shall describe its story (hadithahu)
2 -
at its (proper) place."" At ano;.her place, he quotes Ibn Ishaq as
saying, "Quraysh had an idol by a well in the middle of the Ka'ba
called IHubal'."' Then he makes his own remark, "I shall mention its
—
_ 'Z
story (sa adhkuru hadithahu) at its (proper) place."
To take another example, Abu Hurayra once asked the people of
Ansar, "shall I regale you with the 'hadith' from your 'ahadith' , 0
People of Ansar?" and then told them a story connected with the conquest
4 - - -
of Mecca. The words 'hadith' and 'ahadith', used in this report
clearly mean an 'anecdote' and 'stories' respectively.
Hadith (pi. ahadith), thus, refers to the legend, fable and
story, whether of religious or profane nature. Farra' (d. 207 A.E.)
hints at this meaning when he says, "the singular of ahadith is uhdutha
(event); then they made it plural for hadith."^ To take for example,
Azraai reports that a group of Qurayshites, including Ja'da b.







Futuh, 52.; Mst, ii, 5/17*
5 Tahdlth, 55.
and 'Abd Allah b. Zarn'a b. al-Aswad, once gathered together with
Mu'awiya b. Sufyan, the then caliph, and related the 'ahadith'
(stories) regarding Arabs. (fatadhakaru ahadith al-Arab)."*"
To take one more example,'Umar once came to the Prophet and said,
"Verily, we hear ahadith (stories) from the Jews which seem
appealing to us; do you wish that we should write some of them down."
2
The Prophet's answer, according to the report, was in the negative.
In all these examples, the v,;ord 'hadith' has been used in its
literal sense viz the story, anecdote or event.
Another derivative of ha da tha is the verbal form 'tahdith*,
meaning 'to describe, to relate and to .-narrate (stories, facts and
events etc.)' The word, in this sen.se, has been repeatedly used in
the Qur'an"' and other classical texts. Glorifying the heroic deeds
of his ancestors, 'Amr b. Kultluun says;
''fahal. huddithta f.i Jasham i.bni PakrL..
binagdin fi khutub ai--awwalina''^
(Have you (O'Amr) been told anything about the tribe of Jusham
b. Bakr, concerning their breaking their engagements in the great
affairs of the former people).









''tusmi'u *I-huadatha qawlan hasanan
lav; aradu ghayrahu lam yu sterna'*
(fair and sweet are her words to those she talks with;
but if they- should seek aught else, she hears them not).
Giving a description of Umm Anmar's house, Azraqi reports that
the men of Quraysh used to sit chatting in the courtyard of her
house. In his words; "kanat ri.jal Ouraysh ya.jlisuna bifida*i baytiha
2
yatahaddathuna". Similarly, in connection with a historical site,
al-Uohuwana, Azraqi remarks, "al-Uahuwana tfind al-Layt kana raa.ilisan,
ya.jlisu fihi man khara.ja nin Makkata yatahaddathuna fihi bi* Lgashl.v.y" ^
i.e. Al-Uqhuwana was a meeting place where people from Mecca used to
talk leisurely at night.
From this verbal form comes the word muhaddith, meaning narrator
A
of an account , not necessarily the narrator of the Prophetic,
tradition. However, the words 'haddatha' and 'muhaddith', when used
in Islamic context, mean 'he narrated a tradition of the Prophet'
and 'the narrator of Apostolic tradition' respectively.
2 » Technical meaning- of 'hadith' ;
Having dealt with the literal connotation of the word 'hadith', we
now turn to its technical meaning. Technically speaking, 'a saying, an
action, a tacit approval of the Prophet and a description about him
^
kufaa (Lyall), i, 587*
2
Akhbar, i, 20b.
' Akhbar, ii, 225.
A
Sira, 17, where Ibn Ishaq uses it in the sense of 'reporter of
an anecdote•.
(sifa) is called a hadith* . ~ This was the earliest technical meaning
of 'hadith', probably inferred from the Qur'an. Later, it included
into its scope, not only the sayings, doings and approvals or dis¬
approvals of his .companions, especially the senior companions, but
_ p
also the juristic rulings (fatawa) of the successors (Tabi'un).
The Qur'an uses the word 'hadith1 in multiple senses. A close
study of the passages where the word occurs shows that the technical
definition of 'hadith1 is based on the Qur'anic use of the tern. Let
us see, therefore, in what sense is the term 'hadith.' used in the
Qur'an.
At the outset we see that it has been used in its literal sense,
meaning 'talk', 'discourse', 'news', and 'story'. Thus 'nadithin
ghayra' ^ (some other discourse), 'la'nw al-hadith' ^ (frivolous discourse
tmusta'nisin .1 i-hadithin' (seeking to listen to talk), 'bi ay.yt
— 6 V
hadithin' (in what narration), 'asarra...hadithan' (confided an
— 8
information), and 'asdaqu...haditha' (more true in word) indicate
the 'words of mouth', 'talk', 'speech' and 'discourse'. The holy
Qur'an itself has been mentioned as 'hadith ' , for it was a speech
(kalian) of Allah.
^
Dustur, ii, 15«; As-sunna, 16.; Zunun, i, 635-
^
Tahdh, vii, 33-; Muwafanat, iii, 69-70.
^ Qur'an, 4:140.








^ Qur'an, 18:6; 39:23; 52:34; 53:59; 50:81; 68:44-
78
At one place in the Qur'an, the expression 'hadith' occurs in
connection with al-ghashiya (lit. the overwhelming event)\ while
2
on other occasions the word is used to denote the story , with its
plural ahadith (-stories). ^
We have seen that the verbal form 'tahdith1, derived from the
root ha da tha, means !to describe, to relate and to narrate (stories,
facts and events etc.)' The word occurs in the Qur'an in this very
4
sense'. The technical definition of hadith as the sayings, actions
and tacit approval of the Prophet seems to have been inferred from
the above Qur'anic expression. The Qur'an considers 1 din1 (religion)
as 'ni'ma' (favour) , and preaches its dissemination with the words:
g
"wa amma bi ni^mati rabbika fa haddith" (And the favour of thy
Lord, proclaim).
Now, since the Prophet was propagating- this 'nihma' (favour)
of Allah (i.e. the religion) through his actions and sayings, the
reports of all these preachings were rightly called 'hadith'.
The term might have been derived from other such expressions
in the Qur'an where the word 'hadith' was used to describe the actions




Qur'an, 12:111.; 20:9-; 51:24-; 79:15-; 85:17.
^ Qur'an, 25:44-5 34:19-
^ Qur'an, 2:76.; 93:11-; 99:4-
Qur'an, 5:3- H16 verse reads as follows: "This day have I
perfected for you your religion (dinakua) and completed My
favour (ni'mati) to you."
Qur'an, 93:11-
Abraham's honoured, guests (51:24) and of Moses (20s9-» 79:15) have
been expressed by the term 'hadith'.
On the basis of these verses, where the word has been used for
the sayings and conduct of the prophets in general, though sometimes
of Muhammad alone, 'hadith' was restricted for the reports regarding
the Prophet Muhammad.
That the term 'hadith' be used for the sayings of Muhammad
wa3 suggested by the Prophet himself. It is reported that Abu Hurayra
once asked the Prophet: "Who will be the happiest person on the day
of resurrection, thanks to your intercession?" whereupon the Prophet
replied, "I have been expecting, 0 Abu Hurayra, that you would be the
first to inquire from me about this 'hadith' because I have noticed
your eagerness towards the hadith.
On another occasion, when the term 'hadith' in the above sense
was used in his presence, he tacitly approved of it. The report
says that a woman called on the Prophet and said, "0 Messenger of
Allah, menfolk (alone) are benefitted by your sayings (bi hadithika);
fix for us (women folk), therefore, a particular day when we could also
come and you teach us from what Allah has taught you." The Prophet
thereupon said, "Assemble on such and such a day at such and such a
place.
Again, it is reported that in a battle, the Prophet told 30me of
SB, iv, 245 (fliqaq).; Tab, IV, ii, 56.
^
SB, iv, 430 Cl'tisam...).
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his companions that a certain man, though fighting on the side of the
Muslims, was 'one of the people of the Fire'. His companions were
obviously surprised to hear such a statement about a man who was
fighting for Islam. Bat towards the end of the battle, when they saw
him committing suicide, they believed the Prophet's words, rushed to
him and said, "God made true your saying (sa&daaa Allah haaithaka).
The companions also used the word 'hadith1 to mean 'hadith an-Nabi'
i.e. the Prophet's traditions. To take for example Abu Hurayra
reports that no one among the companions of the Prophet save
2
'Abd Allah b. *Amr b. al~As possesses more hadith than myself. The
word hadith used here means nothing but the sayings ox the Prophet.
This becomes clearer when we read the remaining por-tion of this report
which runs: "He ('Abd Allah b. cAmr b.al-As) used to write them down
3
while I did not do so." Another companion, 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far
also uses the word in the same sense. He says, "One day the
Messenger of Allah asked me to ride behind him and (on the way)
told me a hadith (fa asarra ilayya hadithan)."^ Evidently, the
word 'hadith' used here refers to the sayings of the Prophet.
Irshad, ix, 352.
2 _
Irshad, i, 206.; Fasil, 34b, 35a«
^ Irshad, i, 206.; Fasil, 34b, 35a.
^ SAD, iii, 35 (Jihad), hadith no. 2549-j ?M, i, (Eayd).
j »
In Abu Hurayra's other statement that !I possess five boxes full
of ahadith.''", the term 'ahadith' clearly indicates the traditions
of the Prophet. Anas b. Malik also uses the word 'ahadith' in the
sense of 'Prophet's traditions' when he says, "I refrain from
transmitting to you a large number of ahadith, for the Prophet had
said, 'whosoever tells a lie about me intentionally, he should
2
prepare himself for Hell', Similarly when Ibn'Abbas said, "we used
3
to learn 'hadith' by heart"', he meant by 'hadith', the traditions
of the prophet.
To take another example, Awza'i lays down the rule: 'when there
comes te you a hadith from the Prophet, you should avoid all other
things (personal ijtihad and qiyas etc.) because the Prophet was the
4 - -
(best) bearer of tidings from God.' ' Here, Awza'i explicitly refers
to the hadith of the Prophet.
- - 5
Abu Yusuf also uses the word in the sense of the Prophet's hadith.
Fasil, 66a.
2
?B, i, 39-40, ('Ilm).
' SIM, i, 15 (introduction).
^ Tdh, i, 170. On the basis of this report,, along with another,
v/here Awza'i says, 'no one is allowed to give his opinion against
the sunna of_the Prophet' (cf. SB, i, 114), it can be said that
it was Awza'i and not Shafi4i who first laid down the legal theory
of the paramountcy of hadith next to the Qur'an.
5
At times, however, he refers by 'hadith', the traditions of the
companions, (cf. Si.yar, 41, 52.; Kharaj, 19, 65, 70.; Huja.j (Sh),
164
We find several such usages in his Ar-Radd 'aia ' s-siyar al-Awza'i.
On one. occasion after mentioning'Uraar's practice of accepting the
traditions of the Prophet on the testimony of two witnesses he
2 - 3
remarked: "Beware of shadhdh hadith". In this statement he uses
the word 'hadith1 in the sense of 'hadith of the Prophet.' To
take another example, he is reported to have said: "You should
take into account (only) the well known tradition (fa'alayka min
al-hadith fima ta'rifuhu tl-amma')."^ Here, too, Abu Yusuf seems to
have used the word 'hadith' in the sense of the Prophet's traditions.
In addition to all these examples, the terms 'hadith' and
'ahadith' in the following statements also convey the sense of the
Prophet's traditions:
(i) 'Utba said that Ibn 'Abbas related only two or three ahadith
5
in a month.
(ii) It is reported that'Umar forbade the companions to relate
too many ahadith (ikthar al-hadith)»^
(iii) The Prophet said: "Verily, the hadith will soon spread
7
from me (inna '1-hadith sayafshu'anni)."
(iv) 'Ali is reported as quoting from the Prophet: "If you
Q -
write the hadith, write it with isnad."
Siyar, 14, 29, 30, 63, 135 et passim.
2
Shadhdh (lit. Exceptional) is a tradition reported on the authority
of a single narrator.
^ Siyar, 31.
4 Siyar, 24.







It is clear from the foregoing examples that the term 'hadith'
in earliest times referred to the traditions of the Prophet only.
But with the passage of time, its scope widened, and it included in
its scope not only the sayings and actions of the Prophet, hut also
of the companions ana even successors. Thus it was defined as the
"report of the sayings and decisions of the Prophet, the companions, the
successors and the followers of these successors." Sakhawi (a.
643 A.H.) includes in the definition of 'hadith' not only the trad¬
itions hut also the religious rulings (Patawa) of the companions
and the successors.^
The English rendering of the term 'hadith' is 'tradition'.^
The choice of the word 'tradition' for ''hadith' seems to have been
made after giving due consideration to the meaning and significance
of hadith. The word 'tradition' in English etymology means 'handing
over' and its conception implies (a) a deposit which is handed over;
and (b) depositories, i.e. persons who are in possession of the
deposit, and are commissioned to preserve it and transmit it to
4
successors". When we apply this definition of 'tradition' on
'hadith' we find that it fits in well with it. The hadith was learnt,
preserved, and transmitted to successors. Furthermore, the narration
on the one hand and transmitters of hadith on the other, form part
and parcel of the science of tradition, for hadith consists of both
matn and isnad. Hence the apt rendering 'tradition'.
1
Taw.iih, 95.; Talqih, 187.
2
Kughith, 12.
^ Dictionary of Islam, 201, 639-646.; Kobson, "Hadith", EI_ (New),
iii, 23-29.
4
Williams, N.P., "Tradition", Encyclopaedia of deligion and Ethics,
xii, 411.
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The ahadith, on the basis of their content., or main, have been
divided into legal, ritual, political, and prophetic etc. Another
classification of hadith is based on its situational factor. If
a tradition was related by the Prophet or other companions verbally,
it is called hadith qawli (narrative tradition). Similarly, if an
act was performed by the Prophet and was recorded thereafter, it
came to be known as Hadith fi^ii (hadith regarding the Prophet's
practices). But if a certain act was performed without the Prophet's
expressed order or prohibition and he gave an implicit approval of
it by not objecting to it, this is also called a "hadith1 - 'hadith
taqriri'' (hadith of implicit consent). Under the first category of
traditions come the Prophet's sayings: his utterances regarding
any matter, reported in the collections of Hadith, are ^hadith oawli'.
The examples of the second are abundant. The reports of the companions
and successors relating the Prophet's actions in matters of6Ibadat,
like the manner of making ablution, the prayer, and fasting etc. are
all known as 'hadith fi^li'. As regards the last category, the
following is a clear example: The Prophet while sending a deputation
to Banu Qurayza said to the members of the delegation, "you would
offer your afternoon ('Asr) prayer at Banu Qurayza". Some of the
companions took these words literally and did not pray the (Asr
prayer until they reached their destination although the time of
prayers had come before arriving at that place; others prayed at its
scheduled time taking the saying of the Prophet to mean 'making
hurry' in reaching Banu Qurayza. When these people came back and
the difference in interpretation of the Prophet's saying was made
known to him, he approved the acts of both parties. This hadith of
the Prophet came to be known as 'hadith taqriri' .^
1
Sunna (Sib), 60. ; Tab, II, i, 54-55*
The chains or isnad in hadith playi a very important role. Its
paramount importance is clear from the fact - and it is ver\
important to note - that while counting the number -<f ahadith, the
chains (ianad) through which they have been transmitted, and no
the contents (cmtun), are taken into consideration. Thus, one text
of hadith reported by two chains of narrators will be counted as two
instead of one. The number of hadith, in other words, means the
number of chains of narrators (isnad) and not the text.*"
The scholars of hadith literature have divided the traditions
into various categories according to the degree of their reliability.
These classifications are made both on the basis of the text (matn)
and the chain of transmitters (isnad).
The science of hadith, containing an enormous literature, has
been developed into various branches. One hundred of these branches
2
have been summarised in the works of 'Ulun al-hadith.
3. 'Hadith - Sunna' relationship:
• i... i i .
Closely related to the term 'hadith' is 'sunna' which originally
meant a precedent, custom or rule but was later used to connote the
practices and commandments of Muhammad and his companions. Since
we have already discussed 'sunna' at great length in the preceding
chapter let it not detain us at the moment. Its mention here is
merely to show that despite the fact that hadith and sunna are very
*"




often regarded as equivalents, they are in actual fact not identical.
'Hadith' in early times generally refered to a report from a binding
authority like the Prophet or his companions, whereas the 'surma'
referred to the - established religious norms. In this way, while
'sunna* was the practice and teaching of the Prophet, hadith. was
its documentation. That is why Ibn Hanbal commented on a certain
2 3hadith: "This hadith contains five sunnas". Drawing the distinct¬
ion between the two terms Wensinck remarks, "Eadith is the external
sunna the internal side of tradition; hadith is the form, sunna, the
matter".^ Similarly, while in Guillaume's words "Hadith enshrines
5
the sunna" , Grunebaum plainly states that "Muhammad's 'sunna' is
usually recorded in hadit".
- \-f %
We cite below a few examples to show that 'hadith' and 'sunna'
are not identical:
(i) Hasan al-Basri (d. 110 A.H.) in his letter to
'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, speaks of the freedom of will and human
responsibility. Although he quotes no tradition in this letter, he does
make a distinction between hadith and sunna. He says:"The predecessors
have narrated His (Allah's) hikraa (rawu hikmatahu) and followed the
7
sunna of the prophet (wa 'stannu bi sunnat rasul Allah)." By hikma
■*"
Taw.jih, 3.; As-sunna, 16.; Dustur, ii, 15-5 Tafsir (Bayd), ii,
132, where al-Kazaruni remarks: "As-sunna ay al-hadith" (the sunna
i.e. hadith).
2
regarding the death of a muslim in the state of ihram - a sacral
state during'the ha.j.j pilgrimage.
^ SAD, iii, 296 (Jana'iz), hadith no. 3238*
^ Islamic Jurisprudence, 30, citing Wensinck•s article in Moslem




Med. Islam, 108. "
he seems to mean hadith which the companions had narrated (rawu)t
whereas sunna refers to the 'practice'.
(ii) Imam Malik (d. 179 A.h.), in his Muwatta.', frequently
uses the term 'sunna' by which he means the practice prevalent in
Medina. Against this 'practice' he quotes 'hadith',either in support
of a particular sunna or against it. For instance, he first quotes
a hadith regarding pre-emption, and then remarks, "wa'&lo dhalika
's-sunnat allati la ikhtilafa fina '"indana (to the same effect is
the sunna on which there is no disagreement among us)."1
Malik makes a clear distinction between 'sunna' and 'hadith'
and holds that the former is preferrable to the latter. In his own
words, "ahabb al-ahadith ilay.ya ma-*.i tama* a n-nas 4ala.yhi (the best
traditions to me are those (practices) on which people have agreed
upon)." This regard for Medinese i.jma (consensus) was so much
stressed by Malik that he sometimes ignored the ahadith which were
incorporated into his own corpus. One such example is the case of
6Umra i.e. a gift made for the lifetime of the recepient on whose
death it reverts to the donor or his heirs. Malik recognises it
lawful although a number of ahadith quoted in his own Muwatta'
3
disapprove of these gifts. Similarly, he quotes traditions whicn
allow pilgrimage by proxy whether the beneficiary on whose behalf it
4
is performed is alive or dead. Fat following the 'practice' he
5
disallows it on behalf of the person who is alive.
4
Muwatta' (Zur), iii, 378.
Muwafaqat, iii, 66, 70«
^ Social Structure, 174*
4 Muwatta' (Sh). - (D), 138.
^
Hu,ia,i, 162.
(iii) Ash-Shaybani (ct. 189 A.H.), a contemporary of Malik,
says that if a man makes purchase of an absent thing which he has not
seen, he has the option of accepting or rejecting it when produced
before him. In'support of this he nuotes some ahadith and concludes
by saying that this view is accepted by the generality of tx'aditions
as v/ell as by the practice of the people."'" For 'traditions' he uses
'ahadith1; for practice 'sunna'. Hence a distinction.
(iv) Describing the womens' shares of booty in wars, Abu Yusuf
(d. 182 A.H.) says, "The hadith about this abound, and the sunna are
well known about this matter (wa '1-haditn fi hadha kathir wa as-
__
_ 2
sunna fi hadha ma^rufa)".
(.v) 6Abd ar-Rahman b. al-Iiahdi (d. 198 A.H.) is reported to have
said: "Sufyan ath-Thawri was an authority (imam) on 'hadith' but not
on 1sunna1 and the opposite was true of al-Awza'i; Malik combined in
3himself both types of expert and masterly qualities."
(vi) Dhahqbi states on the authority of 4Abbas who related that
Ibn Ma1in (d. 233 A.H.) said, "Abu Yusuf was learned in 'hadith1 and
'sunna' (Sahib hadith wa sahib sunna)"4 The conjunctive particle
'wa' , meaning 'and'1, in the above quotation is significant.
(vii) In a report found in at-Tabari's (d. 310 A.H.) Annales,
'hadith' is distinguished from 'al-amal' (practice) - a term often
interchanged with 'sunna'. The report says: Muhammad b. Abi Bakr
b. Muhammad b. *Amr b. Hazm was a judge '"*>• Medina. (Once) when he





^ (Zur), i, 3 •
4 Tdh, i, 270. '
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'..ad all:—, who was a piou3 men, ~.;ked .m, '-J ny orotner, have y.:u
not tills? judgement, today?'. iluhanmad replied, 'yes, ny brother'»
7/hereupon '.-.bd Allah reproached, 'what of the hadith, my brother?
The tradition (hadith) is important enough to base one's judgement
on it.' Muhammad replied, 'Also what of the practice (al-aaal)?'
(viii) The be3t example of sunna-hadith distinction can be found
in al-Fihrist of Ibn an-Nadim (d. ca 385 A.H.) where a reference is
made of Ahmad b. Muhammad b. al-Hajjaj al-Maruzi's book, entitled
'Kitab as-sunnabi shawahid al-hadith (the book of sunna with ccn-
- • 2
formatory hadith).*
(ix) In the words of Schacht, "They (traditions from the
Prophet and others) are not identical with the sunna but provide
its documentation, whether we take sunna with Shafi'i, and the later
theory as the model behaviour of the Prophet, or in its older meaning
as the traditional usage of the community...."^
From the examples cited above it becomes clear that sunna refers
in the main to the practice of the Prophet whereas hadith is a
record or documentation of the same. the scope of hadith is not
restricted to the record of these practices alone (which are technic¬
ally called hadith fi'li); it comprises in its scope the records of
verbal pronouncements (hadith qawli) as well as the tacit approvals
(hadith taqriri) of the Prophet.
It should be borne in mind that in early Islam the chief concern





follow him in every walk of life. The Cur'an was given to the
people of the new faith as a guide, but it was succinct in most
cases. It dealt generally with broad principles and essentials of
religion, going'into details in very rare cases. It was in the
practice of the Prophet that one had to look for these details.
Consequently, the sunna became the focus of attention. The
companions tried to conform their actions to the act of the Prophet,
especially when they were told: "Verily in the messenger of Allah
1"
ye have a good example.
Briefly speaking, the basis of legal codification in early
Islam.was the practice of the Prophet (sunna). It was made clear by
the Prophet himself. He is reported to have siad, "Sallu k
- 2
ra'aytumuni usalli (Pray as you see me praying)" , implying thereby
that laws should be made on the basis of his personal conduct.
Similarly, his words "ala akhbartuha anni af'alu dhalika" (Did I
not inform her (Urnrn Salama) that I myself do it?) clearly explain
that the basis of law should be the conduct of the Prophet. It is,
therefore, not astonishing that Muslims in early Islam cared so much
for the Prophet's sunna. This was the need of the hour; the law had
to be obtained from this medieum alone, hence the focus of attention
on the sunna of the Prophet. That is why, while dealing with two
fundamental sources of Islamic law, the theologians use the term
'Kitab and sunna''' or 'Qur'an and sunna' , and not 'Kitab and hadith*




SB, i, I63 (Adhan).; Irshad, ii, 17•
^
Hu.j,ja, i, 140-141»;Musnad (Shaf),i,237« The act refers to the
Prophet's practice with regard to kissing the wife during a fast.
^
SB,i,143.; myan,ii,61,190-193'; Path,xiii ,263; Katr.il,i,14»
^ Margoliouth, "Omar's instructions to the Kadi", JKAS,(1910)>P-309*
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But when sunna was used in connection with certain region it
meant the sunna of the Prophet as acted upon by the people of that
specific area. In other words, the concept of 'parochial sunna1
contained an inherent idea that the region in question represented
the sunna of the 'Prophet and his companions. The preference of
sunna over hadith by Malik was due to his belief that a surer
depository of the Prophet's sunna was the action of the companions
and not the reported traditions. "The most favourite traditions
(ahabb al-ahadith) to me", he said, "are those (practices) on which
2
people have agreed upon."
The fact that sunna is the basis of Islamic law does not in any
way minimise the importance of hadith, for it is considered as one
of the sources through which sunna of the Prophet can be known. Often
when hadith informs about a sunna so far unknown, the prevalent
practice on that particular case is replaced by this newly discovered
sunna. To take an example from early Islam,'"Umar had prohibited
the use of perfume during the state of Hhrasi* (before circumambulation
of Ka'ba). This practice continued until Salim's ('dinar's grandson)
time. ''«hen Salim came to know of a tradition (hadith) from the
Prophet contrary to the prevailing practice, he gave up the practice
in favour of the sunna of the Prophet.y
Another such example is found in Azracl's Akhbar Makka. It is
reported that Meccans used to bury their deceased at a place situated
between valleys of Yumna (now known as Shi''b al-Afarit and Shi4,b
Muwatta' (Zur), iii, 378.
2 " _ ^
Luwafaoat, iii, bo.
5 Ikhtilaf, 25.
al-Jazarayn) and Shama (known today as Shi^b as-Safi). This practice
was in vogue in pre-Islamic and early Islamic period. -But when
people knew about a hadith in which the Prophet had declared ash-shi* b
and al-maobara hs auspicious, they started burying their dead bodies
at the last mentioned two places."^
Notwithstanding this difference, hadith and sunna are sometimes
used alternatively to mean one and the same thing. This is because
of their common characteristic that 'knowledge of both of them is
2
rooted in tradition'. Abu Yusuf in the early period of sunna -
hadith development uses the former in the sense of hadith. Discussing
the rules of zakat on gold and silver, he says, "It is proved by sunna
that the amount of zakat on gold and silver will be assessed on the
basis of proportion of weight and not on its value. If a man possesses
gold worth fifteen mithoal, he is exempted from zakat even though
its value amounts to one thousand dirhams. "The reason behind this",
he says, "is that it is proved on the basis of a hadith that zakat
3
is obligatory on a man who possesses gold worth twenty mithqal."
The words 'sunna' and 'hadith' in this example appear to have
been used interchangeably.
In addition to 'sunna', there were a few other terms used in
early Islam to convey the sense of hadith. The most widely used was




5 Ikhtilaf (A), 130.'
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4• Concept of*Iln in relation to hadlth:
*IIm or 'knowledge' is a general term for any information -
historical, religious or legal. It also is a term for 'science',
for instance, 5.1m an-nafs (the science of self or Psychology),
^lm al-hadith (the science of tradition), ^ilm al-hayawan (the science
of animals or zoology) and so on. In early Islamic period, the word
was mainly used to denote religious knowledge, especially the
knowledge of the Qur'an and hadith. In certain context it was
restricted to hadith alone. On the basis of evidence available to us
following were the senses in which this term was used.
( i) Knowledge in general: When unoualified, the term meant
knowledge in general. Ibn 'Abbas, for instance, says," 'llm is in
abundance, all of which cannot be stored in your heart; seek, therefore,
the best of it."^ In support of his view he cuotes the Qur'an and
says, "Did you not hear Allah's words: 'those who listen to the
message (buc'an) and follow the best of it, they are guided by God,
2
and they are the sensible, wise'."
The Qur'an also uses the term^ilm and its verbal forms in
general sense of 'knowledge'. It says, for instance: "The knowledge
of it (the Last day) is with Allah only." Again, the angels are
quoted as saying, "Be glorified! We have no knowledge ('ilm) saving
that which thou hast taught us (*allamtana). Lol Thou, only Thou,




Taoyid, .141 •; Cur' an, 39 - IS •
^ Gur'an, 33s 65..
^ Qur)an, 2:32.
as the One who "knoweth (ya4lam) all that is in the heavens and all
that is in the earth, and He knoweth what ye conceal and what ye
publish. And Allah is Aware ( 'alirn) of v/hat is in the breasts (of
men).""''
We find frequent mention of ' 'ilm' and 'ahl al-llm' in the Sira
2
of Ibn Hisham. While the former generally means !an information
or knowledge', the latter has been used in the sense of 'scholar'
or 'the possessor of knowledge in general'. Thus the expression
'ahl al-ilm bi ' sh-shi'-r' indicates the 'scholar of poetry'.
(ii) Historical knowledge: The word 'ilm also meant h
knowledge about the past'. It referred to historical information,
and the possessor of this knowledge, known as ahl al-ilm, meant
'historian' and 'scholar of maghazi'Azraqi uses the term
'ahl al-ilm' for scholars of particular locality who possessed
5
geographical or historical information. For instance, while
describing the event of demolition of Ka'ba, he says, "when
Ibn az-Zubayr intended to fell al-Kacba (to rebuild it), he asked a
scholar (sa'la ra.iulan min ahl al-ilm) from Mecca as whence did the
Quraysh bring stones when they had built the Ka'-ba."^
Ibn Sa'd provides us with another example where (ilm denotes a




Sira, 4, 18, 44, 51, 5&, an(i passim.
5
Sira, 4, 44, 416, 549, 645, et passim.
^
Sira, 18, 51, 56, 184, 209, 459, 588, 689, 882, et passim.
5 Akhbar, ii, 52, 48, 56, 145, l6l, 162, 174, 205, 215, 231.
Akhbar, i, 14*5.
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(ba*du man yarvvi have mentioned, that Mas'ud b. ar-Raci4 had a
brother called Arar b. ar-Rabl4 who accompanied the prophet and
]_
witnessed the battle of Saar."
Giving a certain historical account, Ibn Hisham says, "Some of
the scholars (ba^du ahl al-ilm) related to me that *Abd ar-Rahman
b. 'Awf was injured in his mouth; his teeth were broken and he had
twenty wounds or more, some of them in his foot, as a result of which
2
he became lame."
That Him indicated the knowledge of historical events is also
evident from a report found in K. al-Aghani. It says: "Zubayr
relates that some of the scholars (ba4du ahl al-ilm) related to me
that when Ahwas called on Yazld b. 4Ahd al-i.lalik.. .etc."
The word Kim in the expression 'ruwat al-ilm' (the narrators of
historical knowledge) - another term for scholars of history - also
means 'historical knowledge'. Ibn oa*d uses the word in this sense
when he reports: "Ba^d ruwat al-ilm (some of the narrators of Him)
/ _ e.
mentioned that Hajr b. Adi called on the prophet with his brother...."'
(iil) Theological and Legal Knowledge: The religious knowledge
during the first century of Islam consisted of the Cur'an, the hadith,
the fiqh and the tafsir; and the common term used for all these
disciplines was• ' Him' . "Thecilm of the earliest period was integral
1







bat composite", says Kabia Abbott. She further elaborates: "It
drew on the fur'an, hadith and sunnah, and law and custom without any
clear differentiation between Him al-fur'an andHim al-hadith and
Him al-finh, eadh of which was later to develop into various branches."4
i
In the words of Ooldziher, "IIn denotes besides the koran and
its exposition, the accurate knowledge of the legal decisions handed
2
down from the Prophet and his companions."
In this early period there was no distinction between legal and
religious disciplines. The two aspects were found side by side in
the Qur'an and in the teachings of the Prophet. By Him, at this
stage, was meant the knowledge of the Our'an, the Hadith and the
3 /
Fiqh and 'ahl al-ilm' denoted the scholar of these disciplines in
general. When Hbd Allah b. Mascud commented, "If the Him of entire
Arabian tribes \vere to be compared with the Him of4Umar, the latter
will be greater"4, he meant in all probability, the religious
knowledge known at that time, for'Umar could not possibly compete
with his contemporaries in scientific and literary knowledge (especially
poetry) of the time.
Again, it is reported that4Ulnar possessed so muchHim (religious
c,
knowledge) that he had excelled the scholars (fuaaha') of Medina.*'
In this report the word 'fiqh1 and 'Him' have been used synonymously,
Panyri_, ii, 14.
2
Encyclopaedia of Islam, ii, 101.
^
Tab, II, ii, 100.
4




meaning existing theological knowledge.
'Urwa b. az-Zubayr also uses the word in this sense when he
advises his sons: "Acquire the knowledge (ta^allaau l-ilm), for
although you are younger generation (sighar qayjmin) now, you would,
in near future, become older ones (from whom people will acquire
theological knowledge)."
Explaining the meanings of'ilia and fiqh, Gibb says, "Nearly a
century elapsed before scholars began to specialise in one (legal)
or the other (religious) aspect." "Ultimately", he continues,
"they were distinguished by relative terms:fcilm 'positive knowledge'
denoting theology (though not excluding law), and fiqh 'understanding'
2
denoting law (as based on theology....")"
Although the expression 'ahl al-ilm' usually indicated 'scholar'
in general, it sometimes referred to the 'scholars of religious
knowledge' in particular. Azraai, for instance, distinguishes
between common folks and 'ahl al-ilm' and means by the latter term the
'scholars having knowledge of Islamic theology'. Thus while giving
a description of a certain place he remarks, "This is the spot where
the Prophet had prayed and the people (an-nas) and the scholars
(ahl al-ilm) have all along been praying at the same place.
Azraoi uses the expression ''ahl al-ilm' ^ for the scholars of






Akhbar, ii, 34» 101, 102, lb4» 179-
history and the scholars of traditions alike. Awza'I, on the other
hand, reserves the term for the scholars of hadith and fiqh. He
refers to no one hut to the scholars of hadith and fiqh when he
says: "v.a ^ala dhalika ahl al-ilm".^ He makes this statement to
justify his viewpoint that two shares were to be alloted for two
horses used in the battle - a legal point contested by his
contemporary, Abu Yusuf.
(i.v) ^Ilm, meaning, 'hadith' : We have seen that the term4ilia
in early times referred to a group of religious disciplines - the
Qur'an, the hadith and the fiqh. With the growing importance of
hadith, the term was restricted to this particular discipline. In
standard collections of hadith we find separate sections devoted to
*ilm, which contain reports about the merits of hadith learning. The
expressions 'ibtigha* 1-ilm' and 'talab al-iim' in classical texts
refer to the pursuit of hadith. The phrase 'talab al-ilm' was
mainly used in connection with long, arduous journeys from place to
place to learn the hadith from well known scholars. Below are cited
a few examples where the word6ilm occurs along with talab, meaning
•acquiring hadith'.
(i) Yazid b.'Umayra as-Saksaki, the pupil of Ku^adh b. Jabal,
reports that his teacher asked him to acquire *ilm (an yatlub al-ilm)
from four scholars viz cAbd Allah b. Mas'ud, 4A'bd Allah b. Sallam,
-2 -
Salman al-Farisi, and Uwaymir b. Abi d-Barda'" - the notable hadith
scholars.




Tab, II, ii, 111.; IV, i, 61 (with slight variation).
acquired haaith (talabtu 'l-ilm) without any intention; then Allah
favoured me with intention as well."^
(iii) Salih b. Kaysan, Zuhri's contemporary, is reported as
saying: "Zuhri and I got together with the intention of acquiring
. 2*ilm (natlub al-ilm) and decided to commit the sunan into writing."
(iv) Sa'id b. al-Musayyib once saw a Medinese in Mecca and
advised him to go back to his town lest he commit some sins in the
haram. The latter replied: "In fact I have come here to accuire
_ "Z
Him ( innama ji'tu atiub al-ilm)".
We have seen that the phrase 'talab al-ilm' in early Islam
denoted the acquisition of a praticular branch of knowledge, namely
the hadith. In other words the termHim in the above phrase indicated
the 'knowledge of hadith' and not 'knowledge in general'-.
The titles of the books of Abu Khaythama , Ibn 'Abd al-Barr and
Khatib al-Baghdadi^ unequivocally suggest that Him during their
time connoted 'hadith', for the subject matter of these books is
'tradition'. It appears from a report found in Ibn'Abd al-Barr's
Jami6that the term Him was used in the sense of 'hadith' even during
'Umar's time. The report says that the Caliph'Umar once intended to
leave for Iraq when he heard that plague epidemic had broken out
there. This news gave rise to a controversial legal issue.
There was a difference of opinion as to whether Muslims should enter
^
Tab? VI, 223- I-iansur b. al-Lu'tamar (d. 132 A.H.) reports the
same with slight variation (cf. Tab, VI, 235)»
^
Taoyid, 106-107.
^ Akhbar, ii, 107*
4
These works are respectively entitled as "Kitab al-ilm" ,".Jani
Bayan al-ilm" and "Taqyid al-ilm".
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such a place or not. In case of entry, they might become victim
of the epidemic; refraining from entering meant an escape from God's
overpo?,'ering authority and fleeing from the fate. The matter was
settled when 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Awf came forward and said, "I possess
an film regarding this matter". Then he related the hadith which
forbids a Muslim to enter an epidemic-stricken area."^" The word cilm
here seems to mean nothing but hadith.
To the same effect is the report which says; "I have an film
__ 2
regarding this matter |'Iddat~] (inna findi min hadha 'ilmun)" This
'ila was nothing but hadith . Similarly, we come across a report
where Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.) remarks about a certain hadith, "This 'ilm
3is not known to any of the Iraqians". He use3 the word in the same
sense when he comments, "'Ilia meets a social and religious need
4
besides being meritorious as an act of worship."
Even before az-Zuhri, Abu Bakr b. 'Abd ar-Rahman (d. 94 A.E.)
substitutes hadith with 'iLn. 1'isha reports that when she told
5
Abu Bakr b. 'Aba ar-Rahman about a certain practice of the Prophet, he
remarked, "I had not heard this 'ila before (inna hadiia 'l-'ilm ma
kuntu saci" tuhu)" "






^ Duri, "Al-Zuhri, a study on the beginnings of history writing-
in Islam", BSOAS, XIX, i, p.8.
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when he says, "I shall inform you of this (ritual) on the basis of
an Him (sa ukhblruka.. .'an chal Lka bi cilniiti).That Ibn'Umar, by
Him, meant 'hadith' is evident from the fact that after making this
, 2
statement he oupteela tradition from the Prophet.
The hadith scholar. Abu '1-Fadi Salih b. Ahmad b. Muhammad
• ' • % • • •
at-Tamimi, while discussing the question of writing and study of
•hadith', remarked that a seeker of hadith should at first write,
learn and study the traditions available at his own tov/n. Then, after
exhausting the 4ilm of his own town, he should turn to another one in
the pursuit of'ilm.^ Here he uses 'hadith' and^ilm' synonymously.
In another report, Yah.ya b. Sa* id says, "I found people afraid
of (averse to) books. (But) had we written tnem (during Sa4 id b.
al-Musayyib's time) we would have possessed a record of Sa4id•s *ilts
(i.e. hadith related by him) and his ra5y (i.e. legal decisions)."
Similarly, it is said, "whosoever hears an4ilm should treat it as a
5
hu.i.ja between himself and the Prophet."
Again, the hadith critic, Itn al-Madini takes the termHim
in the sense of.hadith when he says, "One half of the Him (hadith














That Him referred to the 'hadith1 is evident from the following
report as well: Saqiyyab. al-Yvalid is reported as saying, "Buhayr
handed over to me the book of Khalid b. Ma4dan al-Kala'i which
contained his *ilia.The 'book of Khalid ' evidently refers to his
jjaditn collection. Thus it is clear that the term ' film' has been
used here as a synonymn of 'hadith'.
Here are a few more examples where the v.ord 4ilm has been used
to denote the hadith:
- 2
(i) MSlik says, "I saw *ilm being read out to Ibn Shihab as-Zuhri." "
(ii) Ma4mar is reported as saying, "I read out 4ilm to Zuhri.
(iii) Ma4mar reports that •' 4ilm used to be read out to Ayyub .
(iv) Hasan b. 'Abd ar-Rahman says, "An *ilm without accompanying
5
isnad is like a house without roof and tent ropes (pillars)."
(v) Mujahid (d. 103) is said to have disliked the writing down
of cilm into note books.^
(vi) While tracing the development of tradition literature,
- 7
ar-Ramhurmuzi uses the expression ' 4iim' to indicate the 'hadith* .
(vii)lt is reported that Abu Qilaba and Abu '1 Milh used to write
Q
down the *ilm.
(viii) of Zuhri, it is said, "The first to compile the'ilm
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(ix) In his letter to the people of Medina,'Umar b. kbd
ai-Aziz says: "Look up to whatever hndith of the Messenger of Allahv 1 % '
there might be and commit it into writing, for I fear the extinction
of * ilia and the passing away of the <*ulaiaa>." ^
(x) Anas b. Malik asked his sons to 'fetter the tilia into
writing'."
(xi) Makhui, who is reputed for his journeys in cuest of the
traditions, says, "I aid not leave Egypt till I believed that I had
heard the Him of every one there. Then I came to Medina, where I
stayed until I finished hearing the 'ilm of every (scholar)."
(xil) It is reported that Abu Dharr was 'avaricious with
regard to his religion and greedy about 'llm (harisan 'ala'l-'ilm).
(xiii) Sufyan b. Sa1* id advises his sons in these words: "Study
and learn this 'ilm; when you have learnt it (properly), memorise it;
after you have memorised it, act upon it; and when you yourself have
5
acted upon it, transmit it to others."
(xiv) Ibn Sirin had said of hadith: "Verily, this'ilm is
a religion; so be careful as from whom you receive it."^
(xv) Vihen Umama al-Bahili (d. 86 A.H.) was asked by Hasan
b. Jabir about writing down of'ilm, the former replied that there
7
v/as no harm in it.
(xvi) Ibn Sa'd reports of'Abd Allah b. Al-Mubarak: "He had
acquired and narrated a large number of traditions and wrote many
1
FasjJ, 35b.; SB, i, 37 ('Ilm).
^
'I_lm, 10a.; Fa'si1, 34b.
^ 'Ilm, 5a«; Tab, VII, ii, 160.
4
Tab, IV, i, 170-171.
5 Tab, VI, 258.
c *
Tab, VII,i,141.; Fasil,42a. The same statement is attributed to
Malik b. Anas, with the addition:"Although I heard from seventy
hadith teachers who gave lectures in the Prophet's mosque, I
collected nothing from them (for they were not reliable)".(cf.
Kifaya_, 248.). The statement is also ascribed to pahhak b. Muzahim
(cf. Basil, *4"2a.).
^
Tab, VII, ii, 137.
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books on traditions (fi abwab al-ilm)...Ke cane to Iraq, Kijaz,
Syria, Egypt and Yemen and heard much 'iln (sami'a Hlman kathiran).^
(xvii) Of Khalid b. Dinar's three sons, it is reported that
o
all of them possessed thecilm which they narrated to others.
(xviii) It is said that pahhak b.'Uthman and Mughira b. *Abd
— c 3ar-Rahman had acquired the ilm which they transmitted (to others).
(xix) Of Ibrahim b. Aba Allah b. Hunayn it is reported that
he was from amongst the narrators ofHim, from whom Zuhri and others
transmitted traditions.4
The meaning of 'ilm, as synonymous of hadith, becomes quite clear
v/hen viewed in context of ra\y - a considered, personal opinion or
ijtihad. Ibn Sa'd reports on the authority of Ibn Jurayj that
whenever'ata' b. Rabah related anything, Ibn Jurayj (d. 150 A.H.)
used to ask if it was 'ilm or ra'y♦ In case of hadith he used the
word lira; in case of personal opinion, ra';■/.y Ibn *Abd al-Barr, in
his Jami' , mentions several traditions in which a clear distinction
is made betweenHim and ra' ,y. In these reports the word Him has
been used to indicate hadith.^
Wensinck in his Muslim Creed draws the clear distinction
between the two and remarks: "In the language of tradition'ilm is
used in the sense of religious knowledge especially in connection
with padith itself, whereas theological knowledge, apart from hadith,
Tab, VII, ii, 104-105,
2
Tab, V, 506.
5 Tab, IV, ii, 89-
4
Tab, V, 211.
5 Tab, II, ii, "134.' v, 345-; Bayan, ii, 30-31.
6
Bayan, ii, 2Q-31, 33, 34-
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would, simply be brain v.ork (ray)." Petersen, also makes this
distinction and says, "By knowledgeMlrn, especially in relation to
religious matters, the Arab does not generally mean the result of
independent reasoning but merely the ability to cite some competent
authority - the Quran's commandment or the transmission (hadith) of
the Prophet or his companions' practice (surma)."
p. 'Athar' and 'hadith' : 'Athar' (pi. Athar) is another
important term which was used in early Islam to denote 'hadith' .
Literally it means a 'mark' or 'remains', as in the verse of
al-Ahwas:
"bashaw Un law yadibbu dharr Un "alayhi
kana fihi min mashyihi atharu"^
(Even if an ant crawls on him, her movement
leaves marks (at'nar) on his (tender) body.)
The remains of old dwelling houses, where sweet-hearts of Arab poets
used to live, were also known as 'Athar'. Labid, for instance, says,
A
''la 'ayna minhu wa la athar''
5
'Athar' also means 'foot-step' or 'imprint'. The Prophet uses
it in this sense and says, "There never had been a prophet without
having followers and companions who follow his (prophet's) foot¬
steps ( yutbi^una atharahu) and are guided by his teachings."^
Creed, 111. •
2
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From these meanings, perhaps, the term 'athar' was employed to
mean hadith. Hadith is nothing but a repository of Muhammad's teach¬
ings. As the 'remains' (records) of Muhammad's words and deeds were
preserved in the form of hadith, it was aptly known as 'athar'♦ As
regards the other literal meaning - 'foot-step' - it can be said that
since the Prophet during his lifetime was followed in every walk of
life, his conduct 7;as rightly called an 'athar' - a synonymn of hadith.
After the prophet's death, the companions, by emulating his example,
adopted the path trodden by the Prophet. Thus the expression 'athar'
meant the footsteps of the Prophet and became synonymn of hadith.
Technically speaking, 'athar' is used for traditions related by
companions, successors, and the successors' followers."'' The scholars
of Khurasan, however, restrict the term mainly for the traditions
2
from the companions. This technical definition is of late origin.
In the beginning it was used in a general sense and included, there-
3
fore, the traditions related by the Prophet as well. A striking
example for this meaning of the term is Kitab al-Athar of Abu Yusuf
which contains the traditions not only of the companions but also of
the Prophet.
The reservation of the term 'athar' for traditions from the
companions belongs to the time of Ash-Shafi'i, who distinguishes it
4
from the traditions coming from the Prophet. Prior to ash-Shafi i,
it was a general term for traditional material as a whole, ^o take
^
Tahdith., 36.; Taw.jih, 93*
2 ' -
Tadric, 4-5 Taw.iih, 3»; Dustur, i, 37•» Ta.j, iii, 4*
3 -
Khitat, ii, 3-32.; .Tahdith, 36.; Taw.jih, 3«; Tadrib, 4»
4 OMJ, 16.
10?
an instance, it is said of Sa^id b. al-Ilusayyib: "He was the best
informed person about 'athar' and the most intelligent in his ra-*y
(a*lam an-nas bima tacaddamahn min a1-athar wa afcahahum fi ra*yihi)."J"
The word 'athar1' used here refers to the traditions in general and
not only to those coming from the companions alone.
Ibn al-Muqaffafcalso takes 'athar' in the sense of traditions in
general. Writing during the caliphate of al-Mansur (I36-I58 A.II.)
he says, "No one but the caliph has the right to use 'ra*y' in matters
of military and cival administration and generally on all such
matters on which there were no athar (traditions).
Abu Asma too uses the term 'athaf' in the sense of 1hadith in
general' when he asks Abu Hanifa as from whom he should hear the
^athar'.^ His question does not appear to refer to the traditions
of the companions alone, rather it has been used in a general sense.
Ibn Sirin also uses.the word 'a then' in the sense of 'hadith in
general' . Describing the practice of Abu Bakr in dealing with legal
matters, he reports: "whenever he came across a case about which
there was no ruling in the Book of Allah, or no 'athar' in (islamic)
sunna, he used to say that in such cases I exercise my own opinion.
If it proves right, then it is owing to (the help of) God; but if





Y.ar and Peace, 29,n, citing Ibn al-Muqaffa , Rasa'il fi 's-sahaba,
in Rasa'l al-Bulagha' (ed. Kurd "Ali, 3rd ed., Cairo, 1964) ,pp.i-21-122.
Kifava, 203-
4 Khulafa', 10$*.; Tab, III, i, 126.
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We find several references of 'athar' in Kitab al-Huia.i of
i ■ . ■ ■ ■ » ■ - . iw
Shaybani, where it is used in its general sense of tradition. To
take for example, while opposing qiyas (analogy) to traditions, Shaybani
remarks that there can be no qiyas in presence of athar,^ implying
that qiyas can be employed only in such cases where no specific
ruling can be found in the traditions. The word 'athar' in this
report has bi.en evidently used in the sense of ahadith i.e. the
traditions in .general.
Abu Yusuf also uses it in this sense, when he i-emarks, "Qiyas
is distinguished from 'athar1 on the one hand and istihsan on the
other.
Even Shafi'i who, as a rule, reserves the term 'athar' for the
traditions of the companions, sometimes uses it for 'hadith in
general' . This is clearly evident when he compares hadith with
fiqh and kalam (scholastic theology), when he makes a distinction
between the lawyers, traditionists and scholars of scholastic
theology, he uses the terms hadith and athar indiscriminately.
While the lawyers and scholars of scholastic theology have been
3 - 4 —
expressed by the terms 'ahl al-fiqh' and 'ahl al-kaiam'
respectively, the traditionists are mentioned not only as 'ashab
-3 6 _ 7
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Hadith and Athar being similar in meaning, the active participles
muhaddith and athari are synonymously used to mean 'narrator of
, _,r ,, 1ahadith'.
Like<ilm, athar is also used in contradistinction with juristic
decision or ra*y» Vie have seen^Ata'b. Rabah's remark on this point,
^ 9
who uses a thai- against ra'v and names the former as *ilm~ - a
synonymous term for hadith.
6. Hikma and hadith: The word 'hikma' , meaning 'wisdom',
occurs both in pre-Islamic and post Islamic literature. In pagan
poetry the term was used for 'wise sayings' and 'words of wisdom'.
I'o take an example, when Asma**!, a mukhadrimi poet, heard a certain
poem (qasida) of Suwayd b. Abi Kahil, he remarked: "The Arabs count
it as a piece of wisdom f.ya6uddunahu min hikamihi).
In the post-Islmaic period, once when'lmran b. Husayn narrated
the Prophetic hadith "modesty brings nothing but good", Bishr b.
Ka^b said: "It is written in the *hikma' as well", whereupon
'imran retorted: "I am relating a hadith from the Prophet and you
tell me what is in your sahifa.The Prophet himself uses -'hikma'
in its literal sense of 'word of wisdom' when he says, "Acquire
5
'al-hikma' even if it comes from the tongue of polytheists." To
take one more instance from early Islam, it is reported that hearing
a v/itty reply from6Adi b. Hatim, Mu*awiya said to his courtier,
Tadrib, 4-
2
Tab, II, ii, 134.; V, 345.
5 Mufad, 190.
^ 139 (Adab).
^ clcA, ii, 106.-"
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Habit) b. t.aslama, "write this in your book since it is a 'hikma' .
'Hikma'' has been well defined as 'to know the truth of things
% ■ i ■ i i .. i u
2
as tney are and-to act according to the reouirements thereof. '
In other words it is propriety of judgement together with propriety
of conduct. It is in this sense that theologians have used the term.
x
The v/ur'an, on eight occasions , speaks of the 1 hikcia' in connection
with the 1kitab1, while on other occasions it is used separately.
In all these eight places, 'kitab' refers to the Qur'an, but what
does 'hikma1 signify? It must necessarily signify something other
than the Qur'an since the word 'hikma' is separated from the 'kitab'
by conjunctive particle 'wa' .
Shafi^i discusses at length the use of 'hikma' and 'kitab' and
concludes by saying that by al-kitab is meant the Qur'an, whereas
'hikma1 denotes, the 'sunna of the Prophet'.^ To the same effect is
the verdict of Qatada (d. 117/118 A.H.). Explaining the verse
'ma yutla fi buyutikunna min ayat Allah v/a'1-hikma' (33:34) he says,
5
"Ayat Allah refers tothe Ojur an whereas hikmah means ' as-sunna' ."k. ..... ... ,L f —————
Perhaps, Shafiti had borrowed the interpretation of 'hikma' as
'sunna', from Qatada, for the former says, "I have heard the scholars
of the Qur'an (Qatada was one of them) as saying that 'hikma' meant




Lexicon, I, ii, 617.
^ Qur'an, 2:129.; 2:151.j 2:231.; 5:4S•» 3:81.; 4:54?; 4:115.; 5:110.
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Risala, 24.; Jima al-Ilm, 247♦
^ Tab, VIII, 144«
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Risala, 24.
only after Shaft'i that 'hiknta' was fully equated with 'sunna' by common
agreement. Since Shafi'i does not make a clear-cut distinction
between hadith and sunna, we can say that hikma was used by him as
equivalent to'hadith'.
■
Hasan al-Basri also appears to have used this term in the sense
of hadith. In his famous letter to the caliph'Aba al-Malik, he
refers to the pious forbears and says that they had "acted according
to the commands of Allah, had narrated His 'hikma' (rawu hikmatahu),
and.'-followed the sunna of the Messenger of Allah....""
The word 'hikma' used here with 'sunna' and 'commands of Allah',
coupled with the expression 'rawu' (they narrated), clearly indicates
that 'hikma' to Hasan meant the 'hadith';.
7. Fiqh and hadith; Technically, the term 'fiqh' is applied
to the specialised knowledge of legal laws of Islam as framed and
deduced from the Qur'an, the hadith and the personal i.jtihad of
early theologians. It comprises in its scope 'all aspects of
2
religious, political and civil life'.
Literally, it denotes 'knowledge', 'insight' or 'understanding'.
The word in all these senses occurs both in the Qur'an and in the
traditions. Thus Wensinck's remark that 'fiqh in the sense of
"insight" does not occur in the Kuran'^is unacceptable to us.





We quote a few instances to show that the verbal forms of
'fiqh1 have been used both in the sense of 'understanding1 and
'insight' in the. Qur'an. As for the first meaning the .ur'an says,
"Till when he (Dhu '1-Qarnayn) came between the two mountains, he
found upon their hither side a folk that scarce could understand
(la yakadun yafgamin) a saying""'' (for they spoke a different
language and could not understand Iranian language - the language
of Dhu * 1 -(■ -arnayn). Similarly, Moses prays to God for granting him
clarity of expression so that the people of Pharoah - to whom he
•was being sent - could understand his message. He says, "My Lord!
Relieve my mind. And ease my task for me; And loose a knot from
- V 2
my tongue, that they may understand my saying (yafqahu qawli)."
The verb 'fiqh' in the following passage also means 'to
understand' . Speaking about the polytheists, the Our'an says, "Of
them are some who listen unto thee, but we have placed upon their
hearts veils, lest they should understand (an yafqahuhu)..."" In
a similar passage in connection with disbelievers, it is said:
"And who doth greater wrong than he who hath been reminded of the
revelations of his Lord, yet turneth away from them and forgetteth
what his hands send forward (to the Judgement)? Loi on their
hearts we have placed covering so that they understand not
(an yafqahuhu) and in their ears a deafness...."^ In the following
passage, too, the verbal form 'yafqahuna' denotes 'understanding'.








jinn ana humankind, having hearts wherewith they understand not
(la yafcahuna biha) and having eyes wherewith they see not, and
having ears wherewith they hear not. These are as the cattle -
nay but they were worsei These are the neglectful."^
Apart from its usage in the Our'an, the word in the sense of"
'knowledge', 'comprehension' or 'understanding' occurs in the
hadith literature also. To take, for example, the caliph.'Umar
- - - 2
used to say, "Tafaaqahu qabl an tasudu" , meaning 'develop (fully)
your faculty of comprehension and understanding before you are
chosen as leaders'.
The word in this literal sense also occurs in the Sira of
Ibn Hisham.^
We have seen the usage of 'fiqh' in the Qur'an in the literal
sense of 'understanding'. But the word also occurs there to
denote a faculty of 'insight'. Using the word 'fiqh' in its verbal
form, the Qur'an says, "And the believers should not all go out to
fight. Of every troop of them, a party only should go forth, that
they (who are left behind) may gain sound knowledge in religion
( liyatafaoqahu fi'd-din)."^ The word 1tafaqouh1 used here, clearly









The traditional material also uses the word Tiqh' in the
sense of 'insight' and 'thorough knowledge'. To take, for instance,
the Prophet said, "When Allah intends to do good to his servants,
He gives them insight and understanding in religion (yufaqqih-hu
fi 'd-din) and informs him of his weaknesses."- In another report
it is said: "For every thing (buildings) there are pillars; the
pillar of this religion (Islam) is fiqh i.e. thorough knowledge and
__ 2
insight to interpret the Qur'an and the sunna".
Historically speaking, 'fiqh', in the beginning, meant'knowledge'
of any kind, but used in context of religion it referred to insight
3
into religious teachings. This is clear from a report by Abu Eurayra
who quotes the Prophet as saying: "Men are like mines; the best (men)
of Jahiliyya period remain as best men of Islam if they acquire
insight in religion (idha faoahu)."^
We find a report in Waqidi's Maghazi where Mu'adh b. Jabai is
reported to have instructed his emissary not only to teach the
Meccans the Qur'an and inform them of God's benevolence over Muslims
but also asked him to invest them (the Meccans) with thorough
- — 5






In Ghazali's opinion 'the fiqh in early Islam referred to the
knowledge of the Hereafter and other related matters'. He derives
this definition of fiqh from the Qur'anic verse 'liyatafaqqahu
fi 'd-din wa liyundhiru...1 (9:122). Stressing on the verb 1iridhar'
used here, he says that this indhar (warning) refers to matters
other than the branches of (technical) 'fiqh'. (cf. Zunun, 1261).
^ SB, ii, 340, 348, 350 (Anbiya'), 381 (Manaqib).; Musnad (T), x,
324.; Bayan, i, 18-19.
5 Magh, 423.
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Another report of V.aqidi says that a few men from ^Adal and
Qara tribes called on the Prophet and asked for a teacher who could
not only teach them the Qur'an but also bestow them with insight and
deep knowledge about Islam (yucri'unana *1-Qur'an wa yufqihunana
fl ' 1-Islam).1,1
'Fiqh' in early Islam was a process of understanding and
deducing. This 'faculty' was needed to interpret the Qur'an and the
existing *ilm or hadith for legal purposes. A 'faqih', the possessor
of this faculty, was one who could interpret the Qur'an and the
traditions and frame laws on the basis of his insight into religious
knowledge.
Although fioh, as an independent discipline, developed much
later, due attention was paid to it even in earlier times. Thus
Masruq reports that ' Ali b. Abi Talib, Ubayy b. Kafc b, Abu Musa
al-Ash'ari,'Umar b. al-Khattab, Zayd b. Thabit and 'Abd Allah b.
2
Mas ud used to discuss legal matters among themselves.r It is also
reported that a group of people (oawm) was once found discussing
'fiqh' ( yatadhakarun al-fiqh) during the Prophet's lifetime.'' It
is further said that'Umar,'Uthman, Ali, *Abd ar-Rahman b. *Awf,
Mu4adh b. Jabal, Ubayy b. Kafcb and Zayd b. Thabit used to give
juristic rulings during Abu Bskr's caliphate (wa kuliu ha'ula'i
- - s /




Tab, II, ii, 110.
^ Musnad (T), ix, 298.
4
Tab, II, ii, 109.
"V.ith the establishment of Islamic methodology", says Fazlur
Rahman,..."a radical change took place in the nature of fiqh which
passed from being a personal activity to mean a structural discipline
ana its resultant body of knowledge." "This body of knowledge",
he continues, "was thus standardized and established as an objective
system.... V.hereas in the first stage one used to say 'one should
exercise fiqh'., the proper thing to say now was 'one should "learn"
or "study" fiqh'
It should, however, be pointed out that in early Islam, 'fioh',
like ' '"ilm* comprised the composite knowledge of the Our'an, the
hadith and the fiqh, and the scholars of these disciplines were
indiscriminately known as <<,ulsma*' (the possessors of ' Him' ) and
4fuaaha'r (the possessors of 'fiqh'). Thus there was no marked
distinction between 'hadith' and 'fiqh' in this early period. That
is why, very often the latter term was used to denote the former
one. This is apparent from the following hadith, reported on the
authority of Zayd b. Thabit: "The Porphet said, 'May Allan brighten
a man who heard my saying, retained it, and then passed it on to
others; for many a bearer of 'fiqh' is not versed in 'fiqh',and many
a bearer of 'fiqh' conveys it to one who is more versed than he
2
is."' we can very well see that the word 'fiqh' in this report
has been used to denote the Prophet's saying i.e. hadith.
Despite the fact that 'fiqh' and cilm (or hadith) were sometimes




SAD,iii, 438 "film), hadith no. 366O.; Jami4, x, 124 film).;
SIL, i, 102 (introduction).
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period (as in later times too) the knowledge of hadith was indis-
pensible for a faqih. This is borne out by the fact that the
companions like *Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As, Jabir b. *Abd Allah,
Abu Hurayra anti-'Abd Allah b. fAbbas, who reported a large number of
ahadith, are described as faqih"*" and not muhaddith. The caliph
4Umar seems using the term 'fioh' in this wide sense when he says:
2
"Whosoever wants the knowledge of fiqh should go to f,;utadh b. Jabal."
By 'fiqh' he appears to mean 'religious knowledge in general* and
not a separate discipline which had yet to develop.
However, in the early second century, the distinction between
hadith and fiqh was clearly drawn. Thus Sha4 bi says of Ibn^Umar
that the latter was expert in hadith (.ja.yyid al-hadith) but not in
fiqh (jayyid al-fioh).^ Similarly, Qasim b. Ma4n is said to be
"a reliable authority on hadith, fiqh, shi4 r and a.yyam an-nas".^
Again, Hakim relates on the authority of 'Abbas b. Mus'ab who said:
" 'Aba Allah b. al-Mubarak's Jami4 contains hadith, finh, Arabic
(language), avyam an-nas (history), bravery, tradesmanship, generosity
5
and love towards varying sects and groups."
8. Other related terms for hadith: Alongside 1sunna1,
'athar1, ' 'ilm' and 'fish', there existed some other terms which
were closely related to 'hadith'. Among these may be mentioned
1kdabar', 'ra>y' and 'mathai', to which we now turn.
1
Tab, II, ii, 127.
^
Ta_b, II, ii, 108.
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Literally, 'Khabar1 means 'news', 'report' or 'information',
irrespective of its nature or source. Akhbar, the plural of
'khabar' is used for history proper and includes historical legends
of all kinds. 'Hadith', which consists of reports about the sayings,
practices and approbations of the Prophet, also fails under the scope
of 'khabar' which is wider in scope than the hadith. While 'hadith'
in its scope revolves round the personality of the Prophet and deals
with matters emanating from him, 'khabar' is wide enough to include
all sorts of information from whatever source. Some authorities
confine the term 'hadith' to only religious or exegetical traditions,
calling historical traditions by the more general term 'khabar'.
Thus, whosoever engages himself in tradition is called 'muhadaith',
and the one who devotes himself to the study of history and similar
such discipline is known as 'akhbari'.^
While 'hadith' has been given specific technical meaning of
the saying of the Prophet - an abbreviation of the phrase 'hadith
2
an-nabi ', ''khabar' is used for narratives or related information
coming from sources other than the Prophet.''
In spite of the above difference in meaning between 'hadith' and
4
'khabar', they were often used synonymously. Tabari provides us
^
Tahdi th, 36.; Taw .jib, 3 •
2
Paoyri, i, 7.
^ Tawilh, 3-j Tadrib, 4.
^
Ba.'/an, ii, 176, where Ibn *Abd al-Barr reports Abu Ja4far as
saying,"verily, the 'khabar' and the 'hadIth' are the same thing
(anna '1-akhbar wa'l-hadith wahid)." Abu Ja'far bases his
argument on a verse of the :,ur'an and says, "The Qur'anic verse
'yavvma'idhin tuhaadithu akhbaraha' (99s4)rcakes the 'hadith' and
'khabar' synonymous.
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with an example where he uses 'khabar' in the sense of 'hadith'.
He says: "A tradition (khabar) is reported from the Prophet which
confirms the view (aawl) of one who holds that the world will last
for 6000 years.After this he quotes a confirmatory hadith,
followed by his (Tabari's) own comment: "Thus he (the Prophet)
has cleariy stated in this khabar (tradition) that the world will
last for six thousand years.
Ghszaii, in his Ih.ya', uses the plural 'Akhbar' in the sense of
'ahadith1. In order to show the merits of tilm he quotes first the
verses from the Qur'an and then the traditions from the Prophet.
Before quoting the latter he remarks, "As regards the akhbar, the
2
Prophet said "
Even at a time when 'hadith' was developed into a formal
discipline, the term khabar applied to at least one category of
hadith. The 'science of hadith' ("ulum al-hadith) divides the
c 3 4 -
traditions into 'marfu ' and 'mawquf'♦ ' While the term 'hadith'
was reserved for the 'marfu6' type of 'ahadith', 'khabar' was a
general term for both 'marfu' '' and 'mawquf' ahadith. Hence the
saying, 'Every 'hadith' is 'khabar' but that every 'khabar' is not
a 'hadith'.'^





A tradition traced to the Prophet, with or without a complete isnad.
^ A tradition g.oing_back only to a companion.
^
Tahdith, 36.; Taw.jih, 3»
at par with •hadith of the Prophet1. They also distinguish between
'mawouf' and 'marfu4 ' ahaaith. yne former they call 'athar1;
]
S® the latter, 'khabar'.' In this way, 'hadith' comes parallel to
'khabar'.
Rosenthal, however, holds that the two terms are not inter¬
changeable. He asks logically: "if every 'khabar1 could not be a




Another related tern of 'hadith' is 'ra'y' , which has frenuently
been used in contradistinction with the former. Right from the
earliest period, 1 'him' and 'ra'y' were used to mean the 'hadith'
and 1 i.jtihad' (personal reasoning) respectively. Thus we find
*Abd al-Ivialik asking Hasan Basri whether the doctrine of free will
advocated by the latter, was derived from the Qur'an, or from the
traditions (riwaya) of the companions of the prophet, or else from
his (logical) personal reasoning (ra»yin ra'a.ytahu)♦ ^
We can very well see that the term 'ra'y' in the above report
has been used against 'riwaya' (the narration) or transmitted
tradition. We have already seen that one of the terms for 'tradition'
in early Islam was 4ilm. It appears that the word 'riwaya1 has been
used here as a synonymn of ' 4ilm' and 'hadith'. Thus, it can be
^
Tadrib, 4»» Taw.jih, 5.
2
Papyri, i, 4>n, where Nabia Abbott disagrees with Rosenthal and
says: "Rosenthal...has nevertheless fallen into., error."
^ her Islam, XXI (1933)» p.67.
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said that ra'y and 'ilm in earlier times referred respectively to
the logical reasoning or i.jtihad and transmitted tradition or
hadith. We find two reports in Tabari's Annales where the phrases
'a.hdirilni 'ilmakum' (bring to me any tradition known to you) and
_ 2
'ahd.iru.ni 'r-ra'y* (give me your opinion) occur as terminological
counterparts. As for the former, it referred to a matter relating
to the distribution of booty. It is reported that'Umar on the
conclusion of a certain battle asked his people to apprise him of
their*ilm (i.e. known tradition) concerning the distribution of the
spoils of war. ' It is evident that cilra in the above expression
means the 'hadith of the Prophet'.
On the other hand, the term 'ra y' , in the phrase 'ahdiruni?r-ra'y'
means 'individual considered opinion' on a matter where no law
existed in the Qur'an and in the hadith.
Goldziher, in his article on 'Fiqh' in the Encyclopaedia of
Islam, has clearly pointed out that '*ilm and ra\y are counterparts.'
He, however, unjustly denies the usage of 'ra,y' in early Islam.
Against Goldziher's view, we find mention of these opposite terms
in Tabari's Annates and in Ibn Hisham's Sara. Tabari reports that
on the occasion of the conquest of Palestine, 'Amr b. al-As wrote
to 'Umar b. al-Khattab seeking the caliph's opinion (Ra'y) on some
problem. On receipt of this letter, continues Tabari,'ITmar commented,
"amr had not acted (or was not prepared to act) but in accordance







respectively, the independent personal reasoning and hadith.
Even much earlier, we find mention of these contradictory
terms in a verse ascribed to Hassan b. Thabit. In his. famous elegy
on the death of the Prophet, the poet says:
''Tanahat wasat al-nusiimina bikaffihi
Pa la?l-clln: mahbusun wa 15 ' r-rayu yufhadu''
(i.e. the muslims have resorted to his (Muhammad's) knowledge.
From him no'ilm was withheld and no ra'y was denied.)
. . ■ . . K. /
Hassan, in these lines, seems to mean by*iln and ra'v, the 'hadith
of the Prophet' and 'the independent personal opinions of the
companions' respectively.
Again, on the occasion of a literary competition between the
deputation of Banu Tamim on the one hand and the party of Muhammad
on the other,4U tar id b. Haj'ib gave a speech and challenged Muhammad
of producing a better one if he could. The Prophet accepted the
challenge and called Thabit b. Qays al-Ansari to answer the opponent.
Thabit. thereupon carried out the Prophet's order and began his speech
v/ith these words: "Praise belongs to God who created the heavens
and the earth and established His rule therein....By His power he
made us kings and chose the best of His creation as an apostle and
honoured him with sound opinion and judgement (akramahu wa ahsanahu
ra'yan) and made him truthful in speech (wa asdaqahu hadithap). and
2
sent down to hiit His Book...."
^
hira, 1024.
^ Piwan (H), 43.
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The Prophet himself is reported to have used a derivative of
ra*,y on one occasion. Ibn '"Abbas reports that in the battle of
Badr when captives fell into the hands of the muslim army, the
Prophet said, "0 Abu Bakr, cAli and'Umari how, in your opinion
(ma tarawna). should we aeal with these prisoners?""'"
Hubab b. al-Mundhir b. al-Jamuh, a companion, also uses this
verbal form, along with the noun ra' y, in the sense of 'opinion'.
It is reported that when the Prophet, in the battle of Badr,
reached the nearest springs of Badr (bi adna miyah Badr), Hubab said
to him, "Is this place, in your opinion, is a place (ara'ayta
haciha ' 1-inanzil amanzilan) where Allah has asked you to halt, in
which case we can neither advance nor withdraw from it, or is it
just a personal opinion (ra'y) and military tactics?" The Prophet
thereupon replied that his decision was based on his personal
opinion (ra'y) and was tactics.''
'Ra'y' played an important role with regard to legal matters
in early Islam. The two sources of law in this period were the
Our'an and the 'sunna of the Prophet'. In the absence of these two,
the companions were allowed to use their own acumen to decide legal
issues. The permission to use ra'y had been given by the Prophet
himself to Mu'adh b. Jabal.^ After the Prophet's death, Abu Bakr
and'Urnar decided cases on the basis ojr ra'y. Abu Bakr is reported
to have consulte'd the 'ahl ar-ra'y' and the 'ahi al-fiqh' in deciding
ftiusr.ad (Shayba), 54 •






legal issues.^ 'Uraar, too, sought his colleagues' opinion (ra'y)
on matters where no hadith could be found. He had instructed his
governors and judges to decide cases on the basis of their individual
reasoning in matters where the Our'an and the sunna provided no
express rulings. Thus in his letter to Abu Musa al-Ash'arl, he
mentions three sources of law - the Our'an, the sur.net muttaba'a
(the prevailing sunna) and the fahm (understending or reason).
The order in which this last source of law is placed clearly shows
that its place is next to the Qur'an and the sunna.
Although doubts have been cast on the authenticity of this
3
letter , yet the fact that reference to the text of this letter,
4
though in brief, is given by such an early authority as Abu Yusuf,
leads us to believe that it is genuine. Furthermore, the hadith of
Mu'adh provides a circumstantial evidence for the genuineness of
this resort. 'Ulnar's instuction to use ra'y in the absence of the
Qur'an and the sunna, is quite in conformity with the Prophet's
tacit approval, given to Mu'adh, for the usage of this source of
law.
Speaking about the usage of ra'y in early Islam, Bravmann
says, "In our opinion it seems..highly probable that already in the
earliest period of Islam any governor or judge (or any commander)
was expected...to take recourse to his own independent reasoning (ra'y)
Sunna (Sib), 84.
2
Subh, x, 194-; Kamil, i, 14. Schacht says, "The use of ra'y by
Malik is well known....He uses his 'y on points on which there
are no traditions." (cf. OMJ, II5.).
^




in case he would not find guidance in the vast body of practice,
norms, and ordinances of the past, which, especially in relation
to ra'y, is frequently referred to as *ilci."^
He not only considers the authenticity of llu'adh's hadith as
'highly probable' but says unequivocally: "The doubts about the
early application of ra'y, which caused Goldziher and Schacht to
deny the authenticity of the story concerning Mutad b. Gabal and the
9
Prophet,... do not seem to be justified.""
Speaking on the sources of Islamic law, Bahij Sha'ban remarks
that recourse to ra*y should be taken as a last resort ( 'inda zawal
- 5
jami'1 al-wasa*il). Ion al-Kuqaffa* reserves the use of ra*y for
caliph alone. He says, "None but the caliph has the right to use
ra *y in matters of military and civil administrarion and generally
on all matters on which there were no traditions (athar).
In the period of younger companions and successors, the terms
'ahl al-hadith' and 'ahl ar-ra'y' meant respectively 'the collectors
of hadith' and 'the interpreters'of the traditions'. The former
were rightly named as 'pharmacists' while the latter were known
S _ —
as 'physicians'. Thus A1mash, the traditionist, says to Abu Hanifa,
"Nahnu as-sayadila wa antum al-atibba,u."^ Similarly, Zuhri remarks,
_ 7














helper (aia) of knowledge ( '_iirn) i.e. hadith is 'sound opinion'
(ar-raVy al-hasan)." The ra'y or 'independent reasoning' in the
above example, is considered as playing the role of interpreter.
The good or bad- interpretation of hadith depends on the soundness
of opinions of ahl ar-ra'y.
The successors had made it a point to enquire whether a
reported tradition was the actual report (hadith) of the Prophet
or an explanation of the same as based on sound opinion (ra *y).
We have already seen how Ibn Jurayj questioned 'Ata' b. Rabah when
the latter reported traditions to him."''
This is, however, certain that ra*y has all along been used
with extreme caution and the companions were not allowed to use it
freely. We quote here one example to explain this point. Rafa'a
b. Rafi' reports that a man complained to the caliphcUmar that
Zayd b. Thabit had given a ruling (fatwa) on a certain issue on the
basis of his ra'y. Hearing this,'Uinar summoned Zayd and enauired
if it was true. Zayd denied the charge, saying that he had based
his judgement on something (Shay'an, implying hadith) which he hau
heard from Ubayy b. Ka'b, Abu Ayyub and Rafa'a b. Rafi' - the
2
narrators of hadith.








Another significant tern used in connection with hadith is
'mathai1, meaning 'a wise saying' or 'a proverb'. The term mathai,
(plural, amthai) was applicable to the traditions of the Prophet
as well. Some of- the companions used to memorise or preserve in
writing the sayings of the Prophet. Considering them as words of
wisdom, they called these sayings 'amthal' ♦ Thus the term 'mathai',
in early Islam, was used as equivalent to 'hadith'. tfAbd. Allah b. 'Amr
b. al-As uses it in this sense when he says, "I have preserved one
thousand mathai' from the Prophet.*Abd Allah apparently refers
in this report to his famous sahifa, which contained one thousand
traditions. It is clear that he means by 'mathai' the 'hadith' and
not 'proverb' - its literal meaning.
Ibn'Abd Habbih also uses the word 'mathai', (with its plural
1 ami,ha1' ) in the sense of 'padith' when he gives a chapter heading








PARLY DOCUMENTATION OF SUHKA AND HA'DITH
In this section, which is divided into three chapters, an attempt
has been made to make a systematic study of the question of recording
of sunna and hadith,
The section begins with a discussion on the position of writing
in general in pre and early Islamic Arabia. In Chapter III, it has
been shown that since writing was in vogue both in pre and early
Islamic period, the traditions of the Prophet were not only preserved
in memory but were also written down by some literate companions
and successors. In this context, the contradictory reports regarding
the Prophet's prohibition and permission of writing down his
traditions have been critically reviewed.
Also discussed in this connection are various terms and statements
which, as a result of their misinterpretation, formed the bases of the
theory of late recording of hadith. (Chapter IV).
This is followed by a discussion on the meanings and early usages
of several terms used as receptacles of hadith. An investigation into
this matter showed that the terms sahifa and kitab etc. did not
necessarily mean 'small collections' or 'memoranda' of hadith, as is
sometimes believed. (Chapter V).
The second part of Chapter V deals solely with the written
collections - both large and small - of early hadith scholars.
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chapter three
the tradition uf writing hadith
1. Introduction:
It is generally believed that the traditions could not attain
literary fixity until quite late,say till the second or third century
after the Prophet's death. Both the Western and Muslim Scholars try
to bridge the gap of more than a hundred years by maintaining that
traditions reached the compilers of the second or third century through
oral transmission from generation to generation. No doubt, the
Orientalists, like Sprenger, Muir, Puck, Sachau, Horovitz and C-oldziher,
admit the existence of few written memoranda of hadith in early
Islamic period, they consider these records as merely aids to memory.
Muslim scholars hold the some opinion with regard to these -written
1
records. But unlike orientalists, they place complete reliance on the
memory of the transmitters of hadith, and give very little allowance
\.>vf
to fallability of human memory. They believe that the transmission
of hadith, from the Prophet's time onwards was mainly oral.
It looks strange to maintain that the traditions remained in the
hearts of the companions and successors, and after about a hundred
years they were transferred into books. The truth is that although
no formal arrangement was made by the Prophet to preserve the traditions
in black and white, yet the ahadith were written down during his own
lifetime.
Historically speaking, the recording of traditions in early
period was done in a very informal way. While most of the Prophet's
actions were watched .and imitated, rather than dictated and x'ecorded,
a number of formulaes (du*a) were centainly written down to be learnt
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by heart and be recited in prayers orally. The brief formulaes could
be easily memorised without writing, but the lengthy ones had to be
written down, not only to memorise but also for future reference lest
the believers commit mistakes in their rituals. Sometimes, certain
legal matters especially laws regarding zakat,which were of great
importance and had to be exact, were recorded either on the initiative
of the Prophet or by the companions themselves. Again, the occasions
arose when the companions had to quote the Prophet's sayings or his
behaviour in their correspondence. Last but not the least, there
existed a group of enthusiastic companions who used to watch every
activity of the Prophet, listen to his words and sermons and try to
preserve a record of his sayings and actions either orally or by
writing them down. The unique personality of the Prophet itself
demanded the preservation of his teachings - a task which was successfully
accomplished by his devoted companions, who not only learnt his
sayings by heart but also recorded them in black and white. "We have
evidence of several such Boswells", says Macdonald, "who fixed his
(Prophet's) words as they fell."
At this point the question may be asked: 'If the traditions were
preserved in black and white,why did they not reach us?' Both negative
and positive reply can be given for this question. As for the former, it
can be said that the reasons for its non-availability is neither want
of writing material as is sometimes claimed, nor its preservation in
memory. The positive answer is that the main cause of its non-accessibility
to us is the ravage of time which destroyed the papyri and other
inferior qualify of writing material long before it reached us.
Muslim Theo 1ogy73»
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But before we go any further to discuss the question of writing
hadith in particular, it is necessary to see the general position of
writing in Arabia on the eve of Islam.
2. Position of Arabic writing at the advent of Islam:-
It is generally believed that while Arabic writing in South
Arabia had reached its most developed stage as early as in the Tubba'
dynasty"1", the literacy of North Arabia was in a deplorable state, so
much so that at the advent of Islam there were only seventeen persons
2
in Mecca who knew how to write , while in Medina the position was
3
rather worse, where less than a dozen persons knew this art .
The above account does not seem to present a complete picture of
literacy of pre-Islamic Arabia, especially in the case of Mecca which
was a cosmopolitan city, a junction of caravan routes, a religious
dentre and seat,of missionary works of Christians and Jews. In order
to have a fairly clear picture of Arabic writing in this region, it is
necessary to see how and when it was introduced in Hijaz. According
to Baladhuri, the people of Hijaz learnt this art from the people of
Anbar, who in turn had learnt it from the people of Hira, the present
Kufa. He traces its history thus: 'At the close of the ^>th century,
three men of the tribe of Tayy named Muramir b. hurra, Aslam b. Sidra
and'Amir b. Jadra invented the Arabic alphabet at Baqqa(near Hira
and Hit) and taught it to the people of Anbar, who in turn taught
Muqaddima,418»
2
Futuh, 457.;'lod» iv, 242-243.
Hadith lit, 41*5 Hanahil, i, 356.
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it to the people of Hira. One Bishr b. 'Abd al-Malik, who used to
frequent Hira, learnt to write Arabic there. Having learnt thi3 art
he came to Mecca and taught it to Sufyan b.TJmayya and Abu Qays b.
*Abd Manaf.1 ^
Thus we see that writing was introduced in Hijaz through Hira,
which was a seat of learning from early times. The well known story of
the poets Mutalammis and Tarafa of the reign of 'Amr b. Hind (554 ~
570 A.D.) shows that writing was common among the Arabs of those days.
According to the story, 'Amr b. Hind gave each of these poets a sealed
letter asking them to hand it to his officer, Rabi' b. Eawthara, in
Bahrayn. Although the poets were made to believe that these were
letters of introduction recommending for generous treatments, they
contained an order to put the bearers to death. We learn from the
story that while Mutalammis, who got suspicious of the contents of the
letter and had a youth of Kira read it and thu3 escaped, the poor
Terafa, who refused to open :the sealed letter and carried it to
2
Rabi', was mercilessly put to death.
We do not know for certain whether the letters given to these
poets were in Arabic, but circumstances suggest that the most probable
language in which the letters were written was Arabic. We find that
one *Adi b. Zayd in those days was employing Arabic writing in the
3
Persian Court of Khusraw I. It was most likely, therefore,
Futuh, 456-457.; Wuzara', i, where it is said that the first to
write in Arabic were the above named three persons.; Macarif, 187.
2
Shihr, i, 131, 134, 157, 136, 142. A-h (Rudolph), xxi, 194-196.
y Arable Ooriot, 6.; Agh, ii, 101-103.
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that Arabic be used in Arab courts of Kira where in fact it was
taught and learnt. Hammad b. Zayd, for instance, taught his son
Arabic language and script first and only later, the Persian."'" That
Arabic was taught in Hira is evident from another report which says
that King Bahrain Gur (420--138 A.D.) who was educated by Mundhir
amongst the Arabs of Eira, was instructed in the Persian, Arabic and
2
even Greek languages and writings.
Hira remained a seat of learning until quite late. It is reported
that when Khalid conquered this city, he found young men in
3
monasteries occupied with multiplying scriptures. According to
another report, Khalid saw some people learning the art of writing in
Ahbar.
In Mecca, we can expect a considerable amount of literacy long
before the advent of Islam, for it had been a religious and commercial
5
centre from about 350 A.D. onwards. It is but natural that here
some business transactions were made in writing by people who knew
this art. History has preserved many such names who could write in
the sixth century A.D. *Abd al-Muttalib ( d. 578 A. D.), the grandfather
of the Prophet, is one such example. He is reported to have once
written from Mecca to his maternal relatives in Medina to go and help
him obtain possession of his paternal estate in Mecca.^ A document
in the handwriting of the same 'Abd al-Muttalib is reported to have
_ 7
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Even before 'Abci. al-Muttalib, his great grandfather, Qusayy had
written a letter to his own brother Rizah.^"
Despite prevalence of Arabic writing in Kijaz, the Muslim
historians, influenced bp traditional view that the period before
Islam was lacking in any cultural achievement whatsoever and calling
it 'the days of ignorance', put forward the theory that the literates
at the advent of Islam were so few that they could be counted on
finger-tips. Dr. Kamidulleh, the contemporary Muslim scholar
maintains that 'there were fifteen to twenty literate people in Mecca,
2
while in Medina the number of those who knew the art was even smaller.'
Hit according to Balaahuri, who seems to be the primary source of
Hamidullah's report, seventeen is the total number of literates among
the Quraysh tribe only whom he mentions by name.'' The literates of
Medina are also mentioned by name and number. Dr. Zubayr Siadiqi, a
modern Indian scholar, believes that the number of the Arabs of Medina
1




Putilh, 457- The names of literates given by Baladhuri are as
follows:
1. 4Umar b. ai-Khattab.
2. 'All b. Abi Talib.
5. 'Uthman b. <Affan.
4. Abu "dlbayda b. al-Jarrah.
5. Talha (b. 'UbaydAllah).
6. Yazid b. Abi Sufyan.
7. Abu Hudhayfa b. 'Utba b. Rabi'a.
8. Hat ib b. 'Amr al-'Amiri.
9. Abu Salama b. 'Abd al-Asad al-Makhzumi.
,10.' Aban b. Sacid_b. al- 'Asi b. Umayya.
11. Khalid b. Sa4id b. al-'Asi b. Umayya.
12. 'Abd Allah b. Sa'd b. Abi Sarh al-'Amiri.
13. Huwaytib b. 4Abd al-'Uzza al- 'Amiri.
14. Abu Sufyan b. Harb b. Umayya.
lp. Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan.
16._ Juhaym b. as-Salt b. Makhrama.
17. Al-"'Ala' b. ai-Hadrami.
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who could, write was less than a dozen,"'" He seems to have reached
this conclusion on the basis of Ihu Sa'd's report which gives names
„ . 2
oi nine sucn persons.
But looking at the literary and cultural history of pre-Islamic
Arabia, we expect more literates than hitherto described. In addition
to poetry, the Ayyam (narrative of the battles) and genealogies, and
other religious and profane literature of the period, point to fairly
advanced stage of literacy in pre-Islamic Arabia. We enumerate below
some of the written records of this period to show the literary
achievements of Bedouin Arabs.
3.Written records of pre-Islamic Arabia:
(i) Sahifa, Ka.jalla and Rawasim:- In pre-Islamic Arabia, the
wise sayings, proverbs, certain laws,and interesting
information used to be recorded in black and white.
The receptacles of such information were known as
sahifa (pi. auhuf), ma.jalla (pi. ma .jail) and
rawasim (pi. rawasim). Nabigha Dhubyani uses the
3
word majalla to indicate the Gospel, while the Qur* an
refers to the 'Rolls of Abraham and Moses' as Suhuf
Ibrahim wa Kus'a.'^ This shows that both the 'Gospel'
Hadith I it ♦, 41«
^
Tab, III, ii, 23» 59> 79» 91» 100, 136, 142, 146. The names given
are as follows: Abu 'Abs b. Jabr, Ubayy b. Ka'b, *Abd Allah b. Rawaha,
Aws b. Khawaliy, Mundhir b. 'Amr, Usayd b. Hudayr, Hudayr, Sa4d b.





ana the 'Rolls of Abraham and Moses' were preserved
in written form.
It was customary in those days to record the wise
sayings and proverbs in sahifa or ma,jalla0 In fact,
the post Islamic practice of recording Prophet's
sayings in suhuf or ma;all~ is the continuation of
old bedouin method of preserving precious words of
wisdom.
The wise sayings normally called hikraa were so popular during
the Prophet's time that they used to be compared with the teachings of
Muhammad. The following story provides an example. It is reported
that Muhammed invited Suwayd b. Samit to embrace Islam. The latter
declined his invitation saying, 'you might be having the same thing
as I myself possess^' On enquiry as to what did he possess, Suwayd
told that he was in possession of Majallat Luqman i.e. a manuscript
containing wise sayings of Luqman. The story further tells that the
Prophet then asked him to read out the ma.jalla which the latter did.
Thereupon the Prophet said that he had something more precious and
2
valuable, namely the Qur an.
It appears from the story that the wise sayings of Luqman were
preserved in a book form entitled ma.jallat Lucman. 'This book was
The sahifa of the companions are well known. As regards ma.jalla
(pi. ma .jail), containing sayings of the Prophet, we find a report in
which it is said that Anas b. Malik (d. 91/93 h.H.) wrote down the
traditions of the Prophet and gave his ma .jail (the booklets in
loose sheets or rolls) to his pupils for copying and memorisation,
(cf. Kihaya (Ath), it 201.; iv. 85.; Taoyld, 95«)
^
Annales, i. 1208.; Sira, 285-285.
perhaps in circulation throughout the first century, for the well-known
scholar Wahh. b. Munabbih (d.110/116 A.H.) is reported to have read
numerous chapters or part of it."'"
Apart from ma,jallat Luqman, we find references of other sahifas
and ma.jalias which contained the wise sayings (hikma) of unidentified
persons. Bashir b. Ka4b, for instance, possessed a sahifa containing
wise sayings. It is reported that once when 4Imran b. Kusayn (d. 52 A.E.
related a saying of the Prophet, Bashir b. Ka'b compared it with the
hikma contained in his sahifa, whereupon 'inran reproached him saying,
1 whereas I relate to you on the authority cf. the Prophet, you relate to
me from your sal^ifa.^
The practice of recording hikma in sahifa continued quite late, for
we hear Mu'awiya asking his courtier Habib b. Maslama al-Pihri:'write
this .in your book,, for it is hikma'.
As regards sahifa of pre-Islamic Arabia, the Qur'an provides the
A
best testimony by referring to suhuf Ibrahim wa Musif(the rolls of
Abraham and Moses). Ibn Munajjim, writing in 131 A.H.., says that this
er
book existed among the Jews of Arabia. Its reference in the Qun'an
suggests that the book v;as well known to Arabs.










'Origin of writjyig... 1, JASB, (1856). p. 376.
as rawasim (pi. rawasim). These books contained certain customary
laws of Arabian society."
It is important to note that sahifa and majalla did not necessarily
imply a book-size manuscript. They were rather loosely used to indicate
a note book, memorandum or even a book. As regards majalla, the
Prophet is reported to have said, "with the Arabs every kitgb' (v/ritten
text) is a majalla".
(ii) Religious texts:
(a) Torah and'Bible;- Sources point to the existence of certain
3
religious texts of pre-Islamic Arabia.
The most important document of this nature
is the Arabic version of Old and New
Testaments.
Although we are not sure whether
complete Bible in Arabic was available to
4
the Arabs of seventh and eighth century A.I). ,
*
Lisan, xii, 241. ; Jones, Williams, "On the Arabs", Asiatic Researches,
^
Nihaya (Ath), i, 201.
^
Kayawan, i, 69-70, 88. ; Fajr, 199«
4
The question whether there was any translation of the Bible in the
early days of Islam is still unsettled. While Arthur Voobus assumes
a pre-Islamic Arabic translation of Gospel, Graf, on the other hand,
doubts the existence of such a translation until so late as the ninth
century A.D. [cf. Papyri, i, p. 50> referring Airthur Voobus, Studies
in the History of the Gospel Text in Syriac ("Corpus Scriptorum
Christianorum orientalium: Subsidia" III {Louvain. 19513) PP» 6-9,
156-163; and Georg Graf, Geschichte der Christlichen arabischen
Literatur I (Citta del Vaticano, 1944? PP-<> 27-52.) jj Similarly,
while some scholars believe that the "first version of Christian
Scripture in Arabic dates from the eighth century..." (cf. Kilgour,
The Gospel in many .years, pp. 10-11), M.J. de C-oeje, agreeing with
Noldeke remarks, "Ho Arabic version of the Bible, or parts of the
Bible, existed either in the time of the Prophet or at the time of the
lathers of the Mohammedan church." (cf. Semitic Studies, ed. G-A- Kohut
Berlin, 1897? p»- 105)_.
Referring to the findings of Gibson and Gotze on this subject,
Abbott says, "The results of the researches of Gibson and Gotze bring
the date of beginning of the development of Christian Arabic literature
to about 700 A.D.. at the latest." (cf. Papyri, i, 48.) But since
these results have been reached on meagre paleographic evidence, they
cannot,therefore, be considered as final.
yet we are told, of the existence of some early Christian and Jewish
religious documents in pre-Islamic Arabia. The story of CaliphlUmar's
possession of 'Book of Daniel' for which he was rebuked by the Prophet,"
shows that some suqh material was in circulation before the advent of
Islam.
That this religious literature was extant in writing can be inferred
from the following report. Of cAbd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-*As, it is said
that he possessed a number of books of the 'People of the Book' which
2
he used to study with great interest. These 'number of books' seem to
be stray sheets containing portions of the Bible. It is difficult to
say whether these 'books' were in Arabic or in Syriac, but the possibility
of its being in Arabic is very great in view of the presence of Arabic
speaking Christian missionaries in the region.
We find references of people who in early Islam used to read and
3
sometimes quote passages from both Torah and Gospel'' - a fact which shows
that these scriptures were written down, though in portions. To take few
examples, Malik b. Dinar (d. 130 A.H.) not only read the Torah but
4
frequently quoted the Bible in Arabic, V/araqa b. Nawfal was not only
5 6 _
•reader of books', but had copied part of the Bible, and Ibn Ishaq
7
quotes several proverbs which apparently come from the Bible.
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was the 'Book of Daniel' which contained prophesies and apocryphal
history. It was very popular during the Prophet's lifetime.
Probably it was this book which^Umar had copied ana incurred
the Prophet's wrath. The story goes that'Umar copied a book of the
•believers in the'Scriptures', bound it in red leather and brought it
to the Prophet. Looking at this book in'Omar's hand, the Prophet got
angry and admonished the former for copying a scripture other than
u ,v ,_ 1the Qur an.
Although the story gives no indication that the book copied by
'Umar was the •Book of Daniel', yet the occasion on which the story was
related suggests so. It was narrated by'Umar himself when a
similar situation arose during his caliphate. It so happened that a
man from the tribe of cAbd al-Qays made a copy of the 'Book of Daniel'.
Yvhen'Umar came to know of it, he called the man, asked him to destroy
the book, and threatened him with severe punishment if he or anyone
2
else read it. Thereafter he narrated his own story referred to above.
This was done, perhaps, to show that the Prophet disapproved of such
an act and also perhaps to impress upon the man that he (4Umar) was
acting in accordance with the sunna of the Prophet. In any case, it is
clear from the story that the 'Book of Daniel' was found in written
form in early Islamic period, if not in pre-Islaaic era.
Another reference to this book is found in a report given by
'Amr b. Inaymun (d. 74 A.H.). He relates: "I was sitting in the company of
several persons at Kufa when a ran came with a book. The people present asked:
1
SB, i, 115-116.; Tacyld, 52.
2 —
Tac.yid, 51-52.; "lauqaddima, 43b»; 'Origin of writing...', JASB (1356),
p. J12.
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•what book is this?1 „ He replied, " 'The Book of Daniel',"
Above reports where clear reference to the 'book' is found indicate
that the 'Hook of Daniel' in all probability was extant at the time of
Muhammad, for if it could survive during the rigid rule of 'Umar and
thereafter, it could have been easily in existence during the Prophet's
time. And the age preceding the Prophet was more favourable to such a
literature than the one following him.
It is to be borne in mind that the 'Book of Daniel' dealing with
Oneirocritics is different from the book which we have been discussing
so far. This book, according to Sprenger's researches, did not exist
2
at the tirae of Muhammad.
(c) Book of Enoch:- Another religious text extant in pre-Islamic
Arabia was the 'Book of Enoch1. Sprenger is
of the opinion that the translation of this
book into Arabic was made before the time of
3
the Prophet.
(iii) Writings of Eariifs and Sabians:
It has all along been a mystery as to
who the hanifs were. One view is that it was
« i
a sect of monotheists in Arabia who were
4
neither Jews nor Christians. But according
to Qur anic version, says Prof. Watt, "the
hanifs were the followers of the ideal original
x
'Origin of writing...', JASB, (1856), p. 312. ; TacyiA, 56-57
'Origin of writing...', JASB, (I856), P» 376.
^
'Origin of writing...' JASB, (1856), p. 376.
^
Mecca., 162. : SB; iii, 16 (lianaoib).20jUCar.aqib al-Ansar).
of Arab religion; they were no sect or party of historical people."
Regardless of whether they were Christians, Jews or Monotheists,
this much is certain, that it was a 'party cf men' with certain beliefs.
It is about this 'party of men' (whether we call them he.nif or attribute
some other name to them) that it is reported that they possessed some
2
sort of Hebrew, Syriac or Arabic manuscripts. Dhahabi reports that
they used to travel in search of religious information from Jews,
Christians and other communities. This report shows that religious
propaganda was on among Christians and Jews of pre-Islamic Arabia. It
seems that hanifs were keenly interested in religious knowledge and had
possessed some written records.
Sabians, like .hanifs, are also reported to have possessed some
hooks about their beliefs. They were a small community 'professing a
4
monotheism based mainly on Greek philosophy'. ' The chances of their
possessing some manuscripts are rather great in view of the definition
of the word Sabi itself. This term, by which they are known, literally
5
means 'one who reads or writes books'.
.Other proofs of writing in pre-Islamic A.rabia:
(i) Midras;- Midras or midrash was a place where Jewish religion
5
and the art of writing was taught. The teaching of
language also formed a subject of curriculum in some
of these midras. Abu Earitha, known for his
'exceptional religious knowledge among Roman Emperors,
X








Papyri, ii, 6, referring Hamadani's al-Iklil, p. 17
6
lath, vi, 171. "
7 ■ v
Srra> 401.
books, while Zayd b. Thabit learnt Hebrew language in
It is said, that the Prophet, Abu Bakr and ""Umar, all
2
three paid a visit to one of the Jewish midras in Medina.
Looking at the function the midras performed, we can justly infer
that some written literature must have been produced from this religious
cum-educational institution. It also shows a literary atmosphere of
pre-Islamic Arabia.
That writing was employed at the advent of Islam can be inferred
from information provided by historical sources. The mention of the
Prophet's scribes and other women writers of early Islamic period
provide ample evidence of popularity of writing on the eve of Islam.
The term 'kamil', applied to those who knew, inter alia, the art of
writing provides additional evidence of literacy in those days.
(ii) Muhammad's scribes:- Without entering into the controversy
3
whether Muhammad was literate or not,
we turn to his literate companions
who were busy writing the passages of
the Q,ur'an. Some of these scribes
Papyri, ii, 2pS.
2
Sira, 38J, 388, 394. ; SB, ii, 294 (Jizya).
The Cur*an testifies the illiteracy of Muhammad (cf. Our'an, 29:47)•
Although it was quite possible for Muhammad to learn to read and writ
yet he remained illiterate throughout his life. The reason why he
made this decision was to prove the Divine origin of the Qur'an.
(cf. 'igd, iv, 245- j 'Ulum, 13-16). For opposite view about Muhammad
literacy, see, Med. Islam, 98* n. ; Papyri, ii, 257» n. ; Jewish
Foundation, 31-41> 93—95•
had read Greek
. . - 1
tr.ese miciras.
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were proficient in the art of writing from pre-Islamic times, others
learnt it later.
We find a long list of these secretaries - both permanent and
temporary - in Al-fCattani' s at-Ta ra t ib a1 -1dar iyya, where forty-two
2
names are mentioned. Dr. Kamidullah's a 1■-'v«"atha'.ia as-Siyasiv.ya provides
us with some more names bringing the total to about fifty. This long
list of Kuhammad's scribes gives us the impression that literacy in
general and writing in particular was not totally unknown to the Arabs.
The fact that some scribes had learnt the art of writing only after
Islam and became so proficient as to become official secretaries reflect
the prevailing literary atmosphere of Arabia without which such an
achievement of these scribes would have been well-nigh impossible.
(iii) V/omen writers:- If we look at the list of those who knew how to
read and write, we come across the names of
several women literates of this period. The
well known among them were Kafsa, Umm Kulthum,
Shifa' bint 'Abd Allah (the tutor of Hafsa),
'I'isha bint Sa6d, Umm Saima, Fatima bint al-Khattab,
_ _ !•
Khadija, and Karima bint al-Miqdad.
The majority of these women writers had learnt
the art of writing before Islam. It shows that
writing in this period was so popular that even
women, the most ignoble and underprivileged class





of pagan society, could learn it. Baladhuri has cited an interesting
story which shows that writing was not uncommon among women of this age.
He reports that a married woman named Shumayla wrote a love message on
sand. The husband happened to see it and divorced his wife. The lady
consequently got married to her lover.^
The a hove story, if genuine, clearly reflects the prevalent practice
of writing among the pre-lslamic Arabs.
(iv) Teaching of the art of writing;- It appears that the kitaba (the
art of writing) was seriously learnt by interested few in the pre-
lslamic Arabia. We find occasional references to the teachers and
pupils of this art. To take for instance, cArar b. Zurara, also
known as al-katib (scribe), and Jufayna'1 are mentioned among the
teachers of the art of writing. Similarly, it is reported that
.'Adi b. Zayd al-'lbadi was sent to a school (Kuttab) to learn this art.^
Incidentally, the second report also points to the existence
of proper schools in pre-lslamic Arabia. That schools existed in
that period is also evident from the fact that we find several
references of teachers (mu^allimun) in early sources.^
(v) Xamil:- The term Ivamil, found in early and pre-lslamic literature,
is indicative enough to show that writing ?/as viewed with great
honour. In those days, a person expert in marksmanship, swimming,
and writing was given the honorific title of 'perfect man' or Xamil.^
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Although history has not preserved the records of writings of these
men, the degree of probability of their having left some written record
is quite high. The appellation of the term'kacdl*against their names
suggests such an inference.
(vi) Pacts and tribal agreements:-
Among the pre-I'slamic written records may also be mentioned the
tribal pacts and agreemtnts,some of which have been preserved in early
Q
sources. The document boycotting the Prophet and his family , known as
Sahifa and Kitafa, was perhaps the last of a series of such written pacts.
The text of a tribal agreement between the Qahtan and the Rabica has
-9
been preserved by Dinwari . In addition to this, we find reference of a
pact between Khuza'a and 'Abd al-3i,luttalib^<~>. This written document is said
to have been hanged in the building of Ka'ba and was later found in the
family of Khuza'a. It is reported that it was brought to the Prophet on
the occasion of Hudaybiya when Ubayy b. Ka'b read it out to the Prophet""''.
12
The existence of these written tribal agreements clearly indicates
1
Tab, III, ii, 142. ; Futuh, 459.
2
Tab, ii, 136. ; Futuh, 459-
Futuh, 459.
^
Tab, III, ii, 91» 5 Futuh. 459*
9 Futuh, 459- > Agh, iii, 25. ; Sira, 284.
Tab, III, ii, 136. ; Futuh, 46O.
^
Tab, III, ii, 148. ; Futuh, 459-
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that writing was not unknown among the bedouin Arabs of pre-Islasiic era.
(vii) Inscriptions;- Another important source of information regarding
the Arabic writing in pre-Islamic Arabia are the early inscriptions,
some of which have been discovered in recent past. Asad, in his
I.'asadir ash-Shi4 r al-Jahili. refers to eight such inscriptions »J"
While Rosenthal considers the inscription on the tomb of Imru '1
2
Qays, dated 328 A.D., as 'the oldest preserved Arabic inscription',
Asad points to a much earlier inscription of the beginning of the
thrid century A.D. He refers to an inscription, dated 210 A.D.,
- - 3found in the valley of al-Maktab, in the Tur Sina peninsula . This
he considers the earliest known inscription.
Azraqi refers to several inscriptions on the stones of the
building of Ka'ba, some of which were discovered at the time of the
rebuilding of the Shrine." He also mentions a number of inscriptions
5inscribed on alwah and hajar, found on hillocks and other places.
It should be emphasised that Azraqi is the most reliable
historian with regard to Meccan inscriptions. Considering his
reports accurate and genuine, Rosenthal remarks, "It is comforting
to be able to refer to a few cases of an accurate and historical
use of inscriptions by Muslim historians.... A valuable example
in this direction was set by the early historian of Mecca,





Akhbar, i, 37> 111.} ii> 227.> Also see Nihaya, i, 312.
5 Akhbar, i, 149-160, 270.; ii, 233.
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genuine and correctly reproduced.""
'The above reports regarding Meccan inscriptions clearly show the
prevalence of Arabic writing in pre-Islamic Arabia.
(viii) Poetry, war-like deeds and tribal genealogies;-
Lastly, we come to the richest heritage of Bedouin Arabs -
their poetry, which was mainly oral and was formally recorded
only in late Umayyad and early Abbasid period.
Most of the scholars are sceptical about its puis oral
transmission from pre-Islamic period till Umayyad and Abbasid
times. They are partly justified in doing so, for very little,
rather insignificant, written x'ecord of pre-Islamic poetry could
survive to this day. But to declare the whole bedouin poetry as
product of post-Islamic period simply because they were orally
transmitted is also unjustifiable, in view of the fact that such
a large scale fabrication and its attribution to pre-Islamic period
is unimaginable. Moreover, the powerful retentive memory of Arabs
is also a reality which should not be completely overlooked. As
a matter of fact memory was one of the two reliable sources of
preserving knowledge.
As regards the writing down of poetry in this period, it is
said that certain tribes used to record the poems of their tribal
2
poets. It is also well known that some pagan poetry were
inscribed in golden letters and used to be hanged on the doors of
the Ka'ba as the masterpiece of the year. Thus,we are told that at least
Hist oriography, 112.
Masadir, 107-133•
^ Mufad, 10.; cIqd,-,.vi, 119.
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few, if not all, poetical works of Jahiliyya period were written down,
Nasir al-Asad, in his Masadir ash-Shi'r al-Jahili, has collected some
twenty references from different poems for recording the poetry in
pre-Islainic Arabia."'" Krenkow also believes that some records were
2
preserved by the pagan poets.
3
Apart from poetry, the trioai genealogies , and tribes! war-like
deeds (ayyan a1-Arab) also formed part of the written material of
Bedouin Araes.
(lx)" Personal letters;-
Among the written records of pre-Islamic Arabia were also
5the personal letters freely exchanged among the literate bedouins.
To take for instance, Hanzala b. Abi Sufyan wrote to his father in
Yemen that Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah was inviting- people to Allah.8
Similarly, Qusayy b. Kilab wrote to his brother Rizah asking for his
7
help. Then we find a reference of the letters exchanged between
- — B
Samaw'al and Harith b. Abi Sharnr al-Ghassani.
(x) Occasional recordings
9
Mention may also be made of occasional recordings of proverbs ,




Krenkow, "The use of writing for the Preservation of Ancient Arabic
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Subh, vi, 468.; Historical Sources, 144, referring to the ancient
custom of inscribing public events on monuments.
h:atha'is, no. 181.; Hasadir, "JO.
12
Agh, xi, 120.
in pre-Isianic Arabia. These records should be expected more in the
commercial.town of Mecca than in far off areas where transaction was
perhaps oral.
The above discussion gives some idea of the condition of literacy
in pre-Islamic Arabia. In the light of these information it looks
incredible that there were only seventeen literates in Mecca at the
advent of Islam."'' In fact it is an underestimate of the literary
achievement of the pre-Islamic people. The condition of literacy was
not as bad as claimed by early historians. The continuous discoveries
of old papyri, the inscriptions and modern researches in this early
period, has falsified the claim of total ignorance of Arabia before
2
Islam. Now, we are not justified in denying their religious, cultural
and literary achievement, especially in presence of ample proof of
Christian and Jewish influence on them. A hadith tells us that Jews
used to read the passages of Torah and translated them into Arabic for
3 4 - 5
Arabic speaking Bedouins. Umayya b. Abi's-Salt' and Nadr b. al-Harith,
6







As regards social life of pre-Islamic Arabs , we are informed that
Putuh, 457. ;^Iqd, iv, 242-243*
Inscriptions of the time of Caliph Mu'awiya and papyrus of the time
of Caliph <Umar havfebeen discovered so far. (cf. George C. Miles,
"Early Islamic Inscriptions near fa'if in the Hijaz", Journal of the
Near Eastern Studies, October, 1948, p. 240; Adolf Grohmann, From
the world of Arabic Papyri, Cairo, 1952, p. 82 ; and Tadrib, 152.)
S_B, iii, 98 (Tafsir al-Cur'an). ; iv, 441 (i^tisam), 495 (Tawhid).
Hayawan, i, 320.
Nadr used to write in pre-Islamic times.(cf. sira, 235)
oira, 191-192, 235-236, 458.
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they possessed certain laws which they used to follow., Although each
tribe had its own laws"'", yet they attached importance to the spirit of
law. The reference of rawasini, mentioned above, suggests the presence
of even codified tribal law.
2
That Arabs were not without prose literature in ore-Islamic times
is evident from Hisham b. Muhammad b. Sa'ib Haiti's claim to have
obtained material for his book 'Kitab al-Ansab' from the 'books found
3
in Hira'. This statement of Hisham rightly led Rasnid Rida to believe
that the term urami.yya(illiteracy) cannot be applied to all Arabs,^ as
is suggested by few.
In fact the references of numerous writing materials and receptacles
of written records in the Qur'an and other early and pre-lslamic
literature clearly suggests that writing was fairly known in the pre-
lslamic times. In .addition to the receptacles like kitab, sahifa,
6
rnajalla, etc., we find references of pen, papyrus, ink, inkpots, tablets,
7
register, seals and a score of other items relating to written records.
^







tribe has its own code of laws and a leader)"! (cf. Seven poems, 123)..
list, ii, 204-205/190-191. ; "Origin of writing...", JASB, I856,pp.375-378
iwanar, X, 746.
lianar, X , 746.
Med. Islam, 98, n. ; 'Ulum, 15-16.
For various early usages of these and other similar terms, see infra,
chapter V, pp. 268-307.
I'iasadir, 59-103.
A long list of these writing materials provide us with sufficient proof
to our hypothesis that writing was in vogue among the bedouins of pre-
Isiamic Arabia.
The well known hadith term, 'matn' also suggests the use of writing
in pre-Is.lam.ic Arabia. This post-Islamic term for the text (as against
the isnod) of hadith is a pre-Islamic word.1 In the Jahiliyya period.
2
it signified a 'written text' . Labia uses it in this sense when,
lamenting on the ruins of his beloved, he says, "The floods have cleared
away (the dust) from the ruins (which shine as clearly) as if they were
books (zubur), the texts of which (mutunaha) the pens (aclacuna) have
3
renewed."
The use of mutun, the plural of matn (text), along with the aolam
(pens) and zubur (books) in these lines strongly suggest the existence
of writing in pre-Islamic Arabia.
Referring to the existence of written material of early and pre-
Islamic era, Juynboll reports: "^Puat Sezgiri|presents a revision of
Goldziher's chronology of the registration; he contends that writing






It appears that the post-Islamic tecftnical meaning of the term 'matn'




Authenticity, 3> referring Fuat Sezgm, Geschichte aes arabischen
Schrifttums, vol. I, pp. 53-85-
5. Position of writing rfter Islam:
We have seen that writing was not unknown in Arabia when Muhammad
appeared on the scene. Was it not natural in these circumstances that
new converts wished to record the sayings of their religious leader" in
writing, more so when the latter had encouraged them to do so? The
answer to this is positively in affirmative. The companions paid full
attention to the Prophet's teachings and tried not only to learn but to
spread them among their co-religionists . The dissemination of his
teachings was part of the Prophet's mission which the companions
successfully accomplished. But along with this task, the companions also
made arrangements to preserve these teachings both orally and in writing.
So far as Arabs' power of memorisation was concerned, they were unrivalled
in this art and used to learn thousands of verses by hearing only once;
as regards practice of writing, they were wont to record wise sayings of
Luqman and others, and used to write the poetry of their tribal poets,
their genealogies and war-like deeds. Both methods were, therefore,
available to them for preservation of the Prophet's teachings.
Despite this fact, it is generally believed that traditions were
preserved solely in memory and only after centuries could they be
transferred into books."'" This supposition is untenable on the ground
that if wise sayings of Luqman and Aktham could be recorded in writing,
the sayings of Muhammad were more likely to be recorded in black and
white. The statement of Robson, a contemporary hadith scholar, is worth
mentioning here. Agreeing with Sprenger, he says, "Sprenger wisely
remarks that, while he is prepared to believe that no real books were
produced before A.H. 120, he cannot believe that traaitionists before
1 "
Aawa', 207• ; Out, i,-159- > Muhsddithun, 127. ; Pa.ir, 221.;
Tahdith, 45-46.; Path (intr), i, 17. ; Tdh, i, 151. ; Path, i,218.;
Kbitat, ii,333. 7 Zunun,i,o37♦> Manar,x,7bS.; Literary History,144•;
Tacyia (intr.),7»; As-surma (Sib.), 40.
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this trusted wholly to their memory and had not at least written notes."
Guiilaume's remark on the subject is also interesting, who says, "the
extraordinary importance attached to every utterance of his (the Prophet)
would naturally lead his followers who were able to write to record his
words in order to repeat them to those who clamoured to know what he had
said; and there is nothing at all in any demonstrably early writing to
2
suggest that such a practice would be distasteful to Muhammad."
The recent discoveries of documents of the Prophet's time disprove
the theory of late recording of hadith. It can now be established that
hadith used to be written during his lifetime. In fact, the question
of written transmission of hadith is closely linked with the historical
development of the practice of writing itself.
V,re have seen that the practice of writing had begun long before the
advent of Islam. It found great patronage under Islam and the art
progressed by leaps and bounds during the Prophet's time and thereafter.
The Prophet, motivated by the first revelation regarding reading and
3
writing, framed a sound educational policy and implemented it with
great enthusiasm. In pursuance of this policy he opened schools, appointed
teachers, employed scribes to write down revelations,^ and sent teachers
5
to various provinces of Islamic Empire.
Robson, "Tradition, the second foundation of Islam", Muslin world,




Cur'an,96; 1-5* (Iera' = read; al-oalen = pen).
4 / - \
The number of scribes range between 40 and 50 (cf. Taratib, i, 115).
Mus'ab b. dUmayr, known as nuori' (reader) was sent to instruct the
Ledinese even in'pre-migrstion period (cf. Sira, i, 269.290.;TabIII.i.83.).
.»•
In the beginning, there v/ere no separate school buildings; the
private houses and mosques served this purpose. The houses of Arqan:^
2
and Laknrama b. Nawfal are cited as some of those dwellings where
education was impacted. The former was the centre of religious education
in Mecca, while the latter, popularly known as Par al-Qirrathouse of
readers)^1 was a kind of residential school in Medina.
Apart from Par al-Qnrra' , there were nine^mosaues in Medina which
might have been used as schools. As regards proper schools, they are
5
not mentioned in the sources■ except the one opened in 2 iv.Ii. We,
however, find references of teachers appointed by the Prophet. The
prominent, among them were: ctTbada b. as-Samit8, *Abd Allah b. Saf id
b. al-<As^, Sa*d b. ar-Rabi' al-Khazraji8, Bashir b. Saed b. Tha'laba9,
Aban b. Sa4 id b. al-'ls^"8, Mus6 ab b. 'Umayr""1" and Ibn Umm Maktum.^^
Among the teachers sent to various cities vvere the band of seventy
15
(var. forty) who,were killed at Bi'r Ma4 una while on their way to the
Annales, i, 2530.; Akhbar, ii,210.
2
Tab, IV,i, lpO.
5 Tab, IV,i, 150.
^ Ashraf, i, 273•
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people of ITajd. Others were sent to Najran and. to Yemen-'» The famous
111'adh h. Jabal had been appointed as inspector of schools and was sent
A
to Yemen where he toured from district to district. 1
5
Although the Prophet himself remained illiterate, he encouraged
others to learn not only Arabic but also other languages. For example
he had asked Zayd b. Thabit to learn Hebrew and Syriac. A number of
traditions are ascribed to the Prophet which show his favourable attitude
7
towards reading and writing. ' In a hadith,he is repox'ted to have directed
8
the children to acquire learning from their neighbours. In another
version, he asked them to take their lessons at the mosques in their
9
streets.
_ According to another hadith,unpaid teaching- is the duty of
every learned man and withholding knowledge is a punishable sin."^ About
•writing'as such, he says, "the teaching of writing is a duty of father
towards his son.""^ He has given several advices with regard to writing,
1? 15




Tab, III, i, 299-
9
Kuna, i, 19.
^ Annales, i, 1852-1853, 1981•5 Sira, 886-887,956-957*; Hilya. i,
240-241.
9 Some Mislim scholars like Abu'l-walid (d. 474 A.K.) and DhahabI
(d. 748 A.H.) believe that Muhammad could read or write a word or
two. But they had been severely criticised by other fellow muslins.
(. Tdh, ii, £11.).
^
Tab, II, ii, 115*; Annales, i, I46O.
7 _
Jami' , chapter on 'ilrn, and other hadith collectionsunder the title
'ilm; Sayan, i, .7-55*
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9 Sahifa, 11.
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11 Taratib, ii, 239-240.
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and. dotting letters."'" In one of his instructions, he asks Zayd fc.
Ihabit to put his pen on his ear during short interval in the course of
O
dictation.'" He is reported to have said to Mu'awiya, "0 Mu^awiya,
use cotton (for stirring up the ink) in your inkstand and nib your
point obliquely."^
Apart from indirect instructions^ which he gave in connection
with writing, he took some practical steps to acquaint his community
with the art of writing and to popularise the same. He had asked
Shifa^ bint Allah, a pre-Islamic woman scribe,to teach the art of
writing to his wife Hafsa . The story of the prisoners of Badr whose
ransom was fixed as teaching the art of writing to ten children each,
6
is quite well known. The Prophet's acceptance of this service as their
ransom shows how much importance he used to give to the art of writing.
7
Again, he had persuaded Zayd b. Thabit to learn to write Hebrew and Syriac .
Adab, 57* It is generally believed that the introduction of diacritical
marks of Arabic alphabets did not take place until the second half of
the first century. But Suyuti believes that dots were employed even
during the Prophet's time (of. Tadrlb, 152). According to Hamidullah,
"the oldest papyrus document dated 22 A.H....shows diacritical dots
above the letters kh, dh, _z, sh and n."
The above views are confirmed by discoveries of inscriptions
dating from the third century A.B. onwards, (cf. I'asadir, 25-51)♦
In the light of above information, it is most likely that letters
were dotted during the Prophet's time and hence his instructions about
it.
*ll,yun (Akh), i, 42.; V/uzara*, 12.
3
Muslim bcholarship, 13-
^ ^Uyuri (Akh), i, 42.; Imlaa, 170.
^ Futuh, 453•5 Futuh (Goeje), 472.
^
Tab, II, i, 14.; Amwal, 115-116.; History of Persia, i, 261.;
Hihaya, xvii, 56.
^
Tab, II, ii, 115.; Annales, i, I46O.
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It was actually the outcome of the Prophet's educational policy
that literacy became 'fairly' common in Arabia."'" Though special
attention v?as paid towards religious education, the art of writing was
also learnt with great interest.
From the time of the Prophet's arrival in Medina onwards we find
that writing was employed for all religious,commercial, administrative
and political purposes. In religious field, it was used to record, in
particular, the revelation. Scribes for this purpose were appointed by
2
the Prophet. Some of them were permanent secretaries, while others
were employed occasionally. The secretaries were as well appointed for
several other administrative purposes such as corresponding with tribal
chiefs'', keeping records of agricultural products and of zakat and other
taxes.^ A secretary with the knowledge of foreign languages was
5
responsible for correspondence with non-Arabs. One secretary was
reserved for writing details about the Prophet's share of the booty
(maghanim an-nabi),^ while another appointment was made to answer
letters - within three days - in case of permanent secretary for
7




It should not be concluded that literacy was fully developed at this
stage, for we find references which show that even leaders of certain
tribes could not read and write. The case of llamlr b. Tawlab, the
chief of-Ukl tribe in Yemen, comes into mind, who could not read the
charter given by the Prophet, and haa to get it read by someone in"
the market place of Medina, (cf. Amwal, 11-12; Tab, I, ii, 30.;
Subh, xiii, 329-330.; W'atha* iq , no. 233* )•
2
Tab, I, ii, 15, 162.
^ Annales, ii> 836.
H Annales, ii, 836.; Wuzara', 12-13-; Taratib, i, 121-124.; 'Iod,iv,246.
^ Subh, i, 165.; 'Iqd, iv, 246.
^
*Iod, iv, 246.'Yuzara* , 12.
^ 'Iqd, iv, 246-247-; Wuzara', 12-13-
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In view of so much literary activity of the period, it was natural
that the traditions of the Prophet ha kept in written form. The
companions, thus, amassed a considerable amount of hadith. in their
sahifas, though following the old practice of keeping information in
memory, they preserved the sunna of the Prophet orally as well. Thus
the recording of the tradition was done both orally and in writing.
The role of memory and writing in connection with the transmission
and recording of hadith has all along been a subject of discussion.
Attempts have been made to overemphasise the role of one against the
other. It has been commonly alleged that the memory was a preferrable
source of^preserving Ijadith. It is further held that the writing was
resorted to only as an aid to memory and that the former got an upper
hand only by the end of the first century at the earliest.
While the general conclusion that writing had to struggle hard to
attain a superior position is admitted, it cannot be accepted that
memory at any stage was the sole depository in which ahadith were
preserved. The fact is that the recording of traditions was done through
both mediums of preserving information viz memory and writing.
'writing and memory;
The tv.o main instruments of preserving information are memory and
writing. The question of superiority of one over the other had always
remained a matter of dispute. Contradictory views have been advanced to
prove the merits of one against demerits of the other.
Right from ancient times till very recently memory-was considered
a better form of preserving knowledge. Writing, on the other hand, was
used, as an aid or guide to memory, riot as a substitute for it. "It was
so employed in classical antiquity", says Albright, "where pupils were
expected to memorize Homer and Virgil.""'" Socrates (469-399 B.C.) or one
of his teachers had' long ago said that he v/ould not like to see his thoughts
entrusted to the dead skins of cows instead of the living hearts of
human beings.''
In India, the religious instruction in particular and education in
general was imparted orally from ancient times onwards. "Not out of
manuscripts or books does one learn the text", says Winternitz, "but
3from the mouth of the teacher, today as thousands of years ago."
Although writing had already been employed in the reign of the Buddhist
King Ashoka (274-237 B.C.) who caused the religious teachings to be
inscribed on rocks and pillars in India, the Vedas, the sacred Scriptures
of Hindus, were first committed to writing sometimes in the eighth or
A
ninth century A.D.
Thus even when writing was known in this country,memory was used
for religious education. Hinen Tsang (Yuen Chwang), the Chinese traveller
who visited India in the seventh century A.I)., records that 'oral
instruction and oral tradition played an important role till about the
11th or 12th century A.D., i.e. for a long time after the introduction of
5
writing for literary purposes.' The vedic teacnings in India continued
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form, on the other hand, was considered disagreeable. Explaining as
how should the vedic teachings be acquired at a time when 'writing had
not only become a regular practice but also had split up into dozen
script'"'', the great vedic commentator Sayana says, "The text of the
veda is to be learnt by the method of learning it from the lips of the
teacher. It should appeal to the ear and not to the eye and therefore
2
it was not to be reduced to writing...."
The Arabs who were renowned for their excellent retentive memory
are described to have had the same prejudice against writing.. Despite
the pre-Islamic tradition of writing wise sayings, poetry and ether
informatiSn in majalia, rawasim and sahifa, the Arab culture was basically
oral. The cases of Arabs' extraordinary power of memorisation are not
unknown to students of history. Tve know fairly well that pagan Arabs
used to learn by heart the long genealogical tables and lengthy poems
of their war-like deeds. Even in post-Islarnic period, their photographic
memory remained unrivalled in history. Hammad (d. 156 A.H.), the
narrator of the poetry of Jahillyya period, could recite no less than a
3
hundred or more odes for each single letter of the Arabic alphabet.
Sha4bi (a. 103/107 A.H.) says that he knew so many verses by heart that
he could continue reciting them for a month without any repetition.
Asma*i (d. 216 A.H.) knew bj heart 15,000 iambic poems (urjuza) and over
12,000 verses of the ra,jz metre alone.^ Similarly, Abu Tanunam (d.2J2 AH.)





Agh, vi, 71.; Tarikh Adab al-Lugha, ii, 120.
4
Tdh, i, 79.
^ Tarikh Adab gl-Lugha, ii, 115.
6
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and Abu Daicdam could narrate couplets of such hundred poets who had the
name ! *Amr '. ~
On account of this extraordinary power of memorisation it was not
surprising that the Arabs cared little for writing, especially when the
writing material was also insufficient. With the advent of Islam and
through the Prophet's positive step towards promotion of reading and
writing, views changed in favour of writing. But the tradition of
memorising could not possible be abruptly stopped. Until such time that
writing became fairly common, memory continued playing its vital role.
The traditions of the Prophet, like every other important information,
was preserved in the store house of memory. It was considered a great
honour to keep large number of traditions in memory. People boasted
2
for their supreme power of memorisation. The biographical works
contain names of scores of traditionists who are credited to have
memorised thousands,: of traditions. Although the number of traditions
claimed to have been memorised by the traditionists are too large to be
believed, yet the reports are suggestive enough to show that early
traditionists possessed powerful retentive memory. Reports also indicate
that learning the traditions by heart was considered a merit among
religious circles.
The fact that early traditionists could memorise large number of
traditions should not look surprising if viewed in historical perspective.
It is a law of nature that the constant use of certain human faculty
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attention to their memory, they had developed this power to its highest
point. The continuous use of this faculty further sharpened the power
of memorisation and ultimately they were able to memorise long passages
from speeches, poems and genealogical tables of their ancestors.
So far as the memory of the companions is concerned, it can be
pointed out that their retentive power was of lesser degree than those
of pre-Islamic Arabs, for with the popularity of 'writing during the
Prophet's time, full reliance on memory no more existed. People in
post-Islamic period began to employ writing more often than they hitherto
had done. Hence their faculty of memorisation was of lower standard
than that of their ancestors, nevertheless, due to nearness of that age,
they still possessed an excellent power of memorisation. Besides, since
they were simple, bedouin race, their memory was stronger than that of
other cultured races of the world.
But despite their confidence in their memorisation power and
reliance placed on it, the Arabs had not overlooked writing. We have
already seen that writing was in use in pre-Islamic Arabia and was given
due importance by the Prophet in early Islamic era. From this period
onwards, the art of writing continuously progressed and was practically
used for both religious and secular purposes. Thus, while memory
continued playing an important role in the preservation and transmission
of hadith, it was never a sole instrument of accumulation of knowledge.
At every stage of hadith recording, writing was employed alongside the
memory.
The importance of writing was highly stressed at the advent of
Islam. The very first Divine revelation that came to the Prophet
164
commanded reading ana writing"'", and trie first verse after migration
(hi,jra) asked Muslims to write all their transactions,whether big or
small,in black and white.^
Numerous references are found in the Qur'an regarding writing and
its accessories. There are frequent mention of book (kitab) , writing
in general (kitabat)^, paper (cirtas),^ pen (qalam)^, ink (nidad),'
manuscripts (suhuf) , and the like, throughout the Qur'an. The mention
of these items - a complete list of writing material - and overemphasis
of writing even the small details of business transactions, must have
given an impetus to Arabs for recording other' information from the
Prophet.
The Prophet himself recommended both directly and indirectly the
use of writing. Pie had given specific orders to owners of property to
make a will in writing. Ke had said, "Should any Muslim possess property
fit for testamentary will, it would not be proper for him to pass even
9
three nights without having written a will with him."
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memory and. writing were available to young muslin community tc preserve
the traditions of the Prophet. As for the former, the Arabs were gifted
with a wonderful retentive memory and could preserve thousands of
ahadith in their hearts; as regards the latter, its employment was
recommended by the Qur'an as well as by the Prophet. Under these
circumstances both sources were employed to preserve the Sunna. Some
of the companions who knew how to write, wrote the traditions in
Sahifas, while others learnt them by heart.
. —..— ■7 ^
In later years, the above two groups became precedents for two
opposing views with regard to writing of traditions.
(i) Writing-Memory Controversy;
There existed among hadith scholars a controversy whether traditions
should be preserved and transmitted orally or in v/riting. Two diametrically
opposed views have been presented - one favouring the writing, the other
opposing it. The adherents of both views produced the Prophet's ahadith
and other confirmatory reports in support of their theories and either
alternative was well defended.
The opponents of writing consider memory as more reliable source
of preserving information. They believe that when a man -writes something
in black and white, he tends to rely too much on the written material
and does not memorise the same. In this way, the purpose of writing
fails. On the other hand, when he is precluded from writing he is
forced to learn the information bp heert. They believe that the absence
of books sharpens one's power of memorisation. Thus they consider memory
as safer source of preserving knowledge and recommend, therefore, this
medium for preserving hadith.^" As regards writing as a source of
preserving traditions, they disapprove of it.
Condemning the" practice of writing, Ibn Sirin (d. 110 A.H.) warned '•
"Beware of writing, for the earlier generations had been led astray due
2
to books." Similarly, ibn 'Awn (d. 151 A.H.) remarked, "These books
lead people astray." His contemporary Awza i (d. 157 a.H.) is reported
to have made similar remarks about writing. He said, "When knowledge
reached the books, it lost its glamour."^ Ibrahim an-Hakha6i (b.96 A.H.)
5
who says that he never wrote anything, gives the following reason for
his disapproval of writing: 'Whosoever writes, depends on it'^ (and thus
forgets the text). Jahiz quotes a man saying to yunus b. Habib, "Books
7
are bad stores of knowledge."
The advocates of writing, on the other hand, stress the superiority
of writing over memory. Abu Qilaba (d. 104 A.M.), for instance, said,
0
"writing to me is more pleasing than forgetfulness." Ibn 'Abbas
(d. 60 A.H.who carried with him writing tablets (alwah),used to say,
9
"The best mode of fixing knowledge is writing."
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interpreting relevant passages of the Qur'an. Tabari, while explaining
the ©ur'anic phrase 'Kana tahtahu kanzun'^"remarks that according to
some commentators, the 'kanz' (treasure ), referred to in the verse,
2
means 'books containing latent knowledge' (suhufan fiha "ilmun aadfuna).
Abu 'd-Darda' (d. 3l/j? A.K.) had already explained the phrase in this
sense on the authority of the Prophet.^ Ibn 4Abbas also endorses this
view when he says.that the kanz referred to, was neither gold nor silver
but it was the treasure of knowledge.^ Commenting on this explanation
of Ibn Abbas, al-Hasan b. Salih (d.169 A.H.) remarked, "which other
5
treasure can be superior to the knowledgeJ"
By interpreting the word 'kanz' (treasure) in the sense of written
knowledge, it has been shown that the importance of writing has been
recognised in the Qur'an itself. Actually there are clearer passages
in the Qur'an which not only approve of writing but recommend its
employment in day to day transactions. Some of the verses showing the
superiority and importance of writing are as under:
(a) "0 ye who believel When ye contract a debt for a fixed term,
record it in writing....Be not averse to writing down (the
contract) whether it be small or great..." (Our>an, ii:282)
(b) when the Jews accused God of having created daughters, God
challenged their fallacious accusation and said, "Then produce









(c) When the Jews disbelieved in the revelation of heavenly books
on human beings by saying, 'Allah hath naught revealed unto a
human being', God told Muhammad to ask them!"Who revealed the
Book which Moses brought, a light and guidance for mankind,
which ye have put on parchments which ye show..." (Gur »e.n.vi:92)
(d) In proof of their false accusation that God had a partner,
Jews were asked to produce a testamentary evidence: 'Bring
me a Scripture before this (Scripture), or some vestige of
knowledge (in support of what ye say), if ye are truthful.'
(<Jur'an, xlvi:4)
Thus we see that importance of writing was recognised both by the
Qur'an and the Prophet. The latter not only encouraged the art of writing
but himself used it in religious and political purposes. The literate
companions and successors followed his example and wrote down the
Prophet's traditions in sahifas.
Although cUmar is described as a great opponent of hadith writing
who had in fact burnt the available written records of traditions, we
find few reports indicating his favourable attitude to writing. The
1
story of his seriously considering to compile a corpus of tradition
is well known and authentic. No definite reason is given as why he first
thought to collect the traditions and then dropped the whole idea.
From the story it cannot be deduced that 4Umar had no desire to have
the traditions preserved in books. Looking at his religious zeal and his
interest in legal matters, a contrary conclusion will be drawn. It
appears that too much popularity of hadith during his time had
endangered the purity of the text of the fur'an. He feared that a corpus
1
Tab, III, i, 206. ; 'ilm, 4a.
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of hadith might compete the Qur'an and hence he forbade the official
recording of the former. Thus despite his wish to preserve the ahadith
in books, he could not do so in the wider interest of the community.
That he was in favour of writing hadith is evident from the
]_
report in which he says, "Preserve knowledge in books" - an exhortation
to collect the 'ilm i.e.traditions. He himself used to quote ahadith
2
from the Prophet in his official letters and had collected a document
3
regarding taxation and other financial matters. It wa3 he who
introduced the system of registers in official business.4 All these
facts show that he was not against writing hadith. The reason why he
did not compile the traditions seems his cautious attitude towards the
Qur'an. In order to safeguard the purity of the Qur'anic text, he
could not materialise his plan of codifying sunna.
Apart from'Ulnar, other companions also believed in the superiority
of writing over memory. Caliph 'Ali (d. 40 A.H.), who is credited to
have possessed a sahifa containing few legal ahadith, encouraged the
writing of traditions. He exhorted people to spend money on buying
9 6
writing material and to preserve the traditions therein. Influenced
by his exhortation, Harith b. 'Abd Allah al-A'war (d. 65 A.H.) bought
7 _
few sheets and got some traditions written down. 'All's eon, Hasan
(d. 50 A.H.) followed his father's example and advised his own sons and
4
Bayan, i, 72.; ,SD, i, 127.; Taqyld, 88.; Fasil, 36a.
^
SB, iv, 82-83 (Libas).; SIM, ii, 166 (Fara?id).; Amwal, 362, 363?
366,et passim.
^ SAD, ii, 133-134 (Zakat), hadith nos. 1570> 1571*; Amwal, 362,
366, et passim.
4 Tab, III, ii, 202-203.
^ Taayid, 90-91* 5 cIlm, lib.; Fasil, 35a.
b
Taoyid, 90-91.i* Tab, VI, lib.; cIlm, lib.; Fasil, 35a.
7 Tab, VI, 116...
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nephews (Husayn's sons) to preserve the knowledge i.e. hadith in writing
and keep it (for permanent record) in the house.^ Ibn 'Abbas (d. 68A.P1.),
a great supporter of hadith writing who used to carry with him writing
/ 2
tablets (alwah), remarked, "Preserve the knowledge (in writing)" and
"the best (store) in which the knowledge should be preserved is 'book'."^
He encouraged his students to buy writing material in order to preserve
the traditions in it.
Anas b. Malik (d. 93 A.H.) also believed very strongly in the
superiority of writing over memory. He used to say, "The knowledge of
those who have not committed it to writing is not considered as
5
knowledge, to us." it is reported that once when he heard an interesting
hadith from the Prophet, he asked one of his sons to write it down.^
He had given a general instruction to his sons to preserve the knowledge
n
in books (qayyidu '1- ilm bi*l -kitab).
It is important to point out that the word, 'knowledge' ( 6iln),
in above reports was used in the sense of the traditions of the Prophet
and not in its literal sense.
i, 126. ; Bayan, i, 83. ; Taoyid, 91.
2 __
'lie, lib. ; Taqyid, 92. It should be noted that Ibn 'Abbas uses the
word 1taoyid' for 'recording' and himself explains it by the term
'.'kitaba~ (writing). He says, 'oayyidu'l 'ilm, wa taayiduhu kitabuhu'
(Fetter the knowledge, and to fetter means 'to v/rite down') - (cf.






Taqyid, 96. The same statement is ascribed to Mu'awiya b, ifurra





Taqyid, 96-97. ; .Bayan, i, 73. ; T.ab, VII, i, 14.
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Ag'hani has preserved an interesting anecdote about Dhu 'r-ruama's
view regarding writing and memory. It is reported that Dhu 'r-rumma
(d. 117 A.II.) was once asked, " which form of the following two is
correctly spelled ^^Uzayr jbn Allah or (ii) cUzayr bin Allah. V"
Dhu'r-rumma replied that the form containing more lettere (i.e. the
former)was correct. Thereupon the questioner enquired if he knew the
art of writing (whereby he could tell the number of letters each phrase
contained). Hearing this, Dhu'r-rumina put his finger on his mouth and
said, "(Although I know how to write) I conceal this fact, for it is
considered a disqualification among us.""'"
The above report clearly shows that the tussle between writing and
memory was still on in Dhu'r-rumma1s time. Although it appears from the
report that public opinion at that time was in favour of memory, it is
also apparent that the importance of writing was fully acknowledged by
scholars who used to write even secretly. The same Dhu'r-rumma, who in
this report, tries to conceal his knowledge of the art of writing, in
other report, expresses his dislike of those who relied on memory. Ee
says to one <Isa b. 'Umar, "write down my poetry, for the written word
2
is more pleasing to me than memory."
This was the view of a poet - the last mukhadrimi poet of Arabia.
As regards traditionists1 opinions about writing and memory, Ibn Jurayj
(d. 150 A.H.) says, "Write down (hadith), for preservation of knowledge
is nothing compared to its being written down (Uktub, fama qayd ai-Hlm
X
bi shay' mithl al-kitab)" Similarly, Mu tamar b. Sulayman (d. 187 A.H.)
"*"
Agh (Bulaq), xvi, 121.
2




relates, "L'y father -.vrote to me...1 Buy "books and write down knowledge
(<ilm), for wealth is transitory but knowledge is lasting'."^
Jahiz, the great lover of books, proves the superiority of writing
over memory by quoting our'anic story of Sulayman and queen of Saba ,
in which the words KAtab, risala and 'ilia have been frequently used.
It is also mentioned in the Qur'an that the letters were exchanged
2
between Sulayman and the people of Saba . From all this, Jahiz
deduces that the writing is better than oral messages. Ee makes a
general remark regarding the importance of writing and its superiority
by saying, "Had not the books been compiled...most of the knowledge
would have gone waste(batala) and the authority of forgetfulness would
have overcome the authority of retention."^ He quotes an epithet in
his Kitab al-Hayawan which also shows the importance of writing. It
runs as follows: "A black space (on a sheet) is better... than a white
one."^
Ibn as-Saiah (d. 643 A.H.) considers books as best depositories
of preserving information. Referring to compilation of hadith he says,














Robson, '"Tradition, the second foundation of Islam", Muslim World,
XLlsI, (January,• 1951-) > 26, n., Citing Itn as-Salah's 4Ulum
al-he.dlth (Aleppo, 1350/1931), p. 71.
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(ii) Advocates and opponents of hadith writing:-
The question of supremacy of memory over writing and vice versa
remained unsettled for quite some time. It was much discussed towards
the end of the firat century after hijra. The contradictory arguments
in support of writing and memory represent the views of two rival groups
of Ijadith scholars in early Islamic era. These scholars may be divided
into two groups of 'advocates' and 'opponents' of hadith writing, though
the majority of them approved of writing at some stage of their life.
Those who upheld the view against writing down of hadith either
shifted to their rival group in later life or regretted for not writing
in their earlier career. Some - and their number is rather negligible -
hov/ever, remained opposed to writing until the end and were so convinced
of their viewpoint that they destroyed their already written collections!
But this was done with purely sincere motive. Among this group were
those traditionists who either themselves destroyed their written
collections or left a will to their executors to bury or burn their
written treasures.
Some of the traditionists had wtitten the traditions for the
purpose of memorisation only. These scholars also destroyed their
written material after having committed the traditions to memory. Since
these scholars did practically write the traditions, they cannot be
regarded as 'opponents' of hadith writing.
Thus the hadith scholars may be divided into the following two
broad categories:
(a) Opponents of hadith writing: The group of these scholars disapproved
Historical Sources, 114-115*
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of hadith writing and favoured only oral transmission of traditions.
With the passage of time, the number of these scholars decreased due
to their gradual shifting to their rival camp of'advocates'.
(b) Advocates of hadith writing; The scholars of this group who
preferred writing over memory advocated the writing down of hadith.
The number of scholars in this group continually increased, for more
and more people joined it after realising the importance of writing.
The scholars (i) who favoured the writing of hadith for ,
memorisation alons and (ii) the scholars who did not practically
write but regretted for not doing so in their later life, also belong
to this group.
One finds among the list of 'advocates', few controversial
figures whose names occur in both the lists. This is due to the fact
that contradictory reports nave reached us about their viewpoints.
To take for example, the scholars like Sa'id b. Jubayr (d. 94 A.E.),
Sa'id b. al-Musayyib (a. 94 A.H.),'Amir b. Sharahii ash-Sha'bi
(d. 105 A.II.) and Dahhak b. Lluaahim (d. 105 A.II.) have been
described as 'opponents of hadith writing'by Ibn Sa'd\
- -2 3 . 4
Khatib al-Baghdadi ,Ibn*Abd{l-3arr and Tashkiiprizade respectively,









^ Sa^ada, ii, 233.
^ Tab, VI, 179-j Taq.yid, 100, 103.; Bayan, i, 72.; 'Ulum, 43»> Buhut'a,148
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Of Sa'id b. Jubayr it is said that he wrote down ahadith from
Ibn'Abbas. It is reported that he was so particular about writing
that when, during a journey, he heard some traditions from Ibn 'Abbas and
Ibn'"Uinar he used to write it on the saddle and later, on returning
home, transferred it into a note-book."'' In another report, he is
reported to have said that I used to write the dictation of my
teacher on my note-book, on my palm and even on my boots (fi alwahi,
fi sahifati, fi 's-sahifa, fi kaffi, fi na^li, fi zahr na'li)."2
He himself did not object when his own students wrote ahadith from
3him - a proof of his favourable attitude towards writing.
'Amir ash-Shaehi was one of the earliest compilers of books, who
4 5
is reported to have written Kitab al-Fara'id, Kitab al-Jarahat , a
work on maghazi^, and few scrolls of ahadith regarding juristic and
7
legal matters. Thus to mention him among the 'opponents' of
Fasil, 77b.; Tab, VI, 179• j Taqyid, 105• 5 Bayan, i, 72. ;
'Uldm, 43.
2
Tab, VI, 179. J Taayid, 102.; Fasil, 35a, 35b.
^ Taq.yid, 103, n.
^ Tahdh, ix, 177«; Bagh, xii, 232.
^ Bagh, xii, 232.
^
Tahdh, x, 40.; Jarh, IV,i, 561.; Bagh, xii, 230.
Kifaya, 386.
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hadith writing is a mistake. He was so keen in preserving the written
record of hadith that he had asked his students to write everything which
they heard; if no writing material was available then on the wall even."*"
- 2
Saiid b. al-Musayyib and Dahhak b. Muzahim were likewise 'advocates'
and not 'opponents' of hadith writing. The latter is reported to have
3
said, "when I heard something, I wrote it even on a wall." He had
_
_ 4 —
written a commentary on the Qur an , and had dictated a book on manasik
c S
to Husayn b. Anil.
» x
The above reports clearly show that our representative traditionists
were not ^against writing of hadith. The same goes with the majority of
those who are mentioned in the list of 'opponents'. After reading
contradictory reports about traditionists' viewpoints regarding writing
of hadith, it csn be concluded that either, one of the two reports is
unauthentic, or the said traditionists were at first the 'opponents' of
writing and later shifted to 'advocates' group. The second probability
is most likely.
Among the 'advocates' group, we find names of scholars who, in
their later lives, regretted for not having preserved traditions in-
black and white. To this class belong *Urwa b. az-Zubayr (d. 94 A.II.)
and L'ansur b. al-Mu*tamar (d. 132 A.K.). The former is reported to
1
Tab, VI, 174. 5 FeTsjQ, 36a.
2 1




Jarh, I, ii, 319• j Fihrist, pl»
^ Bayan, i, 72.
^
Tacyia, 60. ; Bayan, "i, 75» j Tab, VI, 139-
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have said, "I had written afradith and then effaced it; now I wish I
had not erased it and could get it back even at the cost of my wealth
and son.1^ The latter regretted the loss in these words: "I did not
write (but used to memorise). Now I wish I had written them down, no
2
matter if I had memorised only half of what I had heard." Yahya b.
Sa*id (d. 143/144 A.H.) is also reported to have repented for not
having written the traditions.'1
In the same 'advocates1group we find the traditionists who
favoured the writing only for memorisation purposes. They approved the
writing only as an aid to memory. To this class of traditionists belong
~ A - — R
Masruq b. al-Ajda4, (d. 63 A.E.) , Muhammad b. Sirin (d. 110 A.H.) ,
6 T
Khalid al-Hadhdha' (d. 141 A.H.) , cAba ar-Aahxnan b. Harmala (d. 145 A.H.) ,
Sufyan ath-Thawri (d. lol A.H.)® and 4Asira b. Damra (d. 174 A.E.)^.
It seems that the origin of this practice goes back-to the time of
the Prophet, for we find various reports where permission to write
Prophet's hadith was obtained on the pretext of weak memory. Thus
Abu Kurayra (d. 59 A.H.)"^, cAbd Allah b. cAmr b. al-cAs (d. 38/65 A.H.)"^
12 15Rafi' b. Khadij (d. 74 A.H.) , an unnamed Ansari.be , and one
^
Fasil, 35b, 36a. ; Taqyid, 60. ; Bayan, i, 75-
2
Fasil, 40a, Tacyid, 60,n.
^ Taqyxd, 111. ; Bayan, i, 74?
^
Bayan, i, 66. ; Tacyid, 58-59-
^
Tab, VII, i, 141. ; Fasil 36b.
®
Taqyid, 59- 5 cUlun, 78.
7
Taoyid, 99-5 Bayan, i, 73- ? History of Persia, i, 273- 5
Mst, ii, 196-197/183-
®
SD, i, 125. ; Tanyid, 58, n. ; fUlun, 78.
y
Taoyid, 59- 5 cUlum, 78.
Tab, IV, ii, 56.
11 Ta»wll, 365. ; OA, i, 125. ; Bayan, i, 73- 5 Tab, VII,ii,169-;Fasil,34a.
12-
Tacyid, 72. ; Manar, x, 763- j Fasil, 35a.
Taoyid-, 65-67. ; Sahlfa, 21-22. ; Fasil, 33a.
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other anonymous person"^, are all reported, to have complained, to the
Prophet that they did not possess strong memory to remember hi3
saying-s and sought, therefore, his permission to record them in
writing.
But this does not mean that permission to write hedith wa3 given
only when the memory was weak, for we have seen that in the case of
Abu Shah, the Yemenite, who was given the Prophet's sermon in
writing, the question of memory was not brought forward. He made a
plain request to have the sermon in writing and the Prophet ordered
2
someone to write if for him.
(iii) Origin of writing - memory controversy;-
The question arises as when did the memory-writing controversy
first start. According to Guillaume, the controversy belongs to the
\ 3
age wherithe critical collections of traditions were made. Sprenger
considers 60 A.H. as the most probable date when the question whether
it was lawful to write down hadith was much agitated.^ But most
probably, the origin of the controversy goes back to the reign of
'Umar I, who, for the sake of purity of the text of the Qur'an, forbade
his people to write down traditions, and even burnt some of the
„ . . 6
manuscripts in pursuance oi nis order.
'Umar's prohibition to give undue importance to hadith, by way of




t "Origin of writing...", JAG3. XXV,
q - "
/■^ Paqy id, 57 -» Bayan, i, 04.; liana r,
6
Tab, V, 140.V Tacr/ld, 52.
1856, pp. 580-381.
x, 767.
compiling it in books like that of the fur'an, presupposes the rampsncy
of hadith material during his caliphate. It seems that hadith was
% "wJ A .
being written when 'Ulnar's prohibitive order was issued. This must
have resulted in differences of opinion among fellow companions - some
abiding by the order and refraining from writing hadith, while others
continuing the practice of writing privately with complete disregard
to official order. In this way, Ulnar's order to refrain from writing
became the starting point of the controversy. So far as the
preservation of hadith as such was concerned, there was no dispute
at that time, for 'Urnar himself had taken practical steps to safeguard
and to popularise the sunna of the Prophet. The main controversy v.ras
with regard to method of its preservation.
In pursuance of his order, a small minority of the companions
refrained from committing the hadith to writing. We find only few-
names from amongst the companions who are described to have remained
staunch opponents of written hadith to the end. The majority, however,
either abided by the order for only a short period, or disregarded it
and secretly occupied themselves in reading and writing hadith.
Ironically enough, his own son tfAbd Allah b. 'Umar (d. 74 A.H.) gave
up the prejudice against writing in his later life.
The controversy, started in 'Ulnar's reign, could not be settled
for centuries, as a result of which we find names cf 'advocates' and
'opponents' of hadith writing in first, second and even in third
century A.H. However, "in the 9th century A.D. (i.e. 3rd century A.H.)"
says Rosenthal, "it was probably admitted that all branches of literatur




7. Pro-hadith and Anti-hadith hadith:' ■ ■ ■
■ *
After discussing the question- of supremacy of memory over writing
and vice versa let us now consider the contradictory reports, ascribed
to the Prophet, in favour and against writing of hadith. The classical
hadith collections contain numerous reports where permission is given
by the Prophet to write down his sayings. At the same time, they
contain a large number of traditions in which the Prophet forbade the
writing of ahadith. We shall take up these traditions here to explain
away their contradiction.
(i) Sample examples:- The oft-quoted prohibitive hadith has
been transmitted by Abu Sa4 id al-Khudri (d. 74 A.H.),who
reports the Prophet as saying:"Do not write from me
anything except the QurJan"*"; whoever has taken down
(what he has heard) from me anything save the Cur'an,
2 - — —
let him efface it." In another hadith, Abu Sa4id reports:
"We asked permission of writing from the Prophet but the
3latter refused it." Another version of this hadith is
given by Abu Hurayra (d. 59 A.H.). He relates that once
the Prophet saw him along with others writing something.
On enquiry as what they were writing, the Prophet was
told that it was his sayings which they had heard from
A
him. Thereupon he forbade them to write these sayings.
Another prohibitive tradition is reported by Zayd b.
Thabit (d. 45 A.E.) who relates that the Prophet disallowed
5
writing down his sayings.'
4
In another version, exception also includes the tashahhud (the
formula recited in the prayer) and rasa'il (letters). i^cf. Taqyid,
93 (for tashahhud)t 43 (for rasa'il)"!")
2
3D, i, 119*j Bayan, i, 63.
5 Taqyid, 32-33- ; SD, i, 119- | Jamic , x, 134 (4Ilm). ; Fasil, 36a.
4 Taoyld, 33-35-
Jaii-i' , x, 134 (*4Tlm).
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As against these and other prohibitory traditions,"*" the advocates
of writing cite permissive ahadith in which the Frophet gives permission
to write down his sayings. According to one well known hadith in this
connection, 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As (d. 58/65 A.H.) sought
permission to write down the Prophet's traditions which was readily
2
given. Similar permission is reported to have been given to
Rafi4 b. Khaaij (d. 74 A.H.)^, to Anas b. Malik (d. 91 A.K./',
- 5 &
to an unnamed Ansarite Companion , and to another anonymous person.
The number of permissive ahadith also abound in classical hadith
collections. The following may serve as further examples. In
reply to various queries put to him on different occasions, the
Prophet_is reported to have said, "Preserve knowledge (hadith) in
y
writing (oayyidu '1- 'ilrn bi 1-kitab)" ; "Take help from your right
Q
hand (to write)" ; and "write from me, for by God, whatever comes
9
from my mouth is nothing but truth."
The above traditions provide direct and indirect proofs of the
Prophet's permission to record his sayings. They are found alongside
the prohibitive traditions in all canonical hadith collections.
^
Taqyid, 93-5 Sunna (Sib), 238.
2 _
Tab, VII, ii, 189«; Bayan, i, 73•j Taqyid, 68.; Tabyin, ii, 24.;
Manar, x, 766.
J Tao,via, 72.




^ Taqyid, 69, 70, 97- 5 Tabyin, 24.; Bayan, i, 75«» Manar, x, 763-5
Bagh, x, 46.; SD, i, 126-127.
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Jami' , x, 134-156- ( 4Ilm) .; Taq.yid, 65.
J Ta'wil, 365«; SD, i, 125•; Bayan, i, 71*5 Sunna (Sib), 73*5
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(ii) Harmonsiation:
V.e have seen in the above discussion Jbhat two types of traditions
have come down to us with regard to writing hadith, one allowing, the
other forbidding the writing of non-Qur>anic material. Thus we find
an apparent contradiction between these traditions. It provided a
topic of academic discussion for students of hadith. The scholars
have explained the contradiction in various ways which we outline
hereunder.
(a) Ban not permanent - Theory of abrogation;-
The majority of the arguments, in
harmonising the contradictory traditions,
revolve round the theory of abrogation,
which is as follows:
It is generally believed that the
Prophet had forbidden the recording of
hadith in the beginning for fear of
confusion with the registered Qur^Snic
verses"'". After a certain lapse of tine,
when the danger of confusion no more
existed, the Prophet allowed his companions
2
to write down the traditions. The reports
about the interdiction of writing down
hadith do not explain the occasion, but
circumstantial evidences go to prove
that they are prior in origin than those
^
liuhaddithun, 124- ; As-sunna, 306. ; Sunt .a (Sib), 72.;
Taqyld, 57,93- ■
^
Kuhadaithun. 124. ; Ta'wil, 365-366. ; ' Ulun, 20-21. ; yuhuth, 145-5
As-sunna, J06.
permitting the recording of his sayings. The ban on writing was,
therefore, temporary which was lifted by later permission to write
down ahadith. The hadith regarding the Prophet's intention to write
2 '
something at his death bed, is quoted in support of this theory.
Abu Zahw, after quoting this incident, states that this clearly
*
indicates that the permission to write must have abrogated the ban.y
But Rashid Rida and his followers are of the opinion that the
traditions which forbid the writing of hadith are of later date than
y|
the one in which permission v;as given to write down. Rida's view-
could not gain enough support and was rejected by the majority of
traditionists. Even his own pupil, Khuli challenged his views and
accepted the traditional view that the pro-hadith hadith is of later
5
date than the anti-hadith hadith. Siba'i also refutes Rida's arguments
and says, "Rida's ideas...is easily rejected merely by pointing to the
saying of the Prophet, uttered on his death-bed.0
Apart from the theory of abrogation, discussed above, other
explanations are also given for the contradiction in the Prophet's
ahadith with regard to its writing. They are detailed hereunder.
(b) Ban for certain category of people only:-
Although the order of prohibition of writing is couched in general
terms, yet it applied to such companions only who were either sest
^
Ilethodology, 36. ; Buhuth, 145• 5 Surma (Sib), 74•
2
Annales, i, 1806-1807. ; Tab, II, ii, 36-38. ; 'Ulum, 23,n. The
hadith is popularly known as hadith cirtas. Ibn Sa'd, in his




Buhuth, 145» j Sunna (Sib), 74• 5 liethodology, 36.
°
Authenticity, 54»
capable of memorising- his traditions well or not well trained in the
art of writing." The companions like *Aba Allah b. *Amr b. al-^As
and others who wished to write down his sayings were allowed to do so.
The existence of salii fas of such companions are indicative enough to
prove that the order of prohibition did not apply to these companions.
2
The Prophet's permission to write down his sermonft>r Abu Shah
shows that writing of hadith was not totally banned. The interdiction,
then, must have been for definite purpose, which we shall discuss
presently.
Explaining the apparent contradiction in permissive and prohibitive
ahadith, Ibn Qutayba (d. 276 A.H.) remarks that the order of the
prohibition is either abrogated by the later permission of writing,
or- the permission was peculiar to tfAbd Allah b. 4Amr b. al-'As, for
he used to write in Syriac and Arabic while other companions with the
3
exception of one or two, were not so competent. In other words the
ban was neither permanent nor general.
The permissive ahadith also give an impression that the permission
to write was given only to those who complained about their weak
memory. It can be concluded therefore, that those who could retain
his sayings into memory were not allowed to write. This conclusion,
however, is untenable on the ground that Abu Shah was allowed to write




Fasil, 54a.; 3a.yan, i, 70.; Tacyid. 86.; As-sunna, 308.
J Ta'wil, 365-366..; Tacyid (intr.), 9-
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(c) Ban on offician registration
The Prophet's prohibition to write down his sayings do not. seem
to refer to the recording as such, for at least a few companions did
actually write his-sayings. It was meant rather to stop people from
making official record of these sayings like that of the Qur'an."
This is clearly indicated in the statement: "Do not make note-books
for hadith like the note-books made for the portions of the Qur'an
- - - _2
(la tattakhidhu li'l-hadith kararis ka kararis al-masahif)"
It was perhaps due to this ban on official registration that no
formal arrangements could be made to preserve the prophet's hadith.
But it is a fact that without any conscious attempt to codify his
sayings and actions, the companions did preserve written ahadith at
3
least for their personal use.
(d) Ban on recording: the Our'an and hadith on the same sheet: -
The prohibition is believed to have referred to the writing of
4
hadith on the same sheet on which the Qur an used to be written.
This explanation seems convincing in view of the mention of the word
5•Qur'an' twice in the report prohibiting the writing of hadith.
Furthermore, the fact that the Qur'anic verses were in the process
of being revealed, and the text was at this stage still incomplete and
was liable to be mixed up with the Prophet's own words (for he was the




Sunna (Sib), 74•» Taayid, 47*
Sunna (Sib), 74»j Authenticity, 54-
^ 'Ulum, 20.; Kuhaddithun, 124.; Authenticity, 51> n.
The report runs as follows: 'Do not write from me anything except the
Qur'an; whosoever has taken down from me anything save the Qur'an, let
him efface it.' (cf. Bayan, i, 63.)
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Although we do not know the exact date when the prohibition to
write on the same sheet was issued, yet an historical event of 7/8 A.H.
provides a probable date for issuance of this prohibitive order. It
is reported that once a shipload of yemenites called on the Prophet and
embraced Islam. Some of these Yemenites knew reading and writing to
whom the Prophet gave a few copies of the chapters of the Qur'an to
read and learn by heart. It so happened that these men started writing
the Prophet's discourse on the marginal blank space of the copies of
their Qur'an. The Prophet, thereupon, forbade them to write down his
., 1
sayings on it.
In the light of the above historical anecdote we can say that the
traditions interdicting the writing of hadith, though couched in
general term, refer to writing of hadith on the same sheet on which the
Qur'an was written. The porhibition was in fact a safeguard against
mixing up of the non-Qur'anic material with that of the Our'an, causing
thereby a confusion in the minds of the reader.
The above anecdote also provides a probable date for the origin of
the prohibitive hadith.
(iii) Purpose of Interdiction:
It is almost unanimously accepted that the prohibitive traditions
were abrogated by the later permissive ones and the recording of the
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The ruestion now arises as to why at all did he forbid the recording
of his sayings. The scholars differ in ascertaining the Prophet's
motives behind this prohibition. The probable reasons assigned to
this prohibitive order are given as under:
(a) To preserve the purity of the Qur'anic texjt;-
It is said that the main motive behind the Prophet's intexxiiction
to write down his sayings was to keep the Qur'anic text unpolluted.
At this initial stage of the revelation it was feared that the words
of the Prophet might be mixed up with those of the Qur'an. This
apprehension was based on two valid reasons. Firstly, the words of
the Prophet were considered as words of wisdom by devoted companions
who wished to record them after the fashion of the old tradition of
recording hikma. As the mouthpiece of both the Qur'an and the hadith
was the sane person, namely the Prophet, there was a likelihood that
some of Qp.r-»anic phrases be taken as sayings of the Prophet. Secondly,
sometimes the words of the Prophet used to be written on the marginal
space of the sane sheet on which the Qur'an whs written. There was,
therefore, great possibility of the Quranic text being mixed up with
the Prophet's traditions. Hence the interdiction of writing the
latter.
Furthermore, there were only a few persons, at this time, who
possessed so much juristic acumen as to distinguish between the Qur'anic
passages and the sayings of the Prophet. Under these circumstances,
the Prophet forbade his companions to write down his sayings at
this initial stage.
*
Sunna (Sib), 72.; Taoyid, 57,93*> Tdh., iii, 15?.
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(b) Not to compete with the our'an;-
It is also probable that the prohibition to write hadith was
meant to keep the authority of the tradition inferior to that of the
Qur'an.In the wOrds of Browne," ^Due to the fear that the ahadithj
might become invested, to the prejudice of the Book of God, with an
2
undue authority" their writing was prohibited.
Vie know that there was no restriction on the writing of the
Qur'an; instead, the secretaries were appointed to write the revelation.
The position of hadith was different; it was not to be given the same
authority as that of the Qur'an. Had the traditions been given the
same importance, it would have competed the Qur'an. Hence no official
registration of the traditions and that is why the Prophet's inter¬
diction to write his sayings.
(c) Not to distract people from the Pur'an:-
According to some traditionists the prohibition of hadith writing
was meant to keep alive the interest of newly converts in the Qur'an.
As the Qur'an was in the process of being revealed and had not yet
been codified, more attention was to be paid to this Book than to the
sayings of the Prophet. °ince the prophet's words were also held in
great esteem and were considered words of wisdom, their writing and
preservation, after the pre-Islamic fashion, was likely to have distracted
the attention of Muslims from their primary source of law vis the




History of Persia, i, 273•
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as to neglect the Our'an."*" On the contrary, while he made formal
arrangements to record the revelations, he prohibited the companions
to record his own sayings. The first two caliphs also adopted the same
policy of paying more attention to the Qur'an. Caliph'Umar, for
instance, during his caliphate, prohibited a group of people from
narrating hadith to the Our'an readers (Qurra*) of Iraq lest they get
2
interested in hadith ana be deviated from the Qur'an.
Personally, he entertained for quite a long time the idea of
3
compiling an authentic corpus of hadith but gave it up , thinking,
probably, that it would prove a distraction from the Qur'an.
Authenticity of prohibitory traditions;
The traditionists have assigned the above probable reasons of the
Prophet's ban of hadith writing on the assumption that the reports
about the interdiction have genuinely emanated from the Prophet. But
looking at the prohibitory ahadith critically, it appears that the
reports, with: the exception of one,are lacking in reliable narrators,
hence liable to be rejected.
The main transmitters of these prohibitive ahadith are Abu Sa' id
al-Khudri, Abu Hurayra and Zayd b. Thabit. Abu Sa'Id al-Khudri's hadith
has two versions, one of which is transmitted by an unreliable narrator named




Sayan, ii, 120-121.; Taw jih, 13.
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,1
'r In the words of Ibn Kibban, "He was a weak narrator, who unknowingly
reversed the text and put a complete isnad in the interrupted one.
He deserves, therefore, to be abondoned." (cf. Tahdh, vi, 178-179)*
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The second main transmitter is Abu Hurayra,who also has this
'Abd ar-Rahman in his Isnad. This report also becomes weak on this basis
and can be declared unreliable. Lastly, Zayd b. Thabit's version is
1 2
only mursal which-cannot be called perfect authentic hadith. Furthermore,
Zayd himself was in favour of writing hadith. How, then, could he
narrate a prohibitory tradition from the Prophet?
There remains, therefore, only one version of Abu Sa'id al-Khudri's
hadith which is worth considering. Although this version is also
declared unreliable by Bukhari, yet it is considered authentic by other
3
authorities, including Muslim. It is only this version which can be
considered representative of prohibitory ahadith, and for which several
explanations have been given.
Apart from the theory of abrogation, according to which this
hadith was cancelled by subsequent permissive traditions, the above
version can be explained from different angles as well. In one
version Abu Sa'id says, "I sought permission from the Prophet to write
down hadith but the latter refused."^ As against this, we find a
report in which the Prophet allowed 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As to
5"
write hadith from him. By comparing these two traditions in particular
snd. si"' permissive srci. proliit** iive "trsdiiiors in. 7 one csn inJTer
that v/hile permission to write was given to some companions, to others it
was refused. Abu Sa'id's case unfortunately fell in the second category.
This proves that the ban on writing, if any, was not a general one.
The hadith with an incomplete isnad, falling short of the name of a
companion, is known as mursal. (of. Tahdith, 114*)
2 __
Muslim says, "A mursal hadith is unacceptable." (cf. SM,i, (lntr.),15«)
^ 3a'ith, 149.; Path, i, 218.; 'Ulum, 20, n.; Taoyici, 29-32.
^ 3D, i, 119 • ;As-Sufiha, 30o«;Basil, 36a. ;Taqyid, 32-33• > JamF ,x, 133-134 ('Ilm)
5
Basil, 34a.; Also see Taoyid, 69.
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In another version, Abu 3a' id says, "we used to write nothing but
the gur'an and at-tashahhud (a formula recited in the _prayer) In
this version he includes tashahhud among the natters which were allowed
to be written down-. Since the tashahhud - a subject matter of hadith-
was also non-bur'anic material and v.as allowed to be written down, it
cannot be claimed that the Prophet had forbidden to record, everything
save that of the Qur'an. Thus, the internal criticism, based on the
matn of a hadith, also proves the inauthenticity of Abu Sacid's report.
It is interesting to remark that Abu Sa'id., while refusing to
dictate the Prophet's traditions to his own students, did not quote
the prohibitory hadith from the Prophet. He merely said: "We do not
dictate and make these (ahadith) books. The Messenger of Allah used to
nai'rate to us and we learnt them by heax't, so, you (also) memorise
2
from us as we used to memorise from your Prophet" It appears from
Abu 5a4id's statement that non-recording of hadith was his own personal
liking and not an oxxter of the Prophet. This is another indication of
the fact that the prohibitory hadith related on Abu 3a' id's authority
is unauthentic.
In the light of the above discussion we can say that it is unlikely
that the Prophet had issued some strict order against writing of his
sayings. The facts that he encouraged reading and writing, sent letters,
issued circulars,and dictated certain laws, depict a completely reverse
picture and we tend to believe th^t even if there was any prohibitory
order in the beginning, it must have been cancelled afterwards. The
reasons for aversion to hadith writing, in the beginning, should,




Bayan, i, 64.; *311 tin.20,n.; Tacyld, 56-38.: ^Ilin.Bb.; basil, 56a,
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9• Reasons for aversion to writing haclith:
A critical study of the prohibitive traditions of the Prophet
and statements of later traditionists reveal the interesting fact that
the prejudice against writing which lasted for quite a long time was
not the result of the Prophet's interdiction to write down his sayings.''"
It was, on the other hand, based on varied factors which can be outlined
2
as under:
1. A fear lest the words of the Prophet be profaned and books
wherein the sayings were recorded might not be treated with
enough respect.^
2. A fear lest the traditions might compete with the Book of God,
and be given an undue authority.^
3. Being religious literature,it was supposed to be learnt by
heart after the traditional fashion of acquiring religious
teaching orally.
4. Lest the writer, relying on his writing, forget to learn the
3
content. The Arabs who disapproved the writing of hadith
believed that it can be better preserved through memorisation.
They were of the opinion that once the information is committed
to writing, it is liable to be forgotten, for the writer being
confident that he would learn it in future, never brings his
I.luir rightly considers the story of prohibition as 'untrustworthy.'
(cf. yahomet, i, p. xxxiv,n. : Historical Sources, 114.).
As I am summarising the factors responsible for prejudice against
writing, some of the points already mentioned under 'Purpose of
interdiction' will unavoidably be repeated.
History of Persia, i, 275* 5 Puslim Theoloyy. 76,; Fasil 37a*
Taoyid, 49-51*5 liuslim Theology, 76.; History of Persia, i, 273*
SIH, i, 63.; Tacyid (intr.) 9-10.; Bayam i, 68.; KsnPr, x, 759*5











intention into practice. Khalil (d. 170/175 A.H.), the poet,
has .represented their views in these words: "Knowledge is not
whet bookcase contains; knowledge is that which is contained
nowhere bu.t in the chest (Laysa bi'ilm ma hawa 'l-qintar;
I "a '1- 'ilm ilia ina hawahu Js-sacr) " .
2
5« lest the holy sayings reach inconpetent hands.. It was with
this apprehension that a number of traditionists either* burnt,
effaced or buried their manuscripts or left a will asking
their executors to do the same. But if they were confident
that the books will reach competent hands after their death,
■they would not have destroyed their records. The example of
Abii OilSba (d. 104 A.II.) can be cited as an example who made
the following will at his death-bed: "Despatch my books to
Ayyub (d. 131 A.H.), or otherwise burn them."
6. Lest the people go astray like those who recoursed to writing
their (religious) books in early times.^ This is plainly
stated in the following statement of Ihn Sirin (d. 110 A.H.);
"Beward of books, for your predecessors had gone astray due to
books." Similarly, Ibn 'Awn (d. 151 A.II.) had said, "These
5
books lead people astray." Finally, Ibn Ulayya ai-Basri
(d. 200 A.ii.) told that 'the companions had disapproved, of
writing, for their predecessors had gone astray due to the
books.1
Fasil, 37^.; Bayan, i, 08.; Lianar, x, 759•
Pacyid, 6l.
Tab, VII, i, 155.
1





7* Lest the Qur'anic text mix up with the hadith and cause
i
confusion m reader's mind.
8. Lest the traditions turn people's attention away from the
c<,ur'an.
9« Proximity of the age of the Prophet^, the small number of
4 5Isnad , less events and less differences of opinion among the
/
jurists Hasan b. cAbd ar-Rahman ar-Ramhurmuzi (d. 360 A.H.
circa) mentions, inter alia, the above reasons for disapproval
of writing by early Muslims. As the Prophet was easily
accessible to them, the companions did not feel it absolutely
essential to record his sayings in books. They could easily
consult him in their day to day problems. Besides, there were
other reliable authorities among the companions themselves
- 7
who could be consulted in connection with the Prophet's hadith .
Furthermore, there were little differences among jurists on
legal matters at this time. There was, therefore, 'no conscious
0
attempt at systemisation of Islamic law at this stage'.
10. Companions' fear to mix their own ra'y (personal opinion)
with the Proohet's hadith also stopoed them from writing the-*■ —•
9
traditions." The younger companions and successors feared
that lest their own considered opinion (raPy) on certain legal
Sayan, i, 68.; ii, 121. ; Taqyid (intr.), 9>21.; Tacyid, 57*
^
Tanyid, 57* j Fasil, 37a*; Tdh, iii, 132.
^ Fasil, 37a.; Zunun, i, 33.; Taoyxfl (intr.), 9*
^







Zunun, i, 33*5 Robson, "Tradition, the second foundation of Islam",
I.Iulsiin world, XLI : i (January, 1951 )> P* 25*
9 *Triun> 42.; Bayany ii, 134-135*
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matters be taken as the Prophet's hadith. Hence they hesitated
to record the traditions. Zayd b. Thabit, who is wrongly
placed in the category of 'opponents' group, was actually in
favour of -writing Prophet's hadith. His hesitation to write
down the traditions was due to. his cautious attitude lest his
VI —
own opinion be mistakenly taken as Prophet's hadith. This is
evident from his attitude shown at the court of harwan. 'when
the latter made him relate ahadith and got it secretly wtitten
by a scribe sitting behind a curtain, Zayd reouented I'arwan
to erase the traditions for they, might contain some of his
ra-'yThe same was the attitude of Sa6id b. al-Iiusayyib
(d. 94 A.M.) who tore off some pages (sahifa), fearing that
ry
they might have contained his ra'y as well.'"
311. Powerful retentive memory:' We have already discussed this
point at great length. Suffice to say here that Arabs were
in fact a basically oral race who preserved most of their
information in safe depositories of heart, though writing was
not unknown to them. Under these circumstances, their aversion
t>'» writing Prophet's hadith is cuite understandable.
12. Less scribes: Despite the fact that the art of writing was
introduced in Arabia long before Islam, and the Prophet had
paid special attention to its progress and development, the
number of scribes were still limited. Hence the sayings of the
Prophet were recorded by only a few companions who were
Tab, II, ii, 11?.; Tac.yid (intr.), 20.
^
Sayan, ii, If4* > d'aoyid (Intr.}, 20.
5 Hanehil, 286.; Tahdith, 45-46.
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versed in the art of writing. Thus one o1" the reasons why
ahaaith were not recorded extensively was the scarcity of the
scribes in early times."
13. Ambiguity of Arabic Script: The fear that the text of hadith
may remain ambiguous is also.believed to have discouraged the
Arabs to record the Prophet's hadith. In the words of
Ivlacdonald, "Hie unhappy character of the Arabic script,
especially when written without diacritical points, often made
it hard, if not practically impossible, to understand such
2
short contextless texts as the traditions." This view has,
however, been challenged by Hamidullah who believes that dotting
3
was already in use during the Prophet's lifetime.
14. 'timer's prohibition: Another main factor responsible for
non-compilation of Prophet's hadith in early Islam, was the
strict order of 'Unr.r which forbade the companions to record
the sayings of the Prophet. We have seen that 'Umsr , during
his caliphate successfully implemented this order end in
pursuance of his policy burnt some of the written collections
of hadith. The recording of Prophet's hadith during 'Umar's
lifetime was, therefore, on a very small scale.
It would not be out of place to discuss here the views of Sprenger
regarding 'Dinar's intention to issue an order against writing hadith.
He maintains that 'Umar did not want to educate the .Bedouin Arabs but
wished to preserve their savage bravery and religious fanatacism to make
them rulers of the world. "The writing and erudition", says Sprenger,
1
Path (Intr.), 4.; Tahdith, 45-46.
2
Muslim Theology,-?6. .
^ Sahifa, 9 > n.2.
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"did not suit his purpose." He further says that4Umar wanted to
separate the Arabs from all other nations and wished that the Arabic
method of preserving their doctrines be different from the Jews and
Christians, Hence, in Sprenger's opinion, the Arabs were advised by
'Uinar to preserve their teachings orally as against the tradition of
Christians and Jews who employed writingfor such purpose. Sprenger
believes that it was with the above intention that'Umar had forbidden
his fellow companions to write down the Prophet's hadith.
Historically speaking,'Umar1s intention to discourage the writing
of hadith does not seem to be the one suggested by Sprenger. In fact
2
his prohibition to make a standard collection of hadith was purely out
5
of religious consideration. His own intention to collect the sayings
and actions of the Prophet in writing and invoking the help of Cod in
4
putting this intention into practice , his statements in favour of
5hadith writing , and his personal interest in the study and propagation
of the Prophet's teachings0, all go to prove that he was not against
writing as such. V7hat can at the most be said about his policy in this
regard is this that he was extremely cautious in paying due respect to
the Our'an and to maintain its supremacy over the hadith. His instruction
to the group of people leaving for Iraq not to relate too many ahadith ~
7
to the readers of the Qur'an in that city , shows that he was primarily
^
"Origin of writing...", JASJ3, XXV, I856, p. 379•
2
Tab, III, i, 206.; V, 140.
5 Tab, III, i, 206.; V, 140.; Papyri, i, 7.
4
4a.; Tab, III, i, 206.
c;
He is reported to have said, "Preserve knowledge in books", (cf.
Fasil, 36a.; Bayan, i, 72.; 'Ilm, 2b.; Taoyid, 83.; SB, i, 127.)
^
SB, i, 85.; Tab, III, i, 201, 243•i Bayan, ii, 122-123.; Tacyid,88.
^ Bayan, ii, 120-121.Fasil, 65b.; Tdh, i, 7*5 iii, 152.
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concerned with the preservation of the text of the -,u.r-»an and did not
want the hadith to be given undue authority, one fact that he forbade
people from paying much attention to hadith study end its transmission,
presupposes the popularity of hadith so much thst the position of the
Cur'an was likely to have been affected.
Looking at the interest taken by 'Uinar in the propagation of
religious knowledge by way of appointing teachers in various cities"'',
it seems strange that he would, have wished to deprive the Arabs of knowledge,
let alone the sayings of the Prophet. On the contrary, he encouraged
them to equip themselves with le-. rning and had said, "tafanqahu qabl
an tasu.du", meaning, "develop the faculty of comprehension before you
2
become the leaders". As regards his instruction with regard tc writing ,
5
he is reported as saying, "Fetter knowledge into wilting."
The reason v.hy. he forbade the writing of hadith was not only to
keep pure the text of the Our'an but also due to his desire to keep all
available Islamic literature unpolluted and free from legendary and
unhistorical material. Confining ourselves to his interest in hadith,
it seems that he was worried about the rampancy of non-legal traditions
concerning matters of belief and dogma - the kind of hadith most likely
to misunderstanding, misreporting and tempting to forgery. It was
perpaps, this kind of hadith whose narration, he banned. This type of
emotional hadith was bound to be very popular among the masses. He,
therefore, got worried and prohibited the people from circulating it
and thus distracting their attention from the Qur'an.
1
Tab, III, i, 202, 243*
2
79-; *Ilxa» '2b. '
5 Fasil, 33a.; Bayan, i, 72.; 'ilrn, 2b.; Taryid, 88.; SI), i, 127.
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Although the prohibition is mads in general terms, yet it seems
that it referred to these non-legal ahadith. This inference ha3 been
drawn by Ibn *Abd al-Barr who says, "'Ulnar's prohibition referred to
those ahadith which can- neither be used for legal purposes, nor can
become sunna ( 'annua la vufid hukman wa la yakunn sunnatan)"'
It is significant to note that the prohibition of iJmar refers to
the narration and not to writing of hadith. Besides, the prohibition
is not total. He only said, "aqillu'r-riwaya", meaning 'narrate only
2
few hadith'. The report in which the prolific narrators are said to
have been detained also refer to their narration and not to writing.
It seems,therefore, that 'Umar was in favour of recording hadith
although he discouraged it for fear that it may distract people's
attention from the study of the Qur'an. It is also certain that his
prejudice against writing was not based on the Prophet's interdiction
to commit the ahadith in writing, for had it been the case, he would
have expressly mentioned so. This, also, is a valid argument for
considering the reports of the Prophet's interdiction as unauthentic.
Y/e have seen that there were several factors - other than the
prohibitive ahadith - which became responsible for prejudice against
writing among early Muslims. Y.Tiile some men opposed writing because
3
they considered it abominable depository of knowledge , others held




Fasil, 65b.; Bayan, ii, 121.
^ Sufyan ath-Thawri is reported to have said, "bi'sa mustawdi1' al-ilm
al-qaratis (books are bad depositories of knowledge)", (cf. Taoyid,$9)
a*
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after putting the contents into writing, will completely rely on the
written text and shall forget its contents.*'" Similarly, writing was
disapproved by some other scholars who feared that the written ahadith,
if reached incompetent hands will be profaned and misused. Thus we
see that the 'opponents' instead of quoting prohibitive hadith of the
Prophet gave their own personal reasons for the disapproval of
hadith writing.
Whatever reasons there might have been of aversion to writing hadith,
it is undoubtedly true that a prejudice against such practice did exist
for a considerable length of time, though some men continued writing even
during this period. It appears that the prejudice lasted few decades
after the reign of Ulnar'i, and around third quarter of the first century
A.H., writing got the upper hand. By the close of the first century
and in the first quarter of the second century A.H., the writing was
comraqnlj preferred; over memory; and the period of Zuhri came to be
2
regarded as the 'age of manuscripts'.
In fact the supremacy of writing was already acknowledged in the last
decade of the first century after hiira. This can be well inferred
from Abu Talib al-Makki's remark who says: "Writing became extant after
the death of Hasan (d. 110 A.H.) and Ibn al-Musayyib (d. y4
One should not, however, presume that throughout the period when
oral transmission of hadith was preferred, writing was forsaken. In fact,
we are told of continuous written transmission of hadith from earliest










the theory of late recording of hadith
1 1 ' ' 1 .... i ' «— ■
1. Bases of the theory:-
In the previous, chapter we had referred to the erroneous belief
that the transmission of hadith remained oral for about a hundred years
after the hi.jra and it was only at the close of the century that the
traditions began to be recorded.1 As the question of hadith writing
is a basic one, it is necessary to discuss the grounds on which this
theory of late recording is based.
There are various factors which gave rise to this theory. The
chief among them are as follows;
(1) Prophet's prohibitory ahadith.
(2) Destruction of written records.
(3) Misinterpretation of certain terms and statements.
(4) Biased views about the Jahiliyya period and the Umayyad dynasty.
We take up these points one by one.
(i) Prophet's prohibitory ahadith;- It is generally believed that the
companions and the successors refrained from writing down the
traditions because of the Prophet's prohibitory order to this effect.
But we have already seen that either the reports about the Prophet's
interdiction to write down his traditions are unauthentic ox* his
prohibitory ahadith were abrogated by later permissive traditions.
The Prophet's wish to write something at his death-bed provides a
^
Tahdith, 45-46.; Fath (intr.), i, 17*5 Tdh, i, 151.; Out, i, 159*5
Xhitat, ii, 333*5 AtjLwa', 207.; Zunun, i, 637*5 Muhaddithun, 127*;
As-Sunna (Sib.), 40.; I.'anar, x, 768.; Tao.yid (intr.), 7*5 Fa.jr,221.
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convincing proof of his permission to write down traditions. Furthermore,
the existence of sahifas in the early Islamic period and the discovery
of certain written records,go to prove the falsity of the ai'gument that
the Prophet was against writing down hadith.
Over ana above all, those who were against writing hadith gave
their own personal reasons for not recording traditions, Even'Umar,
who is claimed to have been a staunch opponent of writing, did not
quote the Prophet's hadith in support of his view against recording
hadith.
It is, therefore, wrong to hold that the prohibitory hadith of
the Prophet had checked the growth of written transmission of hadith.
(ii) Destruction of written records; It is historically true that a
bulk.. Jf hadith literature was destroyed either by the owners of the
manuscripts themselves or by their executors. Among those who
destroyed their writings themselves may be mentioned: 'Abida b. Qays
(d. 72 A.H.)\ 'Urwa b. az-Zubayr (d, 93 A.H.)2, Abu 'Ainr b. al-Ala'
(d. 154/159 A.H.)^,'Isa b. Yunus (d. 187 A.H.)^, Abu Sulayman ad-Darani^,
-6 7 - 8
Ahmad b. Abi '1-Hawari , Muhammad b.'Ubayd Allah , Abu Musa , Sufyan
Tab, VI, 63.; SD, i, 131.; Bayan, i, 67.
^
Tab, V, 133.; "Earliest biographies...", JHJ, i, (1927), pp.547-548.
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-1 - -
ut<i~ :hw/ri" , Da'ud at-Ta'i (d.
- -A _ 3
at-Tav.-hidi ' and Yi.suf b. Isbat .
Amnng those who .Left wills to tneir executlSRfirs either tc destroy
the manuscripts in the manner specified, or handing them over to named
G *7
parsers, v.ere the following: Hasan al-3asri (d. llo A.ii.) , Ta'us ,
2bida (d. 72 -a.K.}w, Shu'ba^, Abu gilaba (d. IO4/IO5 A.H.Bishr
11 - c- -12 _ - f
b. al-Harith Aba Sa id as-Sayrafi , bufyan ath-Thav/ri (d.lbl A.H..),
Ibn al-Ja'abi (d. 355 A.H. )"^ and Abu Kurayb (d. 248 A.H.
The destruction of this literary treasure had taken place in
various ways - by burning, by burying and hiding, by erasing, washing or
effacing, and by throwing into water. The practice having its origin in
the time of the Companions (and according to one report in the Prophetss
lifetime)"'" survived so late us 480 A.H. When Abu Hayyan at-Tawhidi of
"*"
lie is reported to have torn one thousand sheets (,juz>) and scattered
ther. in the air.' (cf. Udaba*, v, 389.)
2
He was known as Tefr al-umraa (the crown of nation.) He threw his books
into the sea. (cf. UcabaJ, v, 389-; h"acaril, 271.; Papyri, ii, 62.)
Bagh, vii, 67.
S Uds.ba % v, 386.
5 UdabJP, v, 389.
°
Tab, VII, i, 127.; Ruth, "Arabic Books and Libraries in the Umayyad
Period", AJ3L, Lii, 249*
^ ?ab, V, 393.; Taqyid, 6l.
°





Taciyid, 62.; Tab, VII, i, 135* 5 Tch. i, 88.; Fasil, 51a.
11 _ T, ' .Taqyid, 6c-b3.
Hdaba-', v, 389 •
L' Fihrist, 315* > L'acarif, 170.
x4 Tdh» i;Li» !31,
15 11 > 73.
16 - " -





Baghdad, destroyed his "books, he justified the act by quoting early
]_
precedents.
It is interesting to note that rarely did the destroyers of
manuscripts specify reasons for destroying their writings. The actions
of these authors and collectors were, therefore,interpreted in various
ways, and later traditionists assigned motives to suit their own views.
The adherents of the theory of late recording of hadith believe
that the destruction was in accordance with the policy and wish of the
Prophet and his Companions who did not want to give the hadith universal,
/ _ 2
everlasting and divine authority (din 'aa da ,im)« On the basis of
this assumption they claim that the traditions were either unwritten
in the beginning, or if they were written, they had been destroyed by
the collectors themselves. Hence no collection until the second century
a* • ii •
This false supposition is based neither on facts nor on common
sense. Historically speaking, the traditions were being recorded not
only during the Prophet's lifetime but in later periods as well.
Suffice it to refer to private records of the companions and Prophet's
own favourable attitude towards writing. So far as official codification
of hadith is concerned, it was of course not done. But it should be
kept, in mind that the Qur'an itself was codified in 'Uthman's time,
hoes this fact prove that the jur'an was not written until 'Uthman's
caliphate? If we admit, arid it is historically stablished, that the
^
Hdoba v, 586.; iluth, "Arabic Books and Libraries in the Umayyad
period", AJSh, Lii, 2p0.
o .
hanar, x:I0, 767•j Authenticity, 51*
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revelations originally used to be recorded or; separate sheets and v**e
later compiled in book form, we should be prepared to believe that
traditions, even though they were not officially recorded, were privately
written down during'the Prophet's time.
The recording of the Prophet's hadith by the companions is not
surprising, for if these people could write down the poetry, the proverbs,
the genealogy, the vise sayings of Luqnan and others, why could not
they write the sayings of their Prophet. One cannot, Therefore, prove
that the traditions were not written in the beginning.
As regards the practice of destroying written records by the
traditionists themselves, there is nc dispute about it. That "Umax"
12
-nd 'Abd-Allah b. Llas'ud had respectively burnt and effaced all
written material accessible to them anc that the former had issued a
general order to burn all available record'*, is quite well known. It
is also known that few other companions and successors had either
themselves burnt or effaced the written records or left wills to this
effect. Put despite all these facts, it cannot be established that all
written material of hadith totally perished.
If we make an objective study of the reports regarding the
destruction of manuscripts, we come to the conclusion that the actions
of all the scholars were sincerely motivated. Vmile "Unar and
cUlnar is reported to have burnt the books of Sabigh b. cIsa, a
Kharijite. (cf. Papyri, i, 20.; hizan, ii, 276.) For reports about




^ Taoyid. 53*; Tadwin Hadith, 400.; Ba.van, i, 65.
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'AM Allah b. Mas'ud destroyed written ahadith for fear that they night
compete with the Qur'an, the later scholars did so for a variety of other
sincere motives. Most of them destroyed their manuscripts in their
old age for fear that after their death they night reach imconpetent
hands and be misused."'" In fact they remained hesitant to part with their
precious treasure till the end of their lives. They wanted to preserve
their manuscripts on condition that they reached the competent scholars,
failing- which they made the painful decision to destroy them. This was
done only as a last resort. The dying wish of Abu '^ilaba (d. 104 A.H.)
clearly explains this point. In his will in favour of his pupil,
Ayyub as-Sikhtiyani (d. 1J1 A.h.), he said: "Send my books to Ayyub,
2
if he survived, otherwise burn them." Similarly, 'Abida b. Qays
(d. 72 A.H.) after destroying his books himself, he said, "I fear
that it will come, after my death, in possession of someone who might
interpolate the text (akhsha an yaliha ahad ba'di fa yaria*uha fi. ghayr
mawadi 6 ihi)"
Sometimes the scholars hid their manuscripts for fear of authorities,
and when that fear was gone, they took out their books.
Sufyan ath-Thawri (d. 1.61 A.H.) is reported to have done so/
Wlio,"tgvoir mi.g'h.'t iis,vs "bs0n tih.G mctivGS ^Ghdnd tli0 dGStruetion of*
writings, it is an undeniable fact that a large number of hadith
collections were destroyed in early Islam. But this does not mean
that the practice of destroying resulted in total loss of ahadith, as




Tab, VII, i, 135.; Tdh, i, 88.
^ Bayan, i, 67.; SD, i, 131*5 Tab, VI, 63.; Taqyid, 61.
^ Jarh (intr.), 115.
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We are told, that the majority of the scholars destroyed their
manuscripts at their old age. It shows that sufficient time was at
their disposal to transmit their knowledge of hadith to their pupils.
Some of these students must in all probability have incorporated the
contents of teacher's manuscripts in their own-books. It is also
possible that they made a separate copy of their teacher's manuscript
and preserved it with them. In this way, even if the teachers
destroyed their manuscripts, its contents remained preserved with
their students.
Some of the manuscripts are reported to have been accidentally
discovered and saved, as was the case with Tabari's Ikhtilaf al-Puqaha?,
which was found buried after his death."'" Few other collections of
writtenahadith were preserved by pupils or relatives of 3uch writers
who had allowed writing for memorisation purposes. The examples of
Sa1" id b. Jubayr (d. 94/95 A.K.) and 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Abd Allah b. Mas^ud
can be cited in this connection. The former kept the writing of his
2
teacher, Ibn'Umar , while the latter is reported to have preserved the
book of his father, 'Abd Allah b. Mas^ud (d. J2 A.H.)^.
Thus we see that even when the manuscripts were destroyed or when
it was desired that their contents should remain unwritten, they were
somehow preserved in writing. It is, therefore, wrong to maintain that
late recording of hadith was due to destruction - and thus
non-availability of written ahadith.
""







( iii) Ilisinterpretation of certain terms ana staterr..,r.ts:
The theory of late recording of hadith is also based -n
misconception of certain words use 1 in connection witu writing of
traditions. These words include both substantives, that indicate tools
and materials of writing, as well as verbals, which show the process
and manner of recording traditions. To the former may be mentioned
Sahifa, Nuskha, Daftar, Lawh, Risala or Kitab, (with their plurals),
while the latter include verbs like saci' , _(ard, akh'bara, haddatha,
.jama'•a, dawwana and their derivatives. The above v/ords, some of which
borrowed from other languages, convey different senses in different
contexts. If they were to be translated as conveying only one meaning
consistently, they would lead to confusion and misunderstanding. Take,
for instance, the word 'sahifa'. It is ordinarily translated as 'sheet of
writing material' but the early Islamic literature does not always use
it in this strict sense; it is employed for a letter, booklet or book
as well. Thus to translate the word in any of these senses consistently
would be wrong and misleading.
Beginning with the word sahifa referred to above, we take up sc.. e
of these terras and discuss the_r meanings in order to show that the
theory of late recording of hadith is based on their misunderstanding
and misinteroretatiom
(a) Sahifa and jfushaf; -
The word sahifa, pi. suhuf (lit. sheet, roll or book) was known
to Arabs even before Islam. The post-Islamic literature also uses it
quite frequently, apart from the t>ur'anic reference of Suhuf Ibrahim
v.'a busa (87:18-19)", the Sahifas of the companions are mentioned in
*
Shi'r, i, 15?.; t.ssaair, 7C,71»133*
The word in plural (suhuf) occurs at eight places in the Qur-»ar.
(cf. Qur'an, 20:133;*53:36; 74:52; 30113; 81:10; 87:18; 87:19 .and 98:2).
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hadith collections and some of them have been recently discovered.
The ?vcrd also occurs in historical and biographical works."'"
It is generally believed thaithe word sahifa implied a single
sheet of writing material used in early Islamic period. But
considering the nature and contents of post-Islamic sahifas
one comes to the conclusion that it cannot be the only meaning in which
the word was used. It appears that the word was also employed for
quite sizeable collections. It referred not only to a single sheet of
writing material but also to a memorandum, a note-book and even a
book size manuscript.
That sahifa meant more than a few sheets of writing material is
evident from reports saying that the Sahifa of Eammam b. Kunabbih, and
2 5 - —'Abd Allah b. Amr b. al-As contained 138*" and 1000 ahadith
• — ♦ ...
respectively. If, these reports are correct - as they are, at least in
the former case - then it is highly improbable, rather impossible in
the latter case, that such a large number of traditions could have been
.
_ 4
written on a single sheet, Similarly, the sahifas of Jabir b. Abd Allan ,
__ — R o —
Sulayman b. Qays al Yashkuri , Ibn'Umar , the sahifa in possession
-? 8 -9
of Hasan al-Basri , 'ibn Abbas , Hujr b. *Adi and Sahifa Yarmukiya
Annales, passim.; Sira, passim.
^
Tahdh, i, 316.; Sahifa (Ar.), 29—47•
^
Usd, iii, 233-34.; As-sunna, 349-350-; Papyri, ii, 38. ;t'Iabahith, 218.
^
Tab, V, 344« > TaAdh, iv,215. ;Kst,ii,10/23.; Jani" , vi, 52(Buyue );Sahifa, 2f.
^ Tahdh, iv, 21p.; Sahifa, 27.; Jamic , vi, 52 (Buyu*).
8
Kifaya, 329.; Taqyid, 103, n.
7 Tab, VII, ii, 116.; SB, i, 121.; Bayan, i, 74-75*
8
Tahdh, x, 413.Tab, II, ii, 123-; V, 216.
9 Tab, VI, I54.
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of 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As^", were not as small as their contents
could be preserved in one single sheet.
Thus to translate the word sahifa as a single sheet of writing
material would be wrong. Even'Ali's sahifa, which contained rules
about liberating of prisoners, damages for torts to persons, the ages of
2
the camels for purposes of tax, and other* legal matters, could not
have been written on one single sheet. Furthermore, the entire Tafsir
— 3 -A
of Sa'id b. Jubayr and a collection of 300 traditions of Zuhri , both
known as sahifa, were large enough to cover more than a single parchment
of writing material.
That sahifa meant more than one single sheet can be deduced from
other reports where it has been used in connection with the Qur'an.
It is reported, for instance,that sahifas of the caliph Abu Bakr and
of Fatima, the sister of 'Umar I, contained chapters nine and twenty
of the Qur an, respectively. Looking at the size of these chapters
one can easily infer that the sahifas concerned must have consisted
of dozens of pages and could not have contained above Qur'anic texts
on a single sheet. Similarly, Eafsa's copy of the Qur'an, which contained
large portions of the Qur'anic text, if not the whole of it, was also
known as sahifa^ - a fact which clearly shows that sahifa (lit. a
sheet) referred to several sheets of written material and not one
single sheet.
^
Tadwin Hadith, 67 •
2
Bayan, i, 71•J Taoyid, 88-89.; Sunna (Sib.), 74-; Ashraf,i, 525«>
liusnad (t), 15■;Kusnad (Shaf),ii,104 (Diyat)♦;Umm,vi,5;vii, 292.
' Jarh, III, i, 332.
^ Bagh, xiv, 87•
^ Papyfi, ii,57—58•; Sira,i,226.; Tab,VIII,56.; Kilya,ii.50-51»;
S3,iii,393 (Fada'il al Qur'sn).
U
Hilya, ii, 51'*'; Fath, ix, 9-19*5 83,iii, 393 (Fada'il al-Qur'an).
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In fact,the word, sahifa, used in connection with hadith,
indicated the traditionist1s collection of hadith, both small and large.
Although some hadith collections in the companions' time oust have been
small, it is nest'likely that the collections of others were large,
as, for instance, the sahifa of 'Abd Allah b. fAmr t. al-As, who is
reported to have written everything that he heard from the Prophet
despite protests from his fellow companions. The report that he had
collected 1000 ahadith suggests that he possessed a sizeable sahifa
which can easily he called a book. We are also told about the
approximate or probable size of the sahifas of Khalid b. Mafdan,
Khalid b. Abi 'Imran, Hasan al-Sasri, Wahb b. Munabbih, Humayd at-Tawil
and of Zuhri.^ After reading about the size of these sahifas, one
can easily infer that the term referred to 'book-size manuscript' in
the early Islamic period.
It seems tha,t the average size of a sahifa was taken for granted
in those days, for the sources, with the exception of a few, only
incidentally refer to the exact size of these collections of ahadith.
It seems, however, that in the second half of the first century, the
size of the sahifa was larger than those of earlier times, for now the
companions had started copying the collections of other fellow-companions
and had undertaken long journeys for this purpose. Furthermore, they,
at this time, were eager to copy the manuscripts in full ( 'ala 'l-wajh),
making thereby sizeable larger collections of hadith.
The rihia (travel) and system of Isnad played an important part in
the development of written transmission of hadith. The traditionists
■*"
Papyri, i, 22.; ii, 59*
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travelled far and wide not only to know unknown ahadith, but also to
ascertain the authenticity of traditions. The outcome of their, long,
arduous journeys were put to writing and preserved in sahifas. Not
only this; they also chained down their traditions with the names of
reporters. As a result of this, the size of their collections of hadithx ' i
became larger and larger. It is interesting to note that these large
collections were known by the same term, sahlfa, which was also employed
for short memoranda, written on a single or a few sheets.
Thus we can say that sahifa in early Islam was employed for a
'book' and not for memoranda only, as is generally believed,^ The
supposition that early hadith collections were just memoranda and not
books can be refuted on the ground that there existed in early times
a practice of taking rough notes and later transferring the rough drafts
2
into permanent records, known as kutub and sahifa.
It seems that companions and successors used to preserve traditions
both for memorisation and for permanent record. Although we find several
reports saying that a particular person or a group of people, say the
generation of companions or successors, kept written records for the
purpose of memorisation, we do not come across reports which specifically
mention the second motive of writing viz the preservation for posterity.
This motive can only be deduced from statements and practices of the
traditionists. We have been told about *Abd Allah b. "Amr b. al-As's
large sahifa which must have been for future generation. The same
*Abd Allah has told us about other companions' practice of recording
^
Mat, ii, 196/182.; "Von Kramer's edition...", JAS3, 1836, p. 203.>
Kishkat, i, (intr.), p. iii.
^
Tahdh, ix, 97«> Taoyid, 112.
the prophet's traditions." The stories about the destruction of records
byfUmsr and- others also shows that the destroyed materials were actually
kept for permanent record.
That some scholars possessed permanent records for posterity is
clearly indicated in the following anecdote;
Ibn Mascud once related a hadith whereupon his son, 'AM ar-Rahman
said: "you have not narrated the hadith correctly". The father then
asked: "What makes you say so?" The son replied: "This is written
with me." The father thereupon ordered him to bring the roll
__ 2
(sahifa), and when it was brought to him, he effaced it.
The fact that the scholars had destroyed their manuscripts at
their old age also shows that although they had intended to keep
the,, record for posterity, yet finding no reliable and competent persons
to look after the manuscripts, they burnt, buried and effaced their
precious treasures.
We are told that the companions in those days not only learnt the
ahadith by heart and made rough notes for memorisation, but also
transferred these traditions into permanent records. Some of their
even dictated the ahadith to their pupils from these written records.
To take for example,whereas Abu Hurayra used to learn the traditions




by heart''", 'Abd Allah b. *Amr b. al^As and others wrote them in
2
sahifas for memorisation and for permanent record. Wathila b. al-Asqa'
(d. 83 A.H.),on the other hand,dictated these traditions to his
3
pupils, who kept them in vvriting.
Some of the traditionists like Hammad b. Salama (d. I67 A.H.),
A'mash, and Ibn Idris, first memorised the traditions after hearing
4
from their teachers and then, on returning home, wrote them down.
Ibn Idris described the practice in these \vords: "I did not write
the traditions (during the lectures) of A'mash, Hasin and Layth.
Instead, I used to preserve them into my memory, and then, on
5
returning home, committed them into writing." Ibn Idris advised his
5
sons also to follow the same practice in recording the traditions.
It appears from another report that the recording cf hadith was
quite common among few companions, especially the academicians.
Relating a story from his younger days, 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al^As tells
us that once when some companions narrated a number of traditions
from the Prophet orally, he was surprised over their power of memory.
4
Tab, IV, ii, 54•J Hadith lit., 28.; Taoyid, 82-84.
2
Taqyid, 81, 82; 112.; Musnad (Sh), x, 20-22.; Tadwin Hadith, 289.
^ Imla', 13.; Taqyid, 99» n«; Mizan, iv, 145s n0« 8658.
4 Tacyld, 112.




So he asked how could they manage to learn the traditions ty heart
and reproduce then verbally. "Thereupon" , tells Abd Allah, "they
laughed and said, '0 son of our sister^, all that we have heard from
him (i.e. the Prophet), is preserved with us in writing (inna kulla
ma 8amicnahu ninhu huwa 'indana fi kitab.)'."
In view of the prevalence of this practice, the hadith collections
were made by the companions, and later, by successors. These collections
were known both as kitab and sahifa. So far as the first term is
3
concerned, we shall discuss it in the chapter entitled "Early records".
At the moment, we are concerned only with the second term namely sahifa.
Given below are a few examples to show that this term was used in the
sense of "book".
(i) In a report it is said that the writings of Ibn'Abbas (d. 68 A.E.)
which formed a cornel's load^, was preserved by his slave student Kurayb,
who later entrusted, them to llusa b.'Uqba. Whenever tfAli b. 'Abd Allah,
the grandson of Ibn'Abbas, needed a book (al-kitab), he wrote to
Kurayb asking him to send such and such a book (sahifa) which the latter
5
copied and sent to the former.
We can very well see that the words sahifa and kitab in the above
report have been synonymously used to mean "a book".
According to other version, 'son of our brother", (cf. Fasil, 56a).
2 - -
Taqyid, 98.; Tadwin Hadith, 247•5 Fasil, 56a.
See infra, Chapter V, pp. 268-280.
^ Equal to about six hundred weights.( cf. JASB, XXV, I856, p. 325) *
^ Shadh, i, 114-> Tab, V, 216.; Taqyid, 136.
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(ii) In a discussion regarding various moaes of taking traditions
(tat-anjfiul al-hadith), Ifcn Jurayj ..incidentally refers tc the terr
sahifa "by which he means 'p. book'. In reply to a question with regard
to reading hadith to the teacher, technically known as 'al-nira'at1,
he remarks, "There is a difference of opinion among scholars about
narrating traditions from a sahifa and using the expression 'uhacldithu'
♦— • —— ♦ — -i
/ \ ">
(i narrate orally;"
(iii) In another report, the same Ifcn Jurayj uses the word sahifa for
one of Hisham b. iUrwa's book. The term occurs in connection with.a
discussion regarding transmitting hadith from the book of a teacher
who had not given his pupils the licence (ijaza) to relate from his
book. VVaoidi reports that Ifcn Jurayj once approached Hisbemb. *Urwa
and asked, "Does the sahifa which you have given to such and such person
contain jour hadith? hisham said, 'Yes'. "Subsequently" says haqidi,
"I heard Ibn Jurayj saying 'I have been informed by hisham (haddathana
Hisham)1."2
This report which shows that Ibn Jurayj had read Hisham's book and
narrated its contents on the latter's authority without having obtained
his permission to go so, incidentally uses the word sahifa in the
sense of 'book'. In view of Hisham's reputation as having written a
number of books, it can be safely said that sahifa mentioned in the
report, refers to c rie of his books and not only a memorandum.
i
rr.^v, tr 7 {'-~1
i cADj v ) jOi. •
r\
"
Tab, V, ^62.; JamT ,xiii, 328 ( cIlal).; liacarif, 167.
From frequent mention of well-known s&hifas of the companions and
also of few more mentioned above, it appears that sahifa in early
Islam meant book-size manuscript. Bit references are rlso found where
sahifa indicated just a note book ana a memorandum. It seems that the
term was used for both 'memoranda' and 'books'. Y'a find several
reports which allow both these interpretations. Here are some examples:
(i) ilujr b. 'Adi's servant once informed his master that the latter's
son did not perform ablution after coming from the toilet (enquiring
indirectly, the rules regarding purity). In order to quote the
Prophet's hsdith on this issue he said to his servant, "Fetch me
the sahifa' from the garret-window (al-kuwwa)" The servant brought
the manuscript wherfrom he read out a hadith related on the
authority of *Ali b. Abi Talit."1" Although the word sahifa in
this report could refer to a note-book only, for Hujr is said to
have related ahadith only from 'Ali^ and could have possessed
only a small collection of his traditions, there is also a
possibility that he had written such a large number of traditions
from rli that it might have formed i. book-size manuscript. The
word, therefore, can be translated both as 'epistle' and 'a book',
(id) It is reported that cAlqama (d. 70 circa) brought a sahifa to
Abd Allah b. Lles'ud and said, '0 Abu *Abd ar-Rahman, have a look
at this sahifa; it contains excellent traditions (inna fiha ahadith
, . ' V~ — .1.
hisanan)'. Ibn Eas'ud, who was against writing, took the
manuscript from him end effaced it, advising 'Alcana to concentrate
on the gur'an instead of indulging in non-Qur'anic material.' The




Tab, VI> 154. "
5 Taqyid, 54.
klb
interpretations - the book or memorandum.
(iii) In another report Aswad (d. 74/75) ^nd Alqarna are said to have
found j)not written] a manuscript (.sahifa), which they brought to
*>
_
cAbd Allah b. iias'ud, who in turn effaced it. The term sahifa
used here can also be translated as 'book' as well as 'a memorandum'.
(iv) Ibn Iias'ud is reported to have washed away another document
( sahifa) which contained Abu 'd-Darda1s sayings and stories
(kalam min kalam Abi'd-Darda' wa qisas rain cisasihi). " Apparently
this sahifa. was a small monograph containing Abu'd-Darda's sayings
but in view of his literary activities, it could have been a
large collection of ahadith. Besides, the report says that the said
sahifa not only contained some of the sayings of Abu'd-Darda'but
also some of his stories. So much subject matter could have
covered a space of few or large number of sheets and hence the
document (sahifa) can be interpreted both as 'memorandum' and
1 a book'.
(v) One more sahifa destroyed by Ibn fcas'ud can be interpreted both
as 'book' or 'an epistle'. Sulaym b. Aswad reports that he and.
'Abd Allah b. Mirdas saw a sahifa in possession of a man of
Nukh a'tribe. The sahifa, according to report, contained stories
and passages from the Qur'an.^ Ibn lias' ud, who described its
contents as 'mischievious, misleading and heretical' (fitna wa
A
dalaia wa bid'a) destroyed the document.
After reading about the contents of this sahifa one can infer







that it was a volume of the size of a book though the possibility
of its being a booklet is also very high. But the inference that
it was of the size of a book can be drawn from the statement of
Ibn JJirdas who says, "I bought some sheets after paying some
money.It seems that this was a sizeable book written on loose
sheets after the fashion of the day, a nd Ibn I'irdas had bought
the sheets in which he was interested.
In view of the examples quoted above, we can conclude that the
term sahifa cannot be. taken to mean only 'memorandum'. This, in fact,
is only one of the senses in which the word was used in early Islam.
Literally, it meant a single sheet of writing material and denoted
therefore 'a letter'. It was also employed for several sheets of
written material and meant, therefore, 'a contract', 'a treatise','a
note-book' or 'a memorandum'. Lastly, but not infrequently, it was
used in the sense of a book-size manuscript. That sahifa meant 'a
book' is clearly evident from a chapter heading of Ibn tfAbd al-Barr's
Jamic Bayan al- 'ilm which reads 'Chapter on aversion towriting hadith
_ 2
and its preservation in books' fba'o kari.hi.yet kitabat" al-*ilm wa
takh 1 iduhu fi -'s-suhuf)^.
It is interesting to note that the sahifas in earlier times were
rolled together end kept in various containers like .iirab (leather bag),
1856, p. pl2.; Tao.yid, 55, with a
bought) instead of ishtaraytu (l
but in the same sense of 'writing'.
"Origin of writing", JASB xxv,
variant reading of ishtara (he
bought).
Variant 1kitab' ( without ta),
Bayan, i, 65.
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hibab (large jar) and jawaliq (sack) , etc. A list of these containers
can. be prepared from sporadic references in available hadith literature.
Nabia Abbott has mentioned more than two dozens such containers in
2
Arabic alphabetical order without giving their English equivalents.
It is also to be noted that sahifas were not in bound form and
thus could be easily distributed by teachers among their students for
reading and copying purposes. Even the manuscripts of the Qur'an were
kept in loose sheets in the beginning. Some of the early converts
possessed only a few of them. We read in the story of'Ulnar's conversion
3to Islam that his sister Fatima and her husband Sa'ia were listening
to the 20th chapter of the Qur'an when'Umar called at their house. The
story tells that the manuscript was being recited by the slave Khubab.
It is mentioned in this story that 'Umar wanted to see the sahifa they
had been reading which was given to him after he had washed himself.
Consequently he was converted to Islam.
The practice seems to have continued till the reign of Man§ur.
"Early in the reign of Mansur", quotes Abbott, "Khalid al-Barmaki
introduced the daftar in codex form, as against the earlier rolls,
for use in the administrative bureaux." (cf. Papyri, ii, 59-60,n.,
citing Tha'alibi, Lata 'if al-Ka'arif, ed. Ibrahim al-Abyari and
Hasan Kamil as-sayrafi, (Cairo, 1579/1960), p. 20.)
2 -
Papyri, ii, 43: n» The main containers collected at random from
available hadith works are as under: Tabut (chest or box); Tillis
(Palm-leaves basket, port-folio); Jirah (Provision bag, A sword
case); Idbara (Bundle); Jawaliq (A sack, having two corresponding
receptacles, the mouths whereof are closed by means of loops which
are inserted one into another); Hubb, Hibah (Large jar); Haqiba
(Saddle bag); Euzma (Bundle); Khurj (Saddle bag): Kharita (A pouch,
leathered bag),; Pastja (Bundle); Rizma (Bundle), Zibl (Provision bag);
Safat (A casket, chest, sack); Sunduq (Chest, coffer, trunk); Sufn
(Leathern vessel, Shepherd's bag); Sinnara (A bundle of the size of
a spindle); Pimama (Two boards of the book that embrace it between
them); Tibq £A vessel); 'Idl (Bundle, Bag, Sack); Quffa (Palm-ieaves
basket); Qatifa (A villous, wrapping garment); Qimtar (Book-case);
Qawsara (Basket); Kis (Purse); Kidara (Sarthern jarJ7 Kamat (Saddle
cloth); Huqqa (Casket).
^ Nibaya, xvi, 253-258.; Sjra, 224-227.
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From above report it appears that tone of the portions of the
tiur'an in the Prophet's tine which- were written on various sheets of
writin.; material - leather, palm leaves, shoulder blades etc., were
in possession of the converts.
It should not be inferred from the above story that the sahifa
mentioned here indicated a single sheet of writing material, for it is
said that the manuscript contained 20th Chapter which could not possibly
be written on one single sheet. d'he only inference that can be drawn
is that sahifa referred to unbound, loose sheets of writing material
wherein f.ur>anic verses were written.
Now, if the (Jjur'anic manuscripts were not bound in book .form, the
ahadith were more likely to have been kept in loose sheets, technically
known as suhuf, the plural of sahifa. "it was from these authentic,
unarranged loose sheets", says Ibn Taghri Bardi, "that the companions
used to transmit the knowledge i.e. hadith (kanu yax'wun >1- gilm *an
suhuf sahiha ghayr murattaba*)" . ~
We have seen that sahifa, pi. suhuf, in early Islam meant a
collection, of several loose sheets in which Qur'an and hadith were
written down.
This does not exclude the possibility of sahifa being used in its
strict literal sense ->f single sheet of writing; material. To take for
example, the document proclaiming a boycott of the Prophet and his
2
adherents is described in toe sources as sahifa. Looking at the contents
^
Nujux., i, 3b1.; Khulkfa', 131.
Lira, .--JO,; TabI, i, 138.
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of this document, we can guess that a single sheet of writing material
would have been sufficient to write its subject matter. Thus it
appears that the word sahifa denoted a single piece of writing material.
It is evident from another report found in Sira which says that^Umar
wrote a certain verse of the Qur'an^ on a sahifa and sent it to
2
Hisham b. al-'As . Here too, the content - one single verse - seems
to have covered a space of not more than a sheet for which sahifa was
used. Ibn Sa"d also mentions a sahifa which contained just one hadith.^
This sahifa. obviously consisted of a single parchment and not a book.
That sahifa meant a single sheet of writing material is clear
from the following report: One day on lAli's exhortation to write down
traditions, al-Earith al-A'war bought a few sheets (suhuf) of writing
material on which'Ali wrote a number of hadith.^ In this report,
the use of the word suhuf in plural and mention of 'many traditions'
(^ilman kathira) indicate that few loose sheets were bought to record
the sayings related by 'Ali. Hence the meaning of sahifa 'a loose
sheet'.
On account of its inherent meaning as 'a single sheet' of writing
material, 'sahifa was often used for 'letter' which normally covered
the-space of a page or so. To cite a few examples, Hatib's letter
containing secret information about the Prophet's intention to attack Mecca,
^
The verse read* as under: 'And follow the better (guidance) of that
which is revealed unto you from your Lord before the doom ccmeth on




Tab, V, 177. The text of the hadith was the following: 'May he
who introduces new things or harbours an innovator be cursed by
Allah, His angels and all men.
Tab, VI, 116.; Tsdwin Kadith, 423«
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which was despatched secretly through a Ledinite woman to Lieccans and
was .intercepted by £Ali and Zubayr, is described in the sources as
sahifa^. V.'e are told that the letter was hidden in the locks of the
messenger which was discovered after a long search. It shows that the
contents of the information (intelligence) was brief and had covered
the space of not mere than a single sheet which could have been easily-
hidden in the woman's hairs. Hence the appellation ' sahifa'.
Bukhariquotes a hadith in which the word sahifa occurs to "denote
'a letter'. Referring to an ancient story, the Prophet is reported to
have remarked that a man accidentally picked up a log from the sea and
— 2
found therein some money with a sahifa (covering letter) . The
arqpellation of the term to such a document was perhaps on account of
the brevity of its content which could have covered a. space of not more
than a page.
Jahiz quotes a couplet from the poet Abu \".ajza (d. 150 A.H.) with
the remark, "He (the poet) said (these words) with reference to a
sahifa (letter)which had entitled him to receive sixty wasqy (of
dates)"^
The letters, given by eAmr b. Hind to Mutalammis and Tarafa, are
5
also described as sahifa.
■*"
SB, iii, 157 (Maghazi).; Hagh, 407*
SB, ii, 94. (Lucta)
x
A measure for grain, equal to sixty sa ; Camel's load,
nayawan, 1, 9°*
^ Shic r. i, 135-54*; A.gh (Rudoloph), xxi, 194-197* For details of the
story, see Supra, Chapter,HI, p. 132 .
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The tern gahifa also occurs in 'Haaiti. oirtas the report regarding
the Prophet's wish to record something at his death bed. Looking at
these reports one gets the idea that the word sahifa on this occasion
was used in the sense of a single sheet of writing material.
The variant reports, in this connection, mention two alternative
words - gahifa and katf - as used by the Prophet on this occasion.
In most versions, he is reported to have asked for an ink-pot and
a gahifat hat in one report the ink-pot is said to have been demanded
2 v
along with katf (shoulder blade - a commonly used writing material).
This second report comes from Ibn 'Abbas, who also joins the majority
of transmitters giving the first version viz Prophet's demanding an
ink-pot and a sahifa. The substitution of the word sahifa by katf
in the second report, suggests that either alternative word could have
been used by the Prophet. Even if the katf was asked for - though
sanifa has generally been mentioned - it shows that a single writing
material was demanded by the Prophet. This, in turn, proves that the
sahifa, asked for by the Prophet at his death-bed along with an ink-pot,
referred to a single sheet if writing material. Had it not been the
case, Ibn 'Abbas would not have given its alternate term katf in
singular.
One other version of J-bn 'Abbas, saying that the Prophet wished tc
'A
dictate three injunctions , two of which were remembered by Ibn 'Abbas,
also suggests that writing on the sahifa was going to be brief and
required a single sheet of writing material. Hence the word sahifa used
on this occasion most probably meant a single sheet of writing material.
. so, XI, i, 3^"" oh".
2Tab, II, ii, 37.
3
Tab, II, n, 3°'
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We have seen that sahifa in certain contexts referred to a single
sheet of writing material. But this is only one meaning of the term.
The word also applied for more than one sheet. A host of early written
records like official circular letters, contracts,and treaties, which
must in all probability covered a space of at least two or more pages
but not reaching the size of a note-book or book size manuscripts, are
referred to in the sources as sahifas."^ Thus, the treaty of Hudaybiya,
which must have covered the space of two or three sheets, is mentioned
- 2
as sahifa (in singular). Similarly, several tax directives of the
x / c.
Prophet'", pacts , and charters given to neighbouring tribes of Medina ,
which were all likely to have been written on a couple of sheets are
known as sahifa.
The constitution of Medina, one of the most important written
- 6
documents of the Prophet's time, has also been described as sahifa .
The word sahifa used here clearly indicates that like other treatises
and pacts, it also referred to documents covering a space cf a few pages.
Sahifa also referred to a small note book used for temporary
recording of hadith. It seems that these note books were kept by
students for taking down notes from their teachers. From these rough
notes, the students made fair copies afterwards. We find several
reports saying that the pupils recorded traditions of their master on
note books (sahifa) and when this was full,they wrote down on their
1
Sira, i, 542-344, 749.; Hagh, 388:
2








palms ana on their boots. On returning home they transferred all this
written material in proper note books. Sa'ici b. Jubayr, for instance,
relates, "Often when I called on Ibn 'Abbas (to attend his lecture),
I wrote in my note bcok (fi sahifati) until I exhaust it, then I wrote
en my sandal, and when that also had no empty space, I wrote down on
my pale..""'' In another report, Ibn Jubayr says, "I used to write down
from Ion fUmar controversial matters with a view to discuss it with
him (later). But if he had known that I possessed the note book (in
which I had noted down those points), our friendship would have come
i „2to an ena."
It is said that ZuhrLcarried slates (alwah) and note books (suhuf)
— 3
during the lectures of hadith. These writing materials were, perhaps,
used for rough note taking and a fair copy must have been made out of
these notes only on returning home.
The practice of transferring rough drafts to proper books
continued for long. „e are tola, for instance, that Kaysan (d. after
140 A.B.) used to write ahadith on alwah (slates) and later transferred.
4 '
them into daftar - another term used for book. r Again, it is said
that the manuscript of Daracutni»s 'lial al-hadith was first written•' J- • ..... 1 . —......
on ru qac (loose [rough3 papers) and then transferred to a j za3 (loose
[faii'3 papers).-"
VI, 179.; Sahifa, ;5.; 3D, i, 128.
O
_
7ab, VI, 179.; Taoyiu, 44.; B /an, i, 56.
Tdh, , 109•; Durl, "Al-Zuhri, a study on
writing in Islam", JBvAS, XIX, i, (1957),
*, 9?.
nugn, xii, p,—$b\
the beginnings of History
n. 2.
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It appears from foregoing discussion that she .ord sah,ifa has
been aseri in. different senses on different occasions. While sometimes
it referred to a single sheet of v.-citing material, on other occasions
it indicated several such sheets, and not infrequently does it mean a
book size manuscript, the word, therefore, can be translated as
'letter', 'a note book' or 'a book' - depending on the context.
Akin to the term sahifa is m.ushaf, which is often used to indicate
the liur'an.^ Literally, it means a collection of few sheets or
parchments, but it also refers to a booksize manuscript. Thus the hadith
collection of Khalid b. I, la® dan al-Himsi (d. 103/104 A.H.), for instance,
2
is known-as mushaf . Similarly, al-A*raj's collection of hadith works
have been described as masahif the plural of reushaf. Jahiz calls
£
each volume of Kdtab al-Hayawan as mushaf. r
■Abu Sa*id al-Khudri, the main figure of prohibitory traditions,
is also reported to have used this word in the sense of book. On
Abu liadra's and his colleague's request to dictate the traditions for
them, Abu Saeid had said, "we will not dictate them to you and will not
put them in book form (wa la naj®a.lha masahif). The Prophet used to
relate to us and we learnt them by heart. You should also, therefore,
memorise them from us as we used to do from your Prophet."
So long as the (pur'an remained uncompiled, it was known as'kitab 1 -
.a terra used for it in the Qur'an itself, (cf. dux* *an, 2:1; 2:185;
6:19, 10:1; 16:89 et passim). After its compilation, it began to be
called mughaf. Abu Bakr is said to be the first who named it thus,
(cf. Khulafa', 77-)*
2
Tdh, i, 93*5 Lanar, x:10, 754•5 fahrih, iii, 119.
^ faoyiu, 59*
4
IIaye war., i, 389-A. ii, 575-; iii, 539.; iv, 492.
5 " -
Taqyid, 36.; Sayan, i, 64.
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The advocates of the theory of late recording of hadith have
overlooked the fact that the terras sahifa and mushaf were used in
different senses in different contexts. They have translated these
words in one particular sense viz a memorandum or note hook consistently.
On the basis of this interpretation, they reached the conclusion that
no large collection of hadith was made in the beginning.
It is interesting to remark that other similar terms"*" like daftar,
nuskha, diwan, kurrasa, and even kitab which were employed for both
monographs and books, were interpreted by these scholars in the former
sense. In this way, these terms also experienced the same fate as that
of sahifa and mushaf and were likewise interpreted in a diminutive sense.
(b) Tahdith. Tadv/in, Jam' and Riwaya etc.:-
Apart from the misinterpretation of the terms sahifa, daftax1
etc.,the advocates of the theory of late recording of hadith.have
misunderstood the verbs jama * a, rawa, dhakara, dawwana, sannafa, and
their derivatives. This, in turn, has led them to believe that the
transmission of hadith ha3 all along been oral until so late as in the
second century after the hijra. One such scholar, Mingana, has gone so
far as to maintain that the first written record of hadith was made by
2
the compilers of the classical collections in the third century A.H.
This far fetched conclusion seems based on his assumption that the
verbs rawa and haddatha meant only oral transmission. In his own
v/ords, "Neither expression has ever referred to a written document
3
lying before the narrator." In fact, Mingana and his supporters have
"*"
See Infra, Chapter V, dealing with actual written records of hadith.
2
Mingana, An important manuscript of the traditions of Bukhari, p. 21.
3
Mingana, An important manuscript of the traditions of Bukhari. p. 21.
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misunderstood the meaning of these terms aria have thus reached a wrong
C-^TtCxUii 1; . *
V.e have already seen that the nouns sahifa, daftar, nuskha and
other similar basic terms, employed in connection with writing and
preservation of hadith,were used in various senses like 'letter®,
1memorandum' and 'book®. We have also noticed that the protagonists
of the theory of late recording overlooked this meaning of the term
and took it only in the sense of a memorandum or a note book. It is
interesting to note that the story of verbs and their derivatives,
used in connection with recording of hadith, is more or less the same.
The verbs (and consequently their derivatives) which have been commonly
misinterpreted are: tahdith and ikhbar, jam' and riwaya, tadwin and
tasnif, d'nikr and qa'»vl and * an* ana. The protagonists of the theory of
late recording have interpretated these verbs in the sense of oral
transmission. This supposition is only partly true, for the verbs
were also used for written transmission, as can be seen from the
following discussions
(i) Tahdith and its derivatives:-
i . .
One of the various modes of taking up traditions (tahaomul ai-hadith)
is the hearing of oral communication of the teacher, technically
known in the science of Hadith as sima* (listening). In this process,
the teacher,either from his memory or from his book, narrates a
tradition orally and the student listens to it. When the student
subsequently relates to his own pupils the traditions so learnt,he
^
The other ways of taking up traditions are: *Ard (rehearsal or
reading to the teacher); I/jaza (licence to, transmit); hunawala
(handing on the manuscript to transmit without accompanying oral
communication); liukataba (receiving manuscript through correspondence);
Iclam (certification) and ii/jada (finding the manuscript after
the author's death.) cf. Tahdith, 187-188.
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uses the formula hsddathani or haddatl ana (lit. 'he narrated to me1
and 'he narrated to us') respectively. The mention of this term in
this particular form of transmission generally implies that the student
has heard the tradition from his teacher orally even if the teacher
had used a book.
hut this is only one meaning, of the term. The word has been used
in various other senses as well, which imply written transmission.
vVhile discussing the meaning of gahifa we had seen that Ibn Jurayj
(d. I30 A.H») related traditions from Hisham b. 'llrwa's book and used
the tern 'haddathana.We notice that ibn Juravj, in this example,did
not ask Hisham's permission to narrate ahadlth on his authority; he only
confirmed from him if the book contained the traditions related by the
latter. Hisham, on the other hand, instead of giving permission to transmit
2
on his authority simply affirmed that the traditions were his. To thus
^ee cuppn, p.216,
Fasil, 46b. As a general rule, transmission of hadit.h without teacher's
permission is considered inadmissable. But in case cf I'•lam, where
the manuscript is presented to the teacher, who after perusal, returns
it to the student, it is implied that he had given a tacit consent to
report on his authority. This can be seen in the following example.
'Ubayd Allah b. cUmar reports, "We brought a bock to Zuhri containing
his traditions and asked, *0 Abu kakr (i.e. Zuhri) are these your
traditions? Thereupon he took it, looked into it, and returned it,
saying, 'Yes they are my traditions."' * Ubayft AllSh continues,
"Then we took it from him (and related it on his authority) though
he had not read it to us, nor had we asked him for a licence (i.jaza)
to transmit it on his authority. We only obtained his affirmation
that the traditions were his." (cf. JA.SB, XXV, IS56, pp. 328-29,
referring iadi *Iyad, lmEe). The previous report (see supra, p.216;
in which Urn Jurayj is mentioned as narrating Hisham's ahadlth
with the formula haddathana,'also shows that an implied permission
was given to him to transmit the hadith. Several other examples
have been ruoted by Khatib al-Baghdadi to show that haddathana
was not always restricted to oral communication, (cf. hifays, on.




inform the inquirer that a certain "book contained his transmission
without saying, "Report it on my authority" is technically known as
I 'lam, - one of the processes of taking up traditions
(tahamaul al-hadith).
Bearing this definition in mind we can say that the term haddathana
was also used in 14lam form of reporting which stressed written trans¬
mission and does not necessarily imply oral communication.
Another method of taking up traditions is wijada (finding of
manuscript) whereby a hadith is transmitted from a manuscript found
after the author's death. In this form of transmission also the
formula haddathana is used, which cannot be translated as 'he reported
orally'. On the contrary, it referred to written texts. To take an
example, Ishaq b. Rashid (died during the reign of Mansur) once came
to Rayy and started relating Zuhri' s ahadith with the formula 'haddathana'
z-Zuhri (Zuhri related to me). When people get suspicious about his
hearing from Zuhri, they asked, 'Where did you meet Zuhri (and heard
his traditions)'? Ishaq replied, "I have not met Zuhri; I (only)
found a book of his at Jerusalem (from which I am relating)."
We notice that despite the fact that the narrator did not meet
the teacher so as to hear from him, he used the term haddathana to
snow the manner in which he acquired those ahadith. Thus we find
that the term haddathana not only refers to verbal but also to written
transmission of hadith.
^
Tahdith, 188.; Technical terns, ii, 1068.
^
"Origins of writing/..", JASB, XXV, I856, p. 328.
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Haddathani or haddathana was also employed when a student read
back his manuscript - either written from dictation or copied from
an authenticated text - to the teacher, who, in return, permitted him
to transmit the hadith on his authority."'" This is technically known
as 'ard (rehearsal) method which was very common during Zuhri's time.
We find that in this method too, although a student makes use cf a
written text, yet he uses the formula haddathani or haddathana. This
is clearly stated by'Ata b. Abi Rabah, who, while replying to
Ibn Jurayj's question as what formula should he use to read back his
2
traditions, said, "Say 'haddathana 'Ata5'." In the light of this
clear statement of'Ata' (d. 117 A.H.), we can say that the terms
haddathani and haddathana do not necessarily imply oral transmission
of hadith.
We have seen that the term haddathana was employed in sima',
iclam, wijada and; 'ard. methods of taking up traditions where the
transmission is made through a written text. It is interesting to
note here that the term was also used in mukataba method, in which the
traditions are received through correspondence. Under this method,
a tradition of a manuscript received through correspondence is
sometimes transmitted with the formula 'haddathana' although no
meeting had taken place between the teacher and the pupil. The
teacher's permission to transmit the traditions is implied in this
form of transmission. The pupil is not required, therefore, to take
formal permission from the teacher when he subsequently meets his master.
The following dialogue between Shu6 ba and Lansur throws sufficient light
cn tnii 13 3U.0»
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bhu£ ba reports : "Hansur sent to me s. hadith ir. writing. Later,
when I met him, I asked hin to relate the same kadith (with a view to
hear it from him verbally and obtain thereby licence to transmit it
on his authority).- Thereupon he remarked, 'hid I not relate it to
you? Then I sent it to you in writing (through post), it implies that
1 have related it to. you. (idha katsbtu bihi ilayka farad haddathtuka). 1
Raohurmuzi and hakim have quoted many instances where narrators are shown
relating ahadith with the formula haddathani or haddathana, though they
2
did not meet their teachers but had used their books instead.
In the light of foregoing discussion v,e can say that the term
haidathana ioes net necessarily imply oral transmission. Instead, it
was used for both oral and written transmission .of hadith. Thus to
interpret the verb haddatha and its derivative formulas haddathani and
hac.dat.hana in the sense of oral handing; on of tradition, and to claim,
on the bisis of this erroneous interpretation, that none of the tradition
contained in the classical collections had been written down before the
third century A.H. is misleading and fallacious.
The mistake of taking the word in the sense of oral communication
is due to overlooking the historical fact that in earlier days it was
the fashion to refer to authors instead of works. hen the protagonists
of late recording of hadith failed to find the names of books, they
mistakenly thought that the manuscripts were learnt by heart. Hence
the theory that traditions remained unwritten until so late as the
second or third century after the hi.jra.
■*"




. inuscriots, 198.; "Origin of writing...", JAS3, I656, p. 109 • 5
r a. P./ " 1, i, 1:., 2.| *
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(ii) Jam* and. Riwaya;-
.Another category of words that are generally misunderstood- are
such fcasic verbs as ia:uac& (he collected) and rawa (he narrated).
The protagonists of* oral transmission of hadith believe that these
verbs imply only oral transmission, while the fact is that both cf
them have time and again been used for written ahadith as well. 'He
will show be-low that the terms were not restricted to indicate oral
transmission only.
The verb .jama*a, meaning he collected, is loosely accepted as
synonym of hafiza, meaning 'he memorised'"" although this is only an
extension of its primary meaning, namely 'to collect it in a written
collection.' However, if unqualified, the word implied both memorisation
and writing. In order to determine which of these two meanings is
intented one has to depend on the context. For instance, the phrase
",jaraata diwan e.l- eAraV\ used for VLIid II, has been rightly translated
as 'he collected the (written) records of the Arabs - their poetry,
history, genealogy, and dialects', and not as 'he memorised these
records.' This interpretation coula be made possible in view of the
fact that these written records did actually reach the hands of
_ Z
Hammed ar-Rawiya (d. 156 A.H.) and Jannad. It is most likely that
Yv'alid, who patronized poets and scholars, had collected these materials
in writing during his reign. Thus it appears that the verb jama*a
in the above expression meant 'he collected in written form.'




J Papyri, i, 18.; Fihrist, 134•
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The word in this sense has been used in connection with written
collections of hadith scholars as well. Thus, in the phrase
vi i -
'Amwal nan jagiaja 1-musnad' used for Na iai b. Hamrnad, the verb
1 jama*a' has to be translated as 'he collected' and not as 'he memorised'.
It was because of this meaning, perhaps, that early written
collections of traditions were titled as ,iarai< , ma.jmu'', ma.jmufa and
majmiPat. Similarly, the Qur'an was known as Jami' for its scattered
written sheets had been collected together in one volume.
The verb Jaaa*• a should, therefore, be translated as 'he collected'
and not_as 'he memorised'. So, when the term occurs in connection
with a traditionist's contribution to hadith, it should generally be
assumed that a particular traaitionist had collected the traditions in
written form and not that he had memorised them.
Like ' ,j ama 'a', the verb ' rawa' which apparently refers to oral
transmission had often been employed to denote a written channel through
which hadith was transmitted. Waqidi's Kitab al-Maghazi is a well known
book which was published long after the author's death. Vie find
the names of successive scholars who had handed down the entire book
from the author's time till its first editor. This transmission must
have been made either orally or through writing. In order to denote
the channel through which one narrator received the text from his
predecessor, the word rawa (he narrated) is used which apparently implies





kept in memory by every generation and verbally reported to succeeding
scholars. Most probably, the text had been written and was transmitted
by means of reading the script to his students, who in turn, also
wrote it down but* used the expression rawa. The word rawa used in
this process does not,therefore, indicate an oral handing on of
tradition; it rather suggests a written transmission.
Discussing the meaning of this term, Von Kremer says that the
word rawa, in the Isnad of this book, cannot be taken to mean
oral reporting. He further elaborates this point and remarks:
"Ibn at-Tarrah (the editor) seems to have been the first who put in
order the rich store of traditions which Wakidy had deposited in his
book: he arranged them chronologically and formed from them an
uninterrupted recital of ilohammad's Campaigns: this at least we
suppose to be the meaning of the word riwaya"^ used in the Arabic text,
2
which cannot have here the sense of a mere oral narration."
Thus we see that the term rawa, like _jamat_a_, indicates not only
oral but written transmission of hadith.
(iii) Akhbarana.*an and other terms
Akhbarani. akhbarana and 'an are other misleading terms which are
taken to mean oral communication. This interpretation is also only
partly correct since the terms imply both written and oral transmission
of hadith. Though primarily they connote only speech, in the isnad usage
^




they also denote a written channel through which a hadith reaches from
0.. _ one .narrator to. another. • ,j... ■
The first two-terms are in ^ect synonymous of haddathani and
hsddathana respectively, though some scholars have tried to.distinguish
them by saying that the term akhbarana was used in ska' , while
haddathana in fard or oira'at method of transmitting hadith. In other
• ■ .. } - • » ■ •
words, when a teacher read to his student, either from his book or from
memory, the pupil at the time of transmitting to his own student, should
use the formula haddathana♦ On the other hand, when a student read
to his teacher from a manuscript, either copied from teacher's own
book or from his dictation, and the teacher, on his part listened and
approved, the student at the time of transmitting the hadith to his own
pupils should use the formula akhbarana.1 But this difference was not
2
strictly observed. "Both the terms were employed interchangeably, and
the use of haddathsna and akhbarana indicated sam6 as well as £ard
methods. Actually the main intention to use these terms was not so
much to specify the method of transmission as to stress that the
transmission was rather direct.
We have seen that in spite of the fact that the formula haddathana
literally meant an oral transmission, it was used to snow that reporting
was from a written text. Likewise, the term akhbarana implied a
written transmission as well. To take an example, Huntayd at-Tawil
dictated a tradition to his student from his book, fchen the student
transmitted this hadith to his own pupils, he used the usual formula
_ 5
aknbarsna and did not refer to his teacner's book.
■*"
Tahdith, 207-208.; ygsil, 44b, 46b.
2
Tahdith, 207-208..; Kifaya. 458- '45.; Tahdh, ii, 442.
^ : nsiis,!, iii, 245.
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'•"•'he formula csr, (lit. from) is also supposed to indicate that the
tradition was received orally.-. •• But this assertion, too, is only half
true, lie find frequent references in collections of hadith which show
that the narrators reported the hadith from their teachers' books
but euployed the formula 'an (from). The reputed figure who employs
thic practice too frequently - and is sometimes criticised for doing
so - is 'hmr b. Shu*ayb (d. 118 A.K.), who narrates the ahadit'n from
his grandfather's books with the formula
^part from akhbarani, akhbarana and 'an, the fornulae anba*aha
(he informed us), saini'tu (I heard) and hafizta (l remembered) which
apparently imply oral communication, were as well employed for written
transmission.
(iv) Dhakara and bjala;-
hiterally speaking, the verb dhakara (he mentioned) is synonym
of gala (he said.) end both connote oral communication. But the earlier
authors used these terms .for written records and for different connotations.
The formula gala was used when the author referred to his own bock,
2
while dhakara was employed when some one else's work was quoted.
Thus the phrases 'gala Ibn Ishaq' and 'gala Wahb' were used by the authors
themselves to refer to their own bocks,Sira and Kitab at-Ti,ian .
respectively.
The mention of dhakara, on the other hand, showed that the narrator
or the author was referring to the written work of someone else.
1
2
Tahdh, viii, 49, 50, "53.
"P'p »y,r T* 1 "? 1 A k C~\ *\
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But in neither case should the terms be taken to mean strictly
oral transmission. Ibn Ishaq, who had frequently used 'Gala Ibn Ishag'
in his Sira, was not actually benefitted by oral transmission. He
rather resorted to available written sources, found in booksellers'
shops for the material of his famed book."
(v) Tadwin and Tasnif:-
The verbs dawwara (lit, he compiled or collected) and sannafa
(lit. he classified) have also been misinterpreted to mean 'he wrote'.
<■ - - 2
Accordingly, the statement 'aw.val man daw.van al-iim Ibn Shihab a*s-Zuhri'
has been wrongly translated as 'the first who wrote *Tlm (i.e. hadith)
was Ibn Shihab az-Zuhri'. On the basis of this translation the theory
emerged that the writing of hadith began so late as in Zuhri's period
i.e. at the end of the first or the beginning of the second century after
the hi.jra. But truly speaking the terra dawwana is used to denote 'the
collection and compilation of already written texts' and not 'the writing
for the first time'. The above statement should, therefore, be translated
as 'the first who compiled the (written) collections of hadith was
Ibn Shihab as-Zuhri1.
We know that the reputation of Zuhri rests on his extensive use
of written collections of hadith and of his giving a systematic treatment
to this discipline. His age - the age of manuscripts - brought to
picture a large number of hadith collections which were assimilated
in major compilations of hadith. No doubt, Zuhri and his contemporaries
received some ahadith orally as well, but they were mainly benefitted
by existing written collections of hadith. Hence Zuhri's reputation as




Bayan, i, 73♦»"Tahdlth, 46.; Safwat, ii, 73-
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The verb dawwana to indicate 'the compilation' rather than 'writing'
was employed in connection with other illustrious traditionists as
well. It is said, for instance, that Malik..and Ion Abi Dhi'b made
compilations (dawwana) of hadith in Medina, Ibn Jurayj and IbncUyayna
at Mecca, Ath-Thawri at Kufa and Rabi'b. Subayh at Basra.x It seems
that the scholars mentioned above had prepared their collections of
hadith from already written sources and established their reputation
as authorities on hadith in their respective cities.
In a statement found in al-Fihrist, the verb dawwana seems to mean
'writing for the first time', but another report dealing- with similar
matter disallows this interpretation. We take up both statements to
illustrate the meaning of this term. Mu'awiya, who was highly impressed
by'Ubayd b. Sharya fs knowledge about Arabs and their history, once
asked the latter regarding Arab and non-Arab kings and also regarding
certain historical anecdotes. When'Ubayd apprised.Mu'awiya of these
information, the latter ordered that they he taken down and ascribed to
'Ubayd b. Sharya. (fa amara Mu'awi.ya an yudawwan v/a yunsab ila'Ubayd b. Sharya).
The word yudawwan in this report seems to mean 'writing for the
first time'. But in another report, describing the same incident,
where the verb dawwana again occurs, the term means 'the recording of
already written text i.e. compilation'. According to this report,
Mu'awiya asked his secretaries to take these information down (yuwaqqi4 hu)
3






Papyri, i, 10. .
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this report the verb daw'/-'ana is preceded by wagqa* a which suggests
that while the latter denoted the making of first draft, the former
refers to making a fair copy and to collect in a book.
Thus it appears'that the verb dawwana does not refer to writing
for the first time; instead, it refers to collecting of already written
materials.
Literally speaking, tadwin denotes the comprehension (tacyid) of
dishevelled, loose'written sheets into one volume so as to save it from
being lost."'" The author of Taj al- *Arus defines the word dawwana as
2
•he collected' , while its derivative diwan has been interpreted by
Fayruzabail as 'collection of loose sheets' (ad-diwan mujtamagas-suhuf).'
On the basis of this definition of the verbal form tadwin, it
cannot be taken to mean as merely'writing'. It denotes, on the other
hand, the compilation and collection of existing written text.
As regards the verb tasnif, it is even wider in meaning than that
of tadwin. It implies the 'classification' of already collected records
into various sections. Literally speaking, the expression sannafahu
indicates 'he categorised it into various kinds and distinguished some
of it from some other. (.ja^alahu agnafan wa mavyaza ba' daha "an ba^d)'^






Taj, vi, 168. The Prophet is also reported to have used the term in
in its literal sense of 'assortment'. Asking Jabir b. 'Abd Allah to
make different 'assorted collections' of dates, he says, " sarin If
tamrak." Jcf. SjB, ii, B'J {istiqrod wa ada kl-duyun.); Irshad, iv,227»J
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various sections and different chapters.
Used in connection with hadith collection, it refers to
classification of h'adith material according to contents. Thus a hadith
work arranged according to subject matter is known as musannaf
(arranged), in contrast to musnad collections in which the traditions
are collected under the name of transmitters,irrespective of the
subject natter of hadith. It was due to this definition of the term
musannaf that all canonical hadith collections - which are arranged
according to subject - are enumerated as musannafat, the plural of
musannaf.
In major biographical dictionaries, we often come across the
2
expressions 'av/wal man sannafa Jl-musnad' and 'mimman jama'a via sannafa1.
The verb sannafa used in these expressions does not imply merely writing;
instead it means 's, systematic collection according to subject matter.'
x
For example, the expressions 'awwal man sannafa '1-musnad bi ;l-kufa!"
and 'awwal man sannafa '1-musnad bi 'l-Basra'^, used for Yahya b. *Abd al-Haaid
i■ . i i — ■■» ' ■ ' • - ■ i ' ■ ■ ■■ • ■ ■» * » ,
(d. 228 A.H.) and Musaddad (d. 228 A.H.) respectively, do not obviously
imply that these scholars were the first who wrote ahadith in their
respective cities. Neither does the verb sannafa used here indicate
that they collected ahadith in volumes,for which the expression dawwana
was normally used. Instead, it means that they were the first in their









(vi) Statements of and about traditionists;-
Apart, from misuse and misinterpretation of both nominal and
verbal terms discussed above, certain phrases and statements have also
been misunderstood and misrepresented, giving an impression that the
writing of hadith was disapproved by early traditionists and its
recording could take place only after lapse of a considerable time.
Since these phrases and statements can be interpreted both in favour
and against writing hadith, it is unjustifiable to use them only in
the latter sense. Truly speaking, they seem to convey a sense more in
favour than against writing of hadith, as can be clearly seen from the
following few examples:
The phrase ma ra'aytu fi yadihi kitaban cattu (l never saw a
book in his hand), used about many eminent traditionists,"'" is
generally token to mean that the traditionists for whom these
2
epithets have been applied were against writing hadith.
But looking at the literary contribution^)! these scholars,
and finding mention of their large collections of hadith
one arrives at the conclusion that the phrase did not refer
to opposition to written traditions. As a matter of fact,
the phrase was used to show the extraordinary power of
memorisation of the traditionists concerned. It indicated
that the traditionist concerned used to dictate or read out
the traditions to his putfpils without consulting a hook.
Among the notable traditionists, for whom this phrase has been used
are the following: Isma'il b. 'Ayyash (cf. Bagh, vi, 224),
Sulayman b. Earb (cf. Bagh, viii, fO-'Jl.), Hammad b. Zayd (cf. Bagh,
xiii, 475-476.),_3ufyan b.'Uyayna (cf. Bagh, xiii, 475-476.),
Sufyan ath-Thawri (cf. Bagh, xiii, 475-476.), Slrnfba b. al-Hajjaj
(cf. Bagh, xiii, 475-476.), 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Lahdi (cf. Bagh, xiv, 140*)
Yazid b. Liarun (cf. Bagh, xiv, 338-344*), and Ibn'Ulayya (cf. Tdh,
i, 296.)
2
D . . .Papyri, 11, ol. ..
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Technically specking, they employed only memory ir. siz£.c method
trans: .itting hadith.
The phrase may also indicate that the said traditionist was eloner
illiterate or blind, who could not possibly make use of books"'', and so
was not seen with a book in his hand.
Another misleading phrase in this connection is i.a yuktib hadithahu'
or La yuktab hadithuhu' which allows two interpretations on the basis of
vowelling. In the first reading, it means 'he did not dictate his
traditions' whereas the second reading would mean 'his hadith was not
to be written down'. The protagonists of hadith opponents take the
phrase in the first sense and claim that a particular traditionist aid
not dictate ahadith out of his prejudice against writing. But the
existence of written collections ascribed to hin makes this interpretat¬
ion unacceptable. .We are forced, therefore, to interpret the phrase in
its second ssr.se, which has nothing: to do ith writing as such, as is
clear from the following.
The phrases '.yuktab hadithuhu1 (his hadith is written down) and
'la .yuktab hadithuhu.'(his hadith is not written down) connoted respectively
the reliability arid non-reliability of a particular traditionist and
were net used in their pure literal sense. To take for instance, the
_ 2
statements 'kana bacid b. Jubayr .yuktab 'anhu ancl'kana yuktab vayus>al




•id, 105, n.$ Tahdh, 52?.
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reliable authorities, and traditions related by them can be taken as
genuine and may be transmitted. Accordingly, the phrase 'hujjatun,
yaktab hadithuhu' (he is authoritative, his hadith is to be fmay bel
written down) was used for reliable authorities on hadith,while the
— -1
formula 'vuktab hadithuhu v/a la yuhta.j bihi'Xhis hadith may be written
down (for reference and comparison) but should not be adduced as
proof) referred to comparatively less reliable authorities. Similarly,
the unreliable authorities on hadith were described as' la yukta'b
_
__ 2
hadithuhu ' (his hadith is not to be written down). This epithet
recommends outright rejection of a traditionist•s hadith.
In view of the above technical sense in which the term vuktab
was used, it can be easily seen that it has nothing to do with writing
as such. The expression'la yuktab hadithuhu'cannot, therefore, be
taken to mean an opposition to writing.
We also come across few statements made by traditionists which have
been wrongly interpreted to mean an aversion to writing though the
statements can be interpreted both in favour and against recording of
traditions. The best example which can be cited in this connection
is the statement of <Amir ash-Sha'bi. In one of the statements he
said, "I neither wrote with black on white nor did I ask any man to
3
repeat a hadith twice to me." This statement has been taken to
mean an aversion towards writing and so Sha' bi was declared an opponent
^
As in the case of Baqiyya b. al-Walid and Yuntts b. Bukayr. (cf. Jarh,
ii, 127-28, 154, 227.; Kifaya, 212.)
2 -
As in the case of Rishdin b. Sacd (cf. Jarfo (intr.), 522.; Jarh.
i, 513) and Abu'1-Bakhtari (cf. Lisan al-Mizan, vi, 232—233•) Also
see Jarh, iii, 242-245» Kifaya, 190,204.; Mizan, i,174> no. fOo.;
and Bagh, xiv, 330.
^ Tab, VI,174.; Bdyan,i,67.; Bagh,xii.229.: 'lira.4a.; Fasil, 56b.
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of recording hadith.But if we look at the statement closely we cone
to the conclusion, that the statement does not deal with the question of
recording of hadith; it merely shows the powerful retentive memory of
Shafbi who, according to statement, could learn a hadith by heart in
only one hearing. It is wrong, therefore, to Interpret the statement
in the sense of Sha'bi's dislike of recording hadith.
The wrong conclusion was, perhaps, arrived at by taking only the
first half of his statement, namely 'I never v/rote with black on white'.
Had the statement been taken in full, such an interpretation would not
have been given.
That Shaebi was not against writing hadith is evident fronu.another
statement of his in which he asked his students to write everything
that they heard from him.not only on writing materials they had, but
even on the wall (to be transferred, of course, in permanent records
later) if nothing to write on was readily available. Few more
statements of Sha£bi which testify his favourable attitude towards
v/riting are: 'the book is the register of knowledge'^ and 'the best
traditionist is the daftar (book)1'^
We can conclude, therefore, that Sha£bi's statement'ma katabtu
sawaa'fi bayda ' qattu' (I never wrote with black on white) does not
prove his dislike of writing. On the contrary, he encouraged written
transmission of hadith as is evident from his other statements.
Taayid, 48» n.; As-Sunna, 323•
2 _
Tab, VI, 174•> Taoyid, 100.; Fasil, 36a.
^
Sayan, i, 75.; Tatyyid, 99-; Ffsil, 356-
^
Papyri, ii, 228.; Mst, ii, 199/185•
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To sum up, the misinterpretation and misrepresentation of certain
nominal and verbal terms like sahifa, mushaf, haddatha and Jamafa,
and of certain statements as that of Shacbi, are some of the factors
responsible for giving birth to the theory of late recording of hadith.
(iv) Biased view about ^ahiliyffa-period and Umayyad dynasty;-
Another factor responsible for the emergence of the theory of
late recording of hadith is the prevalent biased view of later scholars
regarding both pre-Islamic and Umayyad period. Despite the presence
of religious and non-religious literature referred to earlier"'", and
despite proof of employment of writing in pre-Islamic Arabia, this
period is painted in very dark colours and it is believed that the age
preceding the advent of Islam "was devoid of any literary and cultural
achievements whatsoever. Even Ibn Khaldun could not refrain from
exaggerating the primitiveness of pre-Islamic Arabs. This was all
done to extol the merit of Islam which had brought a great change in
the life of bedouin Arabs. Objectively speaking, to deprive the bedouin
race of its achievements, however small it might be, is to deny the fact
of history. The Arabs' qualities of muriPa (manly qualities) and
generosity, their unrivalled photographic memory and their classic
poetry and ay,yam, themselves bespeak the moral, cultural and literary
achievements of pre-Islamic Arabia. How, then,can we deny these
historical facts and consider pre-Islamic Arabs an illiterate ,
uncultured and inhuman race. We know fairly well that the Prophet
himself retained a number of pre-Islamic practices even after the
2
advent of Islam. Does it not itself suggest the presence of at least
'some culture* among bedouin Arabs?
"*"
See supra, Chapter III,pp. 155-152.
2
Asnam, 19,20,48.4 Kuhabbar, 256,509,310,511,519,521,522,529.
The advocates of the theory of late recording of hadith ignore
these fapts and present, the■pre-Islamic Arabs as 'illiterate' race.
Forgetful of the prevailing literacy of Arabia, they believe that no
written literature - existed before Islam. They further claim that there
were only seventeen literates on the eve of Islam. On the basis of
this hypothesis they assert that the recording of hadith was not
possible at least for a few generations following Muhammad's death.
Thus we see that they base their theory on their erroneous belief that
pre-Islamic Arabs were absolutely illiterate - a claim which we have
already refuted in the proceeding chapter.
The advocates of this theory not only belittle the achievements
of pre-Islamic Arabs; they also deny the literary and cultural
achievements of Umayyad dynasty. In order to show the superiority
of Abbasids over Umayyads, the historians, writing under the shadow
of the former, completely ignore the intellectual achievements of the
Umayyads. Despite the fact that Umayyads took keen interest in the
field of traditions and undertook the task of writing, collecting and
editing of ahadith, it is claimed that the writing of traditions took
place only during Abbasid regime. According to this theory, the
traditions had to wait for more than one hundred years before they
X
could be collected into books. The protagonists of this theory believe
that throughout the period of one whole century, the traditions were
transmitted orally. This claim, though unfounded, was apparently
made to extol the merits of Abbasids who are supposed to be the saviours
and custodians of religious literature. While describing the admirable
achievements of the period from Mansur to al-Mamun, the biased
historians give very little reference to the cultural foundation laid
by Umayyads. The contribution of Umayyad caliphs who took personal
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interest in furtherance of religious literature,especially the tradition,
were totally ignored. Similarly, the great achievements of scholars
who lived in this period of Islamic history were not acknowledged.
As a matter of fact the anti-Umayyad historians and scholars were
reluctant to acknowledge even obvious achievements of Umayyads and
to give credit due to them. Jahiz, for instance, remarks ; "The
Umayyads had not one who excelled in Jurisprudence, Tradition and
Qur'anic commentary and interpretation.""'' This biased statement of
Jahiz is only a reflection of the anti-Umayyad tendency of his time.
Nevertheless, this pro-Abbasid scholar could not help recognising -
though indirectly - the contribution of cUmar b. dAbd al- £Aziz in the
• 2
field of hadith in an oblique passage. But as a rule, the Umayyads'
achievements have been completely ignored by anti-Umayyad and pro-
Abbasid historians and scholars.
Confining ourselves with the question of recording of hadith,
we find that anti-Umayyad propaganda made some scholars believe that
the transmission of hadith throughout Umayyad dynasty remained oral,
and the task of writing was first undertaken in Abbasid times. This
theory was easily developed by adducing supporting arguments from
available literature which was the product of Abbasid period.
Unfortunately, all Umayyad literature was either perished or remained
obscure and could not, therefore, be produced to counteract the Abbasid
claim. The modern researches have, however, enabled us to look at this
issue more objectively. Now v/e can say with more certainty, thanks to






started long before Abbasids came into power, even prior to Umayyad
dynasty, in the time of the Companions.
To sum up, it 'can be safely said that just as the achievements of the
Jahiliyya period was ignored in order to extol the merits of Islamic
religion, in the same manner were the contributions of Umayyads belittled
to prove the superiority of Abbasids over the Umayyads. With this view
in mind, the theory was evolved that the transmission of hadith re¬
mained oral for almost over a century, until with Abbasids' coming into
power, they were committed to writing.
Thus we see that the theory of late recording of hadith was partly
based on the biased view of Abbasid scholars and historians.
2. Writing of hadith in early Islam;-
.Having seen the falsity of assumption that traditions began to
be recorded only after a century, let us revert to the Prophet's and
companions' age and see what arrangement, if any, was made to preserve
the traditions in black and white.
The basic question in connection with writing of hadith can be
asked: "Was there any necessity of doing so at all?" The answer to
this question would look simple to a modern mind who shall reply: "If
sunna of the Prophet were to be preserved, hadith must have been written
down." But this answer takes for granted the superiority of writing
over other forms of preserving information. No doubt several religious
and profane literature of pre-Islamic and early Islamic era were written
in black and white; it is a well known fact that memory and not writing
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was the main source of preserving knowledge in those days.
Furthermore, the non-availability of paper and lack of other
writing materials had made the task of writing cumbersome. Under
these circumstances, it would be wrong to hold that for preservation of
sunna writing was inevitable. Undoubtedly, the writing was frequently
used for recording of hadith but it was not the sole method of
preserving the sunna. Most often the memory, after the fashion of the
day, was employed for this purpose. In fact, memory and writing both
were used for recording the sayings of the Prophet. It was quite in
accord with the pre-Islamic tradition of preserving poetry, genealogy
and battle deeds orally and recording wise sayings and few religious
teachings in ma,jalia and sahifa.
The early Muslims employed both the methods to preserve the sayings
and actions of Muhammad, although after Islam, the writing,and not
memory,was emphasised. We find that the Qur'an not only refers
(indirectly) to writing by providing a complete list of writing material;
it encourages the recording of almost all important transactions in
black and white. The Prophet, on his part, encouraged the writing to
such an extent that not only the complete Qur'an was written down but all
treaties, contracts and official correspondance was committed to writing.
The question, then, arises as to what extent was the writing employed
to preserve the Prophet's hadith. It is commonly believed that the
bulk of hadith material was learnt by heart. This traditional view
disregards the services of early writers of hadith. Viewed objectively,
it can be seen that writing was employed, right from the Prophet's time
onwards, to record"the traditions. Although no formal arrangement was
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made to write down the Prophet's hadith, sporadic recording did take
place in various forms, which v;e detail hereunder:
(i) Writing to memorise:- The Arabs who were well-known for their
retentive memory sometimes used writing as an aid to memory. The new
Prophet, who had introduced to them a systematic code of life, was
looked Yo with great respect and.his words and deeds were too meaning¬
ful to early Arabs. It was natural, therefore, that the teachings of
new religion and the sayings of its Prophet be preserved. Over and
above all, the Prophet's specific order to communicate and transmit
his teachings to those who were unable to contact him"'", had given
further impetus to remember his words and actions. To carry out his
order, they employed whatever means they had to popularise his teach¬
ings. Those who knew the art of writing wrote them in black and white;
the others relied solely on their memory and related the memorised
traditions to their colleagues. There were others, who wrote the
traditions in order to memorise them; after memorising the written
records were destroyed. This fact shows that the traditions used to be
preserved in black and white, though some of the written records were
later destroyed.
(ii) Juristic and religious motive:- The traditions were also recorded
because they contained some religious formulae. Being too enthusiastic
about the new religion, the companions must have been keen to learn
every formula that was to be recited in prayers. Generally it was done
orally, bur for the sake of accuracy and because of their lengthycertain
formulas were written down before they could be memorised. The formula
2
of tashahhud is one such example. The Prophet himself dictated some
^




tenets of Islam and handed them over to the delegates who called on
him from distant places.^" On the. occasion of the conquest of Mecca,
Abu Shah was given a written copy of the&opihet' s sermon because
2
it contained many legal provisions. Furthermore, the laws regarding
alms and blood money were sent in writing to various governors during
the Prophet's lifetime.''
Sufyan al-Thawri points to this religious and juristic motive
when he says that one of the reasons why he wrote ahadith was to make
- 4
it a dir. , i.e. in order to preserve a record of religious laws. It
seems that the primary motive behind the collection of hadith was
always juristic. Jeffery says, "The corpus Traditions, recording
the sayings and doings of the Prophet was compiled in the first instance
5
... in the interests of jurisprudence." Gibb also believes that 'the
first written collection of traditions were..made for legal purposes.'^
(iii) To know the life history of the Prophet;- Some of the new
converts, impressed by the dynamic personality of the Prophet, were
keenly interested to know and even to record the details of Muhammad's
everyday life. They watched him for this purpose in the home, in the
market-place, in the mosque and. in the battlefields and wrote down
numerous details about his life. In the words of Gibb, "the characteristic
religious activity... of the first century was the collection and
7
transmission of details about the life and action of Mohammad."
1
Tab, I, ii, 15-38.
2










This written record about the Prophet's every day life, later formed
the subject matter of the hadith.
Although the complete works on the Prophet's biography appeared
quite, late, yet these works were, in all probability, based on some
written collections, dealing with the life-history of the Prophet.
-he works on the biography of the Prophet had started appearing from
the time of the Companions. %rwa (d.93« A.H.), in his biography of
the Prophet, names the authorities from whom he had obtained information-
It is possible that he had received some information in writing, for
monographs and pamphlets on single topics of Sira are reported to have
been written before him. We find, for instance, references of the
'Memorandum of the Servants of the Prophetand 'a book on the
2
ambassadors of the Prophet to rulers and chieftains'. Prof. Watt
has rightly remarked : "While the ordering of this (maghazi) material
must have been the v/ork of scholars, the preservation of it until the
scholars collected it must have been the work of the Muslims in general
3
or at least of some Muslims."
(iv) Incidental quotation in correspondence:- Sometimes the traditions
were quoted in private letters. This was done either in reply to
questions about the Prophet's decisions in a given problem or in
compliance of a request to send the Prophet's hadith. Some traditions
were quoted just incidentally as well. Her* are a few examples to
illustrate these cases.
(i) Mufawiya wrote to Mughira asking for few ahadith. The latter
1
Tab, I, ii, 179-180.
2
Annates, i, 1560.
^ Watt, "The materials used by Ibn Ishaq", Historians of the Middle East,27.
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complied with his request by sending the traditions by post."
(ii) Ibn "Abbas wrote to Abu Musa al-Ash4ari enquiring about a certain
2
hadith. The latter sent the same by return post.
(iii)lbn Abi Mulayka (a. 117 A.H.) asked Ibn cAbbas to send him some
ahadith which were unknown to him. The latter complied with his
_ •
request by sending the traditions in a letter.'' In another
report, Ibn "Abbas sent one particular hadith required by the same
Ibn Abi Mulayka. The hadith was the following: 'It is the defendant
who should be sworn in legal disputes.
(iv) Abu Bakra sent the following hadith to his son; "The Messenger of
God has declared that no arbitrator should decide a case between
5the litigants while he is in a state of anger. "
Sometimes the queries used to come to the companions regarding the
authenticity of a particular tradition. These ahadith were naturally
quoted in black and white in the letters. To take an example Ziyad
b. Abi Sufyan wrote to "A'isha to confirm whether a certain hadith
(quoted in the letter) was correctly reported by Ibn 'Abbas. "A'isha,
informing the questioner that Ibn "Abbas had misquoted the Prophet,
sent the correct version of the tradition.^
Very often the Prophet's behaviour in different walks of life
were reported in these letters. For instance, a letter was despatched
^
SEi, iv, 423 (l tisam).
^
Musnad (T), ii, 71*
^ Ste, i, (Intr.), 7-
^
SAD, iii, 423 (andiya), hadith no. 3619*
^ SB, iv, 383 (Ahkam).; Jami' , vi, 77-78 (Ahkam).; SAD, iii, 411
(Aqdiya), hadith no. 3589•
6
SB, i, 427 (Ha.j.j).
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to Salim Abu an-Nadr, the freed, slave and scribe of 'Unar b. 'Abd Allah,
containing the Prophet's directions.,given to muslims in previous
battles against the enemies. The letter was sent by'Abd Allah b. Abi Awfa
to boost the morale' of Salim who had gone to fight against the Karurites."''
In addition to the letters referred to above, the following is a list,
made at random from available early sources, of some of the senders
and recipients of letters containing the Prophet's traditions.
Name of the sender Name of the recipient
_ _2
1. 'Abd Allah b. Hurmuz (d. 100 A.H.) Tamim al-Jayshani
2. 'Abd Allah b.'Umar (d. 74 A.H.) 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Marwan^
3. 'Abd Allah b. Zubayr (d. 73 A.H.) 'Abd Allah b.'utba b. Mas'ud^
_
_ C
4. Abu iiusa al-Ash'ari (d. 42/51 A.H.) 'Abd Allah b. Kas'ud
5. Abu'uthman an-Kahdi (a. 95 A.H.) Sulayman at-Taymi^
6. 'Ata' b. Abi Habah (d. 117 A.H.) Yasid b. Abi Kabib^
Q
7. Dahhak b. (Jays b. Khalid (d. 65 A.H.) (Jays b. al-Haytham
8. Ibrahim an-Nakha'i (d. 96 A.H.) Qatada and others^
9. Jarir b. 'Abd Allah al-Bajali (d. 151A.H.) Ilu'awiya"^
10. Khalid b. Abi 'imran (d. 125 A.H.) Yahya b. Sa'id ^
11. Nafi', the freed slave of
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husnad, iv, 396, 414*
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SB, iv, 115-116 (Adab).
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S3,ii, 43 (Buyu')♦; iii, 24O (Tafsir al-Qur'an)
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Name of the sender
12. Nu'man b. Bashir (d. 64 A.M.)
15. Qatada (d. 117 A.E.)
14. Salman al-Farisi (d. 52/36 A.H.)
15. 'Umar "b. 'AM Allah b. al Arqam
16. 4Umar b. al-Khattab (d. 23 A.H.)
17. Zayd b. Arqam (d. 66 A.H.)
18. Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.)
19. Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.)
(v) Recording for "private use: stray ahadith:-
In view of the importance of the Prophet's words and deeds, some
companions wished to have his sayings or sermons recorded in written
form. Abu Shah, as we have seen, had requested the Prophet to have a
written copy of his.sermon. Furthermore, according to wont of Arabs to
record the proverbs, and pithy sayings, some people had recorded one or
two such ahadith, which appealed to them. One such example has been
provided by Ibn Sa'd who reports: "Habib b. Abi Thabit (d. 11.9 A.H.)
said, 'I possess no written material on earth except a solitary hadith
9
which is preserved in my wooden case.'" Similarly, when Anas
heard 'itban narrating a hadith and it appealed to him, he wrote it






I'izan, iv, 546, ho. 10375'
^
SB, iii, 62-63 (Maghazi), 478 (Talaq).




SB, i, 227-228 (Jumta).
®
SB, i, 218 (Adhan).
9 Tab, VI, 223.
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(vi) Prophet's own written material;- Some ahadith were indirectly
preserved in official correspondance of the Prophet. Among these may
be mentioned the contracts, treaties, pacts, circulars to governors of
provinces, letter tb chieftains and other rulers, and letters containing
specific laws regarding alms, rites and rituals.
(vii) Incidental recording by hadith studentss~ It is important to
note that during the Prophet's time, the religious education,imparted
to new converts.included both the Qur'an and hadith. Although no
school buildings were available in the beginning, the sessions ware
held in the mosques and private houses. Sources mention many seminars
and lectures (majalis), and various select audience and circles
(halaqat) where religious education known as 'ilm was given. cIlni,
which, in those days, referred to every branch of religious education,
namely the ...nr'an, hadith, fiqh and tafsir, necessarily implied the
hadith too, with which we are concerned at the moment. Thus we can say
that hadith was not only an informal matter among the companions and
successors but was also taken seriously, and special sessions were
held to teach it to at least some students. During these sessions
(halacia, pi. halaqat), it is highly probable that ahadith were recorded
in black and white. An inference to this effect can be drawn from the
story told to us by abd Allah b. *Amr b. al-As"*". This story can be
attested by another similar report which says that Wathila b. al-Asqa1
(d. 83 A.H.), a companion, used to dictate ahadith to his students
2
at this early period.
See supra, pp. 214-215.
Imla* ,13.; L'.izan^ iv, 145 • no._8658.; Taqyid, 99> n., citing
Ibn Iiuflih*3 Al-Adab ash-Shar'iyya, ii, 125•
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Furthermore, we find reference of the hadith sessions of the
companions like Ubayy b. Ka' b (d. 22 A.H.)~,'Abd Allah b. Kas'ud
p 'Z
(d. 52 A.H.) ,'Ubada b. as-Saiait (d. 54 A.H.) , cImran b. Husayn
(d. 52 A.H.)4, Abu Hurayra (d. 59 A.H.)-', 'Abd Allah b. <Amr b. al-As
f 7
(d. 65 A.H.) , 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas (d. 68 A.H.) and Jabir b. tlbd Allah
8 —
(d. 78 A.H.) , who were regularly imparting the knowledge of hadith
to their students.
Coming to the period of successors, we find mention of hadith
sessions of Sa'id b. al-Kusayyib (d. 93/94 A.H.)-', Mujahid b. Jabr
(d. 102/105 A.H.)10, Kakhul ad-Dimashql (d. 112 A.H.)11 'Ata'b. Abi Rabah
(d. 114 AjH.)1"', and Kafi' , the freed slave of Ibn'Umar (d. 117/119 A.E.)1^
These hadith sessions and seminars had their precedent in the
practice of the Prophet himself who used to teach the companions, sitting
14




Tab, III, ii, 61.
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Tab, III, i, 110.; Ill, ii, 61.
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Taratib, i, 48.; Papyri, ii, 14.
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Tab, IV, ii, 29.
^ Nubala*, ii, 455-454, 456, 44O-44I.
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19 Kifaya, 395•; tola', 13-
14 SB, i, 27-28 ( 'lira). "
15 ?B, i, 38 (vIlm}»
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The fact that the companions and successors who used to hold
special sessions are considered as authorities on hadith makes us
believe that either they themselves had possessed written traditions
to relate to their students, or if they used to narrate or dictate
through memory, their students must have written them down. The
mention of sahifa and books in their names and in the names of their
students provide further proof that a large number of ahadith were
written down during these sessions.
(viii) Deliberate■recording for posterity; large collecticns:-
Apart from informal recordings mentioned above, ahadith seem to
have been collected deliberately as well. The companions like -
'Abd Allah b. <Amr b. Al-As, *Abd Allah b. 'Abbas and .Anas b. Malik wrote
traditions, perhaps from academic points of view. To this list of
serious hadith collectors may be added the names of 'Airtr b. Hazm al-Ansari
(d. 51/55 A.H.), Abu 'l-Yasar Ka'b b.'Amr (d. 55 A.H.), Masruq b. al-Ajda'
(d. 63 A.H.) and'Amr b. Maymun al-Awdi (d. 74 A.E.), all of whom seem to
have collected the traditions in scholarly interest. These traditions
are reported to have been collected in sahifa, daftar, ma.jalla, sikak
and nuskha etc. Although we do not know the exact size of these collections,
yet it is highly probable that some of them were large enough to be called
volumes and books.
3. Conclusion:
We have seen in the preceeding paragraphs that the preservation of
traditions was not dependent on memory alone. They were, on the contrary,
recorded in black and white, to be later assimilated into corpus of
traditions. Although no formal arrangement was made to record the traditions,
the companions, influenced by the dynamic personality of the Prophet and
•a •
recognising the importance of the Prophet's sunna - stressed in the Qur'an
and by the Prophet himself - preserved on their own initiative, a complete




1.- Introductory - .Receptacles of hadith;-
It is generally believed that the traditions remained in peoples'
memory for a period of at least one hundred years after the death of
the Prophet and that it began to be recorded only after the lapse of
a century. As to the exact year in which the task was undertaken
opinions differ. According to one report "the writing did not take
place until after the death of I In al-Musayyib (d J05 A,H.)and pious
successors."^ Then it is said, "The first person to put into writing
_ 2
and compile hadith was Ibn Shihab az Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.)." In the
3
words of Dhahabi "The traditions were compiled in 132 A.H.." Again,
it is said that those who wrote books belong to the period after
120 A.H. In Ibn Hajar's opinion "the traditions of the Prophet were
not compiled and arranged in books until the time of the companions
5
and older successors." Jahiz, in his Rasa'id, comments that if the
generation that collected the Qur'an in book-form had made a written
collection of the Prophet's traditions, no one in his (jahiz's) time
would have been able to question their authenticity.^ Similarly, a
recent Indian authror, Hasan Siddiq Khan says that the companions
and the successors were not in need of compiling 'ilm ash-Shara,'i wa
7 -




Bayan, i, 73> 76.; Safv/at, ii, Tahdith, 46.; Khitat, ii, 333.
5 Nu.jum, i, 351;
^ Qut, i, 159; Khulafa' , 26l.; Nu.jum, i, 351*5 Zunun. i, 26.
^ Fath (intr.), i, 17; Fath, i, 218.
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remarked., "The companions and the successors wrote no ahadith save
that of Kitab as-sadaca and few- more treatises which can be traced
only after research.""'' Finally, a contemporary scholar, Abu Rayya
says, "The task of- the compilation of sunan commenced for the first
2
time between the years 120-150 A.H."
The Western Scholars hold the same views and trace the earliest
recording of hadith to the beginning of the second century A.H. While
Wensinck says that the large mass of materials contained in the
canonical collections...covers a period reaching no farther than the
3
beginning of the second century., Bernard Lewis remarks, "The
collection and recording of Hadith did not take place until several
generations after the death of the Prophet."^ Whereas Lewis only
impliedly refers to the period after 120 A.H. in the above statement,
Guillaume is definite in his research when he says, "The compilation
of the canonical collection dates from the time when the Abbasids were
firmly in the saddle"'' i.e., after 132 A.H.
Another scholar, Petersen, in his recent work " cAli and Mui,awiya",
says that 'the transmission (of haditin) is, to all appearances, set
r
down in writing as early as in the late Umayyad age.' As regards
the independent books, he remarks that they belong to the early Abbasid
period. Although he mentioned among those books only historical works,





^ Arabs in History, 36.
5
Traditions, 37*
^ tfAli and Iviutawi.ya, 178.
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compiled. He says, "Not much later.. ..records, Kutub (sing. Kita'o),
which deal monographically with ^khbar, make their appearance."1
He adds, "The title indexes in the bibliographical literature - Akhbar
Siffin, Kitab an-Naharwan. Kitab al-Karbala, etc., afford circumstantial
evidence that the written monograph or pamphlet was the normal mode of
9
expression from the middle of the 8th century..."
But contrary to these views we find reports indicating that the
traditions used to be recorded right from the time of the Prophet. While
Kargoliouth only guesses that 'some of his (prophet's) correspondance
3
might have been dictated by the Prophet''', Macdonald is pretty certain
of 'some such Boswells among the Prophet's companions who fixed his
4
words as they fell'. Similarly, whereas liuir with utmost scepticism
says that 'some of Mahomet's sayings may possibly have been noted down
in writing during his lifetime, and from that source copied and propagated
afterwards' , Sprenger 's researches have very clearly shown that such
a practice did in fact exist in the Prophet's lifetime and immediately
ft
thereafter. Again, whereas Horovitz believes in the genuineness of the
7
sahifas of the Followers (Successors) only , Goldziher mentions more than
a dozen sahifas of the Companions and considers most of them as
g
genuine. Sprenger even names three eminent companions viz Anas
b. Malik, Ibn 'Abbas and 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As as recorders of
^
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"Origin, cf writing...", JASB, xxv, 38p~529> 575-381.
"If the data for the Ahadith of a number of the companions
of the Prophet recordfed on leaves (Sana'if) or in books (Kutub; is
partly of uncertain worth, still there can be no doubt that such
written records 'Were no longer a rarity in the generation of the
Tabi'un, who derived this knowledge from the companions." cf.
"Earliest biographies...", IC, i, 536.
List, ii, 9-11/22-24.
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the Prophet's traditions in private note books.'*'
The above named three, along with the fourth, Abu Hurayra, have
hitherto been considered the most prominent hadith collectors of the
Prophet's time. Bat recently Nabia Abbott, in her monumental hadith
work, has not only doubled this figure, bringing the total number of
2
these collectors to eight , but brought to light many other names of
hadith writers. In this work she further established that the written
records of these eight along with many other less well-known companions
were transmitted, both orally and in.writing, to next succeeding generation
which in its turn passed on this heritage to its own successors. This
practice, she adds, continued until the whole material was assimilated
in major hadith works.^
As for the general erroneous belief that hadith was mainly oral
at least for one hundred years^, and that the first collection of
hadith was made by Zuhri. (d. 124)^, we have already shown^ that such a
theory was based on certain misconceptions and hence untenable. The
fact is that the recording of hadith and sunna, though informally, had
started right from the Prophet's time. As regards its transmission, it
had all along been both oral ana written - the available materials of
one generation being passed on, both orally and in written form to the
succeeding generation until its final incorporation in the classical
corpus of hadith.
. . I .. ■ ... . .
^






Adwa', 207; Out, i, 159; Muhaddithun. 127; Fa.jr, 221; Tahdith, 45-46?
Path (intr. ) ,i, 1-7.; Tdh, i, I$1.; Path,i,218.; K'nitat, ii. 3 33.; Zunun,
i, 637.; As-Sunna (Sib), 40.; Manor,x,768.; Literary History, 144* >
Tacyid (Intr.),7.*
^ Sayan, i, 75*; Tahdith, 46.; Safwat, ii, 78.
°
See Supra, Chapter IV.
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That the traditions used to be recorded right from the time of
the Prophet can be proved b^ referring to the literary activities and
actual written records - as mentioned in the available sources - of the
companions, the .successors and the Followers of the Successors. But
before we deal with these early records, it is important to stress that
to deny the very existence of the practice of hadith writing during
the Prophet's and the companions' period is one thing and to deny the
survival of such a record to present day is entirely a different matter.
As for the former, it has been almost unanimously"'" admitted that such a
practice did exist and Goldziher has referred to few such written records
2
of this period. The controversy lies only in the latter case. While
the Muslim scholars, with the exception of a few, generally believe in
its survival and consider the present hadith collections as genuine and
actual records of the Prophet's actions and sayings, the Western
Orientalists have reached the conclusion that not a single tradition in
the present classical works can be proved to be the genuine record of
the prophet's behaviour. Muir, for instance, holds, "We cannot with
confidence, or even with the least show of likelihood, affirm of any
tradition that it was recorded till nearly the end of the first century
of the Hegira."^ Schacht asserted that traditions never went back to
the Prophet. In his words, "Generally and broadly speaking, traditions
from companions and successors are earlier than those from the Prophet."^
In the opinion of Goldziher, the tradition literature is a record of
5
religious, political and social development of early Islam. By this
W. Muir, however, is an exception, who says, "there was in reality no
such practice." cf. Mahomet, i, p. xxxv.
2
Mst., ii, 9-11/22-24.
^ Mahomet, i, p. xxxv.
^ GMJ, 5•
5 Mst, ii, 5/19. "
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he meant that no earlier record has survived to this day.
The basis of such scepticism about the authenticity of the Prophet's
hadith by Western scholars was probably the non-existence of any original
hadith collection whatsoever. But with the discovery of Sahifa of
Hammam b. Munabbih^" and many hadith papyri", the 'A'estern views have
been slightly modified. Thus the contemporary scholar, James Robson,
not only agrees with Horovitz in maintaining that some men made small
collections for their own use^ but goes a step further and says,
"The material they (collections) contained was incorporated in later
4
works." And Nabia Abbott, having found in classical hadith collections
several parallels of the traditions contained in his edited papyri,
reached the following conclusion: "A number of-, records were begun in
the time of Muhammad, and many others reached, completion as a result of
the literary activities of Zuhri andhis pupils and numerous other
scholars of their ,time. Thereafter, these materials were preserved
5
continuously in writing, with or without editorial touches..."
The discovery of Hammam's Sahifa and papyrus documents has
provided enough testimony to the.veracity of present hadith collections.
It also suggests that the practice of hadith writing was in existence
from the earliest times. This can be evidenced by referring to the
written records of each generation commencing from the Prophet's own
t ime.
Tahdh, xi,27; IJamidullah (ed.), Sahifa Hammam b. Munabbih, Damascus,
1572/1953- ' """
2
Papyri, i,32-55, 38-40, 57-58, 61-62, 65-67, 80-81, 100-101, 109-110.;
ii,92-94, 114-115, 129-132, 146-147, 158-159, 166-168, 185-187,
199-201, 208-209, 222-224, 237-238, 246-248,262-263,269-271, and
other edited papyri.-
^ "Earliest biographies...", IC, i, 536.
4
Mishkat, i, p. iii.
^ Papyri, ii, 82, citing Tdh, i, 97-101, 150-151.
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It is essential to point out that the sources, while dealing
with the literary activities of pre-classical period, generally refer
to the authors, rather than to works^ - a point overlooked by W. Muir
who doubts the existence of early records on the ground that 'their
2
nature and contents thereof were not mentioned.' In fact the method
of referring to authors rather than to books was not confined to
hadith literature alone; the practice was generally in vogue in other
literatures as well. Khatib Baghdadi, for instance, quotes from the
3
book ' Tabaqat' of Khalifa b. Khayyat but refers to the author.
Before dealing -with the literary activities of individual hadith
scholars and hadith recording as such, it is necessary to explain the
meaning and significance of various terms used as receptacles of
4
traditional material. Apart from the term sahifa, discussed earlier,
there were many others which connoted different meanings in different
contexts. As their exact connotation was not fixed, no specific
meaning could be attached to a particular term. Thus the same word
was used to denote varying sizes of hadith collections, as, for
instance, the word kitab could mean both a 'book-size manuscript' or
a 'monograph' or even a 'letter which contained just one hadith'. It
is only the context which helps ascertain the exact connotation, though
at times it is also not helpful.
In addition to the words sahifa and kitab, many other similar
terms like kurrasa, nuskha and juz1, etc. have found currency in
^
Papyri, i, 24.; "Origin of writing..." JASB, xxv, 1856, p. 381.;
Manuscript, 198.
^




7 See Supra, Chapter 17, pp. 208-228.
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hadith literature. We take up each of these terms separately to discuss
their meanings and usages.
(i) Kitab and Sahifa:- The term sahifa, as receptacle of hadith, has been
fully dealt with in the preceding chapter . As regards the term 'hitab1,
its meanings and usages r/ere as under:
2
Literally speaking the infinitive (aasdar) jkatb' means 'to collect®
and the term kitab denotes the agglomeration of alphabets. "Just as a
group of horses is called a katiba", says Qalqashandi, "the group of
alphabets grouped together in a piece of writing came to be known as
3
kitaba." In this sense, therefore, any written material will be called
a kitab.
However, the word is generally used in two basic senses; (i) a
letter, both private and official, and (ii) a book which includes a
pamphlet,a memorandum and a monograph.
To take a few examples, the letter handed over to Tarafa and
£ _
Kutalammia by 'Amr b. Hind", the letter sent by Katib b. Abi Balta'a
to Quraysh informing them about the Prophet's intention to attack the
Ueccans"', the confidential letter sent by the Prophet to Suliayl b.'Amr^,
The Prophet's letter to Abu Busayr allowing the latter to return
7
to Medina , Bujayr b. Zuhayr's letter to his brother Ka6b b. Zuhayr,
telling him of the fate of Meccans who were executed by the Prophet
Q
on account of their satirical verses against him , the letter of the
Ghassanide chief to Ka'b b. Malik inducing the latter to leave the
^
See supra, chapter IV, pp.208-228.
~
Lihaya, vii, 1.; Subh, i, 52-53; Kufad, i, 715-
5 Subh, i, 32-33.
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Ae;h (Rudolph) xx-i, 194-195-> SAD, ii, 157 (Zakat), hadith no. 1629-
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Prophet ana join him as a protest against the Prophet's unfriendly
1 2
attitude towards ia'b , and the sealed letter given to *4bd Allah b.
Jahsh by the Prophet asking the former not to open it until after two
days' journey^, have all been referred to in the sources a3 'kitab'♦
The Qur'an also uses the word Id.tab in the sense of letter. In
connection with the story of Solomon and the Queen of Saba' , Sulayman
is quoted as saying idhhab bikltabi hadha fa'lqih iiayhim (Go thou
with this letter of mine, and deliver it to them), and when the letter
reached the queen, she addressed her chiefs thus: Ya ayyuha '1 mala'u
inni ulqiya ilayya kitabun karimun (Ye, chiefs, here is, delivered
to me, a letter worthy of respect)^.
Apart from private letters, the official letters of political
nature like the charters of amnesty and the letters of proselytism
were.also known in pre and early Islam as kjtab. To take for instance
it is reported that Nu4man had given a letter of amnesty to Karith b.
5Zalim in pre-Islamic times, v/hile Suraqa b. Malik was awarded a
similar letter of amnesty during the Prophet's migration to Medina.^
As a result of Ka'b's non-participation in the battle of Tabuk, the
Prophet had not only himself severed all connections with him but had
ordered other muslims as well to do likewise. Consequently, all the
muslim population of Medina refrained from talking to Ka'b. This,
however, was only a temporary social boycott, for after severe
penance he was forgiven by God and thus received the Prophet's
forgiveness as well. (cf. Our*an, ix:102, 117> 118, and commentaries
thereon.)
^
Sira, 911.; Tafsir, xiv, 552-553*
^ Kifaya, 447. Sxra, 423-424,;Annales. i, 1273-1274.
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So far as the second type of letters are concerned, it is mentioned
in the sources that the Prophet had written many such letters to the
neighbouring chiefs and also to great powers of the world inviting
them therin to embrace Islam." All these letters have been referred
to as ' ki tab1.
Coining to the second meaning of the term kitab, namely a 'book',
it should be emphasised that the word in this sense has been very
widely used. It included in its scope a charter, a treaty, a contract,
a monograph, a booklet and a proper book-size manuscript. The exact
meaning could be ascertained only with reference to the context.
Although in many cases the context helped to determine whether the
term referred to a book proper or merely a note-book, yet in most
cases the meaning remained ambiguous. This ambiguity in the meaning
— 2
of kitab (ana of sahifa tas we have seen earlier) has led some scholars
to interpret the word in its diminutive sense and to formulate the
theory that the early muhaddithun had only small written records.
This conclusion has been reached by interpreting the word kitab in
one particular sense consistently, despite the fact that the word has
been used in different senses in different contexts as we shall see
presently.
To begin with, the term applies to documents covering a space of
only a few sheets. For example the tribal agreements, contracts and
treaties, the circulars containing legal and administrative matters
5
and so on. Thus the document boycotting the Prophet and his family ,
Tab, I, ii, 15-58, et passim.
2 '
See Supra, Chapter IV, pp. 208-228,
^
Tab, I, i, 139—^40.; Annates, i, 1189.
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the treaty of Hudaybiya,^ the grants of land by Charters to different
2
individuals by the Prophet , the letter, sent to the people of yemen,
Z
containing rales of zakat etc. , the letter, sent to 'Amr b. Hazm,
containing lav/s regarding blood money etc.^, the letter, sent to 'Ala'
b. al-Hadrami, containing rules about Zakat of animals , the mukataba
_ - 7
contract between Abu Ayyub al-Ansari and his slave Aflah', the grant
0
of certain privileges, in writing, by the Prophet to various people ,
the pact contracted between the tribe of Khuza'a and 'Abd al-Muttalib
9 10
b. Hashin , the pact between the Prophet and the people of Ghatafan ,
the written contract between the Prophet and al-Adda' b. Khalid b.
11
Hawdha , the Prophet's letters, sent to various tribes, containing
12
laws like sadaqat and other such matters , the peace-treaty between
Banu Damra and the Muslims'^, the constitution of Medina"^, Abu Bakr's
circular - with the Prophet's seal - sent to Anas b. Malik which
lb
contained laws regarding alms , the testamentary endowment of 'Umar
— 16
b. 'Aba al-'Aziz by which he donated a house at Mecca for pilgrims , and
many more such written documents have been described in the sources as
'kitab'.
I
Sira, 747, 748; Tab, II, i, 73, 74.
e.g. grant of land to Zayd al-Khayr.(cf. Sira,946-947•;?ab., I,ii,59«)
P
Tab., I, ii, 19-20; V, 386-387.; Sira, 955-957 •
^ Ikhtilaf ,17-18.;Sira,961-962.'.'atha' iq ,no. 10b. ;SN,viii,58-60 (Qasama).
Muwatta',iv, 175-176 (cUaul).; Annales, i, 1727-1729.
^ Tab., I, ii, 19; IV, ii, 76.
^





e.g. the Kitab for Wa'il b. Hujr al-Hadrami (cf. Tab, I, ii,35), I°r
Azx'aa b. 'Amr (cf. Akhbar, ii, 200), for Bariq (cf. Tab, I, ii, 35)
and for 'Adda' (cf. Tab, VII, ii, 35)*
^ V;atha'iq, no. 171; Annales, i, 1088.
^
Sira, 676; Annales, i, 1474-
II
Tab, VII, i, 36.
12
e.g. the letterS' given to Mutarrif b. al-Kahin al-Bahili (cf. Tab,
(footnote continued^
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After reading about the contents of the above documents one
easily reaches the conclusion that they must have covered a space of
one to four and five sheets at the most. And since they were known as
kitab, it can be safely concluded that kitab, like sahifa, in early
Islam meant a written document covering a space of only a few pages.
The word may, therefore, be rendered as a pamphlet or a memorandum as
maintained by Goidziher and others.
But to translate the word in the above sense consistently would
not be correct, for it also refers to the document of relatively larger
size, as, for instance the book size manuscripts. The Qur'an, taken
in its entirety, is itself referred to as 'Kitab'
In pre-Islamic Arabia, the dawawin (collection of poems) of
tribal poets, usually large ones, were known as kitab. To take a few
2
examples, the collection of poems of each of the tribes of Fazara ,
3ani Yashkur^, Bani'Uqayl4, Bani Asad^, Tayy^ and Bani Salim^ have all
Footnotes continued from previous pa^e;
I, ii, 33? 49*, Nihaya, xviii, 50.), Nahshal b. Lalik al-V.'a'ili
(cf. Tab, I, ii, 53•? Nihaya, xviii, 50) and to the tribe of
Aslam residing at Sahl and Sayf (cf. Tab, I, ii, 82.)
^ Watha'iq, no. 159, citing Suhayli, Ar-Rawd al-Unf, ii, 58-59*
Sira, 341-344; atha'ic, no. 1; Magh, 177*
"l"') Taqyid, 87*; Musnad, i, 11.
Akhbar, ii, 194*













been described as 'kitab'. These anthologies containing collections of
poems of not only individual poets but a group of them,belonging to
certain tribes,must have been large enough. And the fact that they
were called 'kitab,' indicates that the term referred not only to
memorandum notes but also to large size manuscripts.
Another category of literary product known as 'kitab' was the
religious ana. wisdom literature of pre-Islamic period. The Qur'an calls
the Torah and Bible as kitab"*", and the followers of these scriptures as
ahl al-kitab (the people of the book). Apart from Moses and Jesus
Christ, to whom these books are respectively ascribed^, the Qur'an
also credits other prophets (though without specifying names) with
scriptures known as 'kitib^.
In the early times, the words of wisdom and wise sayings were
5
preserved in writing. The usual term ma,]alia, which contained such
material,often interchanged with the word kitab, as is confirmed by the
Prophet's remark, "With the Arabs every .'kitab' is a 'ma.ialla' .
The appellation of the word 'kitab' for the Qur'an, the Torah, the
Bible and the wisdom literature, suggests that it applied to fairly
large-size books. Although it cannot be said with (certainty whether old




Q.ur'an, 3:110; 4s 1555 5s 15» 68; 29:4-6; 57£29-
^ Our'an,2:87; 17:2; 23:49; 25:35; 46:12.
4 Qur'an, 5:48; 29:27; 43:21.
' Mst, ii, 9/22. ,
^
Nihaya (Ath), i, 201.
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when the Our'an refers to these scriptures by the term kitab, it means
the 'book' as a whole and not its portions.''" It seems, therefore, that
the word kitab in early times was used for a booksize manuscript also.
Although no wisdom literature of early times has survived to this
- 2 _
day, the aphorisms ascribed to Aktham ibn Sayfi , Luqman*' and other
Hukaroa' ' 1 -Arabthe wise men of Arabia) suggest the possibility of
large collections of viise sayings in books, known as sahifa or kitab.
This could be rightly expected in a society which possessed the records,
of its tribal poets and genealogical tables of its ancestors.
In the light of the above observation we can say that the word
kitab was used in a very wide sense. It meant not only a letter, a
pamphlet or a booklet but was applied to large size books as well. In
short, "the word kitab", says Abbott, "was used to mean anything
written, from a letter or receipt to a note book, pamphlet, or book,
including the Book or q,ur'an."
Having discussed the literal meaning of the word kitab, let us now
see its use in hadith literature. A probe into the vasfe available
material on the subject reveals that the word has been used in all the
senses noted above. While sometimes it referred to a letter containing
one or few ahadith of the Prophet, on other occasions it was applied to
a small collection of hadith, and not infrequently did it refer to large




Bayan, ii, 160; Papyri, ii, 7» citing Turtushi, Sira.i al-Kuluk
(Cairo, 1306/1888), p. 157* where the author refers to several
compositions covering Aktham•s wisdom.
y
Sira, 285? Bayan, i, 106-107-; Kilya, ii, 283? v.i, 320.
^ Bayan, i, 57? 59*5 Papyri, ii, 6.
5 Papyri, i, 23."
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each case to show that the word cannot be consistently interpreted in
one particular sense.
(a) Kitab in the sense of 'letter'
(i) It is reported that the Prophet wrote to the people of yenen
a kitab (kataba...bikitabin) which contained the following! 'The gravest
sin in the eyes of God on the Day of Judgement will be the polytheism,
the killing of a Muslim unjustly, the fleeing from the way of Allah
during war and disobedience of parents,'4
(ii) when Nahshal b. Malik al-Wa'ili called on the Prophet and
embraced Islam, the prophet is reported to have written down for him
and for other converted members of his tribe a kitab which contained
/ 2
the laws of Islam (5hara}ic al-Isiam).'~
(ii'i) It is reported that'the Prophet (in a kitab) wrote for
al-Alaf b. al-Kaarami the laws regarding zakat on camels, cows, sheep,
3
fruits and merchanidse . The latter is said to have read out the former's
letter (kitabahu) to the peopile of Bahrayn and received the taxes from
A
them on the basis of the provisions contained in the letter.
(iv) Abu Bakr b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. al-Harith relates: "Abu Rafi1
(the servant of the Prophet) handed me a kltab which contained the
c:
Prophet's method of commencing the prayer (fihi istiftah as-sa"lat)."
It is abundantly clear that the word kitab in all the examples





Tab, I, ii, 33-5 Pihaya, xviii, 50.
^
Tab, I, ii, 19-» iv, ii, 76.
4 Tab, I, ii, 19. .
5 Kifaya, 472.
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(b) Kitab in the sense of 'booklet';-
The word kitab was also used in the sense of a booklet, as appears
from the following examples:
(i) It is reported that once a kitab containing the legal decisions
of 4Ali was brought to 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas."'
In view of Dili's preoccupation with multifarious political
engagements especially his active participation in the 'battle of
Camel' and the 'war of Siffir.' it can be said that he could not have
found much time to give rulings on such large number of legal cases
which might form a sizeable book. The kitab referred to in the above
report could not, therefore, be but only a small collection of his
juristic rulings.
(ii) *Amr b. Hazm (d. 51/53 A.H.), who was appointed the governor
of Najran, is reported to have possessed a kitab which contained among
other things, the .rules regarding times and methods of prayer, ablution,
2
booty, taxation and blood money. On the basis of the reported contents
of this kitab, one can very well infer that it must have been a small
pamphlet containing few ahadith of the Prophet.
(iii) That the word kitab indicated a note book is clearly evident
in the following statement of Mu'tamari He says, "While I was at
Kufa, my father JjSulayman b. Tarkhan,(d. 143 A.H.)J wrote to me: 'Buy
kutub (plural of kitab) and write down knowledge i.e. hadith'."^
(iv) Anas b. Malik (d. $ f A.H.) is reported to have possessed a
kitab containing the rules of zakat which Abu Bakr had dictated to him.
The opening sentence of the kitab read: 'It contains the laws of
sadaqa as prescribed by the messenger of Allah upon the Muslim'.4 The
1
SM, 1, 7-
Jarh.III, i,2241225,;Watha_^ic^,no. 105.; Sira,961-962.; Annaies, i, 1727-1729•
3 -
Taoyid,112.; Sayan,1,56.; Fasii,55b, with the variant 'suhui',the
synonymn of 'Kutub ' ♦
^
SAD,ii,129-130 (Zakat),hadith no.1567.; SIM,i,551 (Zakat).;Taqyic,87.
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word Kitab in this report too indicates that it referred to a 'booklet*.
(v) It is reported that Thumama b. cAbd Allah b. Anas possessed
a kitab which he transmitted to Harnmad b. Salama."'" This report as such
gives no indication of the size of the above kitab. Had we not known
that it was in fact the same manuscript which Anas -b.•Malik, his
grandfather,had received from Abu Bakr when the latter appointed him
2
to administer the sadaqat in Bahrayn , we might have translated the
word 'kitab1 either as a large size book or simply a pamphlet. But in
the presence of sufficient evidence in support of the above information
we can, with certainty, restrict the meaning of 'kitab' to merely a
booklet, for the document in question contained only laws of zakat♦
Thus the term used in this report would be rendered as 'a monograph'
dealing with taxation.
It is interesting to point out in this connection that the use of
the term ''kitab' in the sense of 'booklet' in early Islam was not
restricted to hadith documents alone. It also referred to those
containing political and historical matters. For example, the deed of
arbitration between 4Ali and Mucawiya has been described in the sources
as kitab^, though sometimes alternated with a similar term,sahifa.^
To take another example, the document found in the family of Abu 'Amr
b. Hurayth al-Udhari, which dealt with a twelve man delegation calling
5




Taqyid, 87-89; SB, i, 366-569 (Zakat).
^ Watha'ic, no. 372.; Tiwal. 195» 196«; Annales, i, 3336, 3333*
^ Annales, i, 3336-3338.; Tiwal, 197*
^ Tab, I, ii, 66.
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(c) Kitab in the sense of 'book'
Now ,we turn to the third meaning of the word 'kitab', namely a
proper book-size manuscript. A number of examples can be cited where
the tern has been used in this.sense. We give here three examples:
(i) of 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, an assiduous collector of hadith, it
is reported that at an advanced age when his eyes failed him, people
used to read his kutub to him." The word kutub, the plural of kitab,
used in this report, means nothing but proper books. This interpretation
is quite logical in view of the fact that he had wholly devoted himself
to the persuit of knowledge and is reported to have left a large
2
number of manuscripts.
(ii) Bashir b. Nahik's collection of Abu Hurayra's transmitted
ahadith is mentioned in the sources as a 'kitab'". It is said that
Bashir/ who used to record the traditions narrated by his teacher,
Abu Hurayra, brought the whole written material to the latter and obtained
, _ 4
his permission to transmit the traditions contained in that 'kjtab1. '
In view of Abu Hurayra's reputation as the one who had repoz'ted the
largest number of ahadith, Bashir's kitab containing the former's
transmission can be safely regarded as fairly large size book.
_ _
(iii) Tne large hadith collections of 'Abida b. Qays (d. 72),"
7
Abu Qilaba (d. 104) , Shu'ba b. al-Hajjaj (d. 160)1 and many more
Nuba la*, iii, 238.; Kifaya, 384.
2
Tab, V, 216.
" Kifaya, 399.;Tab, VII, i, 162.; Taoyld, 101.; Tahdh, i, 470.; Fasil,6$b;
'Ilm, 11a.
^ Kifaya, 4H«j Tab, VII, i, 162.; Taayid, 101.; Tahdh, i, 470.;
Fasil, 63b.; 'Ilm, lib.
Tab, VI, 65.; Tacyid, 45, 6l.; Bayan, i, 67., cIlm, 9b.
^
Tab, VII, i, 135.; VII, ii, 17.; Fasil, 51&«
^
Tanyid, 62.
manuscripts reported to have been destroyed in one way or the other,
and which have been described in the sources as Kutub, may also be
rendered as book-size manuscripts in view of the fact that their
compilers were- insatiable collectors of hadith.
It should be noted here that the plural Kutub, when spoken of the
entire collection of a particular scholar, includes not only the proper
books but also other written materials. The word in this case conveys
all the three meanings of 'Kitab1, mentioned above. Thus the huge
1 2 5
collections of Ibn Abbas, Abu Oilaba and Sufyin ath-Thawri , mentioned
in the sources as Kutub, comprised not only their proper books in which
they had collected ahadith, but all the booklets, monographs and other
written material in their possession.
To sum up, the word Kitab (pi. Kutub) has been used in different
senses in different contexts. Sometimes the context tells us which of
the various possible meanings is intended, but at times the meaning
remains ambiguous. Used in connection with hadith manuscripts, the word
indicates both small and large collection of traditions of a particular
traditionist. The plural Kutub generally indicates 'books'. But when it
is spoken of an entire collection of a scholar, it refers not only to
his books, but also to his rough drafts, his booklets, pamphlets and
^
His entire collection is described as himl ba' ir ain kutub Ibn 'Abbas
i.e. a camel load of Ibn'Abbas' books, (cf. Tab, V, 216.; Taqyid, 136.
Shadh, i, 114«)
2
of his entire collection it is said that when after his death it
(Kutubihi) reached to his trustee, Ayyub as-Sikhtiyani, the latter
had to pay about fourteen dirhams for the carriage, (cf. Tab, VII,
ii, 17.; Fasil, 51a.)
x
His collection of books (Kutubuhu) has been described as nine heaps
(tisc qimtarat), each of which reaching in height the chest of a man.
(cf. Bagh, ix, 261.)
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other written material in his possession.
(ii) Nuskha:-
Tha term nuslcha, like kitab, generally refers to book, whether
large or small. Xhatib Baghdadi uses it in this sense when he says that
(nadith) scholars possess many famous nuskha3, each of which contain
ahadith. Although we come across a number of hadith collections
2




Some of them are as followss
1. Nuakah of *Aqba b. Abu '1-Hasna', containing the ahadith
transmitted by Abu Kurayra (cf. Mizan, iii, 85, no. 5685-)
2. Nuskha of Ibrahim b. Hudba, containing the ahadith transmitted
by Anas b. Malik, (cf. Ma'rifat, 9«)
5° Nuakha of Mutarrif b. 'Abd ar-Rahman, containing the ahadith
transmitted by Hibban b. Jazi as-Sulami, (cf. Jarh, I, ii, 268.)
4* Nuskha of 'Abd al~Hamid b. Bahrain, containing the traditions
transmitted by Shahr b. Hawshab (d. 100 A.E.). (cf. Bagh, xi,59»)
5. Nuskha in possession of Al-Awza'i, containing the ahadith
transmitted hy Muhammad b. 8j.rin (d. 110 A.H.). (cf. Tahdh,vi,240*)
6. Nuskha of 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Namira al-Yahshubi, containing the
ahadith transmitted by Zuhri (d. 124). (cf. Tahdh, vi, 287-288.)
7. Nuslcha of Ibrahim b. Tahman, containing the traditions trans¬
mitted by Muhammad b. Ziyad al-Qurashi (d. c. 125 A.H.) (cf.
Ma'rifat, I64.)
8. Nuslcha of Layth b. Sa'd, containing the ahadith transmitted by
Yazid b. Abi Habib (d. 128 A.H.). (cf. Mizan, i, 636, no. 2447*)
9. Nuskhas of Abu Hamza as-Sukkari (cf. Ma'rifat, 164), Mubarak
b. Suhaym (cf. Mizan, iii, 430, no.7042.), 'Abd Allah b. Jarrah
(cf. Ma'rifat, I64), Husayn b. al-Walid (cf. Ma'rifat, I65),
'Uthman al-MarwazI (cf. Ma'rifat, 164.), 'Abd ar-Razzaq b. Humam
(cf. Kifaya, 321.),'Adi b.'Abd_ar-Rahman (cf. Jarh,III,ii,3-)
and Shaddad b. Hakim al-Balakhi (cf. Ma'rifat, 164.) etc.
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While some of them have been described, as nuskha kabira~, i.e. large
collection, the others are mentioned either without any qualifying
_ 2 _ *
clause or with adjectives like mawdu 'a (forged), saliha (correct)
and mashhura^ (famous) etc., which provide no information with regard
to their size. Thus only the approximate sizes of these nuskhas can
be determined on the basis of literary activities of the traditionists
concerned.
Literally speaking, the term an-nuskha means a copy, as distinguished
from its counterpart al-Asi, meaning, 'original'. Technically, the
terms nuskha and _asl refer to the manuscripts of the s tudent and the
teacher respectively. Since this technical definition is directly
related to the particular .mode of hadith transmission it is necessary
to describe this practice briefly.
One of the ways to learn hadith was the students' practice of
copying out the traditions from the teacher's manuscripts prior to
attending his lecture. The usual practice was that the students
borrowed the manuscripts of the teacher from which they made their
own copies to be used during the lecture. Thereafter, when the teacher
e.g. (i) the nuskha kabira of Samura b. Jundub (d. 59 A.H.) -
(cf. Tahdh, iv, 198.; Tab, VII,_i, 115.)
(ii) the nuskha kabira of'Aba al-Hamid, transmitted from
Sulayman b. Bilal at-Taymi (d. 172 A.H.). - (cf. Mizan,
i, 287, no. IO76.)
(iii) the nuskha kabira of 'Ali b. Yazid b. Abi Hilal, trans¬
mitted from Oasim b. 'Abd ar-Rahman ash-Shami (d. 112 A.H.)
(cf. Tahdh, vii, 396.)
e.g. (i) the nuskha mawdu(a of Bishr b. ^iusayn al-Isbahani. (cf.
Mizan, i, $16, no. 1192.) and (ii) Huskha mawdu/a
of'Ubayd b. al-Qasim, transmitted_from Kisham b.'Urwa
(d. 146). (cf. Tahdh, vii, 73»> Mizan, iii, 21, no. 5436)
e.g. the nuskha' saliha of Ibn Wahb, transmitted from USama b. Zayd
al-Laythi-(d. 153 A.H.). - (cf. Tahdh,i, 209.)
a*
e.g. the nuskha mashhura of Hammam b. Munabbih. - (cf. Tdh, i, 95.)
related those ahadith, either orally or from his book, the students
heard and at the same time checked their copies, by comparing it
with the related traditions.
Sometimes, the teacher was reluctant to part with his book for
long, lest it was lost. He, therefore, lent his book for copying to
only a few of his trusted pupils and asked the rest of his students
to make their copies from the manuscript prepared by those trusted
fevv.
As we can very well see, in this particular system of hadith
learning two types of manuscripts are normally used - the original
book of the teacher and the copies of the students. Technically, the
former was called al-Asl whereas the latter was known as an-Nuskha.
It is interesting to remark that although all the nuskhas were checked
and corrected when the teacher read out the traditions in the class,
yet in later times, the nuskhas of those students who had used the
teacher's book (al-Asl) were considered more authoritative than that
of those who had used the students' copies. To take for instance, the
writings of Ibn V.ahb and Ibn al-Mubarak were considered more authentic
than the nuskhas of their fellow students. The reason given for their
superiority was the fact that while Ibn al-Mubarak and Ibn Wahb had
made their copies of Ibn Lahi'a's (d. 174 A.H.) traditions from the
latter's original book (al-asl), the others only used the copies
(nuskha).
1
Jarh, II, ii, 147-148.
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This distinction between the nuskha and the jasl was, however,
made rarely.. In most cases, the word nuskha was freely used as a
synonymn of the term sahifa or kitab, meaning 'book1. As regards
the synonymous usage of nuskha and sahifa, we find that the 'sahifa'
of Hammim b. Munab.bih"'" is also described as Hammam's 'nuskha
2 _
mashhura' . Similarly, the collection of Ubayd Allah b.tfUmar,
containing the traditions transmitted by Nafi4 , the freed slave of
Ibn 4Umar, has been described both as nuskhaand as sahifa^. In
the same manner, the hadith collection of Ibn Wahb has been referred
- s 6
to in the sources both as 'sahifa Ibn Wahb' and 'nuskha Ibn 'wahb' .
Again, in the account given regarding the loss of 'Aba Allah b. Ibrahim
b. Ayydb's books by fire, the words 'kutub' (the plural of kitab) and
'nusakh' (the plural of nuskha) have been alternatively used to mean
7 - -
'books'. Furthermore, the scholars, Aban b. Taghlib al-Kfifi (d. 141
0 _ _ Q
A.H.) , Ibrahim b. Muhammad b. Abi Yahya al-Aslami (d. 184 A.H.) , and
others^, are described to have possessed many 1 nusakh1 , which
apparently means 'books'.





5 Kifaya, 321, 389.
^ Mashahir, 190, no. 1524-






Tahdh, i, 93, where the scholar's date of death is erroneously
given as 241 A.H. The correct date is 141 A.H. (cf. Mashahir, 164,
no. 1297.).
J
Mizan, i, 59? no« 189♦
^
like Khusayf b. *Abd 'ar-Rahman al-Jazari (d. 157 A.H.) (cf. Tahdh,
iii, 144•) an<i Suhayl b. Abi Salih (d. 138 A.H.). (cf. Mizan, ii,
243-244, no. 36O4), both of whom are said to have possessed nusakh.
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kutub convey the sense of both large and small collections of hadith,
so does the term 'nuskha'.
(iii) Daftar:
Another important term used synonymously with kitab and sahifa
is daf tar, a Persian word"'", arabicised to mean a register or book.
Although it was first used in the sense of small note book, say an
account book, yet very soon it began to be employed for large size
manuscripts. At the close of the first century we find Zuhri using it
in this sense when he said, "'Umar b. 'Abd al-Aziz commissioned us to
write down the sunan, so we recorded them in books (fakatabnaha
daftaran daftaran). Whereupon this recorded material, each forming
a daftar (large collection) was sent to various provinces.^ The
daftar referred to in the report, suggests the sense of large collection
of hadith. This meaning is aptly deducable in view of the fact that
Zuhri's time, known as the 'age of manuscripts' had witnessed great
literary activities in the traditionists' circle.
The word daftar, as one of the receptacles of hadith, is sometimes
associated with luh (pi. alwah). It appears that while the former was .
used to indicate a fair copy of the written collection of hadith, the
latter referred to the wooden tablets on which the temporary recording
of hadith was done. In fact the written material on alwah served as
rough notes from which the fair copies in the form of sahifa or daftar
were made.
""
V.hile Suli, in his Adab al-Kuttab (ed. Bahjat al-Athari, Cairo,
1341> P« 108) asserts that the word is derived from Arabic, Ibn jurayd
is of the opinion that the word is of unknown derivation,




That the written material used to be transferred from the alwah
into dafter is indicated by, a remark made by Abu 'Ubayda with regard
to his dictation master (mustamli), Kaysan. Speaking of the letter's
deficiencies, he says, "Kaysan errs in hadith (writing) in four waysj
he retains in his mind something other than what he actually hears
from the people, writes in the alwah something other than what he
retains, then he transfers from the alwah (the rough notes) into daftar
(fair copy) something other than what he has written in the alwah,
then he reads out from the daftar something other than what it contains.
It is clear from the above example that the term daftar referred
to a manuscript intended to be kept as permanent record. That the word
meant not only a small note book but a proper book-size manuscript
can be seen from the following examples, chosen arbitrarily from
scattered materials:-
(i) ^Ubayd Allah b. 'ubayd al-Kala'i reports that Makhul ash-Shami
(a. 112/118 A.II.) once gave him a daftar containing the legal
ahadith and said, "Take this daf tar (i.e. book) and narrate it on
2
my authority."
(ii) 'Amir b. Sharahil ash-Sha'bi (d. 110 A.II.) is credited with the
3
statement 'the best traditionist is the daftar' by which he
means that the safest depository of hadith is the book where they
are preserved in black and white.
(iii) Yahya b. Zubayr relates, "I asked Hisham b. ''Urwa (d. 146 A.II.)





Papyri, i, 22; ii, 228.; Mst, ii, 199/185-
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presented, to me a daftar, saying:'In it are the traditions from
ay father. I have corrected it and (so) I am aware of what it
contains. Take it, therefore, from me and narrate it on my
authority'."3
(iv) Ibn al-Muqaffa4 's (d. 142 A.H.) Kalil a wa Dimna has been
2
mentioned in the sources both as daftar and as Id.tab , which
shows that the former term was also used in the sense of 'book'.
(v) Zuhri quotes an incident that once while he, along with others,
was accompanying Hajjaj b. Yusuf (d. 95 A.H.) on their way to
Pilgrimage (Hajj), the latter said, 'You (all) look for the new
moon, for my eyes are too weak (to sight the crescent)'.
Thereupon, Nawfal b. Musahiq remarked, 'Do you know why it is
so? It is due to excessive use of your eye-sight in (reading)
dafatir.'^
The word dafatir used here could imply both 'official
registers' and 'books in general'. Although the former is the
more probable meaning in view of Hajjaj's preoccupation with
reading the tax-registers himself*^ during his tenure of office
under Umayyads, yet the other sense (i.e. book) would also seem
5
plausible if we take into account his reputation as a schoolmaster,




2 - - - - -
Papyri, i, 25.24.' citing Jahiz's Thalath rasa'il, p.42.; Mas'udi's
Liuruj adh-dhahab, viii, p. 291, and Fihrist, p. 118.
^
Taoyid, 140.
^ He was so keen in inspecting these records himself that he caused to
be translated into Arabic the tax - Diwan which had hitherto been
kept in Persian, (cf. Futuh, 298.; Wuzara', $8.;'led, iv, 255-)
^ EI (New), iii, 40.; Ma'arif, 185.;cIod, v, 298.
EI (New), iii, ■"42.
(vi) A casual reference of dafatir (pi. of daftar) is found in a
remark made by Abu Zayd al-Ansari (122-215 A.H.) regarding a
scholar of his time. Commenting on this scholar's selective
knowledge, Zayd says, "His 'ilm seems to have come from (the
writings at) the backs of the dafatir (min zuhur ad-dafatir).
In order to interpret the word dafatir which is significantly
preceded by zuhur (lit. backs), it is necessary to bear in mind the
old custom of writing at the back of a manuscript.
Parallel to the modern practice of writing, by the publishers,
of a note on the folders of a published book, there existed in early
Islam a system whereby the author (not the publisher) himself wrote
a few lines or couplets at the back of his book. Just as the publisher'
note, nowadays, give in a concise form the theme of the book concerned,
the authros themselves in early times wrote at the back of their
2
books such phrases and couplets which gave a gist of their works.
It appears that these passages (at the back of the books), the
masterpiece compositions of the authors, were written in most beautiful
language and in impressive lucid style, the purpose being that people
be attracted to the book. The famous saying current in those days,
3
"only the very best is written on the backs of books" lends support
to this inference. This being the case, some people preferred to read







book. It is to one such person that Abu Zayd refers in the above
example.
With this background in mind, we can safely interpret the word
dafatir, occuring in Abu Zayd's statement above, as 'books'. This is
evident from Mu'afa's explanation of Abu Zayd's remark as well.
Explaining the latter's statement, al-Mu'afa says, "He (Abu Zayd)
means to say that the backs of the books (zuhur ad~dafatir) contain
nothing but the best of it.""^
(vii) The poets have also used, the word daftar in the sense of
book. A.bu '1-Hasan al~Farisi al-Faqih, for instance, says, "Throughout
my life I preferred loneliness,- I do not have, therefore, any friend
in the world. Instead, I made my book (daftaz-i) my colleague and ay
2
friend." Similarly, Abu Eakr ash-Shaytan had said, "I am contented
v/ith the books (ad-dafatir) alone; in exchange of these I demand
nothing from the world and from my religion."
It appears from the foregoing examples that the word daftar is
used in the sense of proper books. But this is only one of its
several usages. The term also means a small book or a monograph.
Shaybani's (d. 189 A.H.) Kitab as-siyar al-Kabir provides us with the
best example for this meaning of the term. It is reported that this
book was copied in sixty dafatir and presented to the caliph Ilansur
4
as one complete work. The word dafatir in this report can well be










When used, in plural (dafatir), the term includes, like kutub,
all the written record in possession of a certain traditionist, includ¬
ing booklets, tracts, treatises and epistles. When it is said, for
instance, that many loads of dafatir of Zuhri were taken out of
Walid II's library"'", it means that huge collections of Zuhri's writings
including proper books, were carried. Similarly, when we read that
*Abd al-Hakam b. 'Amr's library contained dafatir on almost every
2
subject r or Mu'awiya's library had dafatir dealing with pre-Islamic
history ana Poetry etc."*, we understand that the term dafatir indicates
both large and small books, including of course the pamphlets etc.
< — '
To quote one more example, it is mentioned that Ibn al-Ala's
/ A
(d. 154 A.H.) dafatir reached the ceiling of his room'. Here too,
the term dafatir refers to the total collection of Itn al-Ala'
( iv) O.irtas and Tumar: -
Basically, qirtas (papyrus) means a loose sheet, but it also
signifies a roll, a scroll or even a book. In the beginning it meant
any single sheet (sahifa) used for writing purposes^5, but later, after
1
Tab, II, ii, 136; Tdh, i, 106.
2
AffL (B) > ivj 52.
3
Kuru.j, iii, 40, 41*
^ Udaba', iv, 217. "Amr b. al-Ala' uses the word daftar in the sense
of proper hook'. Thus he is reported to have said onoe, "when I
visit a person and find him looking into a daftar while (I see)
his fellow companions empty handed (reading nothing), I decide
that the former is superior to and wiser than the latter." (Hayawan
i, 60.).
^
Lexicon, I, vii, 2517-2518.
^
TawLiq Afandi, "Tarlkh al-Masahif" , Al-Manar, X, ii, 129-130*
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the introduction of paper , it began to be applied to kaghaz - an
2
Arabacised Persian word - meaning 'paper'.
As to the first introduction of paper into Islamic world,
opinions differ. According to some, it was first used in the
Umayyad period (cf. Fihrist, 32.; Masadir, 89-). Others hold that
it was introduced during the Abbasid regime (cf. Fihrist, 32.;
Masadir, 89.). Thus Maqrizi says that it was introduced into the
public offices by Ja'far b. Yahya al-Barmaki in the time of Harun
ar-Rashid (cf. Knitat, i, 9-1 •) • But according to the most popular
view, the paper was first introduced into the Islamic world after
the conquest of Samarqand through the Chinese slaves, (cf.
Encyclopaedia Brittanica, (14th edition) vol. xvii, p. 229, art,
^Paper'.j It is said that subsequent to this battle (fought In
133 A.H.), the Arabs .captured twenty thousand men, among whom
were some Chinese slaves who knew the art of paper making. According
to the report, it is from these slaves that the Arabs learnt the
art. (cf. Grohmann, From the world of Arabic Papyri, Cairo, 1952,
P- 51.) " ~
It is significant to note that although the above report
describes the story of 'paper-making', yet it has been taken to
refer to the story of 'paper-using'. Doubtless, the Arabs did not
know the art of paper making before this incident. But does it
exclude the possibility of their importing, though in small quantity,
some paper from China? Shaykh Inayatuilah, an Indian writer, answers
this question in affirmative and makes a categorical statement
regarding this imported paper. He says, "The Chinese paper was
imported by the Arab traders engaged in maritime trade with the
Far East" (cf. 'Inayatuilah, "Bibliophilism in Mediaeval Islam",
IC, 1938, p. 1'58.).
Since Inayatuilah1s statement is lacking in documentation,
its genuineness remains dubious and therefore it is unacceptable.
Nevertheless, the facts that the Chinese paper was being used in
India and Persia and that Arabs were engaged in trade and commerce
with these countries,lead us to suspect that some Chinese paper
might have been imported into Arabia long before the art of paper-
making was taught to Arabs by the Chinese slaves. Admitted,that it
was not freely used, we can at least guess that the Arabs might
have been in receipt of some Chinese paper and were using it for
official purposes. May we not, therefore, 'assume' that whencUmar
b. 4Abd al-Aziz asked Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. ^Amr b. Hazm to
economise in the consumption of qirtas (cf. Tab, V, 296), he
referred to this imported paper in view of its rarity.
A supporting argument for this hypothesis is found in the
Fihrist of Ibn an-Nadim, where the author tells that he happened
to see some old manuscripts in possession of Muhammad b. al-Husayn.
Among these manuscripts, says the report, Ibn an~Naaim found a
document consisting of four sheets (awraq, plural of warac, meaning
'paper') in the handwriting of one Yahya b. Ya'mar (d. 90 A.H.).
According to Ibn an-Nad'im, these sheets were ' Chinese papers' .
(c^* Fihrist, 61.). If this report is correct, we may safely infer
that during Yahya's (d. 90 A.H.) and'Umar II's (d. 101 A.H.) time
Chinese paper was in use in the Islamic world.
2
Tawfiq Afandi, "Tarikn al-Masahif", al-Manar, X, ii, 129-130.
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The word, qirtas, in the sense of papyrus, was known to Arabs
even before Islam"''. The Qur'an also uses it, both in its singular
_ 2
(qirtas) ana in plural (oaratis) forms.
It appears that in the beginning, the word referred to 'loose
sheets' of writing material. This meaning is clearly implied in the
Qur'anic verse which tells that the Jews had written down their
scriptures op caritis, parts of which they showed while much thereof
3
they concealed. This could have been possible if the scripture
was written on scattered sheets.
To take another example, it is reported that Khalid b. al-Walid
had written down the charter of amnesty for the people of Syria on
Qirtas, which literally meant a loose sheet of papyrus.4
At the close of the first century A.K., 'TJmar b. *Abd al-Aziz
also seems using the word qirtas in the sense of 'loose sheet'. When
Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. Hazm, the judge at Medina, wrote to
the Caliph, asking for more papyri for official use, *Umar replied in
these words, "You have mentioned in your letter that all the papyri
that you had have been finished,though I had supplied you with more
(stock) than what I sanctioned to your predecessor. Make the point of
your pen thinner and finer, give lesser space between (two) lines, and
accumulate your requisitions (to be forwarded to me collectively so




Our'an. 6:7 (qirtas).; 6:91 (qaratis).
^ Our*an, 6:91.
4 Putuh, 128.
5 Tab, V, 296. -
It appears from this report that Qirtas was used for official
correspondence which was obviously done on loose sheets.
These sheets,- known as aaratis, were also employed to write down
the tradition. To take for example, it is said of (Abd Allah b. eAm.r
b. al-As that once he took out qaratis containing the Prophet's
traditions and related therefrom the ahadith regarding the conquest
of Constantinople."^
It looks that in the beginning, only one side of the qirtas
v/as used. The companion Shamghun is said to be the first to write
on both_sides of the papyrus, who was also the first to have pressed
2
and sewed them together. In the second century, Ibn Jurayj (d. 150
A.H.) is reported to have brought three papyrus sheets (thalath
qirtas) to Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.). These sheets contained traditions,
written on both sides (fihi ahadith zahran wa batnan)^.
The word qirtas in the above cases clearly refers to loose sheets
of writing material. But we also find few references of this term
where it appears to mean a book, though a small one. Thus in the
saying "bi's al-mustawdi* 'l-^ilm al-qaratis (books are bad depositories
of knowledge)"^, the word 'aaratis' seems to have been used in the
general sense of 'books' and not scattered loose papyri. Similarly,
^
Musnad (Sh), x," 172, no. 6645? citing Ibn "Abd al-Hakam, Futuh Mjsr,
Leiden, 1910, pp. 256—257•
2
Isaba, ii, 156, no. 5921. The_first to write on both sides of the
parchment (adim) was 'Ali b. Abi Talib, who used to write the
Prophet's dictation on this writing material, (cf. Basil, 76 a.)
Kifaya. 457-
4 - '
Taqyid, 58*5 Bayan, i, 69.; Fasil, 376.
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the reports that Abu Bakr collected the Qur'an in the caratis"*" also
suggests that the word indicated a 'collection of papyri' and not
merely loose sheets. Again, it is said of Abu Shayba that he wrote
down the ahadith from the collection of Hakam, who had preserved the
_ - 2
traditions in the qaratis in black and white . Here, too, the term
qaratis appears to mean a 'booklet' and not just 'loose papyri'.
'Qjrtas' was also used in early times in the general sense of
document, especially a state document. Thus we find a reference of
bayt al-qaratis (house of documents) as early as 35 A.H. It is
reported that on the day when trie caliph^Uthman was besieged in his
house, theviife of Marwan b. al-Hakani, who during the fight, was
struck by a sword and fell, was saved by Fatima bint Sharik b. Samha'
_ - 3
who brought him to a house containing the oaratis.
Another reference to the bayt al-qaratis is found in the event of
68 A.H., when al-V.alid b. cAbd al-Kalik found refuge in one such 'house
of documents' after he had been wounded in a fray.^
The word qaratis used in the above examples can be easily rendered
as 'rolls of papyrus'.
Bravmann calls these bayt al-qaratis as 'a kind of archive intended
5
for the storage of documents'. The existence of such 'house of
Masahif, 9 •
^
"Origin of writing...", JASB, XXV , I856, p. 323-
^ Early Islam, 313> cjting Ashraf, i, 22.




documents1 in'Uthman's time and thereafter makes him believe that such
an institution must have existed during the rule of 'llthman1 s
predecessors.- Although we find no reference to such defined institut¬
ion as 'state archive' in pre-Uthmanic period, yet it can be said
that the practice of preserving important documents goes back to the
time of the Prophet. It is quite well known that the document
boycotting the Prophet and his family had been safely preserved by
r 2
the Quraysh in the sanctuary of Ka ba. It was this very building
on the doors of which were hanged the best odes of pre-Islamic poets.^
That the practice of preserving important documents for future
reference existed in the prophet's time is evident from the following
report as well.
It is reported on the authority of "Abd Allah b.az-Zubayr that
^Atika bint "Abd al^Muttalib, the Prophet's aunt, saw a frightening
dream in which a rider was announcing the coming of an awful disaster
on Meccans within three days' time.^ She told this dream to her
brother, al-Abbas, through whom it was known to other Meccans until
it reached the ears of Abu Jahl. When Abu Jahl heard this story he
approached al-Abbas and said, "0 Banu tfA.bd al-Muttalib, since when you
have got a prophetess among you?" Then, after exchange of few
dialogues between al-Abbas and Abu Jahl, the latter warned the




Tab, I, i, 139-140*> Annales, i, 1189*; Sira, 230.
^ Seven poems, (intr.), p. xi.
This predicted the arrival of Damdam b. Amr al-Ghifari in Mecca who
had informed its inhabitants of the Muslims' preparation for the
■t*
expedition of Badr.
'itika's dream does not come true, they (i.e. the Quraysh) shall write
down about them (i.e. the family of 'Abd al-Muttalib) a document
stating therein that they are the greatest liars of the people of
the house (i.e. Ka'ba) among the Arabs, (naktub 'alaykura kitaban
annakum akdhab ahl bayt fi '1-Arab).~
It appears from the threatening words of Abu Jahl that had the
2
document in question been written down , it would have been preserved
as a record. Consequently,it looks that the practice of preserving
important written records for future reference owes its origin to the
time of the Prophet and, further, that the institution of 'state
archive' cf^Uthman's time was perhaps a continuation of this earlier
practice.
The term 'girths' sometimes alternates with the word turner, meaning
literally, a roll of papyrus. It is thus synonymous with the oirtas.
Parallel to the story in which fUmar II advises rAbd Allah b. ^Arnr b.
Hazm to economise in the use of qaratis, we find a report where
'Amr b. Maymun discusses the same problem with the caliph. In this
report the term tumar has been used to convey the idea of qaratis,
which shows that both the words were used synonymously. 'Amr relates
that when he drew the caliph's attention to the fact/it was due to use
of the Jalil script - a scribal practice in which the letters are
elongated - in official correspondance that a large quantity of
papyrus (at-tawami'r) from public treasury is consumed, the caliph
wrote to his officials in various provinces of his empire 'not to
Sira, 429.; Tab, viii, 30.
2 * —
Obviously it war not written.as'Atika's dream came true in the
form of Battle of Badr. (cf. Sira, 428.)
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write on tuxnar in the ,-jalil script (biqalam ,jalil) and not to lengthen
the letters'
Another reference to tumar is found in the biographical note of
Shamghun al-Azdi, the companion. It is reported that he was the first
to have written on both sides of the tumar and the first to have
2
pressed and sewed them together. Evidently, the word tumar in the
report has been used in the sense of qirtas, meaning 'loose sheet of
papyrus 1,
But the word tumar, like qirtas, was not restricted to mean a
'loose sheet'. It was also used to denote a roll of a few sheets as
can be seen in the following example.
It is reported that Zuhri handed over to one of his pupils a
collection of his ahadith contained in a tumar, saying "these are my
- - 3
ahadith; relate them on my authority." Apparently, it was a 'book'
which contained traditions reported on Zuhri's authority.
(v) Jus*, Ajza'
Another confusing term for the receptacle of ahadith is ,iuz',
(plural, A.jza*). Literally, it means a part, portion or division
of a thing, but used in context of manuscripts, it is applied to a




Isaba, ii, 156, no. 3921.
^ Kifaya, 45S-j Tarikh al-Islam, v, 149*5 "Von Kremer's edition...",
JASB, I856, p. 211.
4 ' •
Lexicon, I, ii, 418.
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as have been narrated on the authority of one single individual.^
According to another definition, jug' is the collection of ahadith
which deal with one particular subject matter, say for example,
2
intention, vision -of God etc.
In hadith literature the word has been used both in its literal
and technical sense. As for the former, Bukhari provides us with a
report where Ibn "Abbas uses it in the sense of section or portion.
Explaining the Qur'anic verse dealing with the treatment of the
Scripture by the Jews^, Ibn'Abbas is reported to have said that the
verse means as follows: "The people of the Book have divided it
(their scripture) into sections and portions (jazza'uhu ajza'an),
4
in some of which they have faith, in others they disbelieve."
The Prophet had also used the word juz' in its literal sense of
_ ^
part, or section when he said, "I recited a juz* of the Qur an." On
another occasion when the Prophet was approached by a man to receive
alms, the former remarked, "Verily, God Almighty was not contented with
the (arbitrary) decision of the Prophet or any other person ( for that
matter) with regard to the sadaqat (alms). He, therefore, divided
(its recipients) into eight categories (fa jazza'aha thamaniyat a.iza*).
g
If you belong to any of these categories, I shall give you your share."
Technical terms, i, 186.
2
''IJ.iala, 22. An .example of this type of collection is the ' Qiyam
al-Layl1 of Muhammad b. Nasr al-Marwazi.
^ Qur*an, 15:91'
^
SB, iii, 52 (Manaqib al-Ansar), 269 (Tafsir al-Qur'an).
^ SaI>, ii, 75 (Shahr Hamadan), hadith no. 1592.
^
SAD, ii, I58, (Zakat), hadith no. I63O.
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It is clear that the word jus* in the above instances has been
used in its literal sense viz a prat, portion or category. The
word in this sense was employed by scholars as well who called
various sections and volumes of their books as juz' and ajza'. Although
the exact size of these ajza* were not normally specified, yet a closer'
study of its usage gave some indication of its volume.
It appears that juz' referred to a section of a book consisting
of ten sheets or twenty pages, though at times it was applied to
some larger collections as.well. The specimen example of this usage of
the term is Waqidi's Kitab al-Kaghazi. This manuscript, consisting of
196 leaves, has been divided into various fasciculi each comprising
1 2
ten leaves , known as al-.juz*. This gives us some idea of the size
of a .juz*. ^
But we also find references where the word refers to a complete
work of a certain traditionist. Thus the original manuscript of Daraqutni's
6Ilal al-hadith,for instance, was known as a,jza'
In certain cases, the term referred to a collection of hadith without
specifying the size of the ,iuz', To take an example, Hasan b. 'Abd al-Aziz






tiuir gives the size of a ,juz' as forty pages, cf. Historical Sources,
115. n.
** Vi fSvfl Ac~
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copied by my nephew, contains the traditions related by me'The
word ,juz' in this report refers to a collection of hadith which could
be large or snail. It would not be wrong, therefore, to call it a
book and not only,a fascicule of ten leaves,
To cite another example, it is ..reported that some people brought
a ,juz* to Yahya b. Hassan and said that it contained the traditions
narrated by Ibn Abi Lahi4a. On perusal, Yahya discovered that not a
- 2
single hadith thereof was of Ibn Abi Lahi4a's transmission. The word
juz' in this report can also be rendered as 'book', without precluding
the possibility of its interpretation as a fascicule.
In many instances, the meaning of the term remains quite obscure
and it is very difficult to determine the size of a juz' . Most probably
the term in general, indicated 'note books' of the size of twenty pages,
as was the case with Waqidi's Maghazi. This meaning is more probable
in cases where traditions of the same traditionist are reported to
have been collected in several a.jza'. This suggests that there existed
a practice of recording traditions in standard size note books. Had it
not been the case, the traditionists would not have collected the
traditions of their teachers in separate ajza*. There seems no other
reason, save this practice, why the traditions of the same teacher
were not collected in one volume especially when the leaves, as a rule,
were unsewed and kept loose.
We cite below two examples where pupils are reported to have
collected their teachers' transmissions in two separate note books




(i) It is- reported on the authority of 'AM Allah b. Ahmad b.
Hanbal that 'Abbas al-Madini presented to Ahmad b. Hanbal two volumes
(.juz'ayn) containing the letter's ahadith with a view to obtain
permission (i.jaza) to transmit them on his authority. Ibh Hanbal
looked into those two volumes and allowed 'Abbas to transmit from
them.1
(ii) The same 'Abd Allah reports that 'Abd ar-Rahman at-Tabib
brought two volumes (juz'ayn) to his father and asked the latter to
go through them and give him permission to transmit the ahadith
contained in it on his authority. Ibn Hanbal took those two books
(al- kitabayn), compared them with his own copy, made some corrections,
< _ - 2
and permitted Abdar-Rahman to transmit the ahadith on his authority.
Apart from 'volume' or 'note book', the term ,juz* also sometimes
indicated a single loose sheet of writing material, say paper. This
is evident from a report found in Dhahabi's Tad.hkirat al-Huffaz.
Describing the famous works of Ibr. Fatis (d. 402 A.H.), Dhahabi says,
"He wrote Kitab Asbab an-nuzui in 100 ,juz' , Kitab Fada'il as-sahaba in
100 ,juz' , Kitab ma'rifat at-tabi'in in 150 .juz' , an-Nasikh wa'l-aansiikh
5
in 50 .iuz' and Kitab al-Ukhuwwa in40 .juz*.
If we take the word juz' in the above report in the sense of a
section, it would mean that the first two and the third books were
divided into 100 and 150 parts respectively, which is very unlikely.




^ Tdh. iii, 248.
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bring the total number of pugea jf the first two, books to 2000 (20 x
ICO) and of.the third one tu 3000 (20 x 150). This, toe is
unthinkable. The most probable meaning of the term Jusu' occuring
in this report is,-therefore, 'single sheet'.
This meaning is clearer in other examples where the sizes of the
hadith collections of Muhammad b. ilasr (d. 294 A.H.) and Husayn b. Muhammad
al-r.'asirjisi (d. 3^5 A.H.) have been respectively described as 2000" and
2
3000 ,juz . Apparently, these figures indicate neither so many
'sections' nor so many 'fasciculi' which after multiplying' by 20
(for each fascicule consists at least of twenty pages) gives unimaginable
number of pages - 40>000 and 60 ,000 respectively. It appears, therefore,
that the word juz* in these reports refers to 'loose sheets' and nothing
else.
.That the word, indicated 'loose sheets' of paper is apparent in
the following report as well: Hamza al-Kattani is reported to have
said, "I possess 200 .iuz' (containing the traditions narrated) by
Ibn Jawsa'; I wish fair copies of them were made (laytaha kanat bayadan)
It is very clear from this report that juz' were nothing but loose
sheets of paper on which Hamza had made his rough drafts. As these
were the first drafts, he wished them to be copied fairly. In another
report it is said that Sufyan ath-Thawri tore to pieces one thousand
, 4 ,
jug and scattered them in the air. The word ,]uz in this report too





5 Tdh, iii, 18. -
4 TT.-) V.W tUdaba , v, 389«
Thus we see that the word juz' not only indicated a section of
a book, a note book, or a book proper, but it sometimes referred to a
'single sheet' as well.
(vi) Kurrasat-
Sirnilar to the term jus' is kurrasa, which not only refers to a
small note-book but is also applied to a book proper. Literally, it
denotes a collection of a few loose sheets. It is derived, perhaps,
from the verbal form takarrasa, meaning, 'he collected together
1
firewood'
We find frequent reference of this term in connection with the
recording of the Qur'an and the hadith. To take an example,
disapproving the writing down of hadith, Ibrahim an-Kakha'i (d. 96 A.H.)
is reported to have said that he disliked that ahadith be recorded in
_
_ - 2
kararis (innahu kariha an tuktab al-ahadith fi '1-kararis). Similar
opinion was expressed by Mujahid (d. 102 A.H.) who is said to have
disliked the writing of'Lira (i.e. hadith) in kararis.^ Dahhak b.
Muzahi® (d. 109 A.H.), too, had disapproved the recording of hadith in
kararis and had said, "Do not collect the hadith in kararis like the
Qur'an (la tat takhidhu li '1-hadith kararis kakararis al-ciasahif) .""r
Although the sources do not specify the exact size cf the kurrasa
(note-book), it seems that the term referred to a booklet containing
a number of loose sheets. Sprenger specified the number as ten leaves.
Lexicon, I, vii, 2606.
^
Tacyxd, 48*
5 SD, i, 121.
4 Taovld, 19, 47.
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Commenting on Dahhak's statement"'", mentioned above, he says that
'the word employed for books in this hadyth is kurras, which means a
2
fasciculous of ten leaves or twenty pages'. Unfortunately, he does
not point to the source on the basis of which he drew this conclusion.
He could not have possibly taken this word in its literal sense which
denotes a quire of paper generally consisting of five sheets, forming
3
ten leaves of a book. It is also unlikely that he would have taken
the word in paper making term of kurrasa, which means 'one twentieth
/\
of a ream of 48O or 500 sheets' f i.e. a note book of 24 or 25 pages.
Most probably, he considered kurrasa as synonymn of ,juz' which, as we
have seen, means, inter alia, a book of ten leaves or twenty pages.
As a matter of fact, the exact size of kurrasa and also that of
its sister terms like bahifa, ,juz * and even kitab are nowhere specified
in early Islamic literature. It is, nevertheless, clear that these
terms were used both in the sense of a booklet and a book. We have
already seen the different connotations of the words kitab, sahlfa and
juz* . It remains to be seen whether kurrasa too was employed to
connote both senses. The following few examples will show that it
did convey both meanings:
(i) In the report dealing with'Alqama b. Qays' (d. 62 A.H.)
practice of collating the Qur'an copies of his friends with that of his
own codex, it is mentioned that he used to return the corrected scripts
piecemeal. The terms used for these scripts have been described as
waraqa and kurrasa which seem to mean a 'loose sheet* and a 'note book'
^
He wrongly calls this statement a 'hadlth'.
^
"Origin of writing...", JAS3, XXV, I856. p. 309*
3
Lexicon, I, vii, 2606.
4
-Papyri, ii, 60, n. 248.
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respectively. The report says, "No sooner did'Alqama finish (comparing)
with his Mushaf than he returned to his friends one kurrasa, two
/ \ 1
kurrasa, one waraqa and two y, a raga (as the case may be)."
The word kurrasa in the above report does not seem to mean a
book purporting to mean the Qur'an. It rather suggests the 'quires'
used for the copies of the Qur'an.
It seems that in the earlier statement of Dahhak also where
kararis occurs with al-masahjf, the term referred to the 'quires' ^
-which were used to record the text of the Qur'an.
(ii) Ibn Jurayj (d. 150 A.H.) is reported to have brought a kurrasa
to Aban b. ^Ayyash (d. 158 A.H.) asking the letter's permission to
2
narrate the traditions contained in it on his authority.
The term kurrasa used here seems to mean a large volume which
contained Aban's ahadith. It can, therefore be translated as a 'book'.
(iii) It is reported that Ghalib b.'Ubayd Allah used to dictate ahadith
to his students from a kurrasa. Khalifa b. Musa, one of his pupils,
makes a casual reference to this collection of hadith. He says that
once while his teacher was away, he stealthily looked into his kurrasa
and discovered, to his astonishment, that the teacher was dictating






^ SM, i, 9.
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The word hurrasa in this report can be interpreted both as a
'book' proper and a 'note-book' of only a few pages.
From the foregoing examples, it appears that the term kurrasa
meant both a 'note-book' and a 'book'. As to the exact size of this
type of manuscript we find no reference. Most probably, they were,
as a rule, booklets containing 200 to 500 traditions^, but at times
referred to larger collections as well. Among the latter category may
be mentioned the kurrasa of Bahz, containing the ahadith transmitted
by 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far (d. 178 A.M.).2
(vii) Other terms for the receptacles of hadith;-
In addition to the terms discussed above, the words such as risala,
luh, ma.jalla, sikak, raoq and ruq'a etc. also denoted the receptacles
in which the traditions were preserved in black and white. Thus in
addition to the famous risala of Shafi'l, we are told of the risala
of Samura b. Jundub which contained much'ilm (tradition)^ and the risala
of Zayd b. Thabit, containing the ahadith regarding the fara*id.
(inheritance)
That Zuhri used to record the traditions on alwah (plural of luh)
5 t
is quite well known. Long before Zuhri, 'Abd Allah b. Abbas used to
g




Tahdh, v, 174, 176.
^ Tahdh, iv, 256.; Mst, ii, IO/23.
^
Sunan (B), vi, 248.
5 Tdh, i, 103.
6
Taqyid, 91, 92, 109.*
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Mujahid wrote down the tafsir in Alwah.Again, it is reported, that
2
Ahmad b.« Kanbal used to carry the alwah to write down the traditions.
Furthermorethe hsdith collection of Anas b. Malik was known as
Z. A
marjall (the plural of ma,jalia) and Sikak (the plural of Sakk).
So far as the '.raqq' is concerned, it is reported that the book
of Muhammad b. Sirin, which reached his brother Yahya b. Sirin, was
written on rag a 'atig (old parchment)."1 Similarly, Malik b. Anas is
reported to have written down the ahadith transmitted by Zuhri in a
volume described as raqqasfar (yellow book).^
As regards the ruqc a, it is reported that 'Uthman b. Salih had
collected the ahadith transmitted by Malik in this receptacle and had
7
presented it to the latter for collation. Similarly, Muhammad b.
- 8 - 9
Yahya adh-Dhuhli and 'Aba ar-Rahman b. Mahdi had collected the
traditions in ar-Ruo* a.
Although the sources do not indicate the sizes of receptacles, we
can determine their varying sizes in the light of the literary activities
of their authors or their compilers. So far as the English renderings














of these terms are concerned, the terms sahifa, kitab, nuskha,
majalla,. sikak and risala may be translated as 'book' unless the
context suggests any other meaning. As regards the terms kurrasa
and .juz' , they can be safely rendered as tracts or booklets; and the
words raqq, ruq'a and tumar indicate 'the memorandum notes'.
2. Actual Recoras:-
Having dealt with the various receptacles of hadith, we now turn
to the early hadith records of individual scholars. By 'early records'
I mean the written materials of hadith from the Prophet's time till
the time of Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.). The reason for arbitrarily confining
my studies to the first century and a quarter of the second, is the
fact that whereas the records of the scholars of the post-Zuhri period
are quite known, the literary activities of earlier scholars, which
provided source material for future collections, have not received
fair attention, rather ignored. No doubt, the first century scholars
are recognised as authorities on the subject, btft their contribution
as the recorders and collectors of hadith has not been acknowledged.
This is partly due to the indifference of the muhaadithun themselves,
who, while discussing the narrations of these scholars, did not
emphasise, though occasionally mentioned, this aspect of their literary
career.
In fact, the later scholars were primarily concerned with the
content 'hadith' as such. They were basically interested in the
substance (thehadith) rather than the form in which it was preserved
(memory or writing). It is true that the question of writing and
memory was much discussed in earlier times, as it is also a fact that
writing was, for sometimes, disapproved by a few scholars, yet it
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should be remembered that it was a temporary phase which resulted in
the ultimate victory of writing. It should also be recalled that even
at the time when writing was disapproved, the scholars used to write
secretly, at least for their personal use. Thus it is wrong to suppose
that the recording of hadith commenced when the prejudice against
writing had gone. In fact, the writing of hadith had started right
from the beginning. One of the main reasons which led to the emergence
of the theory of late recording of hadith was not bringing to light
the literary activities of the scholars of the first century. By
overlooking this aspect, the whole picture of the development of
hadith writing remained incomplete. This clearly explains why a probe
into this early period is necessary.
Vie know fairly well that from Zuhri1s time onwards systematic
collection of hadith began to appear. These, in fact, were made on
the basis of the then existing written manuscripts. The main task of
Zuhri and his successors was not so much to discover and collect as
to arrange and classify the available traditional material. Curing the
whole second century, as is known fairly well, the musannafat and
Jawamic (the hadith books arranged according to subject matter) were
compiled, and bv the middle of the third century the classical works
including the six canonical works (as-s4hah as-sitta) appeared and
some recognised.
Thus we see that the compilations of post-Zuhri period are fairly
known and generally accepted. It is only the written records of the
first century till the age of Zuhri that are in obscurity. It would
perhaps be rewarding, therefore, if we could point, through a probe
into rich store o£. source material, to the hadith collections made
during this period.
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In this connection, it is important to note that hadith, as it
appears from the contents of classical hadith collections, deals with
all social, legal, religious and administrative matters, and is not
restricted to rituals ('ibaaat) alone. Thus, while dealing with the
records of this early period, we shall take into account not only the
legal ahadith but all ritual, juridical and historical traditions that
have found place in the collections of hadith. In other words, any
report concerning the Prophet's actions, speech or behaviour, shall
form the subject matter of this chapter, provided of course it was
written.down in black and white.
Incidentally, it should be pointed out that the early written
records were first kept preserved either in individual scholar's private
manuscripts or in his hearts or in both. Then it was transmitted, again
either orally or through writing or sometimes by both means, to next
generation of scholars, who, in their turn, preserved the material in
their own writings and in their memories. This process of transmission,
both oral and written, continued from one generation to another till
in the third century after hijra it found permanent fixity in classical
hadith collections. Thus, despite the fact that almost all original
manuscripts of the early period have been lost, their contents are
safely preserved in the existing hadith books.
The above premise is not without foundation. With a view to fill
the gap (created by the advocates of the theory of late recording
of hadith) of about a century, from the Prophet's till Zuhri's time,
we discuss below the written records of the scholars of each generation,
beginning with the. time of the Prophet himself.
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A cursory glance at the following pages will show that the
traditions, in one form or the other, were recorded in black and white
right from the time of the Prophet. This being the starting point,
the practice continued even after his death - during the whole of the
first century and thereafter. The sources given ample reference to
the writings of the scholars right from the Prophet's time till the time
of Zuhri, after which books began to appear in large quantities, '^-he
writing of hadith reached its climax in the third century after hi.jra,
when the classical texts were compiled.
Confining our studies to the period of one and a quarter century
of Islamic era, we shall discuss the written records of this period
according to the following classification:
(i)Official recording during the Prophet's time.
(iy Unofficial recording during the Prophet's time and thereafter,
subdivided into:
(a) Recording by the compilers of sahifa, nuskha, ma.jalla, and
risala etc., from amongst the companions and the successors.
(b) Recording by other companions.
(c) Recording by the successors and other scholars.





Official Unofficial1 J. U -Lei
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Compilers of Sahifa etc.
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(i) Official recording during the Prophet's time;-
In addition to the recording of the Qur'an, for which special
arrangement was made, a score of other material was written down on
- Prophet's initiative. This written material covering varied subjects
like politics, religion, law, commerce and revenue etc. may he divided
under the following headings:
(a) Legal and financial matters.
(b) Political and administrative matters, which may be subdivided
under:
i) Treaties, pacts and agreements.
ii) Charters, amnesties and grants of land (ijjtE').
iii) Instruction to civil servants.
iv) Letters to tribes and tribal chiefs.
v) Letters to the rulers of the neighbouring countries.
vi) Census.
vii) War records.
viii) List of emissaries.
(c) Commercial and other transactions.
(d) Sermons and stray ahadith.
We discuss each of them separately.
(a) Legal and financial matters:-
(i) Kitab as-sadaoa: The Prophet during the last years of his
life is reported to have dictated a kitab, called as-sadaoa, which
contained rates of sakat in respect of animals.'*' According to reports,
this booklet was prepared to be sent to his provincial governors so
that they could levy taxes on flocks and herds according to the provisions
SAD, ii, 129-130 (Zakat), hadith no. 1567• ? Jami' , x, I54-135n-?
SD (lied.), i, 321.; Amwal, 3^3» 3^6; Sunan Darq♦, ii, ll?. (Zakat).3
SIM, i, 553 (Zakat).
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contained therein. But before the copies of this kitab could be
despatched to these governors, the Prophet passed away"'". This booklet,
2
after his death, was lound in the sheath of his sword. The succeeding
caliph Abu Bakr is,said to have acted accroding to its dictates.
3
After his death it come in possession of his successor,'Umar, and
then, after'Ulnar's assassination, the kitab was found attached to his
sword (maoruna bisayfihi). ""*
It seems that the above kitab on sadaqa, compiled at the end of
the Prophet's life, contained revised rules.of zakat, for reference to
such taxes are found much earlier. The examples below will show that
such rules were sent to different tribes from time to time in the form
of letters.
(ii) Rules of zakat and other legal matters in the form of letters;
(i) It is well known that when 'Amr b. Hazra (d. 51 A.H.) was
sent to Yemen as governor, the Prophet gave him a kitab (written
instruction) regarding zakat and other legal matters (as-sadaqat
wa'd-diyat wa'l fara'id wa 's-sunan).
The kitab is said to have survived in the family of 'Amr b. Kazrn
till the time of'Umar b. "Abd al-Aziz, who is reported to have obtained
1
SAD, ii, 131 (Zakat), hadlth no. 1568.; 3D (Med.), i, 321.
*
SAP, ii, 131 (Zakat), hadlth no. 1568.; 3D (lied.), i, 321.; Kh&ra.j,
7o.j Musnad, vi; 290, 291, 298.
' 3AD, ii, 131 (Zakat), hadlth no. 1568.; SD (Med.), i, 321.
4 3D (Med.), i, 321.
^ Sirs, 96l.; Bayan, i, 71*5 Tacyid, 72.; Ikhtilaf, 17-18.; 3agh, viii,
228.; Annales, i, 1727-1729.", Imta', i, 501, 502.; hatha'iq, no. 105.
Jamharat, i, 62-^65 ♦;.Subh, x, 9«j Amwal, 358-362.; SN, viii, 56-61,
(Qasama); Kharaj, 42.
a copy of it during his caliphate.* The copy from the original
2
document is said to have been made by Muhammad b. Abd ar-Rahman .
Referring to this document Zuhri says that the Prophet's letter, written
on a leather parchment, was brought to me by Abu Bakr b. Kazm. He
further adds that he had read that document.
(ii) Another document, containing the rules of sakat on animals
- 5
and other legal matters, was the Prophet's letter (kitab) to Shurahbil
b. 'Abd Kulal, Harith b. "Aba Kulal, Nu'aym b. 'Abd Kulal, and an-Nucman,
the chieftain of Dhi Ru'ayn, Hamdan and Mu'afir.^
(iii) 'Ala* b. al-Haarami (a. 14 A.H.) during his governorship of
Bahrayn was given written rules regarding the taxes on camels, cows,
7
goats and sheep, fruit crops and hoardings . He is reported to have
0
collected the revenues according to rules provided in this document.
(iv) The peace treaty concluded between the Prophet and Amr b.
Ma'bad, Banu '1-Huraqa and Banu '1-Jurmuz of the Juhayna tribe, also
9
contained the rate of zakat in respect of fruit crops.
(v) Another document containing the rules of sakat was the ki'tab
given by the Prophet to 'Uyayna b. Hasin and Aora' b. Habis when they
called on the Prophet. 'Uyayna is reported to have kept this document






SN, viii, 59 (Qasama).
^ 811, viii, 59 (Qasama) ♦
J Variant 1Shurayh' (cf. Amwal, 13, 21.) and 'Sharh' (cf. Futuh , 82.).
6
Amwal, 13, 21, 27-; Tab, I, ii, 19,20,32,84.; V, 386-387-; Sira,
955 s95?.; Annales, i, 1718-1720.; SN, viii, 53 (Qasama); SD (Med.),
i, 520,322,523-; Futuh, 82.; Watha'iq, no. 109.; Nihaya,xviii, 118.
^
Tab, IV, ii, 76.; Jamharat, i, 43-; Watha'iq no. 59 (a).
^
Ta_b, IV, ii, 76".
9 Tab, I, ii, 24-25.; Y/atha'iq no. 152
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of which I do not know. It is like sahifa given to Mutalammis
(Kasahifat Mutalammis)Hearing this, the Prophet is reported to have
explained its contents to 'Uyayna.
The document was written down by Mu'awiya.~
(vi) Another important letter, called as-sahifa, of this nature
was despatched to the tribe of Eanu Aslam and other muslims residing
at Sayf and Sahl. In this letter, the Prophet had specified the rules
regarding the taxes on animals (rnawashi). It was written by Thabit b.
Qays b. Shaannas and witnessed by Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarrah and ^Uaiar b.
al-Xhattab.^
(vii) ^Abd Allah b. £Ukaym al-Juhani is reported to have possessed
3the Prophet's letter containing the laws regarding dead animals.
(viii) The Prophet is said to have sent to the tribe of Dahhak
b. Sufyan al-Kilabi a written ruling with regard to a legal issue of
inheritance. It dealt with the widow's entitlement to inherit from the
blood money of her deceased husband. In Dahhak's words, "the Prophet
had sent this law in writing to my tribe.
(ix) Mention can also be made of the document in possession of
Mutarraf b. Kahin al-Bahili, who had called on the Prophet after the
conquest of Mecca. It is reported that on going back to his tribe,
the Prophet gave him a charter of security along with a note containing
5
the laws of zakat on animals.
' SAD, ii, 157 (Zakat), hadith no. 1629*
2
Tab, I, ii, 82.; Watha'iq no. 168.
3
Musnad, iv, J10-511.; Watha' iq no. 156.; Musnad (T), no. 1293»> Jami' ,
vii. 254-236 (Libas); SAD, iv, 94—95> hadith nos.4127-4128 (Libas).
^ Risala, 113-114; SIM, ii, 142 (Diyat).; Umm,vi,77(Mirath ad-di,ya).;
Kuwatta.Jiv,194-195 fUqul)»; Jami' ,vi,185-186(Diyat).;SAD,iii,17S(rara'
hadith no. 2927.
5 a.
T—» ii, 33*J Watha'iq, no. 188.; Hihaya, xviii, 50*
(x) lAli possessed a sahifa from the Prophet which contained,
among other things, the rules regarding blood money, the taxes on
animals and other legal provisions.^ He used to keep it in the scabbard
2
of his sword.
Referring to this document (kitab)"Alt's son , Muhammad b.
Hsnafiyya, says, "My father asked me to carry this kitab to'Uthman,
for it contained the Prophet's instructions regarding the sadaqa
(arsalani abi, khudh hadha '1-kitab fa 'dhhab bihi ila ^Uthman fa inna
- 3
fihi ami- an-nabi fi ' s-sadaaa" ) .'*
It is significant to note here that keeping of important documents
along with the sword was, and still is, a common practice in Arabia.
"To this very day", says Prof. Serjeant, "in Southern Arabia tribesmen
carry documents in a little leather pocket behind one scabbard of their
4
daggers along with a small knife and other instruments."
(xi) Another document containing the' laws of saaaqat was possessed
by Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman al-Azdi (d. 36 A.H.), who used to collect the
taxes from the people of Daba' (a place between "Amman and Bahrayn)
c;
accroding to the zakat schedule provided in this booklet (kitab).' It
is reported that he collected the revenue throughout during the Prophet's
lifetime. After his death, when people refused payment he apprised
Abu Bakr, the ruling caliph, of this state of affairs. The Caliph,
, _ 6
thereupon, sent Ikrima b. Abi Jahl to deal with this matter.
^
Tab, vi, 116, 156; Musnad (Shaf.), 104; Tag,yid, 83-89.; Bayan, i,
715 Cmm, vii, 292.; SB, ii, 296, 298 (Jizya).
^
SM, iii, 266 (Adahi).
^ SB, ii, 277 (Fard al-khums).
^
Serjeant, "The Constitution of Medina", IQ, VIII, nos. 1 & 2 , p«5«
^ Tab, VII, i, 72.; Watha'iq, no. 78(a).
^
Tab, VII, i, 72.; VYatha' iq, no. 78(a),; Ma' arif 5 137-
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(xii) A letter containing the laws of sadaqa and khums was despatched
by the Prophet to the tribes of Judhain and Sa'd Eudhaym. It was
addressed to both tribes jointly. According to the instructions contained
therein, they were required to pay the revenues to the Prophet's two
agents, namely Ubayy and 'Anbasa or their representatives."
(xiii) In a letter addressed to Wa'il b. Hujr and other chieftains
of Hadramawt, the Prophet laid down rule3 regarding the zakat on
2
animals and treasure. It also contained punishment of fornication
3
and drinking.
(b) Political and administrative matters
The documents of this nature were mainly written and handed over
to people in the post-migration period. They can be divided into the
following main categories:-
i) Treaties, pacts and agreements;
(i) Pact with Pamra tribe; A non-agression pact - to use
modern terminology - was concluded between the Prophet and Banu Damra
at the time of Ghazwat al-Abwa* in l/2 A..H. It promised full security
to the person and property of the tribe of Banu Damra. In return, the
Prophet wa3 to receive assistance against acts of aggression,^ Perhaps,
5
it was the first treaty between the Muslims and the tribe3 of Medina.
(ii) Treaty with the tribe of Ghatafan; A draft treaty
was concluded between the Muslims and the tribe of Ghatafan during the
battle of Khandaq in 5 A.H. On not being ratified, it wa3 scratched out.
_ _
Tab, I, ii, 23, 24-» Watha iq, no. 177«
2 _
Tab, I, ii, 35* 79* > Tabyin, ii, 27.;'lad, i, 112.; Jamharat, i„ yS-60.;
Watha'iq, no. 135«> Hihaya, xviii, 113-j Subh, ii,246.;vi,371-374*
•y
Watha* in, no, 133*» Subh, vi, 571—374 -
^
Tab,I,ii,27.; II, i", 3«j Jamharat, i, 70,; Wathl'io, nos. 159, 160.;
Irnta', i, 53.; Siyasi Zindigi, 247*
^ Si.vasi Zindigi. 247.
The treaty has been described in the sources as al-kitab and as-sahifa.^"
(iii) Treaty of Hudaybiya; This treaty.concluded between
the Muslims and the Meccans in 6 A.H, is very well known. Its text
2
has been preserved- in almost all early works.
(iv) Pact with Ukaydir and the people of Dumat al-Jandal;
A peace treaty was concluded between the Prophet and Ukaydir, the ruler
of Dumat al-Jandal, in 9 A.E? Following the ancient custom of the people
of Hira, who used to take impression on documents - baked bricks in
A
general - not of thumb but of finger nail , the Prophet also sealed this
document with his finger-nail (bizufrihi). The Prophet did so to
satisfy Ukaydir, the ruler of Dumat al-Jandal, who was originally from
Hira, the place where such custom prevailed.
This document, written on a white parchment (qadim-sahifa bvtyda' ) .
was preserved at least until the time of Abu 'Ubayd (d. 224 A.H.) who
is reported to have not only read it but also copied it. He says,
"As regards this kitab , I have actually read'its contents and have
copied it letter by letter (aroma hadha 'l-kitab fa ana cara'tu nuskhatahu
fanasakhtuhu harfan biharfin)".'''
^
Sira, 676.; Tab, II, i, 52, 53* 5 Annales,i, 1474«> Imta'' ,i,235»;
Watha*iq, no. 8.
2
Amwal, 157-160.; Sira,747-748.; Magh,'j88.; Tab,II,i,70,71. ;Khara,j ,129.
Armales,1546-1547. 5 Imta4, i,297-298.; Imta^,12.; 'lad,20.; Jamharat,
i,30-32.; Subh,iv,14.; Watha* iq ,no. 11.; SB,ii,l67-l68 (Sulh) , ~172
(Shurut).; iii,ll6, 117> 143 (Maghazi).
z
Amwal, 194-195.j Tab,I,ii, 36.; Futuh,72-73• > Subh,vi, 370.; Watha':;e,no.
4
In the archaelogical excavations, pre-Christian documents of contracts
have been discovered, carved on burnt bricks, bearing not only a
crescent (produced by the impression of finger nail) but also the
clarification 'the finger nail has been fixed by w^y of confirmation'
(cf. Hamidullah, Sahifa,18, referring Oluf Krucymann, Neubaby1onische
Recht-und verwaltungstexte (Text 37j Tafel 38); Ch. Edwards, The
Hammurabi Code, p. 11, Meissuer, Babylonien Und Assyrien. I, 178.)
5 " _





(v) Peace treaty with the inhabitants of Ayla; Another
peace-treaty was concluded between the Prophet and the people of Ayia
when Yuhanna b. Ru'ba, the leader of the tribe, called on the Prophet
at the time of the battle of Tabuk.^
Although Prof. Serjeant suspects the authenticity of the famous
letters of the Prophet sent to rulers of the neighbouring countries, he
considers this document, along with other less well-known letters to
2
Arab chiefs, as authentic.
(vi) The treaty, with the Baric tribe; Another treaty was
concluded with the people of Bariq when they called on tire Prophet.
The treaty was signed by Ubayy b. Kasb and witnessed by AbufUbayda b.
al-Jarrah and Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman.
(vii) Treaty with the tribe of Aslam; A peace treaty v/as
concluded between the Prophet and the Aslam tribe. It stipulated mutual
help ana defence against foreign attacks on either parties. It began
with the words, "This is a writing (kitab) from Muhammad, the apostle of
Allah, to Aslam...."
(viii) Pact with the tribe of Juhayna; Another treaty of
alliance was concluded between the Prophet and the Juhayna tribe, stipulating
terms of peace.^
This treaty contained, inter alia, the law about the tithe of the
6
fruit crops.
Amwal,2Q0.; Sira,902.; Tab,I,ii,28,29,37»; Watha*iq,no. 31 ♦ 31(a), 32.;
Jamharat,i,48»; SB,ii,293 (Jiz.ya) ♦; Musnad,v,425»; SM,iv,56-57(p2.da,il).
2
Serjeant, "The constitution of Medina", IQ, VIII , nos. 1 & 2, p. 3«
^ Tab,3,ii, 35» 81.; Nihaya, xviii, 116.; Watha* iq, no. 124-
A
^ Watha* io, no. 1'66. ■
q
Tab, I, ii, 24,.. 2p.; Watha iq, no. 152.
°
Tab, I, ii, 24, 25.; Watha*iq, no. 152.
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That such a treaty was concluded between the parties is evidenced
by a report found in Ibn Hisham's Sira. In the account of the expedition
led by Hamza, sent towards £ Is (a place near the seaport, of Yanbu'), it
is mentioned that 'Majdiyy b. cAmr al-Juhani interposed between the muslims
and the Quraysh in his capacity as 'a sworn ally of both the parties
_ — 1
(muwadi**an li'l-fariqayn)' .
(ix) Peace treaty with the inhabitants of Magna and Banu Janba;
The Prophet is reported to have entered into a peace agreement with the
people of Maqna in 9 A.H. The text of the document covered a space of
a few sheets. It began with the words: 'This is a kitab fro$ Muhammad,
the apostle of Allah, for Hunayna, for the people of khaybar and Maqna
- 2
and for their descendants (lidhararihim)'. Another version read as
'(From Muhammad) to Bani Janba and to the people of Maqna1.^ Baladhuri
renders 'Bani Janba' as 'Bani Habiba'.^ This, perhaps, is due to wrong¬
fully placing the diacritical points.
The different versions of the text suggest that they were copied
from an original manuscript and not simply heard verbal-ly.
(x) Treaty with Thaqif? A treaty was concluded between the
Prophet and the Thaqif during last years of the former's life. It was
relatively a lengthy document containing, inter alia, clauses which
guaranteed the autonomy of Thaoif, their rights and privileges and the
Prophet's promise to support them against all oppressors. On account
of Thaqif's strong position, the terms of the treaty were mostly in their
Sira, 419.
^
Udaba*, i, 247-243.; Watha'iq, no. 34*
5 Tab, I, ii, 28.; Futuh, 71, 72.; Watha*iq, no. 33-
*f Futuh, 711 Futuh (Gesje), 60.
favour.
The full text of the treaty has been preserved by Abu fUba,yd in
2 3his kitab al-Aawal , while.fragments of it recur in other works.
(xi) Treaty with Banu Ghifar: The Prophet concluded a peace
treaty with them in 2 A.H. Through this treaty, Banu C-hifar were
promised safety of their person and property. In return they were to
assist the Prophet against acts of aggression. The treaty is referred
to as 'al-kitab',4
(xii) Pact with the people of Jarba' and Adhruh: In 9 A.H.
when the deputation of these tribes called on the Prophet, he gave them
a rescript promising them thereby security of life and property. In
return, it binded them .with kind and upright behaviour towards musliias
and obliged them to afford refuge and give assistance when muslims
5
sought such refuge or assistance.
Muir considers this and many other documents as genuine.^
(xiii) Treaty with the people of Na.jran; In addition to the
7letter addressed to the muslims of Najran despatched with 'Amr b. Hazm ,
the Prophet had also dictated a document concerning the Christians of
Q
Najran . This document, among other things, promised full protection
to their person and property and gave them complete f reedom to practise
their religion. The document also gave them their autonomy. At the
same time it asked them to pay a tax, the amount of which was prescribed
4




Tab, I, ii, 33-» SAD, iii, 222-223, (al-kharaj....), hadith nos. 3025-
3026.; Watha'iq, no. 181.
4
Tab, I, ii, 26, 2?.; Watha'iq, no.l6l.
^ Tab, I, ii, 37.; Imta'", i, 468-469.; Watha'iq, no. 32, 32 (a).
^
Mahomet, iv, 19.0,n.
^ Sira,96l-962.; Urcm,vit103«; Amwal, 358-362.; Muwatta', iv, 175-176(cL"oul)
Q
Kharaj,41.; Ta6",I,ii, 35> 36,85.; Amwal, 188-189; Futuh.76,77*;Watha'iq,no
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as 2000 hullas (Yemenite garments) or the equivalent. It also
forbade them to practise usury.
The authenticity of this treaty was confirmed by Abu Bakr,
who, after the Prophet's death, wrote another document acknowledging
1 2 <• -3
the one written by the Prophet. It was later ratified by'Umar and *Ali
as well.
(xiv) Treaty with Banu Zur'a and Banu 'r-Rab'a: .Another
treaty guaranteeing security of person and property was concluded
between the Prophet and Banu Zur'a and Banu 'r-Rab'a of Juhayna tribe.
Through this treaty, they were given a pledge of assistance against an
aggression provided they remained faithful to their obligation and
abstained from acts of treachery.^
(xv) Treaty with Banu '1-Ash.ja'; A group of a hundred
people from Ashja4 came to the Prophet in the year of the Ditch
(Khandaq) under the leadership of Mas'ud b. Rukhayia. They alighted
at Shi" b Sal0 and offered peace proposal to the Prophet. The latter
agreed to it and dictated a peace treaty which promised mutual assistance
5
and faithfulness in dealing with each other. '
(xvi) Constitution of Medina; The most important political
document of this period is the 'Constitution of Medina', which was
drafted after the emergence of a muslim state in Medina. Although the
term 'Constitution*, taken in its strict modern sense, cannot aptly be
applied to this document, yet it has to be admitted that it possessed
the characteristics of a constitution to meet the requirements of that
X
Khara.i, 41.; Annales, i, 1987-1938.; Amwal, 189.
2
Khara.i, 41, 42.; Tab, I, ii, 85; Watha'iq, no. 100.
3 Khara.i, 42.; iVatha'ia, no. 104.
4 I 5 ii, 24, 66.; Watha'iq, no. 151.
y Tab, I, ii, 26, 48, 49.; Watha'iq, no. 162.
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period. In the words of Kamidullah,"It is the first written
constitution of any state in the history of the world."*'"
The full text of'the constitution of Medina1 is found in
- 2
Ibn Iiisnam's Sira and several historical and other works. In some
sources only references to and extracts from the document are found.*'
Many passages from this political document have been preserved by
A C g
compilers of hadith works like Ibn Hanbal , Bukhari , Muslim ,
T _ 0 _ q 10
Abu Da'ud , Tirmidhi , Nasa'i and Ibn Maja.
A copy of this document, kept in the scabbard of the Prophet's
sword, was discovered after his death."'"'''
ii) Charter, amnesties and grants of land:
These documents were written and handed over to various individuals
and tribes during; the post-migration period. Notables among them are as
follows:
Sahifa, 15 •
Sira, 541-344*> Amwal, 202-207*5 W'atha* iq, no. 1.; Social Structure,
275-275*5 War and Peace, 84-87.5 Jamharat, i, 25-50.
Tab, I, ii, 172.; II, i, 19, 25.; Annales, i, 1559» 1567*5 Tanyid,
72.; Imta', i, 49, 104, 107* Serjeant, "The Constitution of Medina",
IQ, Viii, nos 1 & 2, pp. 5-16.
Musnad, i, 79, 119, 122, 271.; ii, 178, 180, 194, 204, 211, 215.;
iii, 221, 242, 249, 521, 542, iv, 141.
^ SB, ii, 274,396 (Jizya); iv,428 (I'tiaan bi'l-kitsb s-sunna).
SM, ii, 702 ( 'Itq) .
^ SAD, iv, 252 (Diyat), hadith nos. 4530-4531*
Jami' , vi, 180-182 (Diyat)






SIM, ii, 145 (Diyat).
Imta', i, 107.5-Sahifa, 30, 31*5 Watha*iq, no. 1.
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(i) Aon &sty to Sura a a "b. Malik:- At the time of the Prophet's
migration to Medina, a letter of amnesty, was given to Suraqa b. Malik.
It was dictated by the Prophet and written by Abu Bakr^" (or, according
__ 2
to some reports, by'Amir b. Fuhayra). This letter .roved as a saviour
for his life at the time of the conquest of Mecca.^
(ii) Charter to Nimr b. Tawlab al-TTkli:- About the., year 7 A.H.
when Mmr embraced Islam, the Prophet gave him a charter in writing.
It was written on a leather parchment (git( at adim) and was addressed
to Banu Zuhayr b. Uqaysh of the tribe of 'Uki. The document promised
protection ana safety on conditions that the tribesmen believed in the
unity of God and the prophethood of Muhammad, dissaerociated themselves
from the polytheists, offered praters, paid iaakat and gave fifth
— /
(khums) and Prophet's share from the booty (maghanim). '
(iii) Charter to Azraq b. M-nr * - Azraq came from Syria and told
the Prophet that he had no relation in Mecca but tie wanted to settle
down there. The Prophet thereupon gave him a charter in writing, saying
that Azraq and his descendants were permitted to stay in Mecca and were
3
allowed to marry in any of the tribes of tne Quraysh they wished. The
document was preserved in his family till 80 A.H. when it was lost in a
flood, which had devastated his house and swept away all his households.0
(iv) Charter to Zayd al-Khayr;- Zayd was the leader of a fifteen
men delegation of the tribe of Tayy which had called on the Prophet. Ee
was at that time known as Zayd al-Khayl. The Prophet changed the word
Khayl (lit. horse) to Khayr (virtue). In this meeting, the Prophet
granted him, through a charter, Fayd and other lands. But Zayd died on
7
his way home and his wife, afflicted with grief, burnt the document.
1 I 2
Sira, 532.; Imta* , i, 42, 421.; Musnad, iv, 176.
3
Sira, 332.
^ Tab, I, ii, 30.; Musnad, v, 77, 78.; Amwal, 11, 12.; Subh, xiii, 329*
330.; SAD, iii,*21Q (Kharaj...).
^ Akhbar, ii, 200. ^ Akhbar, ii, 200.
^
Tab, I, ii, 160.; Sira, 947i;Annales, 1747-1748.
(v) Charter to cAkk Dhu Khaywan; 4Akk called on the Prophet and
informed him of his own as well as his tribesmen's conversion to Islam.
Then he requested the Prophet to write for him a confirmatory title
deed for the lands already in his possession. The Prophet complied
with his request and granted him a charter which not only confirmed his
right of ownership to his lands but promised complete safety and
protection of his life and property. The document was written by
Khalid b. Sa4 id b. al-As."*"
(vi) Grant to Tamim ad-Dari; The inhabitants of Par, known as
ad-Dariyyun, called on the Prophet twice - once during the pre-migration
period and secondly after the migration. During their first visit they
requested the Prophet to grant them some peices of land. Complying
with their request, the Prophet gave them Habrun, Martura, Bayt 'Aynun,
and Bayt Ibrahim, and what they contain, through a charter drafted on
2
a piece of leather (git* at .jild min adam) .
After the Prophet's migration to Medina, the document was brought
to him for renewal. It is reported that the Prophet accepted their
demand and wrote for them a new charter. It began as follows: 'In the
name of Allah, the Beneficient, the Merciful. This is a writing
(kitab) from Muhammad, the messenger of Allah, to Tamim b. Aws ad-Dari.
It entitles him (Tamim) of the villages of Habrun and Bayt 'A.ynun, the




Tab, VI, 18.; SAD, iii, 223 (Kharaj♦..), hadith no. 3027.; Watha'iq
no. 116.
^
Subh, xiii, 119»j Nihaya, xviii,105-107.; Jamharat, 1,70-71.;
Watha'iq, nos. 43> 44•» Tab, I, ii, 21,22,75-» Amwal, 274-275*
3 '
Tab, I, ii, 21, 22.; Khara,], 132.; Subh, xiii, 121, 122.; Jamharat,
i, 72-73.; Watha'iq, no. 44.
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It is reported that this document existed in Tamim's family for a
long time. After the Prophet's death, it was ratified and renewed by
Abu Bakr, the succeeding caliph.^ In his letters to his army commander
(amir al-askar) in Syria, Abu Bakr referred to the lands granted to
ad-Dari^yun.^ 'Umar, during his reign, also acknowledged the rights of
Dariyyun over their lands but gave them only one third of it and left
the two thirds for the use of wayfarers and for the welfare of the
3
community.
The existence of this document has been proved till.the time of'
Qalqashandi (d. 821 A.H.), who says that the leather on which the
charter was written was seen by some of his contemporaries in the hands
of some Tamimiyyiri.^
The authenticity of the document has, however, been doubted by
Krenkow, who suspects it on the ground that the names of the witnesses
(the four guided caliphs) were given in accordance with their
5
succession.
To suspect the genuineness of the document on this basis does not
seem to be well warranted, for it could only be accidental. Furthermore
z'
the occurance of the title cAtio for Abu Bakr's name gives a probable
clue to the authenticity of the document. cAi±o is an abbreviated form
~
Khara.j, 132.; Subh, xiii, 121.; vVatha* ic, no. 46.
Subh, xiii, 120-121.; Watha*io, no. 47•
^
Subh, xiii, 104•





Krenkow, " Grant of Land by Muhammad to Tainim ad-Dari", Islar.ica,
1924, I, 529-532. "
^
The text reads" ffttiq b. Abu Quhafa." - Subh, xiii, 120.
of 'Atig an-nar (the one freed from Fire, i.e. Hell),'which was a title
given to Abu Bakr by Muhammad on one occasion." To write 'Atic for
Abu Bakr does not seen to be the work of a later forger.
Moreover, the document having the names of these witnesses in
order of their succession to caliphate, is not without any precedent
and hence not unique and liable to be suspected. A similar instance
is found in the case of the treaty of Hudaybiya - a document considered
to be fully authentic. The witnesses in this treaty have been mentioned
as follows: Abu Bakr, 'lTmar, fibd ar-Rahman b. f, 'Abd Allah b. Suhayl
b. 'Amr,Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas, Eahmud b. Maslama, Mikraz b. Hafs and cAli
2
b. Abi Talib. Disregarding other witnesses, we find that the three
future caliphs have been mentioned in order. The omission of'Uthman's
name is due to his absence from the scene.
A similar coincidence of names of the caliphs in order, is found
in the document by which the Prophet had manumitted his slave Abu Rafi'
Aslam, Here we find the names of the three 'would be caliphs'
_ __ 7.
(Abu Bakr, 'Umar and Vili) in order of succession.
In the light of the above observations', we can say that the
document given to Tamim cannot be declared unauthentic on the ground
that the names of witnesses are mentioned in the order" of their succession
to the caliphate. Furthermore, the fact that granting of land through
charter (icrta') was not uncommon, makes it highly probable that such a
document was handed over to the tribe of Tamim as well. Moreover, the
^
^aD> III, i, 120.; Tdh,i, 3 > n.
Sira, 748-749.
^ ft'atha'iq, no. 2£2.; Taretib, i, 274*
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reports about its renewal by the Prophet in his post-migration period
and by Abu Bakr during his own reign, and its acknowledgement by *Umar,
cannot be dismissed easily. On the contrary, they all go to prove that
such a document was given by the Prophet to Tamim. As regards its
survival, we have Qalqashandi's testimony to its existence during his
own lifetime i.e. till 9th centure A.H.
(vii.) Grant of land to 'Abbas as-Sulami: When 'Abbas as-Sulami
called on the Prophet and requested for a grant of land, the latter
gave him, through a charter, Rakiyya (a tract of land) situated at
Dathniyja,^.
The document existed in the family of 'Abbas at least for
three generations, for his grandson Ka'il is reported to have shown it
to Abu '1-Azhar, who tells us that it was written on a red leather
parchment (adam ahmar).
(viii) Charter to^Uqayl b. Ka^b; When the delegation of the tribe
ofcUaayl called on the Prophet, the latter granted them by a charter,
al-'Aqia - a land containing water springs ('uyun) and palm trees (nakhl).
'The document was written on a red leather (adim ahmar). It was
~c 3
addressed to Rabi , ftiutarraf and Anas.
Later, the charter was in the possession of Mutarraf .
(ix) Grant to'•Adda' b. Khalid; The Prophet granted al-Adda' b.
Khalid and those of the tribe of eAmir b. 'ikrima the land situated
between 'Misbaca' and 'az-Zuhh' ano gave a charter to this effect. It
_ C.
was written by Khalid b. Sa' id.
^
Tab, VII, i, 54•; Watha'io, no. 210(a).
Tab, VII, i, 54.; Watha'iq, no, 210 (a).
^
Tab, I, ii, 45«j Via tha 'in, no. 216.
^ Via tha' in, no. 216.
^
Tab, I, ii, 25.; Via tha' i q, no. 223.
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(x) Charter to RaqaacL b. Rabi'a: The Prophet granted him a farm
at !Faij! - a. town in al-Yamama - and wrote, to this effect, a document
which was preserved in his family.
(xi) Grant to Thawr b. 'Urwa al-Qushayri: A delegation of the
tribe of Bani Qushayr called on the Prophet and accepted Islam. In
return, the Prophet gave them a tract of land - Jamam and Sadd - and
2
wrote a document to this effect.
(xii) Charter to 'Add al-Qays: A charter was given by the Prophet
to the tribe of'Abd al-Qays. It gave them promise of security ana laid
down certain rights and duties. It began as follows: "Prom Muhammad,
the messenger of Allah, to al-Akbar d. *Abd al-QaysThey shall be
secure in the safety and protection of Allah and the Prophet against
what they had done by way of initiating blood feuds in pre-Islamic
days...."^
(xiii) Charter to Qayla and her tribe: A document written on a
piece of red leather (oit'at rain adim ahmar) was handed over by the
Prophet to Qayla bint Makhrama at-T'amimiyya. It promised her and her
5
tribe a safeguard against their rights and privileges.
(xiv) Charter to Malik b. Ahmar al-Judhami: Hearing the news
of the Prophet's arrival at Tabuk, Malik is reported to have come and
embraced Islam. Then, on his request, the Prophet dictated on a piece
of parchment (qit^at min adam) a document which promised security to
him and those of the rnuslims who followed him. They were promised this
Tab, I, ii, 46-*; Watha? iq, no. 226.
2
Tab, I, ii, 46-47*5 Watha'iq, no. 227•
3
This name is unknown to biographers. Perhaps, the document was
addressed to Lukayz b. 'Abd al-Qays, which bar copyist's mistake
became A.kbar. This indirectly suggests that the later documents
were copied from written texts,
^
Tab, I, ii, 32,33,54*; Vvatha*in, no. 72.; Amwal, 12.
Tab,I,ii,5B.; Watha^q,no.l42.; 'Iqd,i, 137-138*; 8Ai),iii,239(Khara,i...)
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security on conditions that they would perform prayers, pay zakat,
follow the,muslims, dissociate themselves from the•poiytheists and.give
out cf the booty, the fifth (al-khums), the share of those in debt and
the share of other persons.'^
The document has been described in the sources as of four fingers
in width and a span (shibr) in length.
(xv) Charter to Band'1-Bakka*: In 9 A.H. a three men delegation
from the tribe of Banu'1-Bakka' called on the Prophet and accepted
Islam. The Prophet showed them great hospitality and treated them
. honourably. On their return, he gave them a charter providing security
to their tribe. The document read as follows: "From Muhammad, the
Prophet, to Fujay<* (one of the three delegates called on the Prophet)
and those who followed him and those who embraced Islam. Whosoever
offered prayers, gave Zakat, obeyed Allah and His Prophet, gave out
of the booty the fifth (as share) of Allah, helped the Prophet and his
companions, confessed the faith of Islam and dissociated himself from
the polytheists, he will be safe in the safety of Allah and Muhammad.'^
(xvi) Grant to 'Abd ar-Rahman nl-Asamm: *Abd ar-Rahman belonged
to the tribe of Banu'l Bukka'. He had called on the Prophet along with
other members of the delegation. At that time he was known as *Abd
'Amr al-Asamm. The Prophet did not like this name and changed it to
'Abd ar-Rahman. Then he gave him a document confirming the right of
ownership to a watering place,named Bhi'l-Qassa, already in his
4
possession.
(xvii) Grant of land to fau.j.ia'a b. Murara: The Prophet granted
^
Jarh, IV, i, 203.; Watha'iq, no. 174«
^
Jar'n, IV, i, 203.; Watha' in, no. 174*
^
I> ii, 47•; V.:atha' iq , no. 217 =
^
Tab, I, ii, 47i.» Watha' iq, no. 217(a).
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'al-Jhawra*, 'Ghuraba' and tubal1 to llujja'a and wrote for him a
document t>- this effect. The irophet through this rescript cade him
tno 3-ole owner ol ohe properties and added a clause saymg, "hl.ou.1u
anyone contend iT<i .ii j ou ^come, to mo ^i.e. to tue Propria w j • '
(xviii) 'J'-.arter to BIZai h. ml-Harit}'. ai-kuzani; Bilal was
given the mines of al-Qabaliyya - situated near Fur'- and other
cultivable lands through a charter issued in his favour by the Prophet.
The lands granted to him included the cultivable parts of Qadas,
2
an-Nahl, Jazza'a, Kadda, al-Jaz4, Ghayla and the whole of al-Aqiq.
Bilal remained the owner of these lands till the time of'Unar,
who, after coming to po?;er said to Bilal, "You cannot utilise all this
(property), M Thereafter he asked him to distribute it, with the exception
3of mines,
The document issued in favour of Bilal seems to have existed in his
family for about a century for it is reported that it was brought to
'Umar b. 'Abd al-Aziz (d. 101 A.H.), who received it with great veneration.^
It is interesting' to note that an American Company had recently
succeeded in finding gold after excavating an old mine in a village
called »Qabil• - a name similar to »Qabaliyya•. The mine yielded gold
for two years. Also found near this mine was an inscription regarding
5
the Prophet's charter to Biial b. al-Harith.
X
Amwal, 280-281.; Fatah, 102-103.; YJatha'iq, nos. 69» 70.; Jaaharat,i,66,67«
^
Amwal, 538-339.; Khara.j, 35* 5 Muwatta', ii, 100 (zakat).; Wath5*iq»
nos, I63-I08.; Tab, I, ii, 25.; 3AD, iii, 235-236 (khnra.j) hadlth nos.
3C6I-3O63•






(xix) Charter to Malik b. an-Narnat; When in 9 A.H., a delegation
from.Ramadan called on the Prophet, he wrote and handed over to its
leader, Malik b. Namat, a charter guaranteeing them peace and security.
The document also- granted some lands and other privileges to Malik and
those members of his tribe who embraced islam.""
Regarding survival of this document Ibn al-Kalbi (d. 206 A.H.)
saysj "It is still (till his time i.e. 206 A.H.) preserved in their
- 2
family (hnv/a ila'l-an fi aydihim)."
(xx) Grant of land to Khalid b. Dimad al-A'zdi: The Prophet,
through a charter, granted Limad^ the lands which the latter possessed
at the time of his conversion to Islam. The document also promised
security to the person and property of his family provided they followed
A
the tenets of Islam.
(xxi) Other charters: In addition to the individuals and tribes
mentioned above, many others were granted aman rescripts and Iotac
(grant of land) documents. Among these recipients may be mentioned
_ r
^ — £) — 7
Rani '1-Jurmuz, Awsaja b. Harmala al-Juhani , Husayn b. Aws al-Aslami ,
Judham^, Asqa'b. Shurayh b. Hurayyim^, Yazid b. at-Tufayl 'Abd
11 12 13
Yaghuth b. Wa'la , Yazid b. al-Muhajjal , Asim b. al-Harith ,
""













Usd, IV, i, 294-293.
The name of this person is not mentioned in the biography collections
Tab, I, ii, 21.
Tab, I, ii, 24.
Tab, I, ii, 24-
Tab, I, ii, 22.
Tab, I, ii, 23.
Tab, I, ii, 69-
Tab, I, ii, 22.
Tab, I, ii, 22~.
Tab, I, ii, 22..





Subh, vi, 368.; Watha'io , no. 177*5 Jamharat, i,60-61
71.; Nihaya, xviii, 95* YYatha*iq, no. 180.
Watha'iq, no. 82.




"" 6 1 2 /)
Haram b. 'Awf , Junada al-Azdi , Abu Zubyan' , Thumala wa '1-Huddan',
c: 6 7
Usaybukht b. *Abd Allah , Banu Tha'laba fc. cAmir , Hadas of Lakhm ,
Ruhawiy,un®, Jufayna^, and Jabir b. Zalim at-Ta'i"^ etc.
Lii) Instructions to civil servants
Among the written records of earlier times were the instructions
sent by the Prophet to his provincial officials like the qadis, the
tax collectors, the governors and the inspectors of schools.
It is significant to note that in the Prophet's time, the 'executive'
and 'judiciary' was normally amalgamated. Thus we see that Ku^adh b.
Jabal, who received the Prophet's written instructions, was not only a
tax collector and inspector of schools but also a judge. Similarly,
"Amr b. Hazm was sent to yemen with the instructions regarding sadaqat,
fara' id, snnan and diyat.^~ This shov/s that he was appointed there
not only to collect taxes, to give religious education and to act as
governor but also to act as a judge.
As the officials in those days were assigned multifarious duties,
^
Tab, I, ii, 26.; "Watha'ia, no. 214.
^
Tab, I, ii, 23.; V/atha'iq, no. 121.
^
Tab, I, ii,40.; Watha'in, no. 122.
^
Tab, I, ii, 82.; h'lhaya, xviii, 116.; Watha* iq, no. 78.
^
Tab, I, ii, 27-5 Watha'ic, no. 65.
0 *
hatha*io, no. 40.
7 Watha* iq, no. 41* j Tab, I, ii, 21.
Q
Tab, I, ii, Jo.; hatha' io, no. 117 •; Imta ', i, 'JOJ.; Nihaya, xviii, 107
Q ' "






the Prophet used to send them comprehensive instructions regarding
varied topics. Thus we see him sending instructions regarding
prayer, pilgrimage, booty, charity and zakat in one single letter."'"
Another document sent to one of his officials dealt with zakat, booty,
2
major sins, ha,),j, divorce, prayer and blood money.
Among the instructions Sent in writing by the Prophet to his
officials may be mentioned the letter addressed to 'Ala' b. al-Eadrami,
which contained the rules regarding the zakat on camels, cows, sheep,
fruit crops and property. The letter asked 'Ala', the governor of
Bahrayn, to receive these taxes from the rich and distribute it among
3
the poor. According to other reports, the Eadramis, in this letter,
were directed to observe prayer and pay zakat ~ the two basic tenets
of Islam.^
Similar written instructions were sent to Hudhayfa. b. al-Yanan, who
was appointed as a tax collector at Azdadba , a place between 'TJiaan and
5 - - 6
Bahrayn. Other written instructions were sent to Amir al-Juhani
7
and Qabisa b. al-Lskh&riq , the tax collectors.
In 9 A.H., when Abu 3akr set out for the haj,j pilgrimage as a
leader of delegation, the Prophet sent to hiin a note, containing rules
— - 8
regarding hajj. The note was handed over to him by 'Ali b. AM Talib.
Sira, 961-962.;'Annales, i, 1727-1729-5 Xhara j ,42. ;Wstha* iq ,nos. 137-141 •
2
Sira, 955-957.; Annalea, 1718-1720.; Tab, I, ii, 20, 84.; v, 336-387.;
Watha'iq, no. 145? 146, 149-
^ lab, IV, ii, 76.; Y.'atha*iq, no. 59(a).
^
-Bayan, ii, 27.







Mention in this connection can also be made of the written
instructions given by the Prophet to commanders of the expeditions.x
Sometimes sealed'instructions were given with the order not to read
them before reaching a certain destination. Thus 'Abd Allah b. Jah3h
was given a letter (kitab) with the instruction not to open (and carry
out its orders) until after two days' journey. Other instructions
were sent to leaders of expeditions while they were on their way. To
take for instance, the Prophet wrote to Suhayl b. 'Aair, v/ho was on his
way to Mecca, "If this letter of mine reaches you during the night,
do not wait for the morning; if it arrives during the day, do not wait
till evening (to carry out its orders)."
iv) Letters to the tribes and tribal chiefs;
In addition to the Prophet's letters to individuals and tribes,
granting them amnesties and lands, there were others, addressed to
tribal chiefs. In these letters he had either invited them to the
faith of Islam or outlined its basic tenets for the new converts.
This was done either on his own initiative or on request. Ibn Sa'd has
provided us with detailed information about these letters.4 Abu'Ubayd,
5
in his kitab al-Amwal , and others have also referred to these letters
1
SB, i, 27 (<ilm).
2 -
Tab, I, ii, 63.; Sira, 423-424.; Annales, i, 1273-1274.; Imta', i,
56.; Kifaya, 447*5 Akhbar, ii, 40*
^ Akhbar, ii, 4(5.; V/atha' in, no. 221.
4
Tab, I, ii, 15-38, 38-85.
5 Amw.il, 11, 12, 13, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 37, 125, 188, 189, 190-199,
200, 201, 202, 273-275, 280-282, et passim.
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here and there. The following may be cited as specimen examples
(i) Letter to Banu Harit'na b. 'Amr b. Ourayzj
In a letter sent by the Prophet to Banu Haritha b. 'Amr, the
former invited 'the latter to embrace Islam (yad< uhun ila *1-Islam). ^
The sources shy that the recipients of the letter ('aS-sahifa) did
2
not accept the.faith.
(ii) Letter to the inhabitants of Darna;
The Prophet is reported to have despatched a letter to the
people of Dama, one of the villages of'Uman, inviting them to
Islam. cUman at that time was under the suzerainty of Persia.
That the letter of the Prophet reached Dama has been attested by
Abu Shaddad, one of its residents. He says, "when the letter of
the Prophet, written on a piece of leather, came to us, we did not
find a person who could read it. After much difficulty a boy was
3
found who read.it to us."
(iii) Letter to Judham and Quada'a;
The Prophet in his letter, addressed jointly to Sa£d Eudhaym
of the tribe of Quda'a and to Judliam, specified the rules regarding
alms, and instructed them to pay the sadaqa and the fifth of the
booty (khuns) to his two agents, Ubayy b. Ka'b and 'Anbasa or their
4
representatives.
(vi) Letter to Ilahshal b. Malik ha*Hi:
5
When Nahshal visited the Prophet after the conquest of Mecca ,
the latter wrote a document for him and those of his tribe. It
Watha*iq, no. 235 (a); Imtac, i, 441.
^
Watha'iq, noi 235 (a)*5 Imta6, i, 441*; Ma*- arif, 114-
^ Watha*iq, no. 77:
^
Tab, I, ii, 23, 24.; Watha*iq, no. 177.
^ T^b, I, ii, 49*
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promised security to them on condition that they accepted the
faith7 observed prayers, gave alms, obeyed Allah and His Apostle,
gave fifth of the booty and Prophet's share, testified to their
conversion to Islam and separated themselves from the polytheists
(v) Letter to the brigands of Tiharna:
The Prophet wrote a letter to the miscellaneous group of
brigands of the tribes of Kinana, Huzayna, Hakam, Qara and the
slaves who followed them. In this letter he promised them not
only security and emancipation from slavery but offered many
privileges on condition that they embraced Islam, offered prayers
,-4. 2ana gave zakat.
Apart from the documents mentioned above, the Prophet had also
5 4 q
sent letters to the tribes of Iviahra , Khath'am , Banu Nahd-',
Jaram^, to the clans of Kale7, Banu '1-Harith^, Azd9, the people
of Hajar^, and the kings of Himyar^ and of'Uman''"" etc.
^
Tab, I, ii, 33, 49•» Watha'iq, no. 189•; Nihaya, xviii, 50.
2
Tab, I, ii, 29.; Watha'iq,. no. 173.
^
Tab, I, ii, 34, 83.; Watha' iq, nos. 137, 138.; Nihaya, xviii,117-118.
4
Tab, I, ii, 34,55,78.; hatha*iq, no. 186.; Nihaya,xviii,111.
5 Tab, I, ii, 22.; V, 385.; hatha'iq, nos. 89,90,91-; Suhh,vi,
368"-369.
Tab, I, ii, 69,71-; Watha'iq, no. 180.; Nihaya, viii, 95-
7 Tab, I, ii, 29,34.; 'jhd, i, 109-; hatha'iq. no. 191,192.;
Mihaya, viii, 93-5 Jamharat, i, 51-52*
p
Tab, I, ii, 22.; Watha'iq, nos. 81, 83, 85, 87•
9
Tab, I, ii, 21,22,23,40,76,77-; Vtetha'iq, nos. 120, 121, 122,123.;
ihaya, xviii, 108.
Tab, I, ii, 27.; Amwal, 199-5 Futuh, 90,91-5 Watha'iq, nos.60,60(a).
11
Tab, I, ii, 19,20,32,84-; V,380,387-5 Sira,955-957-; Annales,
i718-1720.; Amwal, 13, 21, 27-; SN,viii,58.; Futuh,82.; Nihaya,
viii, 118.; Watha'iq, no. 109-
12 -
Amwal, 20-21.; Watha'io, no. 66.; Subh, vi, 380.
v) Letters to the rulers of neighbouring countries
During the period "between the truce of Hudaybiya and his death,
the Prophet despatched, several letters of proselytism to the Arab
and non-Arab mojiarchs.The most well known among them were (i)
■ 2 3
Heraclius, the Byzantine Emperor , (ii) The Persian Chosroes ,
/ d 5(iii) the Egyptian Muoawqis ' and (iv) the Abyssinian Negus . The
text of these letters occur in both historical and non-historical
works, where their authenticity is taken for granted. Jahiz mentions
these letters along with others to show the importance of writing.
Taking for granted their authenticity, he remarks, "Had the
Prophet wished, he would not have written letters to Chosroes,
Caesar, Negus, Muqawqi-s, Bani '1-Julanda, the King of'Urban,
'Abahila of Kimyar, Hawdha b. illi and other great monsrchs. But.
(since) the Prophet knew that writing was the best suited (means
to propagate his religion, he adopted this method)."^
But despite frequent mention of these letters in early historical
works, doubts have been cast in the West about their authenticity.
Quoting Caetani's Annali, Wensinck remarks, "The letters sent to
1
Amwal, 20-24.; Annates, i, 1559-1560.
2
Tab, I, ii, 16, 162; Muhabbar, 75 ♦» Hayawan, i, 98.5 Jamharat, .i,
32-35.j Annates, i, 1565.; Amwal, 22-24-; Watha'iq, nos. 26,27,
28.; Musnad, i, 263.; iii, 133,441,442.; iv, 74,75-5 Subh,vi,
376-377.; SB, i, 7 (Bad *al-wahy), 232-235,243 (Jihad); iv, 417
(Akhbar al-Ahad), 495 (Tawhldj.
^
Annates, i, 1571-1572.; Amwal, 23.; Watha'iq, no. 53.; Subh,vi,
29S, 377-378.; Jamharat, i, 35, 36,; Muhabbar, 77-; Hayawan,
i, 98»; Tab, I, ii, lb.; SB, i, 27 ('Ilm j, ii, 232 (Jihad), iv,
417 (Akhbar al-Ahad); Bagh, i, 132.; Musnad, iv, 75.
Tab, I, ii, 16, 17.; "'utuh Misr, 48,47.; Khitat, i, 29.; Kuhabbar
76.; Hayawan. i, 98.; V-'atha*iq, nos. 49,50*; Subh, vi, 378-
5 -
Annates, i, 1569.; Muhabbar, 76.; Hayawan, i, 98.; Amwal, 23-2A.;
Usd, i, 62.;. Subh, vi, 379, 480-467.; Watha'iq nos. 21, 22, 23,
24.; JHAS, 1940, p. 54-; Siyasi Zindigi, 125-131*
Hayawan. i, -98.
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the great powers of his time... inviting them to embrace Islam...
are... of a doubtful authority, if indeed they are not wholly-
legendary." Ke adds, "Signora Dr. Vacca is probably right in
supposing that these and similar tales (the sending of letters by
the Prophet to the Great Powers of his time) were invented to
furnish the Prophet's exequatur for the conquerors who conducted
2
the Kuhammadan armies to the four quarters of the world."
Among the contemporary scholars, Prof. Serjeant categorically
declares the letters sent to Caesar, Chosroes and the Negus as
3
'not genuine'. Similarly, Prof. Wi Montgomery Watt declares the
reports about the Prophet's summoning the rulers of the surrounding
empires to Islam as 'not credible'.^
But if we bear in mind the purpose of Muhammad's mission -
5
the propagation of islamic faith in the world the reports about
his embassies to various provinces and monarchs do not seem
incredible. Furthermore, the 'signet ring' of the Prophet, whose
existence has been proved till the time of'Uthman^, provides
circumstantial evidence of the possibility of his despatches to
the rulers of the world. It is related that when the Prophet
wanted to write to the kings, he was told that the letters without
7










The following verses are cited in support of the concept of the
universality of Islamic faith: Qur'ah, 3:96.; 6:90.; 12:104.;
21:107.; 22:25.; .25:50.; 34:28.; 36:70.; 38:87-; 67:52.
6
Tab, I, ii, 165.
7'
Tab, I, ii, 162.
As he was genuinely interested in dispatching these letters, he
had a signet ring prepared for that purpuse, over which were
engraved the words 'Muhammad Rasul Allah.1''" That such a ring was
prepared has now "been confirmed after discovery of two of the letters
■ ?
bearing this seal.
The authenticity of few letters has recently been proved
after they were discovered in their original form. To take for
instance, the original letter addressed to Heraclius, remained
preserved until very recently.^ Margoliouth, who seems to consider
this letter authentic, points to the actual year when it was received
by Heraclius. He says, "Arabic and Greek writers agree in making
628 the year in which Muhammad1s letter reached Heraclius though
the following year would agree better with the tradition that he
received it in Edessa, or at Jerusalem whither he had gone on
4
pilgrimage to g;ive thanks for his great victories...."
5 6The letters to Muqawqis and Negus of Abyssinia have survived
in their original form. As regards the letter to Chosroes of Iran
Tab, I, ii, 162.
2
Journal asiatique, 1854> PP* 482-498.; Watha*iq, nos. 49>50.;
S iyasi Zind ig1, 153.; Rise of Islam, 364-365* j ZD?.1G. XVII (1863)»
pp. 385-388., XLVIII , p. 160.; IC, 1939, pp. 427-439.
'
Harnidullah, "La Lettre du Prophate a Heraclius et le sort de
i'ariginai", Arabica, (1955/? II? PP* 97-110; Sahifa, 18.; Siyasi
Zindigi, 190-192.
4
Rise of Islam, 365*
5
Muhabbar, 76.; Journal asiatique, 1854> pp. 482-498.; Kayawar.,
i, 98.; y/atha* iq, nos. 49,50.; Siyas I Zindigi, 153.? Rise of
Islam, 364-365? where the photocopy of the letter has been
reproduced with the remark, 'Letter of the Prophet to the
"Mukaukis" discovered by M. Etienne Barthelemy.': Tab,I,ii,16,17;
Futuh toisr, 46,47.; Khitat, i, 29.; Subh, vi, 378, 467*
^ -
Annales, i,*1569-1570.; Subh,vi,379>466-467.; Watha*iq,nos.21,22,
23, 24.; JRAb.,1940, p. 54*; Acnval2 3-24. ;Usd, i, 62.; Siyas 1 Zindigi,
125-131.; Muhabbar, 76.; Hayawan, i, 98.
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it is reported that he tore it to pieces before reading' its
contents. The fact, however, remains that Muhammad wrote the
letter to him.
Although serious doubts about their genuineness have been
2
cast and several arguments to prove their spuriousness were advanced
by eminent V.estern scholars like Becker., Caetani, Monsieur Wlet
and Dunlop'', yet the Muslim scholars consider them authentic.
4Dr. Hamidullah forcefully asserts the genuineness of these letters.
It cannot, however, be said with certainty that the texts of
the letters mentioned in the sources are uncorrupted. The mode of
expression and the language of some of the letters indicate
interpolation of some later date. But desoite some non-genuine
materials having been crept into the text of these letters, it
cannot be denied that they were despatched by the Prophet during
the last few years of his life.
In addition to the letters referred to above, the Prophet is
Amwal, 25.; Annates, i, 1571-1572.; Watha'iq, no. 55* Tab, T,
ii, lb.; SB, i, 27 Cllm) ♦; ii, 252 (jihad) ♦; Musrtad, i, 243,
305, iii, 133; iv, 75; 3agh, i, 132.
2
integration, 260, referring Buhl, Das Leber. Muhamneds, Leipzig,
1930,294-298.; Islaaica, ii, (1926), 135—149- 5 Medina, 345-347.
^ Sivasi Zindigi, 126, 139, 140, 145, 144*
^
Le Prophete de 1'Islam. 205-397,212-216, 254 ; 10, Oct., 1959,
pp. 427-439» Sahifa, 18.; Hajallat 'Uthraaniya, vol. IX, nos.
5 & 4, 1958, pp. 109-129; Sjyasi Zindigi, 125-133 et passim.
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reported to have sent messages to Mundhir b. Sawa , to Hawdha b. Aii ,
to Harith b. Abi Shamir al-Ghassani , to Hilal, the governor of
A 5
Bahrayn ' ana to al-Hurmuzan.' The texts of these lettere occur
in almost all e,ariy sources. The letter addressed to hundhir b.
Sawa, bearing the seal of the Prophet, has been discovered, a
traced copy of which was published in ZDilG (vol. XVII , pp. 385-388)
m loop.
The subject matter of all these letters was his invitation to
the faith of Islam - a feature common in other more important
despatches to the x*ulers outside Arabia. This fact shows that the
prophet's despatches to the rulers were motivated not only by his
desire to establish contacts with the neighbouring states in order
to consolidate his power in Arabia, but also by religious consider¬
ation of spreading the faith of Islam outside Arabia.
Vl) Census
Another type of written material of the Prophet's age was the
census record of the muslim population. Bukhari reports that once
when the Prophet wished that a census of the whole muslim population
be taken, he commanded, "Write down for me the names of those who
have subscribed to Islam." "Thereupon", says Kudhayfa, the narrator
of the report, "we wrote down for him the names of one thousand and
Tab, I, ii,19,27,28.; IV, ii, 76. ;Khara,1,131 ♦ > Amwal, 20.; Subh,
vi, 368, 376. jv.atha* io , nos. 56,57, 58 > 59 •; AnnaIss, 1, l600. ;Futuh,91*;
^Uyun,ii,266.
2
Tab, I, ii, 18.; Watha'iq ,no. 08.; kutuh,97«; Snbh, vi, 379-
J Tab,I,ii, 17-18.; Armales, i, 1559-; Watha'iq, no. 37•>
A
Tab,I, ii, 27.; Watha'iq, no. 67.
c;
Watha' iq , no". 54.-
°
Z"DmG, vol. XVII, I863, pp. 385-388.
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five hundred, persons.'5" The mention of the exact figure of 1500
suggests that this census did take place, probably in 2 A.H.
vii) War records
As there was no standing army in Medina during the Prophet's
lifetime, the names of those who were to take part in battles were
written down in a register. This is apparent from the following.
- 2
report, found in Bukhari's Sahih and other sources:
It is reported that once a man came to the Prophet and said,
"I had enlisted myself to fight in such and such a battle, but
(now) my wife wants me to accompany her in the ha.j.j pilgrimage.
Hearing this, the Prophet exampted him from taking part in the battle
A
and said, 'Go back and perform the ha,j,j with your wife.' f
The above report shows that in those days a register used to be
5
kept to enlist the volunteers of war.
In addition to this, a register was maintained to record the
spoils of war and the mode of its disbursement. The sources indicate
that a special official was appointed by the Prophet to maintain
such a register. Mu'ayqib b. Fatima is reported to have been
SB, ii, 263 (Jihad).; Nihaya, viii, 196.; Khitat, i, 92.
^
SB, ii, 263 (Jihad) ♦; iii, 453-454 (N ikah).; SM, ii, 596 (Haj,j).;
SIM, ii, 212 (Manasik).
^ The rules of ha,j,j require a wife to accompany her husband or
other near relative (inahram) during her pilgrimage.
SB, ii, 263 (Jihad).; SIk, ii, 212 (Manasik).
5 4Umar I, who was the first to introduce the system of official
registers (d-iwan) (cf. Lata*if, 14, n.2.; Khitat, i, 92) might
have found its precedent in this practice of the Prophet's time.
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appointed to carry out this duty.
viii) List of emissaries;-
Ion Ishaq refers to a memorandum, containing the names of
emissaries sent by the Prophet to the rulers of neighbouring countries.
It also contained the Prophet's instructions given to these
ambassadors at the time of their departure. The Egyptian Yasid
b. Abi Habib (d. 126 A.K.) is reported to have found this kitab
2
and dispatched it to Zuhri who recognised it to be genuine.
Although we are not told of the time when this book was
compiled, the possibility is that it was written down in the Prophet's
own lifetime. Just as the statistical list of the muslims and the
war record were prepared by the Prophet's own initiative, it was
likewise probable that he himself got the list of emissaries prepared.
Thus we are inclined to include this book among the official record
of the prophet's lifetime.
(c) Commercial and other transactions
Giving due importance to writing, the Our'an prescribed that
every transaction on credit, whether big or small, should be written
down and attested by at least two witnesses.'' In presence of this
commandment, it is not surprising that the Prophet, during his uost
migration period, used writing in various commercial and other





Stress is laid on his career in Medina because the verse in
question was revealed after the hijra♦
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transactions. The following few examples will show that some
written record of the Prophet1s lifetime was.preserved in this
form.
(i) Once when the Prophet bought a slave from Al-Adda'b. Khalid
he put the transaction in writing. It read as follows: 'This is
(a record of) what Muhammad, the Apostle of Allah, has purchased
from Al-AdcLa ' b. Khalid....' ~
(ii) When the Prophet manumitted his slave named Abu Rafi'Aslam
he gave the latter a certificate to this effect. The opening
sentence of the document read as follows: 'A writing from
Muhammad, the Apostle of Allah, to his slave (bifatahu) named Aslam.
2
I set you free in the cause of Allah,giving you complete freedom...."
(iii) A certificate of manumission was given to the tribe of
Abu Dumayra when they were freed by Muhammad. Through this document,
the Prophet set them free and gave them the option either to stay
3
with him or to return to their people.
It is reported that this kitab was preserved in the family of
Abu dumayra till the time of the Abbasids, when Husayn b. cAbd Allah
b. Dumayra brought it to the caliph Mahdi, who purchased it, as a
relic of the Prophet, for a price of 300 dinars.^
(iv) The most important document of this nature was the
receipt given by the Prophet for the ransom of Salman al-Farisi.
SB, ii, 11, (Buyu').; Tab, VII, i, 36.; Watha'iq, nos. 224, 224-a;
SIM, ii, 52 '(Ti.jarat). Isti'ab, iii, 161-162. The order of the
vendor and the vendee is reversed in some of these reports. The
transaction, however, was committed to writing.
Taratib, i, 274*; Watha' iq, no. 222.
^
Mawahib, i, 298.; Ka'arif, 48*5 Watha'iq, no. 244-; isaba, ii,
214, no. 4^0,4.: Jamharat, i, 69-70.
4 Watha'iq, no. 244, referring Mutahhar b. Tahir's Al-Bad'
wa' t-tarikh,.. vol. V, p. 24.; Ivla^arif, 48.
34*
The text of the document ran as follows: 'This is (a receipt of)
what Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, the Apostle of Allah, paid to 'Uthman
b. al-Ashhal as ransom for Salman al-Farisi. (He paid to him) 300
palm trees and 40 ounces (Awqiya) of gold. (After this payment)
Muhammad, the Apostle of Allah, is absolved of the price of
_ 2.
Salman al-Farisi.... '"
(d) Sermons and stray ahadith:-
There were occasions when companions were so much impressed
by the Prophet's orations that they requested that the sermon be
written down and handed over to them. The most important and well
known example is that of the khutba delivered by the Prophet on the
occasion of the conquest of Mecca in 8 A.H. The Yemenite Abu Shah,
one of the audiences, was deeply impressed by this oration and
requested the Prophet to write it down for him. His request is
r>
reported to have been granted.
As regards the stray ahadith, it is reported that sometimes
the Prophet himself dictated certain legal traditions and sent them
to various individuals or to certain tribes. To take for instance he wrote
to the people of Juhayna: "Do not use the skins and muscles of such
animals who die a natural death (i.e. who have not been properly
slaughtered)".^ Occasions also arose when a particular hadith being
appealing to a companion was recorded by him in the Prophet's presence.
^
Isbahan, i, 52.; Bagh, i, 170.; watha'iq, no. 243(a).
2 Taoyld, 86.; Bayan, i, 70.; Usd, ii, 384-5 SB, i, 4O-4I ('Ilm);
ii, 95 (Luqta). ; iv, 318 (Diyat).; Sii, ii, 603-604 (Ha.j.j).;
atha* iq, no. 14(b).; Basil, 34a.
T
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For example, when the latter called at'ltban b. Malik and related
a certain dogmatic hadith, Anas liked it and asked one of his sons
to record it in the Prophet's presence."1"
In view of the fact that writing was freely employed by the
Prophet in religious, political, administrative and commercial
matters, it was quite natural that some literate companions might
have become interested in recording the traditions privately.
Significant in this connection is the remark made by Macdonald who
says, "Above all, a record was being gathered of all the cases
judged by him (the Prophet), and of his decisions; of all the
answers which he gave to formal questions on religious life and
faith. All this was jotted down by the companions on sahifas -
odd sheets - just as they had done in the Ignorance with the
2
proverbs of the wise and their dark sayings."
In fact we find reference to the literary activities of more
than a dozen such companions who made private collections. The
possibility is that there were other obscure scholars who kept
private records of the Prophet's sunna. As all these recordings
were done privately, we call it 'unofficial records of the Prophet's"
time'.
(it) Unofficial recordings
Among the 'unofficial records of this period are the companions'





the Prophet. During the Prophet's lifetime, the main concern of
the companions was to regulate their lives according- to the rules
approved bp the Prophet. His words and deeds were considered as
important and valid as the Book of Allah, for the latter was not
only recited but also interpreted and explained by the Prophet.
Under these circumstances, it was but natural that full heed was
given to what he uttered, what he did and what he gave quasi approval
to. In other words, the ahadith were considered important right
from the beginning. Art since the majority of the companions were
not capable of writing, it was a privilege of only a selected few
to keep their own note-books (sahifa) for recording the ahadith.
Maintaining note-books was not a new thing. We have shown that
long before the advent of Islam people used to preserve the wise
sayings (hikrna) of important personalities in black and white.
Muhammad, who brought a revolutionary change in the social and
ethical life of the Arabs, was much more important person in the
eyes of the Bedouins. It was, therefore, quite natural that his
words and actions were given due importance and were preserved not
only in memory but also in black and white.
Although no official arrangement was made by the Prophet to
preserve this material, yet private collections were made many
of his literate companions and successors. These collections may
be discussed under the following three headings:
(a) Sahifa, nuskha, risala, ma jail and kitab of the companions and
the successors.
(b) Other written records of the companions.
(c) Other written records of the successors and early scholars.
a) Oshifa, nuskha, etc. of the companions and the successors;
(1) 'Kitab' of Sacd 'o.'Ubada (d. .15 A.H.);-
Sa'dwas one of those distinguished persons of Medina who held.
the honorific title of 'kamil' (perfect) in pre-Islamic Arabia.
■ 2
As his title implies , he knew the art of writing even before the
3advent of Islam. After Islam, this Ansarite Sa d, belonging to the
Khazraj tribe,employed writing for recording the traditions of the
/ \4
Prophet. He wrote down the ahadith in a kitab (book) , which, after
his death, was preserved in his family. Later, we find his son
- n
transmitting a tradition from this book.""
It seems that Sa4d was the author of more than one book. This
is suggested by Ion Hibban, who, in the biographical note about
Ismatil b.cAmr, says, "He (isma'il) was the brother of Sacid b. 'Amr,
who had received the books (kutub) of Sa.4d b. 'Ubada al-Ansari by
£
way of wijada (sahib al-wi.iadat min kutub Se'd b. tUbada. .. The
word 'kutub' in the report clearly indicates that Sa°d possessed
several volumes, which reached Sa'id b. 4Amr, one of his aecendants.
(2) 'Kitab' of Mu'adh b. Jabal (d. 18 A.H.
Mu'adh b. Jabal, the famous governor of Yemen, was an authority
The reputed 'perfect men' (kumala', plural of kamil) of pre-
Islamic Arabia were: Rafi'b. Malik, Sa'd b.'Ubada, Usayd b. Hudayr
'Abu Allah b. Ubayy, Aws b. Khawali, Suwayd b. as-Samit and Hudayr
al-Kata'ib. (cf. Putuh, 459-460.; Tab, III, ii, 91 > 142, et cassia.
2
In pre~Islamic Arabia, those who combined the knowledge of the art
of writing, ^swimming and archery were known as kamil. (cf. Tab,
III, ii, 91.. Futuh, 4590
3
Tab, III, ii, 142.; Mac5rif, 87-
^
Umm, vii, 112.; Mst, ii, 9-10/22-25.
3
Mst, ii, 9-10/22-2.5.; Jami" , vi, 89 (Ahkam), where we read: 'a
son of Sa'a b.'Ub.ada told me that he found in the kitab of Sa4d
that....'; ttusnad, v , 289.; Ta^.jil, 56, 314*
^
Mashahir, 150, no. 1024.
] -
on traditions and law. Ha used to hold hadith sessions in the
9
mosques of Damascus and Hims. He was also seen busy teaching-
religion in Yemen, where the Kufsn jurist Shurayh had learnt the
fiqh from him.
He was in possession of a kitab, containing legal traditions,
which was handed over to him by the Prophet at the time of his
4
appointment as governor of lemen. This booklet later cams in
5
possession of Liuaa b. Talha.
He is also credited with a nuskha, containing the traditions,
which, after his death, came in possession of Ibn'l'idh.
(5) 'Kitab' of 'Abd Allah b. llas'ud (d. 52 A.H.-
Ibn lias'ud, one of the six jurists (fu^aVm') acceptable to the
*7
/
Hanafites , was an eminent scholar of Kufa, where he was sent by
8
the caliph'Ulnar as a teacher. Pie held regular hadith sessions in
q
the city mosque. The place where he used to Piold his classes was
traceable until 345 A.H. when it was shown to Hakim an-Faysaburi




Sira, 957.; Hilya, v, 121, 130.; Tdh, i, 19-20.
Minhaj, iv, 142.
^
Sara, 886-887, 956-957.; Hilya, i, 240-241.; Amwal, 27, 37•





Tdh, i, 14«; Khifa*, ii, 16.; Llinha j, iv, 142, 157»
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Ibn. Mas'ud is generally considered as an opponent of hadith
writing. He is said to have effaced a book brought to him for his
perusal."'" But alongside this report we come across the statement
of his son, given on oath, that he possessed a book in his father's
2
own handwriting. This shows that Ibn lias ud used to write down
the ahadith privately, but, like other careful scholars, he dis¬
couraged this practice for fear that the actual words of the Prophet
may not be recorded. This is quite understandable in view of the
fact that Ibn Idas'-ud was exceptionally cautious in narrating the
hadith and sometimes trembled while ascribing any words in the
3
direct form of narration to the Prophet.
In addition to the kitab referred to above, Ibn Mas'ud possessed
- 4
a few ahadith, sent to him, in written form, by Abu Musa al-Ash'ari.
(4.) 'Kitab' of Abu Rafi'Cd. 36 A.H.):-
Abu Raf if Asian, the servant of the Prophet, used to narrate
ahadith to the companions and the successors. He possessed a booklet
(kitab) which contained the traditions concerning prayer. It was
handed over by him to Abu Bakr b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. al-Harith b. Hisham.
It is reported that 'Aba Allah b. 'Abbas used to visit him and
enquired about the Prophet's sayings and actions, 'when Abu Rafi*
narrated the traditions, Ibn4Abbas either himself wrote them down or
Bayan, i, 62-65.; Taqyid, 25, 39— 39«■» 53~56.
2




4 frusnad, iv,-396,. 414.
^ Kifaya, 39-
asked his slave to do so. This shows that Abu Rafi' not only made
his own collection of ahadith tut he used to dictate them to others
as well.
( 5) 'Sahifa' of'All b. Abi Talib (a. 40 A.H.):-
The fourth*caliph, an eminent jurist, and one of the scribes
of the Prophet, 'Ali b. Abi Talib was a staunch advocate of writing.
He not only himself wrote but encouraged others to do likewise. It
2 -3is reported that al-Harith b. A'war and Hujr b.eAdi had bought
some writing material on'All's exhortation and got written few
traditions by the latter. While his cousin*Abd Allah b. 'Abbas
was in possession of his legal decisions in writing , there were
others who had derived ahadith from him in written form. Among
— S -■ o
these may be mentioned Ata'b. Abi Rabah, Khilas b. cAmr al-Hajari.
_ 7
and Sha4 bi.
Apart from being the Prophet's scribe who wrote on the former's
behalf, cAli himself employed writing freely. In addition to the
report that he had giver; some written ahadith to al-Harith b. al-A'war
it is reported that during- the battle of Siffin, he agreed to consign
to writing the terms and conditions for cessation of hostilities
^
Taoyid, 91-92.; Taratlb, ii, 247-5 Tab, II, ii, 123.; Isaba,
ii, no. 4781.
^
Tab, VI, lib.; Taqyid, 90.; Fasil, 35a«











between him and Mu*awiya.^ In 37 A.H., he gave a fresh written
charter to the people of Najran. In addition to all these, he
wrote letters on various occasions.
As regards the written ahadith with *Ali, it is reported, on
Z A
his own testimony, that he possessed a sahifa, which contained
among other things, the laws regarding blood money, manumission of
slaves and the prohibition to kill a muslim in retatliation of an
5unbeliever.' He kept this sahifa, after the fashion of the day,
in the scabbard (qirab or batn) of his sword. In fact, the sources
mention several sahifas attached to his sword. The contents of
these sahifas included the rates of taxes on camels, the boundaries
of Medina as a sanctuary (haram), some extracts from the constitution
7
of Medina and the Prophet's sermon given on the farewell pilgrimage.
On the basis of the information provided by earlier sources
about the contents of the sahifa, we can say that the document
Tab, III, ip, 21.; Annales, i, 3336-3538.; Tiwal, 194-196.;
Y/ar and Peace, 101.; Watha'iq, no. 372.
Khara.j, 42.; Watha' iq, no. 104• The original document to their, was
issued by the Prophet (cf. Khara.j, 41 • 5 Amwal, 188-189.; Tab, I,
ii, 35-36, 88.; Futuh, 76-77.; 'Watha* in, no. 94* )> ana was ratified
by his successors, Abu Bakr (cf. Amwal, 189 •; Kha ra ,j, 41. ?
Annales, i, 1987-1988) and 'Umar (cf. Khara.j, 41-42.; Tab, I, ii
85.; Watha'iq, no. 100.)
SB, iv, 324 (Diyat)♦; Tanyid, 88-89.; Musr.ad (T), 15.
^ 8B, iv, 289 (Fara'id), iv, 324 (Diyat).; Jami* , vi, 181-182 (Diyat
^ Musnad (T), 15«; Bayan, i, 76.; SB, iv, 324 (Diyat).; Umm, vii,
I64 (Diyat), 292 (Diyat ahl adh-dhimma).; Musnad (Shaf. )," ii,
104 (Di.yat) .; Mohammedan! sm (Mar. 65.




SB, ii, 296-, 298. (Jiz.ya). ; iv, 425 (T Hisam... ).; Musnad (Shaf.)
ii, 104 (Diyat).; Muslim Ethics, 47-48.; Bavan, i, 171*5 1
86-89.; Msfr, ii, 14-16/27-28. /Tawjth, lu-18.
hid.
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consisted of one or just a few sheets and the word sahifa did not
refer to a booklet or a book.
It is possible, as Dr. Hamidullah suggests, that these documents
belonged originally to the Prophet himself and after his death came
into'Ali's possession.*^" This assumption is based on the information
that Ali was in possession of the Prophet's sword, named Dhu'l ficar",
to which was attached the constitution of Medina.^ 'Ali, his cousin
and son-in-law, being an important member of the Prophet's family,
was the most likely person to have received the document found in
the Prophet's house.4 Moreover, since the contents of'Ali's sahifa
partly included many phrases from the Constitution of Medina, it
is thought auite logically by Dr. Hamidullah that the sahifa
attached to 'All's sword was in fact the same sahifa which used to
5
be tied with the Prophet's sword.
In addition to the sab ifa referred to above,'Ali is said to
have possessed a kitab (booklet) on zakat and taxation,^ dictated
7
to him by the Prophet. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya seems to have
referred to this book when he said, "My father, 'Ali, asked me to
take this kitab to'Uthraan for it contained the Prophet's instructions
Q
with respect to zakat."
1 Sahifa, 30-51-
2
Tab, I, ii, 171-1/2.; Ashraf, i, 525.
2 Sahifa, 30-31-; Imta', i, 107•5 Buhuth, 147>n.; Tab,I,ii,172.;II,i,19»
4 Imta', i, 107-
Sahifa, 30-31.
°




SB, ii, 277 (Pard al-khums).
(6) 1 Sahifa' cf Muhammad b. I.'aslama fd. 46 A.H.):-
Ku^ammad b. Maslama was a reliable transmitter of hadith, who,
on two occasions - once in Abu Bakr's time"*" and secondly during
o
'Ulnar's reign" - acted as a witness to prove the authenticity of the
traditions reported by Lughira b. Shu'ba.
As regards his written collection of ahaditia, it is reported
that a sahifa containing traditions was found after his death in the
3
scabbard of his sword.
(7) 1 Sahifa' of Eu.ir b. t\di (d. SI A.H.):-
Kujr was a pious theologian whose main interest lay in the
hadith. He was very much admired by'A'isha. + He belonged to the
disciples of 'Ali b. Abi Talib from whom he had collected a number of
5
traditions. These ahadith were preserved in a sahifa.
(8) 'Suhuf' of nbu 'I-Yasar Ka'b b. i.mr:-
Alu '1-Yasar is said to have possessed a large number of
manuscript sheets (suhuf), which he used to keep in a dimama♦^
*
V.;hen Mughira quoted a hadith regarding the grandmother's share in
the property of the deceased, Abu Bakr demanded a witness who
could confirm that it was the Prophet's tradition. Thereupon,
Muhammad b. Ma'slama verified Kughira's statement, (cf. Tdh,
i,' 3»> Tadwin Hadith, 296-297.).
2 - -
It is reported that Iv.ughira reported a hadith concerning the diva
(blood money) for foeticide. In order to verify Mughira's reported
hadith,'Umar demanded a witness, whereupon Muhammad b. Hasiama came
forward and confirmed L'.ughira's report, (cf. S3, iv, 325. (Diyat).}




5 Tab, VI, 154.
°
One of the many "containers used for keeping documents. For the
list of these containers, see, Supra, chapter IV, p.220, v. 2-.
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Although the sources tell us that this container was full of
manuscripts'1", they do not indicate the subject matter of the suhuf
contained therein. In view of the fact that Abu '1-Yasar was a
distinguished scholar of hadith, we can safely expect these
manuscripts to be nothing but hadith collections.
That Abu '1-Yasar was a scholar of hadith is evident from a
2
report saying that he was sought after by the traditionists,
'Ubada b. al-Y.alid (d. circa 98 A.H.) and his father Walid b.'Ubada.
According to the report,these two scholars, who had set out in
search of the hadith among the Ansar, were first benefitted by
Abu '1-Yasar^ who was found accompanied by his servant carrying
— A.
the dimama, full of suhuf. '
(9) 'Kitab' of *Amr b. Kazn al-Ansari fd. 91 A.H.):-
£Amr was in possession of a written treatise on legal matters
which was given to him by the Prophet at the time of his appointment
as the governor of Najran. It contained laws regarding alms, blood
money, inheritance and other matters relating to the Prophet's sunna
(as-sadaoat wa'd-diyat wa '1-fara'id wa >s-snnan).
The sources mention this treatise as a 'kitab' which may be
Papyri, ii, 188, citing Ibn al-Qaysarani's Kitao al-Jamt bayr
kitabay Abi Nasr Kalabadhi wa Abi Bakr al-Isbahani ♦.. fj ri.idl
■ • » ■ ■■ ' ' ....... - ... % . ■ . ■■ — >-■■■■*
al-Bukhari wa I-vuslim, (Hyderabad, 1325/1905)» PP* 430-431»
2
v' 57-58.; Jarh, III, i, 95-96.
y
Ja-h, III, ii, lbO.; 3te, iv, 357 film),; Isaba, iv, 221, no. 1254*
A
Pauyri, ii, 188.
Sira, 961.; Bayan, i, 71.; Tao.yid, 72,; Ikhtilaf, 17-18.; 3N,
viii, 56-6I (CJasaiaa).; TJmia, vi, 103.; Kharaj, 42.; Amwal, 358-382;
Annales, i, 1727-1729.; Irata*' , i, 501-502.; Bagh, viii, 228.;
Muwatta', iv, 175-176 fUqulV.
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translated both as 'letter' and a 'booklet'. Looking at various
subjects with which it dealt, it appears that it was rather a
'booklet' than merely a 'letter'. Furthermore, looking at the
treatment received by one of the themes of this 'kitab', and
believing that similar treatment must have been received by other
subjects as well, we come to the conclusion that this 'kitab' was
more.than a letter and was most probably a treatise. We find that
the 'kitab al-Jarah' (section dealing with compensation for wounds)
of this 'kitab' not only contained the Prophet's rulings on the
matter but also many verses from the Holy Qur'an. The section
began with the statements 'These are the rules laid down by Allah
and His Prophet (hadha ba.yan min Allah wa rasulihi)',"^ followed
2
by a number of verses from the Qur an . After this is given the
chapter heading entitled 'This is the chapter on wounds
3
(hadha kitab al-Jarah)', followed by legal'rules concerning wounds.
It can be presumed that the plan followed in the chapter on
.Jarah must have been followed with regard to other subjects as well.
This, in turn, makes us believe that the document dealing with at
least four legal topics viz. blood money, alms, inheritance and
taxes was not merely a 'letter' but at least a 'booklet' if not a
'book'.
The above 'booklet', written on a piece of leather (ruq^at
min adam) remained preserved in£Amr's family for many years. It





t > secure authentic documents concerning the Prophet's sunna, was
in correspondance with different families known to have beer, in
possession of such manuscripts, had written to Abu Bakr b. Muhammad
b. 'Amr b. Hazm as well. The caliph in this letter had encuired from
Abu Bakr if he had with him some written ahadith of the Prophet
concerning zakat.^ A similar letter was sent by the caliph to
the family of'Umar b. al-Khattab. According to the reports,the
renuired documents were found both in the families of 'Umar ar.d
9
S\mr b. Ilazm." The document found in the family of'Umar was an
epistle on zakat, which was prepared by'Umar for the guidance of his
governors. As regards the manuscript found in'Amr's family, it
was the sane kitab which was given by the Prophet to his governor
'Amr b. Hazm in 10 A.li. when he was sent to Na.iran to instruct the
Yemenites and to collect alms tax from them.
As the contents of these manuscripts - both dealing with zakat -
were the sane, caliph'Umar b. cAbd al-Aziz, during his reign, issued
a circular order to the effect that legal cases should be dealt
with in the light of these writings.^
The incidental reference to'Amr b. Hazni's kitab in the above
reoort points to the existence of such a manuscript with him. This_
book, it seems, was' preserved in'Amr's family for ouite a long time,
for we read,on the testimony of Zuhri that he had found 'Amr's book
in possession bf the letter's grandson Abu Bakr,from whom he took
a - - 5and reaa it.
^
Sunan bare. (Zakat al-ibil wa ' 1-g'aanam).
9
SAB, ii, 153 (Zakat).; SN, viii, 59 (Qasama).
Amwal, 562, 363, 366, 579 et passim.; Br- D, ii, 133 (Zakat j ♦
4 Sunan "Dare/*(Zakat al-ibil).
' SN, viii, 59 (Qasama).
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References to this book ere founu in other sources as well.
It is said, for instance, that •the book of cAmr b. Kazm has attained
recognition with all the four iroams (i.e. Abu Kanifa, Shafi^i,
Kalik and Ibn Hanbal) and that it has been continually transmitted
from one generation to another like the book of cAbd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As,
transmitted bytfAmr b. Shu'ayb, on the authority of his father, on
the authority of his grandfather.'1 In Ibn Kathir's words, "This
book was commonly used by the scholars of the past and the present
2
who have placed their reliance in its contents." Speaking about
this book, Ya'qub b. Sufyan says, "No book in my knowledge is more
reliable than the book of Acr b. Hazm, (for) the companions used
to refer to it and change their individual considered opinions
(ra'y) [if they clashed with the rulings found in this book]."^
Shafi'i quotes a report showing that'Umar I was one of those who
had done so. According to this report'Umar once decided a case
regarding the weregild of fingers on the basis of a Prophet's
tradition, saying: 'the compensation for wounds in the thumb is
fifeteen camels, in the forefinger and middle finger ten camels
each, in the ring finger, nine camels and in the little finger-
six camels'. But later on when he found a tradition saying: 'the
compensation for wounds in any of the fingers is ten camels', he
4
changed his earlier decision in the light oi tnis hadith. This
second hadith, the report aads, was found in the book (kitab)
hanaed over to 4Amr b. Hazm by the trophet.'5
^
Nasb, iii, 342.
2 _ * - . . ......
Tannin, n, opl.





This incidental reference to the kitab of 'act provides sufficient
evidence for the existence of a hadith manuscript v;ith 'Amr b. Hazm.
In addition to the book referred to above, 'Anr was in possession
of a kitab containing the rules regarding the zakat on animals
and crops, rules concerning booty, blood money and prayer, and a
list of actions considered as major sins (kaba* ir) An incidental
reference to this kitab is found in the report saying, " 'Ata* b.
P.abah had read the hadith 'the ablution is not complete without
al-rnadmada (rinsing the mouth) and al-istinshaq (throwing the water
up into the nostrils and blowing it back)' in the kitab of Ibn Hazm
2
given to him by the Prophet."
In fact 'Anr had collected together twenty-one official
documents of the Prophet which he received from time to time.
These he had edited along with the book on zakat referred to above.
This compilation of 'Amr has been well preserved in Ibn Tulun's
book "I'lam as-sa'ilin 'an kutub sayyid al-mursalin" in the form of an
appendix. The compendium ascribed to 'Amr b. Hazm has been
transmitted by a reputed traditionist of Daybul (present Thatta,
_ -z
in Pakistan) named Abu Ja'far ad-Dsybuli.
(10) 'Suhuf of Shamghun al-Azdi al-Ansari:-
The companion, Shamghun was an advocate of writing, who used
to write on both sides of the papyrus. He is said tc be the first
4
who bound the loose sheets by pressing and sewing them together.''
^





Isaha, ii, 156, no. 3921.
His written collection of ahadith was known as 'suhuf1.
(ll) 'fuskha' of Samura b. Jundub fa. 59 A.h.):-
Saraura b.' Jundub (d. 59/60 A.H.) is reported to have collected
the ahadith in a book called 'nuskha'.^ It was also known as
5 4 5
'sahifa' . 'risala1 and 'kitao' . The collection was received
% ~ • — ' ■■■■'■ ■ ■ ■
6 -7
by his son, Sulayman , and by Hasan al-3asri , both of whom are
reported to have transmitted the ahadith from it. Of Sulayman it
is said that 'he transmitted from his father a lengthy book
*" ' — Q
(rawa 'an abihi nuskha kabira)'' . According to another report
9this nuskha was handed over to him by his father in written form.
Ibn Sirin, who praised this book*v, states that 'the risala which
Saraura wrote for his sons contained much had!t-h film kathir)'
Hasan al-Basri had also transmitted Samura's collection of
IP _ _
ahadith. In. Yah.ya b. Sa id al-Qattan's words, "the ahadi th
of Samura transmitted by al-Hasan are said to have come from a
13kitab." Ifarwan b. Ja'far b. Sa^d b. Samura is also reported to
1 A.
have received Samura's hadith in written form. '
^
Isaba, ii, lp6, no. 3921.
^
Tahdh, iv, 198.
5 list, ii, 10/23.
^
Tahdh, iv, 236.; Mst, ii, IO/23.
S T —
Tab,VII,1,115. The 'nuskha1 and 'risala' of Samura, mentioned in
the sources, apparently look two independent works of Samura,
but most probably they are identical, as is suggested, by
C-oldziher. cf. Mst, ii, 10/23.
^
Tahdh, iv, 198.
Tab, VII, i, 115.; Tahdh, ii, 267-269.
g
Tahdh, iv, 198.
J Tahdh, iv, 236-237.
10
Tahdh, iv, 236.
Tahdh , iv, '236-237 •
^
Tab, VII, -i, 115.; Tahdh, ii, 267.
Tab, VII, i, lib.
14 Jarh, IV, i, 276.
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Thus we see that Samura's written collection is known through
the statements of his own pupils and pupils of these pupils.
(12) 'Kutub' -of Abu Hurayra (d. 39 A.H.):-
Abu Hurayra cane from Yemen to Medina and embraced Islam, in
7 A.H. ^ince then till Muhammad's death he remained constantly
in the Prophet's company and seized thereby an opportunity to
collect the traditions. He himself claims to have recounted the
greatest number of ahadith.^ The prophet had also confirmed that
Abu Hurayra was the most anxious student of traditions.
Although he is acknowledged to have reported the largest
number of ahadith. opinions, differ about his written collection
of traditions.
According to one report, Abu Hurayra is said to have admitted
himself that he did not write down the ahadith.^ Comparing himself
with his fellow companion, 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As, he is
reported to have said, "Among all the companions of the Prophet
there is none who had transmitted a greater number of ahadith than
myself except'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As, who used to write them
down while I did not do so."4 In another report, he is said to
have stated, "Vie neither write nor dictate traditions". It is
^
He is said to have transmitted 5374 ahadith. (cf. Tadrib, 205-;
Tahdith, 47-48.)
2
81, i, 37 film).; iv, 245 (Hinao).
3 'iln, 11a.
4
Tacyid, 82-84.; Ba.yan, i, 70.; SB, i, A1 ('I In).; FasiJ, 34b, 35a.
c; c •
Bayan, i, 66.; Jim, 11a.
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further reported that Abu Kurayra, along v.-ith his other colleagues,
was discouraged by the Prophet to write down the traditions."*"
All these -reports show that Abu Eurayra was not in favour of
writing down ahadith. But alongside these, we find many reports
showing his favourable attitude towards recording of the Prophet's
hadith.
Vve find, for example, a report on Abu Hurayra's own authority,
saying that he possessed so much written material (of hadith) that
2
it might fill five bags. It is also reported that he had acnuired
the knowledge of reading and writing'* and had learnt even Persian/'
5
and Abyssinian. The most important report in this connection is
found in Ibn'Abd al-Barr's Jar-dF Bayari al-ilm, where it is
mentioned that once Abu Hurayra took Hasan b. 'Amr b. Uruayya aci-Damri
to his house and showed him many books (kutuban kath.ira) containing
the Prophet's ahadith.0 Again, it is reported that he showed his
_ - 7
books of ahadith to Ibn V/ahb.
Two explanations can be offered to explain the above




Hilya, i, 381•j Fasil, 66a.
5 Taoyld, 33-34.




Bayan, i, 74*5 A*lso see Taratib, ii, 246.
7 Fath, i, 14*8.
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Firstly, the report about the Prophet's forbidding Abu Hurayra
to write down his hadith seems strange in the presence of the well
known hadith in which the Prophet pays compliments to Abu Kurayra
by acknowledging him as the most anxious student of traditions.
However, this interdiction, if there was one, has been well
explained by Hamidullah. He states that'Abu Rurayra had come from
Yemen where the 1Musnad' and not the Arabic script was in vogue.
Since he had learnt the Arabic script recently and must have been
making mistakes, the Prophet did not trust him. Furthermore, he
was not well versed in the C-Ur'an ana could hardly distinguish
between, the words of God and of Muhammad, at least in the beginning.
Henc_e the interdiction. But when this condition no more existed
and Abu Hurayra became well versed in the Arabic language and
2
proficient enough in religious studies,., he was permitted to write.
Secondly, it looks that the contradictory rerorts represent
two stages of Abu Hurayra's literary career. These stages can be
described as (i) eaiier and (ii) later. Y.e discuss them one by one.
(i) Earlier Stage:
In the former earlier stage, Abu Hurayra possessed a powerful
retentive memory. Being too confident of his memorisation power, he
decided to preserve all the Prophetic traditions in the safe
depository of heart, instead of writing them down. This does not
mean that he was against writing. We have seen that while
comparing his knowledge or hadith with that of 'Abd Allah b.'Amr b. al-As,
he did not discredit the latter for recording the ahadith. He
*
33, i, 57 film) iv, 245 (Hioaq).; Tab, IV, ii, 56.
Sahifa, 57.
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simply said that *Abd Allah wrote the traditions while he himself
aid. not v.rite. The statement does not show his aversion towards
writing. In it, he merely seems boasting of his. powerful memory;
not disapproving of writing as such.
Perhaps the story of his refusal to dictate the ahadith to
Larwan b. al-Hakam and the latter's resort to trickery in order
to have them written down,^ belongs to this 'earlier stage' of
his literary career.
Abu liurayra's reluctance to dictate the ahadith may also be
due to 'dinar' s fear who had warned the former of severe punishment
2
if he did not refrain from paying too much importance to hadith.
'Umar's prohibitive order, however, remained operative only till
his death, after which Abu Hurayra again concentrated on hadith and
According to the story, liarwan placed his secretary Abu 'z-Za*za'a
behind a curtain and then reouested Abu Hurayra to relate
traditions. V.hile the latter transmitted the traditions orally,
the secretary wrote them down in black and white and thus made
a written collection of Abu Hurayra's hadith. (cf. Tanyia, 41•5
Nubalh' , ii, 431-432.; Kuria, 33* > Isaba, iv, 203, no* 1190.;
Tadwin Kadith, 81-82.; Papyri, ii, 20.) The sources indicate
that this was a large collection of hadith, for the secretary
is reported to have said that he had written a large number of
ahadith (katabtu ha di than kathira) that day. (cf. Nuba la' , ii,
431-432.).
Perhaps this collection of Abu Hurayra * s hadith had
reached *Abd al-Aziz b. Farwan, whose interest in the hadith was
so great that he has been listed among the traditionists. It
is reported that he had asked the well known traditionist,
Katnir b. Murra, to record for him the traditions of the well
known companions excepting those of Abu Hurayra whose transmitted
ahadith, he said, he already had. (cf. Tab, VII, ii, 1S7•»
Paoyri, ii, 20.; Buhuth, 149.> Sahifa, 39 > where Hamidullah
wrongly ascribes this anecdote to'Umar b. *Abd al-Aziz.)
This report suggests that 'Abd a)-Aziz b. Ilarwan must rmve
obtained from his father the collection of Abu Hurayra• s had- t-h
whicn was made through trickery.
lianar, X, 849*» Tdh, i, '/«; Pas j 1, ofca.
j •
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held lectures and seminars (majalis) .1"
i^ii) natei' stages
the second stage of Abu Hurayra's literary career began with
the decline in his power of memorisation and also with the death
of 'Ulnar, when his memory weakened and also when 'Omar's fear ceased
to exist, he preferred tc commit the traditions into writing. It was
in this later part of his life, perhpas, that he collected the
traditions in books.
That Abu Hurayra was in favour of .hadith recording is evident
from the fact that his students not only made written collections
of his hadith but presented them to him for perusal and to obtain
his permission to transmit them on his authority. Furthermore, we
are told that his hadith sessions in Medina had attracted a large
number of pupils, who made written collections of hadith from his
2 3
lectures. Thus the well known scholars, like Hammaio b. Kunabbrh ,
- - 4 , . —.3 — ~ 8
Bashir b. Nahik , Aqba b. Abi 1-Hasna , LIuhammad b. Sinn
2
Kusnad, ii, 275•? Tdh, i, 51—55•5 Hubala', ii, 433-434»436>44!0»44?-444-:
L, 14.
iusnad, ii, 275-5 Tdh, i, 31-35-5 Nubala', ii, 434-435, 436,440,443-444-5
^ rapyrx, ii, 14-» Isti 'ab, iv, 209-
^ I. 4 ?; V>A -! 1 A ijj-i • . i. - ' >n n I CJ
X a. \J V J-i . XX J X <-j- • J X O OX Zx\J y X- V j £. J • _
Hi5 hadith collection, khown as 'Sahifa' has been discovered and
edited by Dr. Hamidullah. (cf. Hamidullah (ed.) Sahifa Hammam b. kunabbih,
Damascus, 1372/1953-
Ke collected the traditions in a book and presented it to Abu Hurayra,
seeking his permission to transmit on his authority. The permission
was readily given, (cf. Tab, VII,i,162.; 'lira, lla-llb,Bayan, i, 72.;
DP, i, 127.; Taoyid, 101.; Tahdh, i, 470.^
His hadith collection is known as 'nuskha',a copy of which was in
possession of Dhahabi. (cf. I isan, iii, 8p, no. 1 j
His hadith collection, known as 1kitab1 cane in possession of Yahya b. Sirin
It was written on an old parchment. There were circles after
every ten ahadith. It also contained sayings of Abu Hurayra
separately, (cf. Imla', 173-)
and Sac id al-llaqburi, have all made written compendia of hadith
from him.
Under these circumstances it does not seem improbable that
Abu Hurayra himself possessed some written collection of ahadith.
The report that he had shown a number of books to Hasan b. 'Anr b. Umayya
cannot, therefore, be outrightly rejected. On the contrary, the report
suggests that although he used to narrate orally, he possessed written
manuscripts with him. This is apparent from his remark, 'If you
(Hasan b. 'Amr) had heard this tradition from me, it should be in written
form with me.1 This becomes clearer when v;e read the whole report
according to which he caught hold of Hasan's arms, took him to his
house and showed him a large number of books, one of which
2
contained the hadith in question.
A corroborative evidence-for the existence of Abu Hurayra's
books is his statement in which he says, "I have enough written
Z
material to fill five bags" - a statement which was, perhaps, made
during the second 'later stage' of his literary career when he had
preferred writing over memory.
In the light of the above observations, v.e may maintain that
Abu Hurayra was not only not illiterate as suggested by some,^
but he had written books.. Browne lists him among the literates
of the first century and remarks, "Manuscript notes, however,
1
Tahdh, ix» 342.; Jarh. I, ii, 85.; Tdh, i, 110.
2 - - -
Bayan, i, 74-5 Taratib, ii, 24b.
^ Hilya, i, 381.; Fasil, 66a.
^
Papyri, ii, 9, 1*7, 37, 61.
were constantly made at an earlier date, during the first
century of the Flight, by such men as Abu Hurayra, 'Abdullah b. 'Amr
(/ ^ /
b. al-Afsi , az-Zuhri... and Hasan of Basra, who in some cases
ordered that these notes should be burned at their death,
because they were mere aids to memory...."
(13) 'Kitab1 of Muhammad b. *Anr b. Hazm (d. 63 A.H.):-
The successor scholar, Muhammad b. 'Amr b. Hazm has been' » » %
_ 2
described as a learned fan in. He transmitted the traditions from
'Umar, fAmr b. al-As and his own father, 'Amr b. Ijazm, the famous
governor of Najran.^
A
He. is credited with a book on blood money (kitsb fi'l-ucul)'^
But it appears that it was the same book which was sent by the
c;
Prophet to Amr b. Hazm, his father.
History of Persia, i, 272.
^
Asma', I, i, 89.
^ Asma>, I, i, 89*
^
Papyri, iit< 29, n. 229.
^ Sira, 9ol.; Bayan, i, 71.; Taoyiri, 72.; SN, viii, 56-6I
(Qasama); Khara.j, 42.; Aawal, 398-3^2.; Annales, i, 1727-1729;
lata* , i, cjC1-802.
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(14) 1Sahifa' of *Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. ai-As (d. 64 A;H.):-
'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As, a scholar, companion, not only
knew Arabic but could read Syriac"'" and was given to intensive study
2
of the books of the scripturians (ahl al-kitab)_ He is said to
have had doctrinal discussions with the converted Jews^ and had
_
_ /
compiled a voluminous book entitled 'sahifa yarrankiya1 1 on the
5
basis of his study of Christian and Jewish literature.
Being a pious literate muslim, he was keenly interested in the
Prophet's surma. He not only heard the traditions but committed
them to writing. Perhaps he began to make his own collection after
g
he came to know that his fellow companions were doing the same..
His famous collection, containing the sayings and doings of
7
Muhammad, is known as "as-sahifa as-sadioa" (the truthful record).
It is reported that he used to record everything that he heard from
Q
the Prophet , 90 much so that some of his colleagues objected to
his recording. They said that the Prophet was after all a man who
might say something not worth recording. Hearing this, 'Abd Allah
refrained from writing. .But when he consulted the Prophet on this
matter and sought his permission to record his sayings, the latter
1
Tab, VII, ii, 189-
^
SD, ii, 212.; Hilya, i, 288.: Nubala*, iii, 57•5 Musnad, ii,
183, 209, 219,*222.; Musnad (Sh), ix, 233-234.; TafsTr, xii,
252-253.; TJsd, iii, 233.
^
Tafsir, xiii, 164.; Hilya, vi, 52, 54-? Papyri, ii, 9*
A
_ _
^ Tadwin Hadlth, 67.; Sahifa, 23«
^ Musnad, ii, 195•» Tdh, i, 36.; Nubala*, iii, 54.; Futuh Misr,i,35*
Annales, i, 464-465*; Usd, iii, 2$5-
^
Pftsil, 36a. For details, see supra, chapter IV,p 214-215.
7
Tsk»_iI» ij-' 125.; IV» ii. 8-9«; vii, ii, 139.; sd, i, 127.;
Tacyid, 84.Nuhala', iii, 58.; Fasil, 34b.; Macarif, 156.
^
Tab, IV, ii, 8-9.
3
said, 'Write down, for I speak nothing but the truth (ma khara.ja
mirtni ilia haqq)1.^ This express permission cleared all his.
doubts and he resumed the task of recording the Prophet's sunna
_ 2
in a book (sahifa)- which he himself named as 'as-sadiqa' (the veracious).
His own testimony about the source of information of this
sahifa is that he heard its contents directly from the Prophet. He
clearly stated that there was no intermediate link of transmitter
between him and the Prophet (hadhihi ma sami^tu min Rasul Allah,
laysa be vr.i wa baynahu ahad).^ He further says that whenever I
used to hear anything from the Prophet I wrote it down in this book.^
In another report he states that all that the Prophet spoke, whether
'yes' or 'no', we wrote it down (naktub ma yaqul la aw na'ara).
The last two statements of 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As along with
that of Abu Hurayra that Abd Allah used to write down the ahadith
while he himself did not do so,*3 suggest that the receptacle of
these ahadith i.e. the sahifa of 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al^As, must
7
have been a large one.
On the basis of another report saying that he had memorised
1
Taoyld, 79-31.; Fasil, 34a-34b.} 3D, i, 125.; Bayan,i, 71-1
Musnad, ii, 162, 1§2, 207, 215.
2
II, ii, 125.; IV, ii, 8-9.; VII, ii, I89.5 Taoyid, 79-5
Fasil, 346.
^ Husnad (Sh), ix, 233«j Tacyid, 84.; Tab, II, ii, 125-; ii, 9• 5
VII, ii, 189•5 Usd, iii, 234*
4 Taqyid, 85.




Ibn Eanbal's musnad contains 627 ahadith transmitted by 'Abd Allah
b. 'Ami- b. al-As,. cf: Lusriaa (Sh), vols, ix, x, xi, hadith nos.
6477-7103.
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1000 traditions1, read along with the one saying that he recorded
everything that he heard from the Prophet2, it can be inferred that
the sahifa under consideration contained 1000 ahadith.
This sahifa'remained preserved in his family for cuite a long
time. First it was inherited by his grandson Shu4ayb b. Muhammad,
and then, after Shu4ayb's death, it came in possession of *Amr, the
- ^
great grandson of 4Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As.' This 'Amr (d. 118/120
A.H.) transmitted the traditions from this sahifa and incurred thereby
the criticism of such critics who disapproved of narrating the hadith
without its formal hearing from the teacher.^ Despite this criticism
the traditions from this sahifa abound in classical hadith collect-
• — » .... •...
ions. In fact all the traditions having the isnad 'From'Amr
b. Shu4ayb, from his father, from his grandfather' have come from
5
this sahifa.
Although the original sabifa is now lost, almost all its
contents have been incorporated in Ibn Hanbal's voluminous Musnad,
in a chapter, entitled 'Musnad'Abd Allah b. *Amr b. ai-As1.^ Mujahid
(d. 102 A.H.) is reported to have seen this sahifa in possession
of Vod Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As.^ It is said to have survived till the
time of'Umar II, when its copies were dispatched to the caliph for
Zuhri's use.k
^






^ Asms', I, ii, 29.; Kifaya, 507.
r-
J Tahdh, viii, 54*
°
Mnsnad (ah), xi, x, xi, nos. 6477-7103.
'




It seems that 'Aba Allah used this sahifa for dictating
traditions to his students."'" We are told of two scribes who used
2
to v;rite down his dictation, perhaps, from this sahifa.
This sahifa was highly treasured by its author, 'Abd Allah
b. iunr b. al-As. Once when Mujahid called on him and tried to
pick up the sahifa from under the mat on which he was sitting
(min taht mifrashihi), he forbade him to do so.^ Although he had
never denied anything to Mujahid, he made an exception in this case
and stopped him from taking this sahifa. That he considered it a
treasure is apparent from another report which says that he used to
A
keep his wrritten material in a box. It is related that one day
_ 5
when he was asked about a hadith, he took out a kitab from a box
(sundua) and related therefrom the hadith in question.^
Another casual reference to the existence of this written
recora with'Abd Allah b. cAmr b. al-As is found in the report ^scribed
to Abu ftashid al-Kibrani. He tells us that once when he came to
'A.bd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As and asked him to relate what he had heard
from the Prophet, he (*Abd Allah) handed over a book (sahifa) to him
(Rashid) saying that it contained the prophet's hadith. When Rashid
looked into it, he found, among other traditions, a formula of prayer
(du'a) to be recited in the morning and in the evening, which was
^
Tacyid, 85*n* 182, citing Ibn'Asakir's Tarikh Pimashq, vi, 49*
2
Khitat, ii, 332.
Taoyid, 84.: Fas11, 54b.; tlsd, iii, 234*
^ Musnad (Sh), x, 172-174*; hisan, xv, 273* (S.V.Zahn).
Referring perhaps to his 1 sadica
b
Lisan, xv, 273*5 (S.V. Zahm).; Musnad (Sh), x, 172-174*
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taught by the Prophet to Abu Bakr on the request of the latter.1
This report proves that 'Abci Allah b. 'Amr b« al-As had a written
record of the Prophet's sunna.
A corroborative evidence of the existence of'Aba Allah's sahifa
is provided by the well known statement of Abu Kurayra in which he
refers to the former's practice of recording the Prophet's hadith.
He says, 'No one from among the companions possesses larger number of
ahadith than myself except'Abd Allan b. 'Amr b. al-As, who used to
2
write them down while I did not do so.'
We have seen that 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-As used to dictate
3ahadith to his students . To take an example, A.bu Sabra reports
that he ('Aba Allah) dictated to me a hadith from his collection of
__ A
ahadith which he had heard from the Prophet . Another of his
students, Shufa b. Mati' is reported to have written down two
/
books from his dictations.
His dictations could have come either from trie sahifa in ouestion
or from some other written record of his, for he is reported to have
7
possessed numerous books , and is also said to have collected the
0




Taoyid, 82.; Bayan, i, 70.; SI) (Med), i, 103.;
^
feghith, 2l6u; Tag;/id, 85,n. 182.
^ ftiusnad (Sh), x, 28.
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(15) 1 Kutub' of *Abida b. 'Am.r as-Sr.lmanl (d. 64/72 A.H.)
'Abida belonged to the category of those writers who destroyed
their manuscripts for fear that their writings night reach incompetent
hands and be misused. It is said that this Kufic scholar had written
down the ahadith in books. But when death approached him, he sent
for his manuscripts and erased them, saying, "I fear that after my
death they would reach incompetent hands and suffer interpolation,
(fa yaha'uha ghayr mawadi*ihi)".~ According to another report, he
left a will to the effect that his books be either burnt or erased.^
It is evident from both reports that he was in possession of written
ahadith_though the manuscripts were destroyed subsequently.
'Abida, who is listed among the opponents of hadith writing', is
said to have forbidden his students to write down his traditions.
This prohibition reflects nothing- but his fear which he had shown
at his death bed, namely the possibility of the desecration of his
books. It was owing to this apprehension that he had forbidden his
student, Ibrahim to retain any book frcm him for posterity.4
'Abiaa's collections of hadith may not have survived longer but at
any rate he did write down the traditions.
^
Tab, VI, bj.; T'aqyid, 61.; 3D, i,121.; Bayan, i, 67.; 'Ilffl, 3b.
2 Taqyld, 62.
^ lac-yid, 45» 46.; Tab, VI, 63.; Bayan, i, 67.; 3D, i, 120-121.
4 Tab, VI, 63.; 3D, i, 120.
.» •
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(16) 'Kutub' of "Abd Allah b. 'Abbas (d. 66 A.HQ:-
Ibn 'Abbas belongs to the category of those literary figures of
early Islam whose interest lay not only in theology but in other
disciplines as well. 'Ata' b. Abi Rabah (d. 114 A.H.) gives the
following description of Ibn'Abbas' literary calibre: "Some people
used to come to 'Abd Allan b. 'Abbas to study poetry, others to study
genealogy, yet others to study pre-Islamic history of the Arabs...
He had fixed certain days to teach certain subjects. Thus he
alloted one day in a week for teaching the fich (law), the next day
for the J^afwil (commentary of the Qur'an), the third day for the
raaghazi (battles of the Prophet), another day for the shi'* r (poetry)
and a day for the ayyaiu al-Arab (pre-Islamic history)."'''
2
Ke began his literary career after the death of the Prophet.
In due course, he excelled in various branches of knowledge, especially
the yur'an and the hadith. As regards the former, he came to be
— ^
known as the father of all tafsir works. So far as his interest in
the hadith is concerned, it appears that he was genuinely interested
in its preservation. He used to compare the Qur'an with the hadith
and asked his pupils to pay due attention to the recording of the
latter. As for the Qur'an, he said that it was already preserved
and collected (mahfuz ma jinn' ). It was only the hadith, he stressed,
which needed determined efforts to preserve it. He suggested the
narration of ahadith among the companions as one of the means to
4 ,
preserve it. He himself was an assiduous collector of hadith and
1
Tab, II, ii, 122.; Bagh, i, 175•
Tab, II, i, 121.
^




akhbar not only from the Ansar but also from the Jews and the
Christian Arabs.^
In order to hear the traditions from the companions' mouth he
used to call at their houses in unfavourable hot and windy weather.
Although the companions, on their part, were willing to go to his
house and relate the traditions he wanted to hear, saving thereby
the cousin of the Prophet from sufferings of scorching heat and
dusty winds, he did not agree to it. His usual reply used to be,
9
'No, I must come to you (if I am real searcher after knowledge)'.*"
He was very careful in accepting the traditions. Hence he was not
contented with only one isnad for a tradition. Instead, he searched
for as many narrators as he could find for the reports of the Prophet.
It is said that he sometimes enquired some jO companions about one
3
particular hadith.
One may ask at this point: "When Ibn 'Abbas was so much interested
in the Prophet's traditions, why is the 'hadith' not mentioned in
the list of subjects in which he was said to have excelled and for
each of which he had devoted special sessions?^
In order to explain away this objection, it is necessary to
note the relationship between the hadith and the fioh in early Islam.
Th those days, the knowledge of hadith was a prerequisite condition
1
-Papyri, i> 47-48.; ii, 9, 99, 198.
^
Ta_b, II, i, 121.; Sunna (Sib), 76-77*; Bayan, i, 85-86.
^ Hubala', iii, 231.
^ The list contained the following branches of knowledge! Pioh
(law), Ta'wil (commentary on the Our'an.), maghazi. (war), Shi4 r
(poetry) and Ayyam al-Arab (pre-Islarnic history). cf. Tab. II, ii,
121-122.
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for the knowledge of f iqh. Thus there could be no faqih (scholar)
at that time without having: a sound knowledge of hadith. Hadith,
in fact, formed the basis of not only fiqh but also of ta'wil
(commentary on -the Qur'an) and even of maghazi«^ With this role
of hadith in raind, the objection can be explained thus: Actually
there was no necessity, in the above report, of specific mention of
hadith while dealing with Ibn "Abbas' knowledge of fiqh, for it-
included in its scope the hadith as well.
Although few reports have come down to us regarding Ibn'Abbas'
_ 2
aversion to the writing down of ahadith, yet the majority of them
show that not only did he approve of recording the traditions but
5
had himself dictated them to his students. Furthermore, he is
4
reported to have advised people to fetter knowledge m writing and
_ _ 5
had himself employed scribes to record the ahadith for him.
Looking at his literary career one tends to disregard the reports
in which he is said to have disapproved of writing the hadith. It
appears that these prohibitions were meant to discourage the recording
of the Qur'an and the hadith in the same sheet, thus mixing the text
of one with that of the other.
We have already seen that he had fixed certain days for teaching
different subjects. We are also told that his teaching circle during
Papyri, i, 15.
Taqyid, 42-45•j Bayan, i, 64-65»;*Ilm, 4a.
y
Tao.yid, 102.; Fasil, 55a-55h.
^
Taqyid, 92.; Bayan, i, 72.; ^Ilm, lib.
Isaba, ii, 552, no. 4791.
the ha.i.i season used to be enlarged" and that even non-Arabs were
3benefitted by his lectures through the intermediary of interpreters.
He was so keen to impart religious education that he is said to have
put shackles in the feet of his client and pupil,'Ikrima to teach
him the our'an and the sunna.^
In the light of these reports it is rightly expected from
him that he should leave some written record of the Qur'an and the
hadith. As regards the former, mention iay be made of his famous
5tafsir which was handed down by his student Mujahid b. Jabr.'
Regax-ding his practice of recording traditions we are told that he
g
used to write down everything that he heard and sometimes employed
7his slave for this purpose. Ke is said to have made a collection
0
of 1660 traditions which, on account of his tender age at the time
of the Prophet's death,he must have heard from his fellow companions
It should be remembered that many scholars used to hold hadith
sessions during the ha.j.j pilgrimage (ay,yam al-mawasim). (cf. Tdh,
i, 242). Hushayin b. Bashir (d. 183 A.H.), for instance, had
attended the lectures of Zuhri, Abu Zubayr and'Amr at Mecca on
one of these occasions.(cf. Tdh, i, 229> Also see Bayan, i, 45*
for Abu Hanifa•s eye witness account of hadith sessions during the
ha.i.i.
2 Isti'ab, ii, 353.
^ S3, iv, 400 (Ahkam).
4 Tab, II, i, 133.
5 -c
Tabari gives the following account of how the tafsir of Ibn Abbas
was compiled. He says, "Mujahid b. Jabr (d. 104 A.H.) put question
to Ibn 'Abbas while a scribe wrote down the answers from the latter'
dictation, until the entire tafsir of Ibn 'Abbas was completed."
(cf. Paoyri, ii, 98.; Tafsir, i, 90.; Ty;o Munaddimas, 193*)
Despite this report, it is said that Ibn'Abbas left no
finally fixed texts and that the tafsix' works which now go under
his name include- materials auded from time to time by pupils,
editors and transmitters, almost all of whom committed their
materials to writing, (cf. Papyri, ii, 99, referring GAL, i, 190.;
GALS, i, 331•)
£
Tab, II, ii,. 123.; Taqyid, 92.
^ Taratib, ii, 247*
° Tadrlb, 205.""
and not directly from the Prophet. According to one report, he used
to carry wooden tablets (alwah) with him to write down the traditions4
Apart from his tafsir, the following, written collections of
Ibn 'Abbas have been mentioned in the sources:
(i) Camel-load of kutub or dafatir: It is said that Ibn'Abcas
possessed such a large collection of books that it needed a beast of
2
burden to transfer them from one place to another.
Despite giving some allowance for exaggeration in this report
we can admit that he possessed a large number of books. Most
unfortunately we are not told of the subject matter of these 'camel-
loads of dafatir'. But in view of his special interest in the Cur'an
and the hadith, we can certainly expect some tafsir work and hadith
collection among these books. This, in fact, is borne out by the
fact that the scholars like 'ikriraa and Ibn'Uaba have made copious
3
extracts from these books.
These books are reported to have reached Ibn'Abbas' slave student
Kurayb, who later entrusted them to Musa b.'Uqba.4 It is mentioned
that whenever 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas wanted any of his father's
books, he used to write to Kurayb: 'send me such and such a book
(sahifa)1, whereupon Kurayb copied the recuired volume and sent it
to <Ali.')
- . - ■ , .. X , . ■ . . ■■ , . . . ,
1
Tab, II, ii, 125.; Taqyid, 91-92.
^
Tab, V, 216.; Taoyid, 156.; "Earliest Biographies...", IC. ii,l67»
5 Taqyid, 136.; Tab, V, 216.
4
lab, V, 216.; Taqyid, 19, 136.
5
Tab, V, 216."; Tacfyld, 156. ; Shadh, i, 114.
We find an incidental reference of these books in the following
report of'Ikriraa, the pupil of Ion'Abbas. Speaking about a certain
letter he is reported to have said, "I found it among the books
(kutub) of Ibn 'Abbas after his death and I copied it."^
(ii) Copy of the judgements of 'Aii; He was also in possession
of a copy of 'Ali's legal sentences (ciada* ), which was seen with him
2 x
by Ta'us. Ke had copied it for one of his students.''
(iii) His books in possession of few men of Ta'if; During his
old age when his eyes failed him few men from Ta'if are reported to
have brought some of his books (kutub min kutubihi) and read to him
for collation."4
(iy) His collection of t.raditions from Rafi'- b. Khadi.j: Sa1ma,
the maid servant of the Prophet and the wife of Abu Rafi" b. Khadij,
gives an eye witness account of Ibn'Abbas' practice of writing of
hadith from her husband. She states, "I saw'Abd Allah b. cAbbas
coming to (my husband) Abu Raft' , carrying wooden tablets (alwah) and
3
writing down matters concerning the practices of the Prophet.
(v) His book with Hakam b. Mipsam; It seems that a written
record of Ibn'Abbas1 hadith reached al-Hakam b. Miqsam, of whom it
is reported that his entire collection of Ibn'Abbas' transmission,
with the exception of four ahadith which he had personally heard
from him, came from the kitab (book).^
^
"Von Kremer's edition...", JASB, xxv, (1856), p. 211.
2
Sh, i> 7-
5 SL, i, 7. *
^
Kifaya, $84 Mubala*, iii, 238.; Jami' , xiii, 326 ('liai).
5
Tab, II, ii, 123-
"
'Origin of writing...', JASB, xxv. (I836), p. 328.
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(17) 1 Kitab' of'Abd Allah b.'Unar b. al-Khattab (a. 7 3/7b A.H. ) :-
Ibn'Umar was a very careful transmitter of iiadith.^" Although
2
.it is said that he was against writing- hadith, his practice of
dictating traditions to his pupils disproves this assertion. At
least his freed slave Nafi' was seen writing down his dictation.'
4 -




b. Jubayr , Aba al-Aziz b. Marwan , and'Umar b.'liba.ya Allah who
had received ahadith from him in written form.
It looks that Ibn'Umar, for sometimes, following his father's
advice, refrained from writing- the hadith. But he gave up this
8
prejudice in his later life. Dhahabi provides us with the inform-
g
ation that Ibn'Umar was in possession of a few books.'' One book
possessed by him was the kitab of'Umar which is said to have been
read to him several times "lay his slave Nafi' who, it should be
remembered, remained in his company for thirty years.
Perhaps it was the same kitab regarding the zakat which'Umar
had prepared for the guidance of his governors and which is known
12
in the sources as kitab as-sadaqa.'
He disallowed the transmission of hadith according to its sense and




^ 81), i, 127-128.; Sahifa, 34 •; Tadwin Hadith, 71 •
Bagh, x, 406.; Kusnad, ii, 29.
^ Tanyid, 43-44, 102-103.; Bayan, i, 66.; Hilya, iv, 276.
^
Tab,IV,i,110-111, where the scribal error 1Harun' instead of




rr„Tanyid, 43-44*; Bavan, i, bb.
10 '
^ Nubala', iii, 160.




Amwal, 382, 363 j 3o6, 379» et passim.;S.-iD, ii , 133(Zakat),hadith no. 1570
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(18) 1 Sahifa' of Muhammad b. al-Hanafi,\ya (ci. 75 A.H.):-
Caliuh 'All1 s son, known as Ibn al-Hanafiyya, was a hadith
student who used to learn and write the traditions from Jabir
b. 'Abd Allah.- He is credited with a sahifa (also described as
•
— 2
kitab) which was transmitted by his pupil £Abd al-A'la b.'Amir.
(19) 1Sahifa' of Jabir b. 'Abd Allah (d. 78 A.H.):-
Jabir has been listed among the companions who undertook long,
arduous journeys in ouest of hadith. It is reported that he once
travelled from Medina to Syria - a month's journey - to hear one single
3hadith from 'Aba Allah b. Unays, a companion. Another such journey
was undertaken by him when he went to Egypt to receive a hadith
c — A
from Uoba b. Amir.
He was in favour of writing hadith and had not only written
down his own collection but used to dictate the traditions to his
5
students during his hadith sessions which he held regularly in the
mosque at Medina. His own written collection, containing more than
— 7 — 8
1000 ahadlth, is described in the sources as sahifa . It has been
cited so by *Abd ar-Razzaq in his Musannaf under the chapter- ' adh-Dhunub' 2
Taeyid, 104.
■ U ■■ i *
^
Tab, V, 77.; VI, 233•; Tahdh, vi, 94*? Jarh(lntr.),71•5Jarh,III,i,26.
^






^ Asma', I, i, 142.
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Hasan Basri and Qatada are reported to have related the ahadith
from this' sahifa." Though the exact size of this sahifa is not
specified in the sources, yet considering the fact that it contained
over one thousand ahadith^, one may call it a 'large collection of
ahadith1.
We find occasional reference of this sahifa in the biographies
of the traditionists as well. For instance, in the biographical note
about Qataaa, it is said, "Qatada possessed the best memory among
the people of Basra; he had memorised the sahifa of Jabir after
hearing only once."'' While boasting of his powerful memory he
himself refers to this sahifa, and says, "I learn the sahifa of
,_ 4
Jabir by heart better than the second chapter of the Holy Qur an."
Other references to this sahifa are found in the biographical
notices of Abu Sufyan Wasiti, Isma'il b. 4Abd al-Karim as-Santani
(d. 210 A.H.) and Sulayman b. Qays al-Yashkuri. It is said of
Talha b. Nafie Abu Sufyan Wasiti that all the traditions that he
5
relates from Jabir are in fact from the letter's sahifa. In the
biographical note of Isma'il it is mentioned that Ismaci1 relates
this sahifa (of Jabir) from Wahb b. Kunibbih, who, on his turn,
relates it from Jabir.^ Of Sulayman, it is said that he attended
7
Jabir's lectures and wrote from him the sahifa.'
"*■
Jani* , vi, 52 (Buyu" ).
2
Asma', I, i,' 142.
^ Asma*, I, ii, 58«> Tdh, i, 116.
^ Sahifa, 27, citing Bukhari 's At-Tarikh al-Kabir, I'v. ii.l86,no32S.
^




Tahdh, iv, 215.; Jarh, II, i, 156.
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Writing about Abu 'z-Zubayr, Abu Sufyan, Sha'bi and Qatada
jointly, Ibn HaJar quotes Abu Hatim as saying that all of them
had.heard the contents o^ this sahifa (of Jabir) and transmitted
them on his authority."'" This report not only indicates the existence
of a sahifa with Jabir but also points that he used to dictate
ahadith from this manuscript.
Apart from this sahifa, Jabir is also credited with a booklet
2
on hajj (pilgrimage).
(20) 'Sahifa' of Sulayman b. Pays al-Yashkuri (d.c«73 A.H.);-
3
Sulayman was in favour of writing down the ahadith and had
written down a sahifa from Jabir b. 'Aba Allah.^ One of his hadith
collections - a kitab - was in possession of his mother, who brought
it to Thabit, Qatada, Abu Bishr, al-Hasan and Kutarraf. While
Thabit transmitted only one tradition from this book, the others
transmitted the whole of it."
(21) 'Kitab' of Bashir b. Nahik (d. c*80 A.H.):-
Bashir was the well known pupil of Abu Hurayra who made a
collection of hadith from the latter's transmission. He is said to
have presented this collection - a kitab - to his teacher, seeking
his permission to transmit it on his authority. He himself gives
an account of this written collection of ahadith. He says, "I used
1
Tahdh, iv, 213.; Mst, i:L> 10/23«
^




Tahdh, iv, 2-15 •; .Jarh, II, i, 136.; Jami' , vi, 52 (Buyu0 ).
^ Kifaya, 50b.
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to write down what I heard from Abu Hurayra. When I wanted to part
company, I went to him with my book (kitabi) and read out to him.
Then I asked whether this was what I had heard from him, whereupon
he answered in affirmative."''"
The report clearly points to a kltab, containing the Prophet's
traditions, in Bashir's possession.
(22) 'Ma.jall' of Anas b. Malik (d. 91
Abu Hamza Anas b. Malik (d. 91/93/95 A.H.) is acknowledged as
one of the best authorities on the Prophet's traditions. It is reported
of him that once,after he had narrated a hadith, someone asked if he
had heard that tradition from the Prophet. This question made him
angry and he retorted, "By God, all that is related to you by ufs,
2
we have heard from the Prophet." When he died, Muwarraq (d. 105
A.H.) lamented the loss in these words: "Half of the knowledge has
perished today". When asked to explain this statement, Muwarraq
said, "Whenever someone from amongst the non-conformists (ahl al-ahwa*)
differed from us in the matters of hadith, we used to say, 'Come
let us go to hear (the correct version of the hadith) from one
(Anas) who had heard it from the Prophet.' (Now after his death it
is not possible)."^
Anas was one of the earliest defenders of recorded Ijadith.
Taking the word'ilm in the sense of hadith, he said, "The knowledge
('ilm) of those who have not committed it to writing is not to be
1
Tahdh,i,470«;Taayid,101♦;SD,i,127.;Bayan,i,72.;Tadwin Had!th,
65. folia, 11a,lib.;Tab,VII,i, 162.; Jamic ,xiii, 527(11?-!)»;Fasil,6jb.




considered as knowledge.""'" He advised his own sons thus, "0 my
2
sons, chain down the knowledge ('ilm) in writing."
Anas, at the 'age of ten, was presented by his mother, Umn
3
Sulaym, to the Prophet, who accepted him as his page. He
served the Prophet in this capacity till the letter's death. Py staying
A
with the Prophet for a period of ten years,n he found good opportunity
5
to collect the former's traditions.
It seems that he had made good use of the time he spent with
the Prophet and wrote down his traditions whenever he got a chance
to do scu An incidental reference to such a practice is found in
the following report: It is reported that once the Prophet related
a tradition in the house of'ltban b. Malik (died in the reign of
Mu'awiya). This hadith appealed so much to Anas that he asked his
sen to write it dgvm, who carried out his order.^
During his later life when some people visited him and asked
him to relate traditions, he is reported to have taken out volumes
Taqyid, 98.
^
Tab, VII, i, 14.; Tabyin, ii, 22.; Bayan, i, 73*> §J2> 126-127.;
Taqyid) 96-97.
^ Tab, VII, i, 12.; Jarh (intr.), 144•5 Jarh, I,i, 284-; Isaba, i,
71, no. 277.; Mashahir, 37, no. 215-
^
, xiii, 224 (lianaqib).
^ 'Origin of writing...', JAS3. XXV, (I856), p. 319-,* Taqyid. 95-96
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1 2
of books (majail ', kutub, sjkak ) and said, "These are the books
wherein I have recorded whatever I had heard from the Prophet a-i
3all of them I have given him for his perusal." It is evident
from this report that not only had Anas recorded the traditions fr:'m
the Prophet but had also collated them.
As Anas was a scribe at the tender age of ten,^ his writing
of the Prophet's traditions right from his prime youth is understand-
able. He himself was seen transcribing and is reported to have
exhorted his sons, liusa, Kadr and *Abd Allah to write down the 'ilm
6 -
i.e. hadith. Sometimes he himself wrote down the ahadith for the use
7
of his sons and pupils.
As he lived till the end of the first century after the hi.jra,
he found enough opportunity to disseminate the knowledge of hadith
among the successors. Thus we find a long list of his students who
had transmitted and made collections from him. Among them may be
f - -8 - 9 - -10
mentioned Abd Allah b. Dinar , Ibrahim b. Hudba , Kathir b. Salim ,
Ma,jail, the plural of ma.jalla is translated as (i) a document
containing hikma, and (ii) any book.tpf.Lexicon,I ,ii,43S. ;Tao.vi-d,95»n.)
2 * ~
Sikak, the plural of Sakk is a piece of writing, a register or a
book. (cf. Lexicon, I, iv, 1709.)
3 _
Taqyid,95-96.; Bagh,viii,259*? Tadwin Hadith,67-68♦;Also see
Fasil, 34b.
^
Tab, VII, i, 12.
^ Tadwin Hadith, 274*
z' * '
b
Tanyid, 96-97-; Bayan, i,75•; HD, i, 126-127'Iln:, 10a (without
addressing them by name).; Fasil,34b (without addressing them by name).
7
Papyri, i, 48•; ii, 118.
Q
It is reported that he had written a large book from his teacher,
(cf. I.'ia'rifat, 10.)
y He is said to hav.e written down a book (nuskha) from Anas. (cf.





_ 1 — - 2
Aban b. 'Ayyash (d. 138 A.ii.) and Thabit al-Bunani (d. 123/128 A.H.).
It was due to his reputation as a writer that in ''later times
few forged copies of ahadith were made and attributed to him. ;
In addition to Anas' own collections of maiall and sikak,
. V" . • . — ........ 7
he possessed a booklet (kitab) on taxation which was given to him
by the caliph Abu Bakr at the time of the former's governorship of
4
Bahrayn. r This booklet, containing the rates of zakat on animals,
bore the seal of the Prophet".
The authenticity of this document has been doubted by Gcldziher
on the basis of the interpretation of the word'za'aia' occuring in
the isnad of one of the several versions of this report. It would
be rewarding to discuss the validity of this criticism.
The information about this document has been provided by the
S 1
narrators, Hammad b. Abi Suiayman and 'Abd Allah b. Muthanna ,
both of whom relate on the authority of Thumama (d. 110 A.H.), the
He was seen as writing from Anas on tablets, (cf. Taoyid, IC'9*;
3D, i, 127.)
2
He was associated with Anas for 40 years and had a collection of
250 traditions, (cf. Hil.ya, ii, 327 •; Jarh, I, i, 449*)
x
Among these forged nuskhas may be mentioned the following: (i)
collection of Aban b. 'Ayyash containing 1500 unfounded traditions
(cf. Mizan, i, 12, no. 15)» This collection should be distinguished
from the genuine one referred to above. (ii) collection of
al-Ala' b. Zayd (cf. Tahdh, viii, 183»)» (iii) collection of
Khalid b.'Ubaya al-Basrl (cf. Tahdh, iii, 105.).
^
Taoyid, 87»; SB, i, 366-368 (Zakat), iv, 339 (Hiyal).; SAD, ii,
129-130, hadith no. 1567 (Zak¥t).; SN, v, 18-23 (Zakat).; 3IK,i,
351-532 (Zakat J.
Taqyid.,87.; SAD, .ii, 129, hadith no. 1567 (Zakat).
°
SAD,ii,129, hadith no. 1567 (Zakat).;SN, v,18(Zakat).;Taoyid,87-
^ SB,i,566-368 (Zakat):iv,339 (Hiyal).;SIM,i,551-552 (Zakat);;
Taoyid, 87-•
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grandson of Anas b. Malik. Since one of Ilammad's version has led
to some misunderstanding, it is necessary to throw some light on it.
This version,found only in Abu Da'ud's sunar. runs as follows:
"I got from Thumama b. 'Aba Allah b. Anas a booklet (kitab),
which, he said (Za6 ama), was sent in written form to Anas by
Abu Bakr...""^
The word zagama in this report led Goldziher to conclude that
2
"Hamiaad himself doubted the genuineness of this document."
Goldziher tried to prove his contention by citing examples from early
literary sources in which the word za4ama had been used in the sense
of doubt and mistrust, though he also admitted that the word was
used by lexicographers and theologians in the general sense of
3
gala, meaning 'to communicate something bonafide as true.' But
after giving both interpretations, supported by examples, he preferred
the first meaning arbitrarily to cast doubt about the genuineness of
the document. His preference for the first of the two probable
interpretations was, therefore, somewhat subjective. Although he
shows his scholastic objectivity by giving both interpretations,
yet he fails to point to the reader why he chose the first meaning.
In feet, the second, and not the first interpretation, seems
preferable to an unbiased mind.
In the first place, we notice that the versions, found in the
Sahih of Bukhara and in the sunans of Ibn Maja and Nasa'i,do not
give the least indication that the authenticity of this document
^





was doubtful in the eyes of any of the transmitters. We find that
Nasa'i quotes Harrmad as making a positive statement with respect
to this document. He is reported as saying, "I received this
document (kitab) from Thumama... who got it from Anas who received
it from Abu Bakr.There is no mention of zacama in this report.
Neither do we find its occurance in the versions given by Bukhari
and Ion Maja. Thus the solitary version with the misleading term
'za'ana1 found in Abu Da'ud's sunan, as against other versions
without this ambiguous term, cannot be made a basis to prove the
unauthenticity of the document. Furthermore, there seems no obvious
reason for Hammad's doubting the document especially when he gives
2
a detailed account of its contents and occasion of its writing.
Moreover, the fact that he himself was interested and did personally
recieve the document from Thumama, itself shows that he considered
it as genuine. Otherwise lie would not have asked for it.
3
It appears therefore, that it was not "Hammad 'himself'" but
Goldziher himself who doubted the genuineness of the above document.
In the light of the above observations we can say that the
word zacama occuring in Abu Da'ud's report should be taken to mean
gala i.e. he said. This interpretation would absolve Hammad from
the unfounded charge of suspecting the document.
In fact, there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the
SN, v, 16 (Zakat).
i, 366-368 (Zakat); iv, 339 (Hiyal).; SN, v, 18-23 (Zakat).;
SAD, ii, 129-130,. hadith no. 1567 (Zakat).; SIM,i,531-352 (Zak't)
5
Kst, ii, 51/58.
document in question, for it appears that it was a copy of the
Prophet's booklet 'kitab as-sadaqa' referred to above," Abu 3akr,
who had received this kitab after the Prophet's death and had himself
2
acted according to*its provisions , might have copied this document
and given to Anas b. Malik at the time of the latter's appointment
3
as governor 01 Banrayn.
It seems that this document remained preserved in the family of
Anas and later came in possession of his grandson Thumama b, *Abd Allah,
5
from whom it was received by Hammad.
In addition to the document mentioned above, Anas had received
- 6
few ahadith in written form from Zayd b. Arqam (d. 66 A.H.) . As
Anas outlived most of the companions, and was the last of the companions
7
who died at Basra, he found longer period of. time to transmit the
traditions, Consequently, he narrated a large number of traditions,
-8 °




SAD, ii, 131 (Zakat), hadith no. 1568.; 3D (Med.), i, 321.
5 Tahdh, i, 378.
^ Kifaya, 473-5 Taqyid, 87.
^
Kifa^a, 473-5 Taoyid, 87.; SD, v, 18 (Zakat).; SAD, ii, 129










(23) 1 Sahifa' of Sa'ici b. Juba.vr (d. 93 A.H.):-
Sa'id was a scholar both of the tafsir and the hadith. He
is said to have compiled a commentary on the Qur'an by the order
of the caliph 'Abd al-Malik after whose death it came in his court
2 -
library where it-remained preserved. 'Ata' b. Dinar (d. 126 A.H.),
one of the transmitters of this tafsir, is reported to have seen
and read the manuscript in this library."' Dahhak b. Muzahim was
- A
another famous transmitter of Ibn Jubayr's tafsir', known in the
5
sources as 'sahifa'."
« — « . i ■
Apart from his work on tafsir, Ibn Jubayr is credited with
6 7
collections of ahadith transmitted by Ibn'Abbas and Ibn'Umar .
He was such an enthusiastic collector of the traditions that not
— — 3
only did he write the ahadith in proper note books (sahifa) and on
G
tablets (alwah) , but in cases of emergency when no writing material
was at hand, he wrote them down on camel's saddle (rahl), on his
palm and even on the soles of his shoes. He himself reports that
sometimes when the dictation of Ibn 'Abbas was lengthy while his
supply of writing material (sahifa and alwah) proved insufficient,
he recorded the traditions on his boots and on his palm."'"^ Similarly,
he says that I used to write down the ahadith narrated by *Abd Allah
b.'Umar on the camel's saddle.44
1
Tab, VI, 179, 106.; Taoyld, 102-103.
2 _
Tabyin, i, 362.; Mizan, iii, 70, no. 5638*
Jarh, III, i, 332.; Mizan, iii, 70» no. 5638.; Papyri, ii, 99-




Jarh, III., i, 332.; Mizan, iii, 70, no. 5638.
^
Taayid, 43, 102.; Si), i, 128.; Tab, VI, 179*; Fasil, 33b, 36a.
^
Ba.yan, i, 66.; Taoyia, 44, 103*; Tab, VI, 180.
^
Tnayid, 44, 102.;" Tab, VI, 179• > Eayan, i, 66, 73«?§I2> i? 123.
9 Tacyld, 102
10
Taoyld, 102.; Tab, VI, 179.; 3D, i, 128.
11
Taqyid, 103.
The traditions thus recorded on different odd materials were
later preserved in permanent books. This is clear from Ibn Jubayr's
own statement. He says, "(Sometimes while in a journey) when I
heard (traditions) from Ibn'llmar and Ibn 'Abbas at night, I wrote
it on my saddle and then, in the morning, I copied it (hatta.
_.l r -I 2
asbaha wa ansakhahu) [_in the proper note bookj .
Thus it is clear from the above reports that although the
traditions heard by Ibn Jubayr were sometimes written on odd materials
and in scattered sheets, they were later accumulated and preserved
in permanent note-books. This in turn, falsifies the statement
3
that Ibn Jubayr was averse to writing down the hadith. This has
been disproved by Ibn Jubayr's own statements who said, 'I used to
write down on my alwah, on the soles of my shoes, on my palm and .in
4
the sahifa.'
It is interesting to note that Ibn Jubayr's above statements help
a great deal in ascertaining the meaning of certain terms used for
recording the hadith. It looks that while kitab and sahifa in his
time were used in the sense of proper note-books meant for permanent
recording, the other terms like alwah (tablets), rahl (camel's
saddle) and na*l (sole of the shoe) referred to the materials used
for rough note taking which served as aids to permanent recording.
Variant 'hatta anzila fa aktubahu' i.e. I got down from the• ■ i .. —. .... i . i .. .. . i i ■ ■
(camel's back) and transferred it into proper note book. (cf.
Tacyid, 103.)
Taoyid, 102.; SB, i, 127-; Fas.il, 77b.
Tab, VI, 179.






Viewed in this light, we can say that the hadith collection
of Ibn Jubayr referred to as 'sahifa', was fairly large and was
preserved for posterity.
(24) 'Nuskha' of Shahr b. Hawshab al-Ash'ari (d. 100 A.H.):-
Shahr b. Hawshab was popularly known as faqih (jurist) and oari
(reciter of the Cur'an in pleasing tone). He transmitted the
traditions from Abu Hurayra,"A'isha, Abu Sa'id al-Khudri, Ibn'Umar
and many other companions."*"
He is credited with several hadith collections some of which
2
were in possession of Hisham b. Hassan. He used to dictate
traditions to his students. 'Abd al-Hamid b. Bahrain, who had
3 4transmitted a 'nuskha' from Shahr , says that the latter had
5
dictated these ahadith to me.
(2b) 1 Nuskha ' ' of Hibban b. Ja?,' as-Sulaai (d.c 100 A.H. ) : -
Hibban was considered a trustworthy transmitter who had
transmitted traditions from Ibn'Umar and Abu Hurayra. From him
narrated Abu Ifmayya 4Abd al-Karim b. Abi' 1-makhariq, Vod Allah b.'Uthman
g
and Mutarrif b. 'Abd ar-Rahman etc.
The last mentioned scholar is reported to have made a written







^ Variant 'kitab'.(cf, Bagh, xi, 59•)
Jarh, III> i.. 9-j Bagh, xi, 59*




Jarh, I, ii.,. 268.
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(26) 'Nuskha' of Khalid b. Ma'clan al-Kaia'i (ci. 105/104. A.H.'):-
Khalid was one of the leading traditionists of Syria. He had
received a large number of traditions from the companions arc! had
collected then: in a codex form. This collection has been described
as a'book (mushaf) bound between two boards, drawn together with clasps
(kana 'ilmuhu fi mushaf InhCi azrar wa'ura). 1 ~
This collection, a^hb known as nuskha, was inherited by his
_ 2 —
pupil Bahir b. Sa'd (d. 160 A.H.), who passed it on to Baqiyya
b. al-Vvalid (d. 196). The latter gives the following account of
Khalid's collection. He says, "Bahir handed over to me the mushaf
of Khalid b. Ma'dan which contained his *ilm(i.e. hadith). It was in
the codex form like that of the Qur'an and had loops ('una) and
4
buttons (azrar)T
On the basis of the distinction we have drawn between sahifa
and kitab on the one hand and mushaf on the other - the latter being
<3 _
a collection of sheets bound together - we may assume that Khalid's
compendium was a large one. Moreover, its description as 'having
buttons, boards and loops' further strengthens this assertion. It
suggests that the mushaf in question contained so many sheets that
boards were required to hold them together. Furthermore, since
Khalid had met about seventy companions, it is very likely that he










See supra, chapterIV, $p. 227-
5
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(27) 'Kutub' of Abu Qilaba id. ICM/lOS A.h.):-
'AbdL Allah b. Zayd al-Jarmi, Abu Qilaba was a staunch supporter
of hadith writing. He used to say, "I prefer writing to forget-
1
_
fulness." He_was reputed for his knowledge of fiqh and- hadith.
But despite his juristic knowledge,this pious scholar was unwilling
to accept a post of aaaa' (judgeship). Lest he was forced to
accept this office he left his home at Basra and sought refuge in
2
the wilderness of Syria.
He is reported to have possessed a large collection of hadith
manuscripts. These books were available to his students and were
3
transmitted to them. Jarir b. Hazim, one of his pupils, is
reported to have read his collections."+
During the last years of his life Abu Qilaba made plans for
the disposal of his books. It is reported that he willed them to
- 5
his student Ayyub as-Sikhtiyani (d. I3I A.H..). It is reported
that after his death, these books were delivered safely to his
trustee*3. The sources say that the large collection of Abu Qilaba's
7
books amounted to about half a camel load.
These books were later us ed by Ayyub, who often confused the
Bayan, i, 72.; Tag/id, 103-; Also see Fas 11, 35a.
2 _
Ivlashahir, 89, no. 649-
3
Tab, VII,i,91, 133-135-; SD,ii,409.;Jarh,II,ii,57-56.;Tdh,i,
94-95-; Hilya, ii, 282-289.; v, 355-556.; Kifaya, 376.
^ Kifaya, 376.
3 Tdh, i, 82.; Fas11, 51a.; Ma°arif, 155-
^
T—' ^11 > i> 91 > 155.; VII, ii, 17-; Kifaya,503-; I.iacsrif, 155-
^
Tab, VII, i91, -135• 5 VII, ii, I?.; Kifaya, 503,
traditions which he had heard from Abu Qilaba orally with those ha
found in the inherited books.1 It is reported that these books
- 2
were used by Hamiaad b. Zayd, the pupil of Ayyub, as well.
Since Abu Qilaba had written down the traditions for future
*
generations,^ he was too cautious for their safe transmission to
posterity. Pie was very apprehensive lest this religious literature
be misused after his death. As a safeguard against such fate of his
books he left a will to the effect that after his death, his
manuscripts should be entrusted to Ayyub, his trusted student, but
in case the latter could not survive till that day the books should
be burnt (variant: destroyed) instead.^
The above report clearly shows Abu Qilaba's intention to
preserve the ahadith for posterity. Had he been against preserving
the traditions t-in writing, he would not have left such a will.
(28) 1Sahifa' of Hasan al-Basri (d. 110 A.E.):-
5
Hasan al-Basri was a renowned scholar of his time whom caliph
fAbd al-Malik consulted on a dogmatic problem of human freedom of
choice versus the theistic determination. His treatise on this
problem along with the caliph's letter is well known and has come
^
Kifaya, 529,- 504• ? Papyri, ii, 230.; ?/!acarif 135-
2
Tab, VII, i, 91.; SD, i, 45, 136, 253.; ii, 223, 2p6, 311, 434-;
Bayan, i, 34, 231.
5
Papyri, ii, 92, 230.
^
Tab, VII, i, 135.; Tdh, i, 88.; Taoyld, 62.
9
He came from'an educated family. Both his father and mother
were school teachers, cf. Papyri, ii, 17.
down to us. But apart from this famous risala, Hasan possessed
2
many books , one of which has been described in the sources as
'sahifa'.? It appears that this was a large book containing many
For Arabic text and German translation, see, Hitter, Hallmut,
"Studien Zur G.eschichte der islamischen Frommigkeit", Der Islam,
xxi, (1935)> PP* 1-83. For the authenticity of the document
see Julian Oberrnann, "Political theory in early Islam", JAQS,
LV (1935)? 138-162, especially pp. 154-155> where Obermann says,
"The historical reality lingers from the first to the last line
of our rlsale". Also see Formative Period, 101, where Prof. Watt
says, "Modern scholarship sees no good grounds for denying.
al-Hasan's authorship."
It is significant to note here that the treatise,though
full of the Qur'anic verses ,does not contain the ahadith
regarding .freedom of will or determination. This point has been
greatly emphasised by late Professor Schacht (cf. OMJ, 141.)
who adduces it as evidence for his theory that the traditions on
this specific subject in particular and those on other subjects
in general, had been invented after Hasan. But this hypothesis
is untenable and liable to be rejected. Hasan's failure to cite
traditions on one specific problem does not necessarily mean
that no hadith of any kind existed. In fact, the caliph's
demand from Hasan al-Basri to send him narrations (riwaya) from
any one of the companions, itself suggests that the caliph had
taken for granted the existence of traditional material. What
can at the most be said is this that since the debate on this
dogmatic issue was relatively new, as ire s been admitted b. Hasan
himself, (cf. Der Islam, xxi, p. 68), the traditions on that
particular subject were not well known and hence not known to
Hasan as well. Furthermore, Hasan being an Iraqian scholar,
knew that the people in Syria, owing to school-rivalry, would
not accept the traditions coming from the rival school of Basra.
Perhaps with this in view in mind Hasan confined himself to the
verses of the Qur'an and omitted the traditions in his risala.
It is also possible that Hasan had refrained from quoting
the ahadith to convince the Mu'tazilites and Qadarites - the
sects who based their arguments mainly on the Qur'an. Knowing
well that his views on the dogmatic problem of predestination
were asked by 'Abd al-Malik to combat the viewpoints of the above
two sects, Hasan confined himself to the verses of the Qur'an
with complete disregard to the traditions on the subject. Had
he supported his viewpoint by the ahadith, they would not have
convinced the Mu'tazilites and the Qadarites of Syria.
Lastly, the ahadith on this dogmatic issue were so few that
they might not have come to Hasan's knowledge till then. It is
a fact that the number of these ahadith in the present hadith
collections can be counted on finger-tips.
In the light of these arguments we can say tba t the absence
of the ahadith in the risala of Hasan does not prove the non¬
existence of written traditions in his time. What can at the most
be said is this, that either Hasan did not possess the traditions
\
relating to the particulartopic of Oadar, or he purposely
confined himself with the quotations from the Qur'an.
~
Tub,VII, i,lTS, 127.; Tanyid , 101.; Bayan, .i, 74-75»; Fasil, 35'-.
^ Kifaya, 5'66-; Tab, VII, i, 116.
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traditions. This inference is drawn from the description of its
size found in Ibn Sa'd's Tabaqat. Here we read thr t according to
^Affan b. Muslim, who gave an approximate thickness of the sahifa,
'it was as thick as a circle rra ae by joining of two thumbs and
forefingers.' ^ In other words, it was about five or six inches
in diameter.
Hasan was the author of several other books too. Among the
2 "
kno?;n works may be mentioned his commentary on the Qur'an ,
3 A SMawa' iz ^, Masa' 1117 and Kitab al-Ikhlas.
Hasan was an outstanding scholar of his time, who had trans¬
mitted several books (hadith collections) from the companions.^
Perhaps, it was die to this reputation that the caliph "Abd al-Malik
had demended from him the traditions of the companions regarding the
freedom of will. He not only himself wrote down the traditions but
he also dictated them to his students. The commentary on the Qur'an
7
ascribed to him, was also dictated by him to one of his students.
Among those who had received written ahadith from him may be
— 8 —
mentioned Sahl b. Husayn b. Muslim al-Bahili , Humayd at-Tawil
(d. 145 A.H.)^, Mu'awiya b.fAbd al-Karim ath-Thaqaf i^, Khalid
1'




Papyri, i, 17, n.7.
4
Papyri, i, 1,7, n.7.
Bagh, viii, 158.
°




T£b, VII, i, 127.





_ _2 t - 3
al-Abd, Hi sham b. Hassan al-Azdi , Hawsn.ab b. Anil , and
Hafs b. Sufyan al-Kinqari (d. 13.0 A.H.).4
Hasan was an enthusiastic collector of ahadlth and. was keenly,
interested in legal matters. Whenever he felt some difficulty in
solving juristic problems he consulted Sa* id b. al-Iviusayyib through
correspondsnee. As regards his own pupils, they used to bring
their writings and read them to him.° He sometimes lent his own
manuscripts to his students for copying. We have been told that
7
Humayd at-Tawil, mentioned above, was benefitted in this way.'
0
During dictations, he either used his own books or the writings of his
9
predecessors like Samura b. Jundub and Jabir b. 'Abd Allah. In. fact
he used hadith manuscripts quite freely,"^
However, it is reported tint Hasan Basri's entire collection
1 1
with the exception of one sahifa (ghayr sahifa wahida) was burnt.
12
This was done in accordance with his will to this effect.
^
Jarfo, I, ii, 364.
2
Tahdh, xi, 33•
^ Tahdh, xi, 37-
^ Tahdh, xi, 39♦> Tab, VII, ii, 33•
^ 47.
6
Kifaya, 349.; Taqyld, 101, n. 225.; Tab, VII, i, 126.
^
Ta_b, VII, i, 126.
His books were widely known and remained in circulation at least
till Jahiz's (d. 253 A.H.) time. (of. Tab, VII, i, 115-116.;
Papyri, i, 16-17, n.7>? iij 17» 161, 256.)
^
Kifaya, 506.; Tab, VII, i, 116.; Tahdh, ii, 267, 269.; Jani1,
vi, 52 (BuyuL).
Annales, .iii, 2488-2493> especially 2469-
Tab, VII, i, 127.
12 '
~"Tabari and Early" Arab Historians", Encyclopaedia Britannlca
(9th edition), vol. xxiii, p. 2.
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(29) 'N'uskha' of (Ali b. Yazid al-Alhani (d.QilO n.H.);-
It is reported that *Ali b. Yazid had collected the traditions
in several books."'' His students are also said to have preserved
traditions in written form, which shows that he used to dictate
the ahadith.
Among his written collections of ahaclith may be mentioned a
2
nuskha transmitted by'Ubayd Allah b. Zahr.
(30) 1 Nuskha''of Qasim b. *febd ar-Rahman ash-Shami (d. 112 A. H.): -
The successors scholar, Qasim was one of the distinguished
.jurists of Damascus.^ He was considered a trustworthy transmitter
by hadith critics.^
Among his written record of the hadith was a large collection
(nuskha kabira), which was transmitted by his student *Ali b. Yazid.
(31) 'Nuskha1 of *Abd Allah b. Burayda al-Aslami (d. IIS A. H. j : -
'AM Allah b. Burayda transmitted the traditions from his father
6
and many other companions. He was a distinguished scholar of Karw
7(in Khurasan) v/here he was appointed as a .judge by Yazid b. al-Kuhallab.
As regards his written hadith collection, it is reported that
^
Tahdh, vii-, 397 •
^
Tahdh, vii, 12.
^ Asma', I, ii, 54-
4 Asma*, I, ii, 54.




Lashahir, 125, n0* 983•
'
.»•
a nuskha containing his traditions was possessed by Husayn b. Wauid
al-Marwazi (d. 159 A.H.), a judge of i.arw, perhaps his successor
in the office." Abu Raja' Matar b. Tahraan (d. 119 A.H.) also
received some ahadith from him in written form.
(52) 'Sahifa' of Sulayaan b. Musa ^-1-Asadi (a. 115 A.H.):-
Sulayman was one of the pious theologians of Damascus and was
reckoned among the jurists of Syria.^ He used to transmit the
traditions from Wathila b. Al-Asqa' (d. 183 A.H.)^
- 5
He is said to have collected the traditions in a sahifa , the
size of which is not mentioned in the sources.
(33) 'Sahifa' of Talha b. Nafi* (d. c 117 A.H.):-
Talha, also known as Abu Sufyan, used to transmit the
traditions from *Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, Jabir and others.0 It is
reported that his transmission from Jabir was, in fact, from the
7
latter's sahifa.
He himself was credited with a sahifa, containing one hundred
8 - 9






Kashahir, 179> no. 1415.
4
Tahdh, iv, 226.
5 Mizan, ii, 225, no. 3518
6
Tahdh, v, 2o.; Mizan, ii
7




Tahdh, iv, 2-24. .
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(34) 'Sahifa' of 'Ata* b. Ani Kabah (d. 117 A.H.):-
*Ata', the.Meccan teacher of the tafsir fame, was also a
scholar of hadith. He was one of the senior teachers of Abu Kanifa,
who transmits a number of traditions from him."'" It is said that the
isnad "Abu Kanifa - iVta' - Ibn'Abbas" was as reliable a link as the
'golden chain' "Malik -Nafi' - Ibn'Uraar".^
'Ata' had heard the traditions from eminent companions and
transmitted them to a group of successors and other scholars. Being
3
a pious theologian, who had performed seventy ha.j.j , he cared very
much for the hadith. Shafi4! testifies this and says, "No one from
amongst the successors was more particular in following the hadith
I "
(akthar ittiba4an 11 'l-hadith) thancAta'."\ I.I. . ■ i i ... i i -■ »
*Ata* not only followed and narrated the ahadith but also wrote
3
and dictated them. He is credited with a sahifa which later came
in possession of his son Ya'qub. The latter describes its contents
thus: 'It contains what my father heard from the companions of the
Prophet.'Ata' was also in possession of some written ahadith
from'Ali . Among the students who made written collections f rom
- -8 9 --
4Ata' were: Mu'awiya b. 4Abd al-Karim ath-Thaqafi , Qays b. Sa*d' ,
Duwal, i, 74 -; Jami', xiii, 309 fllal).
2 - _
Mizan Kubra, 48*
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Zakariyya b. Ishacn al-Makki , and Hawsha b b. Aqil.
He also employed the mukataba method in the transmission of
the hadith. Thus it is reported that he wrote down few traditions
3
and sent them toYazid b. Abi Habib.
(35) 'Sahifa' and 'Xutub' of Zuhri (d. 124 A.I-L);-
Zuhri was one of the most celebrated scholars of his time who
made invaluable contribution in the fields of hadith and maghazi.
He also studied poetry and genealogy. He had devoted himself to
the studies right from the beginning. His pre-occupation with books
forced his wife to say, "I would prefer three rival co-wives to his
3
love for books."'
This distinguished scholar had compiled books on the maghazi,
- 6
the genealogy and the hadith. His book on the maghazi has reached
1
Tahdh, iii, 329.
Tahdh, xi, 37 •
' SB, ii, 43 (Buyuc), iii, 240 (Tafsir al-Qur'an).
^ He is said to have memorised a great deal of poetry, (cf. Agh,
iv, 248.) It is even reported that his hadith sessions used to
be followed by a lecture on poetry, (cf. 'Earliest biographies...1
IC, ii, 30-)•
) V'afa.yat, i, 451»> Tarikh (P), i, 204-
Such resentment by a scholar's wife over her husband's books
is not unusual. Two centuries before Ibn Khallikan (d. 681 A.H.)
[who is the earliest reporter of the statement of Zuhri's wife},
Khatib BaghdadI (d. 463 A.H.) had reported similar exasperation
of Zubayr b. Bakkar's wife over her husband's books, (cf. Bagh,
vii, 471.)*'
Horovitz seems suspicious about the report regarding Zuhri's
wife and calls her statement as "alleged pious exclamation",
(cf. 'Earliest biographies...' IC, ii, 49-) There appears no
valid basis for Horovitz's doubt about the authentici ty of' the
report especially in presence of a similar anecdote found in an
earlier source.
Jarh,HI,i,38-39' ; Papyri, i, 17,73, 76,88.; ii,179.
a*
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us only in the form of quotations,"'" the reading- of which shows
that it must have been an extensive work. It appears that a major
portion, if not the whole, of this book has been incorporated in .
Musa b.cUqba's, work on this subject. This inference has been drawn
from Ya'nyab. Ma'in's statement according to which 'the best book
_ _ - 2
on the maghazi is the book of Musa from Zuhri.'
Zuhri was also considered an authority on the Ansab, who had
3
compiled a book on the genealogy of his own tribe. In addition to
this, he collected some historical data regarding the Umayyad caliphs
in a book. In this book he had recorded the births, the deaths and
A
the duration of the reigns of the caliphs. Pew quotations from
5this work are found in Tabari's monumental Annales.
But Zuhri's main contribution was in the field of hadith. The
traditionists recognise him as a reliable authority on the hadith.
He had become interested in this subject sometimes during his
twenties^, and had devoted the rest of his life - a considerably long
period of about fifty years - in learning, preserving and transmitting^
both orally and in writing, the traditions. It is said that he
7
spent exorbitant amount of money for the sake of hadith. It is
"*"
Sli, ii, 653 (Rada' ).; Futuh, 31, 36, 39»f Musnad, vi, 194—197- j




Tdh, i, 105:; Tarikh al-Islam, v, 143•5 Basil, 37b.
^ "Earliest biographies..." 10, ii, 49•
^ Annales, ii, 428, 1269.
^
Tab, II, i, 131.; Tarikh a1-Isiam, v, 138.; Basil, 6a, where we
• read that in the time of the successors the students were about




further reported that he held regular hadith sessions and had
attracted a large number of pupils."^
Being a great- protagonist of written hadith he used to write
2
down all he heard on any writing material at hand. It is said that
he used to carry wooden tablets (alwah) and note books (suhuf)^ to
record traditions, and at times when these writing materials were
not available he borrowd some, from his e-olloaguos. He even
5
sometimes wrote on the soles of his shoes.
How keen he was about writing hadith can be seen from the
report in which Abu 'z-Zinad1s (d. 131 A.H.) practice of recording
has been compared with that of Zuhri's. According to this report,
while the former wrote down only those traditions that dealt with
lawful and unlawful (al-halal we 'l-haram), the latter recorded
6 -
everything. It is further stated that Zuhri wrote down the traditions
7
not only of I'uhammad, but also of the companions. This has been
confirmed by Salih b. Kaysan, his fellow traditionist, who states
that while Zuhri considered the traditions from the companions as
•sunna' and wrote it down, I was against its recording, for to me it
did not constitute 1sunna'. Salih, however, regretted in his later
life for not doing so and said, "He (i.e. Zuhri) wrote it down and
8
I did not, eventually he succeeded and I failed."
1
Kifaya, 337-383.; Bidaya, ix, 342, 345-
2
3ay5n, i, 73-5 Tdh, i, 103-
5 Tdh, i, 105.
4f Taqyid, 59, where it is reported that he often borrowed a waraga




^ Tah,II,ii,135•;J*3avan,i,76-77•; Taqyid,106-107♦; Bidaya,xi,344»
8
Tab,II,ii,139.i Bayan,i,76-77-; Tacyid,106-107.; Bidaya,ix,344-
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Being himself an advocate of writing, Zuhri used to advise
his students to note down the traditions. He instructed his pupils
to bring their inkpots to the class"'" - a cJear indication that he
encouraged writing of the traditions. A similar sentiment has been
expressed in the following statement of his: 'To come to the class
2
without a note book is disgraceful.'
Zuhri not only urged his students to write down the ahadith but
he himself played an important role in the preservation and
documentation of the traditions. Not only did he dictate the
traditions to his students but he also approved both the munawala'
4
and the mukataba methods of transmission. As a result of this
policy a large body of written ahadith came in circulation in
Zuhri's time.
"Before we discuss the hadith collections of Zuhri, it seems
important to consider a report which apparently shows Zuhri's
disapproval of writing down the hadith. The report in question is
the" statement of Zuhri himself, which runs as follows: "We disliked
writing down the knowledge (hadith) until these (Urnayyad) princes
(Umara') compelled us to take recourse to it and then we no longer
5






Receiving the traditions in written form and transmitting them
without reading over to the teacher, (cf. Tadrib, 129*; Kifaya,
466.; Tahdith, 187-188.)
A
Receiving the traditions by correspondence with or without




A*st,ii, 36-39/47.; 'Al-Zuhri... ', PSOAS,XIX,ii.12.; 'Origin of
writing. JAoB, xxv, 322, no. 71» where Sprenger reads the
word "akrs.hana" as "akrahna" taking "Uraara*" in the objective
case. Due-to this reading, he wrongly interprets the statement
as "we induced also those chiefs" - a translation not very clear.
The above statement of Zuhrl has led Goldziher, and follow:ng
him Guillaume and others, to reach some erroneous conclusions.
Goldziher, taking the word kitab (lit. writing) in the sense of
'fabricating',, deduces that Zuhri's disapproval of writing hadith
referred to the 'Umayyad's pressure to fabricate ahadith in their
favour."'' Similarly, Guillaume comnients, "If any external proof
were needed of the forgery of tradition in the Umayyad period, it
may be found in the express statement of A1 Zuhri: 'These princes
have compelled us to write hadith
The conclusions reached by Goldziher and Guillaume on the
basis of this hadith have been .justly contested by other scholars.
vVhile A.A. Duri considers the report itself as false and dismisses
3
it by calling it a 'latex" echo of traditionists' , the contemporary
modern scholar, Nabia Abbott gives the following verdict on this
matter. She says, "The hasty assumption by Sprenger and Kuir,
followed by Guillaume... and others, that Umayyad pressure forced
Zuhri to large-scale forgery of hadith should be definitely and
4
finally abandoned."
This conclusive verdict notwithstanding, the report can be
examined and explained in different other ways. It appears that the
statement of Zuhri has nothing to do with the fabrication of hadith
in favour of the Umayyads. Instead, it refers to a purely technical





^ 'Al-Zuhri...', BSOAS, XIX, ii, 12.
^
Papyri, ii, 33? n* 6.
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of approval or disapproval of the mukataba method. Zuhri, like
his other colleagues, had so far insisted that the traditions should
be read over to the teacher before they could be transmitted tc
other pupils. -In other words, he disapproved of giving the hadith
to his students in written form.^" But when he was forced by
Umay^ad caliphs to make large collection of the traditions, thus
making the knowledge of hadith accessible to the public, he changed
his attitude and approved thereafter all the transmission
procedures, including that of mukataba, to disseminate the knowledge
of hadith. Thus we see that the ruling caliphs did not force Zuhri
to fabricate ahadith but to get rid of the traditional bias of
withholding knowledge from the public. Perhaps, Zuhri refers to
this pressure of the princes (umara') in the above report.
Furthermore, the word 'akrahana', particularly the pronominal
suffix 'na' ' is very significant in the above statement of Zuhri.
Used in the plural form, it signifies a group of hadith scholars
and not Zuhri alone in which case the pronominal suffix 'ni1 would
have been used. The plural form 'na'1, as against the singular
'ni1 is indicative of two important points.
Firstly, it does not single out Zuhri as being a tool in the
hands of the Umayyad rulers, who are said to have patronised him
2
either to fabricate ahadith in their favour or to legalise and
'Earliest biographies...', IC, ii, 47-
2
Mst,ii,37-38/46.; Traaitions,4Q» The views of Goldziher and
Guillaume have, however, been refuted by Horovitz and Ruth
Mackensen. Thus agreeing with Horovitz, Ruth Lackensen remarks,
"one would rather agree with Horovitz that whereas at the behest
of the caliphs he. (Zuhri) departed from his former reticence
and dictated traditions, this innovation does not prove that he
invented tr^itions in their interests." (cf. "Arabic books...",
AJSL, liii, p,243. )
4e«j
justify certain actions of theirs. Such a conclusion cannot be
reached on the basis of this statement, for it does not refer, as
the pronominal suffix 'na1 suggests, to one individual, namely
Zuhri, but to a group of traditionists.
Secondly, it provedes a corroborative proof for*Uinar II's
commission to Abu Bakr b. liuhammad b. 'Amr b. IJazm of Ledina to
2
record the ahaditn and sunna - a report often suspected. It seems
that Zuhri in this statement refers to the above order of 'LTnar b.
'Aba al-Aziz given to him as well. Just as'"Urnar had written to
_ x
Abu Bakr b. Hazm and to Salim b. Abd Allah b.'Umar , to record the
Prophet's sunna and the rasa' .11 of'Umar I, respectively, in the
same manner he had demanded from Zuhri and. other competent scholars
A
to make hadith collections. ' This commission and its completion
has been described by Zuhr.i himself, who says, "cUrnar b. *Abd al-Aziz
ordered us to collect the sunna. In pursuance of this order we
wrote many volumes, the copies of which were sent to various pbrts
5
of the empire."''
It is to this commission of'Umar II that Zuhri seems to refer
in his statement that these princes have compelled us to write down
the *ilm. Since Zuhri, like his colleagues, was unwilling to give
'ready-made' knowledge in the form of written manuscript, as was
Mst, ii, 33— 36/44•» Traditions, 48.
2
Mst, ii, 210-211/195-196.; Traditions, 18-19-
^ Hil.ya, ii, 194 • 5 v» 284-286.; Khulafa', 2 31.
A
list,ii.210/195.: Path, i, 57, where it is reported that'Urnar II
had written to the scholars of all parts o" the Empire (kat.aba
ila 'l-afao) asking then to look for the hadith of the Pr phet
and to collect them. ; Fas.il, 35b-
J
Sayan, i,7o-Ar.iwal,578-580.; Mughith,259- > As-sunna, 494-
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demanded by the caliph, he expressed his inner feeling of disapproval
in the words: "these umara* compelled us"
But Zuhri's reticence could not last long. Y.'e find that he
carried out'Uraar-II's order and collected a large number of traditions
in books. In addition to this, it is reported that he was pursuaded
by Hisham (105-125 A.H.)^" to dictate the ahadith to his sons. About
the compliance of Hisham's desire to have Zuhri's transmittion in
written form, we have several reports. According to one, he had
_ 2
dictated, twice,four hundred ahadith to one of Hisham's sons.
Then it is reported that Shu'ayb b. Abi Hamza, the secretary of
3
Hisham, used to write for the caliph himself.
It seems that after'Umar II's order and Hisham's inducement,
Zuhri changed his attitude with respect to written hsdith. Now, he
not only began to dictate freely but alos agreed to give or even
send to his students and other scholars 'ready-made' collections of
hadith, without asking the recipients to read, them to him.^ To take
- - 5
an example, he sent few ahadith in written form to Ibn Abi Dni'b .
Similarly, Ibn Jurayj, another pupil of Zuhri, was given an apistle
(juz* ) to be copied, and transmitted without being read out to the
teacher.^ In fact, Ibn Abi Dhi'b and Ibn Jurayj were not the only
As Zuhri was both a muhaddjth and a fan in (cf. Tab, II, ii, 155) >
Hisham used to consult him on legal matters and had appointed him
as a tutor for his sons. (cf. Tdh, i, 105 >; Papyri, i i, 5 5 • > "Von
Kremer's edition...", JASB, 1856, p. 210.")
^
Tdh, i, 110.; Bidaya, ix, 542.; Fasil, 39b.
^
Tahdh, iv, 351-352.; Tarikh a1-Islam, v, 151•; Kifaya, 476.
A —1 Kifava,458, where it is mentioned that Zuhri handed over a book
(tumlr) to one of his pupils, saying, "These are my ahadith, take
them and relate from it (hadhihi ahadi thi khudhha fa hadd.i th biha)
Tarikh al-Isiani, v, 149.;" Von Kremer's edition...", JAoB, 185b, p.211.
^ Tahdh, .ix, J05, 307•; Kifaya, 443*
6
Tdh,i,161.;Jarh,II,ii,557-558.;Tahdh,ii,465. Ibn Jurayj, on another
occasion brought few ahadi th, written on three sheets (thai P. th
girths) to Zuhri and sought his permission to relate. (cf .Kifavn.457.)
4H
ouoils of Zuhri who were Riven written ahadith to transmit on~ c;>
— % _.
teacher's authority. The students like'Abd ar-Rahman b. *Anr aI-Awza6i"~,
— — — 2 ^ — — A
Yazid b. Abi Habib ,4Ubayd Allah b.'Umar , Sufyar, b. Sac id atb-Thawri ,
5 -6 -
Ruzayo b. Hukaym , Musa b. Ubayda ar-Rabzi , Muhammad b. al-V.'aiid
— - 7 _ Q _
az-Zabidi and Ja'far b. Rabi'a , had all received from Zuhri the
ahadith in written form.
In audition to the pupils to whom Zuhri sent or gave ahadith in
written form, there were others who either copied the traditions
from his manuscripts or wrote down his lectures and read them out
to him. Among these may be mentioned the son of Hishara to whom
- 10 _ 11 - 12
he had dictated 400 ahadith , Ziyad b. Sa4 d , Yunus b. Yazid" ,
13 - Id
Yahya b. Abi Unaysa , 'Uqayl b. Khalid al-Ayli ', Ubayd. Allah
1
Tahdh, vi, 241.; Jarh, II, ii, 266-267.
2
Tahdh, ix, 447•» S3? iii, 478. (Talao).
^
Kifaya, 456-, 457? 407.
A -
Tarikh al-Islam, v, 149*
5 SB, i, 227-228 (jum'a).
^
Tahdh, x, 360.
7 VII» i:L» l69-; Jarh, IV, i, 111-112.; Tdh, i, 153-154-
^
Tahdh, ix, 447-; SB, i, 218 (Adhan).; SAP, ii, 309 (Nikah),
hadith no. 2084.
^ Klfaya, 387> 456, 457- Malik says, "I saw*ilm (hadith)being






Tahdh, iv, 307.; vii, 256.; xi, 45O-45I.
X *5 *** —
Iiizan, iv, 365» no. 9465.
The book prepared by him later came in possession of his nephew.
It contained 200 to 300 traditions, (cf. Jarh, III, ii, 43.;
Tahdh, iv, 289* 5 vii, 4?, 256.; Sap, iv, 231 (Hudud), hadith no,
4468.j.
412.
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b. Abi Ziyad ar-Rusafi", Sulayman b. Kathir aI-tfAbdi , Shu4ayb b. Abi Eamza
I/usa b. <TJqba\ ha'mar b. Rashid^, IsmS'il b. Rafi' v *rv»ovr.i. o i
Kushaya b. Bashir as-Sulami', Ayyut b. Kusa , *Abd ar-Raszaq "b.'Uaar" ,
- - -1C
'Afcd ar-Rahman b. Y&zid ad-Din&snqi"" , eAcd ar-Rahman u. Namira ai-Yahc.
• A ' • • •
and *Abd ar-Rahnsn b. Khalid b. Musafir 2.
A number of other scholars had incidentally found Zuhri's books
and made use of them. This category of scholars included Muhammad
b. *Abd Allah, Zuhri's own nephew (Ibn Akhi.' z-Zuhri2" I
• -14 _ _
Mu'awiya b. Yahya As-Sadafi r, and the Khurasanian, Ishaq b. Raahid
in whose hands fell a book of Zuhri while he- was passing through
Jerusalem. ^
1
?ab, VII» ii, 175-; MizSn, iii, 8, no. 5361.; Tahdh, ii, 20?.;




He wrote down the traditions from Zuhri for Hisham. (cf. Tdh, i, 205).
He also made his personal copies, which were later inherited by his
son. The son is reported to have shown this .book to Ahmad b. Hanbal,
who praised the .manuscript for accuracy of its contents, beautifal
vowelling and careful pointing, (cf. Tahdh, iv, 35--~352»; Tdh, i,
205.; Jarh, II, i, 345*5 Kifava, 476.; Papyri, ii, 177*) The nuskha
of Shu1ayb has survived to this day. It is preserved in Az-Zahiriyya
library, Damascus, bearing No. ma.jrau' 120, folio, 68-87*
^
Tahdh, x, 36I-362.




The manuscript prepared by him contained 300 traditions, (cf. Hizan,
iv, 308, no. 925O.; Tahdh, xi, 60.)
SB, ii, 440-441 (Fada'il Ashab an-Habi).
°







14 Tahdh, x, 220.
1^ * - ~ -
Papyri» ii, 182, citing Ibn Asakir's At-r'arikh al-Knbir, ii, 438-439•
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On account of Zuhri's preoccupation with writing and dictating
the traditions and also due to his students' zeal to make their ovm
collections of haditv:, Zuhri and his pupils came to be known as
as'nab al-kutub A, people with books).^ The age of Zuhri itself v;as
2
called the age of the manuscript. In fact, the appearance of a
large number of hadith manuscripts in this period was partly due to
Zuhri's employment of all the methods of hadith transmission,
namely the 'ard, the mukataba, the munawala, the ijaza and even the
wi,jIda. ^ As a result of this practice of 2uhri, a large number of
hadith manuscripts - sahifa, nuskha, kitab, juz'- both large and
small, were prepared by his students. It does not, therefore,
surprise us when we hear'Malik b. Anas saying, "I have seven boxes
full of Zuhri's hadith."
A cursory glance over the large number of Zuhri's pupils and
the written records in their possession will show that Zuhri was
a devoted hadith scholar, who not only narrated the traditions
orally but had dictated them to his students for preservation in
books. The sources have cited many sahifas, juz/, and nuskha
attributed to Zuhri. The famous among them are as follows:
/ \ 2.
(1) A ,iuz , which he handed over to Ibn Jurayj. '
(2) A sahifa, given to *Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Amr al-Awza'i, with
5
permission to transmit its traditions on his autnority.
"*■
Paoyri, ii, "35> referring; Ibn 'Asakir's at-Tarikh al-Kabir, vi,
579-;"papyri, ii, 181, 132, 184.
^
Fapyri, ii, 184•> Tdh, i, 149-151•
For definitions of these terms, see supra, chapter IV, p.jigcf
4
Tahdh, li, 4-o5• > .Jarh, II, ii, 35Z-358.
^ Tahdh, vi, 241.; Kifaya, 460.
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(5) A nuskha, in possession of 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Namira al-Yahsubi.
(4) A kitab kabir (large book) in possession of fAbd ar-Rahman
-2
b. Yazid ad-Bimashqi.
(5) A safrifa, containing pOO traditions, written from Zuhri
by Hushaym b. Bashir as-Sulami at Mecca.^
(6) A sahifa, in possession of Sulayman b. Kathir ai-Vodi.^
(7) A sahifa, handed over to4Ubayd Allah b.4Umar to- copy and
5
transmit.
(8) A nuskha, in possession of Zakaryya. b.'lsa.^
(9) A sahif_a, containing 500 ahaaith attributed to Zuhri
himself.
(10) A kitab, in possession of Ibrahim b. al-Walid, who brought
it to Zuhri and read it to him fur the latter1s permission to
0
transmit it on his authority.'
In order to have a clear idea about the huge collection of
Zuhri's hadith manuscripts one has to bear in mind the long period
during which his literary activities continued. We know that he
enjoyed the patronage of the Umayyad rulers from the time of
Q
'Abd a1-Malik till his own death a t the end of Hisham's long














Kifa.va, 398.; Mst, ii, 38/47.
9 c
The date of "Zuhri's entry into Abd Al-Malik's court is uncertain.
Most probably, he associated himself with the caliph during
Hisharn b. Istma'il's governorship of Medina (82-85 A.H.) - £cf.
Tab, II, ii, 135.; VII,ii,157.;Hilya,iii,367-369.1
^
Tarlkh al-Islam, v, 140.
117-.-, ... 7 ii <-■.ttilya, 111, 3d?.
A
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preoccupied with writing and dictating ahadith. This resulted in
the accumulation of large number of had!th manuscripts. The
encouragement and inducement by almost all the Umayyad rulers,
especially'Umar b. 'Abd al-Aziz and Hisham, made the task easier
and Zuhri became the author of numerous books.
It is reported that most of Zuhri's manuscripts were in the
court library of Hisham. How large was this collection of Zuhri's
books, has been described by his pupil, Ha4mar b. Rashid. He said,
"After Y-alid IT'S assassination when Zuhri's books were shifted
from the state treasury it needed beasts of burden.""'"
On account of Zuhri's reputation as a muhaddith and a faoih,
we can expect that most of the books in this collection dealt with
the hadith and the f ioh.
(36) 'Kitab' of Khalid b. Abi *Imran (d. 125/129 A.H.);-
The Tunisian scholar, Khalid b. Abi 'imran is reported to have
possessed a large written collection (kitab kabir) of the traditions
transmitted by Salim b. cAbd Allah b.'Umar'(d. 106 A.H.), Sulayman b.Yasar
(d. 107 A.H.) and Qasim b. Muhammad b. Abi Bakr (d. 108 A.H.).*"
The story of Khalid's writing of Qasim's and Salim's ahadith is
ouite interesting. It is reported that he called on these Medinan
scholars and renuested them to dictate to him the traditions of the
- ^
Prophet. V;hen, owing to their prejudice against written ahadith ,
^
Tab, II , ii, 136.; Hilva, iii, "jfol.; Tdh, i, 106.;Papyri,i,23»; ii ,161.;
"Earliest biographies.♦.",IC,ii,48.; Tarikh ai-Islam,v,I4i«
Jarh, I, ii, 545-; Papyri, i, 22.; ii, 214.
^ It is to be'noted that both Qasim and Salim left their bias
after some time and even dictated the traditions to their
students, (cf*. Jarh,I, ii, 345*? Pasi 1, 63b.; Tahdh, xii, 39 • j
Papyri, i, 22.; ii, 13, 43, 197-198, 214.)
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they refused to comply with his reouest, he shamed them into
dictating a large number of traditions by threatening to go back and
accuse the scholars of the city of the Prophet of withholding the
religious knowledge from others."1,
Khalia not only possessed written ahadith with him but he also
employed mnkataba method in transmitting them to others. Thus we
read that Yahya b. Sa4 id al-Ansari and Al-Layth b. Sa4d had received
some ahadith from him in written form.^"
( 37 ) 1 Sahifa' of Bakr b. Wa'il b. Da'ud (d. c 1"3Q A.H.):-
Bakr b. Wa'il was an advocate of writing hadith. He ha d
preserved some traditions in a sahifa, which came in possession of
3 4
his father, who outlived him . The father is reported to have
5
transmitted the ahadith from this sahifa.
(38) 1Sahifa' of Harrmam b, Munabbih (d. 131 A.H.):-
Kammam, a pupil of Abu Hurayra, had collected a large number
_ 5
of traditions from his teacher in a sahifa . It was preserved and
transmitted by Hammam's pupil, 1,1a*mar b. Rashid, who, in his
turn, transmitted it to the next generation, when'Abd ar-Razzaq b.
Hammam b. Nafi4al-Himyari (d. 211 A.H.) preserved it separately,
7
without incorporating it into his own feusannaf» Later, it was
1
Panyri, ii, 13, 43.
2
Annales, iii, 257^ .; Pasil, 48b.
^ Kifaya, 306.
4 Tahdh, i, 486.
^ Kifaya, 306.
^
l-usnad, ii,. 312-318. ;Tdh, i,95>where it is described as 'nuskha
ma shhura'.
1 Xifaya, 32i*; Sahifa, 44-
received, in its entirety, by two of *Abd ar-Razzaq's pupils,
namely Ahmad b, Hanbal and Abu '1 Hasan Ahmad b. Yusuf as-Sulami.
While the former included it in his Kusnad,^ the latter transmitted
it to the next' generation. This written transmission, in its
entire purity, continued for many generations, until in 1933 it
was first discovered and in 1953 first edited and published by a
2
contemporary scholar Dr. Hamidullah.
Hammam was keenly interested in reading, right from the
beginning. We know that he used to buy books' for his brother
Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 110 A.H.), who'was famed for his encyclopaedic
4
knowledge and excessive reading and writing. It was perhaps due to
his literary bent of mind and love of sunna that Hammam wrote down
the traditions narrated by Abu Hurayra and collected them in a
sahifa. The sahifa containing 138 traditions, was named as
,'as-sahifa as-sahiha', probably on the pattern of S\bd Allah b. 'Amr
b. al-As1 'as-sahifa as-sadioa'. V.'hile the traditions of this
sahifa are sporadically found in the Sahihavn and other canonical
-5 6
hadith works , the Kusnad of Ibn Hanbal has absorbed it integrally.
Significant in this connection is Hanidullah's comment following
the discovery of Hammam's sahifa. He says, "We can trust (after
Husnad, ii, 312-318.
2 __ ^
Hamidullah >(ed), Sahifa Hammam b. Munabbih, Damascus, 1372/1953•
^ It is not certain whether these books were in Arabic. Most
probably they were not.
^
Tab, V, 359.; Tahdh, xi, 67Masadir, 150.; Med.Islam, 2d2.;
Papyri , ii, 6.; Sira (Guil.), xv (Intr.), referring his works




discovery of Hammer;:1 s sahifa) that the apparent loss of other
earlier works such as the collections of Anas and'Abdullah ibn f'-.mr
ibn al-As need not be much deplored as in fact they have been
fully conserved in the different chapters of the voluminous
Musnad of Ibn KanbalHe further says, "This also shows how the
works of the time of the Prophet and his Companions were
amalgamated in the larger works of the Tabi'un (the Followers of
the Companions of the prophet), and the works of these latter
have been conserved in the still larger compendia of Ibn Hanbal,
Bukhari, Muslim, etc., and the earlier works had thus become
2
practically superfluous."
(59 ) 'Sahifa1 of 'Ala' b. 'Abd ar-rtahman (c.40-159 A.K.):-
The Medinan scholar of Zuhri's fame, 'Ala', had collected the
traditions in sahifas. Although he outlived Zuhri, his literary
career had started as early as the second half of the first century,
as his life span indicates.
He seems to have preserved the traditions for future
generations, for he wanted to transmit his sahifa in toto and not
partly. He used to say to those who wanted to copy out the
traditions from his sahifa, "Either you copy all of it or copy
none of it at a11."^
He was considered an authority on hadith in Medina where his
^
Hamidullah, "Early History or the Compilation of the Hadith",
Islamic Review, May 1949, P- 25 •
2
Hamidullah,_ "Early History or the Compilation of the Hadith",
Islamic Review, May, 1949» P* 25.
I.;acari f, 1 e>v3.
4i<*
books were most popular. A nuskha from him was transmitted by
Huh b. al-Qasim (d. 141 A.H.) which later came in possession of
2
Yasid b. Zuray'.'
(40; 'Sahjfa' of Humavd at-Tawil (d. 142 A.H.) :-
Humayd, the Basran scholar, was in possession of a sahifa,
- 3which he had copied from the hadith manuscript of Hasan al-Basri.
From the account given by Humayd of this sahifa. (which he had
borrowed and copied from Hasan), it appears that it was a fairly
large collection. He states that it was a roll as thick as a
4
circle made by joining of thumbs and forefingers.
Humayd is reported to have transmitted the ahadith from
'ikrima (d. 105/107 A.H.), the client and literary heir of
'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas.^
(41) 'Sahifa' of Hisham b.^Urwa fd. 146 A.H.):-
The pupil of "Abd Allah b.^Umar and'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr,
Hisham was an advocate of writing traditions. He was advised by
his father (also his teacher) not only to write down the ahadith
6
but also to revise the written material. He himself reports that-
once his father asked him whether he had committed the traditional






Ta_b, VII, i, 126, ii, 20.; Taqyiri, 101,n.; Tahdh, iii, 39* >
higan, i, 610, no. 2320.
4
Tat, VII, i, 116, 126.
5
Tab, V, 212.-216.; Ma'arif, 231-232.; Annales, iii, 2483-2484-5




father then askecL if he had revised it after writing, on which he
replied in negative. Hearing this reply, the father remarked, "It
means that you have not written down","'" implying that a writing
without revising is not trustworthy.
Hisham used to dictate tha ahadith to his students, who made
their individual collections and read then out to the teacher. One
such collection, known as sahlfa (variant 'nuskha1), was made by
Ibn Jura.y.i, who brought it to him to obtain his permission to
2 3
transmit. His other pupils, like Khalid b. al-Harith and
Nuh b. Maryam^ had also written down the ahadith from him.
Hisham also approved of the mukataba method of the hadith
transmission. Accordingly, he sometimes wrote down the ahadith
himself and handed over the manuscript to his students. Layth b. Sa'd,
5
for instance, .received some ahadith from him in this form.'''
(b)Other written records of the Companions:
After discussing the sahifa, risala, nuskha etc. of the
companions and the successors, we now turn to such general written
collections of the companions which are not known by these terms.
This section will be devoted entirely to the writings of the
companions. The written records of the successors and other
scholars will be discussed separately in the next section. The
*
Xifaya, 350.; Bayan, i, 77.» Fas11, 64a.
^






o3, ii, 319-320 (Bad'ai-Khalq); iii, 16 (lananib al-Ansar).
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chronological order for the scholars in the following two sections
will be the sane as we have adopted, so far i.e. according to their
dates of death.
(1) Suba.v*a bint ai-Harith al-Aslaird.yya (d. 10 a.H.) :-
A group of people (.jana^a) are reported to have transmitted the
traditions from the woman traditionist Subay'a."'" It is not certain
whether she possessed any written collection of ahadith, but we do
find references of her sending, at least one hadith, in written
form, to 'Amr b.'Utba and I.'asruq b. al-Ajda4 on their request. The
hadith sent by her dealt with the question of 'idda (period of
. 2
waiting).
(~) Fatime, the daughter of the Proohet (d. 11 A.h.):-
Fatima was a reliable narrator of hadith. In addition to her
husband, 'Ali and her sons, Hasan and Husayn, a group of people
(gama'a) have transmitted traditions from her.- v.,... i ...Mi '
She is said to have possessed few ahadith in written form as
weil.^
(5) Abu Shah, the Yemenite:-
When on the occasion of the conquest of Mecca in 8 A.II., the
Prophet delivered an impressive sermon, a Yemenite, named Abu Shah,








Kafi, ii, 667-; Taqyid, 99* n. 218, citinr al-Khara' iti's
hakarim alnAkhlaq^ (Cairo, 1"550, A. r.. ), p. 57.
for him. Granting his renuest,the Prophet ordered someone: 'write
it down for Abu Shah.1"*'
Supposing that the order must have been carried out, we can
conclude that Abu Shah had some of the Prophet's ahadith in
written form.
(4) 7-bd Allah b. Mjkayrn al-Juhani:-
*Abd Allah b.'Ukaym possessed a written hadith regarding the
law. about the dead animals. It is reported on his own authority
that the prophet had sent him this hadith, in written form, two
2
months before the letter's death.
(5) Abu Bakr (d. 15 A.H.):~
- 3
Abu Bakr is reported to have written down 500 ahadith of the
/
prophet. But when he anticipated his death he destroyed this
5
collection.
Bayan, i, 70.; SB, i, 40-41 ("Ilm).; ii, 95 (Luqta).; iv, 31S_
(Diyat) ♦; Sti, ii, 605-604 (Ha,ij J.; Jamic , x, 155 ; Isticab,
iv, 106.; Isaba, iv, 100, no. 606.; Fasti, 34s.
"Kusnad, iv, 510— $11.; Pusnad (T), no. 1293•» Jami', vii, 234-2$6
(Lines).; PAD, iv, 9^-95 (Libas), hadith nos. 4127-^128.
3
According to Nawawi, the collection of Abu Bakr contained 142
traditions (cf. Asma', I, ii, 182.)
^Tdh, i, 5• 5 Adv/a', 42.; As-Sunna, 309-310.; Tadwin Hadith, 285»>
Sahifa, 28-29.
5'
Tdh, i, 5. It is reported that Abu Bakr destroyed the manuscript-,
saying that he might have heard these ahadith from unreliable
narrators. Dhahabi rightly describes this statement as false,
(cf. Tdh, i, 5*) Abu Bakr being so closely attached to the prophet'
needed no intermediate narrator for letter's ahadith and so the
question of unreliable narrator does not arise. Furthermore,
Abu Bakr's reported cautious approach in accepting few traditions
from the companions disproves this assertion.
Abu Rayya quotes the above report of dostros^ing the manuscript
by Abu Bakr in support of his thesis that writing of the tradition
was forbidden by the Prophet.^" He says that Abu Bakr's destruction
of the written record of the Prophet's ahadith was due to the
Prophet's interdiction to write down his traditions. But this
argument in untenable on purely historical grounds. Abu Bakr, being
too close to the Prophet - even his companion in the cave during
the Flight - could not have remained uninformed about this inter¬
diction. Had there been such a prohibition by the Prophet, Abu Bakr
would not have written down the ahadith in the first place. Further,
the report goes against Abu Rayya's own theory in the sense that it
proves the early existence of written ahadith, no matter that it
was burnt.
The report of collecting and burning of the hadith material
by Abu Bakr seems genuine or. the following grounds:
The facts that Abu Bakr wrote the charter of Suraoa b. Malik
2
during the critical time of the flight from Mecca to Medina, that
he initiated and took practical interest in the writing and
x
compilation of the Qur'an , that he sent written lav^s about taxation
to Anas b. alik4, that he nominatedcUmar as his successor to the
5
caliphate through writing , coupled with the fact that he constantly
employed writing in settling the most disturbing problem of
1
2 —




Taq.yid, 67•; SB, i, 366-568 (Zakat).; iv, 339 (Hiyal) .; SitD,
ii, 129-130, hadith no. 1567 (Zakat); Si!, v, 18-23 (Zakat);
SIM, i, 551-552 (Zakat).
J Annaleu. i, 2137-2141•; marly Islam, 193*
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apostasy,^" all go to prove that he was a staunch supporter of
writing. Viewed in this light, we can expect -that Abu Bakr, who
was zealous following the sunna of the Prophet, must have
preserved somewritten record of his actions and sayings. It was,
therefore, most likely that he made at least a small collection of
500 ahadith.
The reason of his destruction of the manuscripts was, perhaps,
the same as that of other destroyers of hadith records. That the
hadith collections were destroyed in the past is a reality which
need not be proved. It is only the motive behind the destruction
which has to be sought. In this particular case, Abu Bakr was
perhaps apprehensive of the misuse of his hadith collections after
his death. Fearing lest the wave of apostasy, wide spread during
his caliphate, might affect the body of the hadith, he destroyed
his written collection. In addition to this, believing in the
superiority of the Qur'an over the hadith, he was more interested
in the codification of the former than that of the latter. Like
'Umar during his own reign, Abu Bakr in this earlier period might
have been confronted with the problem of rivalry between the Qur'an
and the hadith. It seems that the latter had become so popular
that there arose a danger of the former being ignored. This is
evident from a report in which Abu Bakr is said to have forbidden
2
the people to narrate too many ahadith. This advice could have
been given only under such circumstances when there was too much
popularity of the traditions.
1
Annales, i, 1631-1585,1919-2008, 2013-2017,2020,2022,2044-2045,
2049-2054,2086. ;• Tab, IV, ii, 78.;Kharaj ,84-86. ;'.7atha' iq ,nos .255-275,
279-502.
2
Tdh, i, 2, 3.; Adv/a', 29.
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Abu Bakr's prohibitive order to relate too many ahadith does
not near, that he ignored it completely. On the contrary, he wished
to give to the hadithits right place - a place next to the Quran.
It is reported that Abu Bakr, and after him'Umar, used to enquire
from the companions if they possessed some rulings of the Prophet
concerning matters which had come for adjudication and about which
the caliphs had no report from the Prophet. Sometimes, the
companions used to apprise them of the ahadith even when they were
not asked to do so. This happened when a decision was given by
the authorities against the Prophet's practice. The caliphs on
their part were very cautious in accepting these traditions. When,
convinced of its veracity, they changed their decisions in the light
of the reported tradition. Thus we know that Abu Bakr had asked
Mughira b. Shu'ba to produce a witness for a hadith narrated by him.
It is further reported that when it was produced and the statement
verified, Abu .Bakr accepted the tradition and gave his decision
accordn ngly.
In any case, it can be maintained that Abu Bakr paid due
attention to the hadith. That he made a collection of 500 ahadith
• ■ -
(though burnt due to sincere motives) clearly shows his concern over
the hadith.
(6) "Ala' b. Vad A,llah. b. 'Amraar al-Hadrami (d. 21 A,.H.):-
CA1&' was in possession of a booklet containing laws regarding
2
taxes on camels, cows, goats and sneep, fruit crops and hoardings.
^
Umra, vii, 242, 24b.; ,Janic , viii, 252-253 (Para * id).
2 . " " _,
Tab, IV, ii, 7&.; Watha'iq, no. 56.
42 6,
The document war given, to him by the Prophet at the time of
his appointment as a tax collector and governor of Bahrain."
(7) Uba.vy b. Ka'b. (d. 22 A.H.):-
2
Ubayy knew the art of writing even before the advent of Islam.
He was the first person to write on behalf of the Prophet after the
latter's migration to Medina. He was also one of the writers of
the revelations' and had acted as Prophet's secretary to write down
5
the official letters to the rulers of the neighbouring tribes.
Ubayy is listed among the six eminent jurists (fugaha*)
_ ^.
acceptable to Abu Hanifa and his followers. Masrun b. al-Ajda'
(d. 63 A.H.) places him among such six reputed scholars who, in his
7
words, 'possessed the ilm of all the companions'.
As regards his hadith collections, it is said that he possessed
•* 8
some I64 ahadith of the Prophet.
It was, perhaps, on account of his reputation as a scholar
that the Prophet called him Say.yid al-Ansar (leader of the Ansar)
and the caliph'rjmar had given him the title of Sayyid al-muslimin
9









Tab, IV, ii, 7o.; Watha' in, no. 56.
Futuh, 459. j Ma*"arif, 88.
Putuh, 458/
Qurra', i, 31-32.; no. 1318.; ii, 27-28, no. 2616.; Tdh,i, 16.:
Mashahir, 12, no. 31.
Tab, I, ii, 18, 28.; Subh, vi, 380*5 ath~'in, nos. 63,61,76.
Papyri, ii, 80, n. 34•
Papyri, ii80. r Tdh, i, 24.
Pa oyri, ii,^66.; Asiria*, I, i, 109.
Ikrnal, 806. It should be noted that he used to teach hadith in
the mosque-of Medina, cf. Tab, III, ii, 23.
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(8) <,Umar b. al-Khuttab (d. 25 A.H.);-
We have already discussed'Unar's viewpoint with respect .to
recording of hadith in a previous chapter.^ There we had seen
that his ban Of codification of the sunna was based on purely
sincere motive, for he wanted to give the hadith a secondary
position next only to the Our'an. Hadith being a burning topic in
his days, he feared lest the Our'an be ignored and not given due
importance. Ke therefore, forbade people to dwell too much on the
hadith.
But despite his prohibitory order regarding codification of
the ,sunna he did not mimimise the importance of the hadith. He
placed it alongside the Q.ur'an. It was his practice, like his
2
predecessor Abu Bakr , that whenever any case came up for adjudication
he looked first in the Cur'an and decided the case in its light.
But if he did;not find the ruling there, he referred to the practice
of the Prophet and decided the case accordingly. Failing this either,
he consulted the companions and used his own considered opinion
(ra'y) to give a verdict in accordance with the Our'an and the
3
sunna. It also happened, therefore, that sometimes he changed
his verdict if he was informed of a Prophetic ruling contrary to his
own. About this practice we find several instances. It is reported
for example, that he changed one of his judgements with regard to
a case of inheritance after he came to know of a hadith of the
Prophet. The hadith in ouestion was related to him by Dahhak b. Sufyan
who told him that it was sent to him in writing by the Prophet himself
^
See supra, chapter!!], pp. 178-I79; 196-199.
2
BP (f.ied.), "i, 53-54.; Tdh, i, 3-4.
^
Kharaj , 81-82 .Also see Sb(lied.) ,i, 55, for'I/mar's letter to this
effect to Shurayh.
^
Sayan, ii, 125.; Risala, 59* 5 Ikhti laf, 19-20. ;Umr,vL, 77(l.:ir"=th .: d-Diya) .
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Similarly, he is reported to have revised his decision regarding
the blootwit of the fingers after he came to know of a ruling of
the Prophet contrary to his own decision.
It is significant to note that he was extremely careful in
accepting a tradition and did not take it as its face value. He
sometimes demanded witnesses to prove the authenticity of a certain
reported tradition. To take, for instance, whenW b. Umayya aa-pamri
narrated a tradition concerning sadaca,'Ulnar demanded a witness to
• — .. ■ ■ on i '
confirm that it was the Prophet's saying, pamri thereupon took
2
'Ulnar to A'isha who testified the report. ' Similarly, Abu Musa
- 3 4 5al-Ash*ari , Aiughira b. Shu^ba and Ubayy b. Ka'b were all compelled
by'Umar to produce witnesses for the traditions they had related.
Thus we see thatcUmar gave due importance to the hadith. In
his correspondance with state officials, we come across numerous
6
references of the sunns coupled in a phrase with the Qur'an. It
shows that he did not minimise the importance of the hadith but.he
gave it its right place. What in fact he really did was this that
he took practical step in curbing the dnager of competition between
7
the Qur'an and the hadith. This fear of the competition is well
reflected in the advice he had given to his emissaries to Kufa. At
Ikhtllaf, 17-18.; For details see supra, p. 35$.
t'usnad ('!')> vi, 194-195*; hadith no, 1364.
Ilusnsd (T),' ii, 70.; ix, 287.; SB, iv, 170-171 (isti'dhan). ;Tdh,i,6.
S3, iv, 325 (Di.yat).; SAD, iv, 266 (piyat) , hadith no.4570. ;Tdh, i ,8.
Tab, IV, i, 13—14*
As for example in his letter to Abu Ilusa al-Ash'ari. (cf.
hatha'io, no. 5?7.; Nihaya, vi, 257.)








the time of their departure he is reported to have said, 'You are
going to the people who are busy reciting the Our'an... do not
detain them by making them busy with the hadith. Recite the wur'an
in a pleasing-way and be bri ef in transmitting the traditions from
the Prophet... 1
As regards writing of the hadith by'Umar, it is reported that
he intended and gave serious consideration to codify the sunna and
2
consulted his colleagues in this matter. But before some official
step could be taken to implement the plan, he invoked the help of
God (istikhara) and consequently gave up the whole idea.
The above report is Bursal - one link being missing in the
4
isnad - and hence its authenticity is questionable. But even if
we accept the report as genuine, as has been done by the group of
scholars who consider mursal traditions as valid, it does not prove
that^Umar was against writing down of hadith as such. What in fact
he disapproved of was the official codification of the sunna. We
know that the Qur'an until his time was not standardized and its
5
copies were not in common circulation. Under these circumstances
1
Bayan, ii, 120-121.; Tdh, i, 7.; Tab, VI, 2.; Pasil, 65b.
2
It is to be noted that consultation on important issues with
competent scholars was a practice commonly followed by Abu Bakr
and4Umar. (cf. ITmm, vii, 242, 246.; Tab, II, ii, 109-11C.;
Kuj.ja, i, 291.)
^
Bayan, i, 64.; Taoyid, 50.; Tab, III, i, 206.;6IIm, 40•
^
In all the isnads (except that of Al-Firyabi - Ath-Thawri -
jWa^mar - Az-Zuhri - cUrwa - Ibn'Umar -cUmar) through which the
hadith has been transmitted, the name 'Ibn'Umar' is missing,
(cf. Tacyid, 49-55-; Tab, III, i, 206.).
Ci
It is reported that although during<Umar1s time schools were
established, where teachers used to be sent to teach the our'an
and the surjpa (cf. 'i'fpb, III, i, 201, 245), the written copies
of the Our'an were not supplied to these schools (cf. Shibli,
A1-Farun, .571-575)-
430
Uraar rightly felt that there was more urgency of the codification
of the fur'an than of the sunna. It should, however, be stressed
that non-compilation of the hadith was not due to alleged prophetic
interdiction to write down the traditions. Had it been the case,
'Umar would not have given serious thoughts for its codification.
Furthermore, the companions who were consulted by 'Umar on this
n
matter would not have approved of his plan.
Despite his decision not to compile the hadith officially,
'Umar took keen interest in the study, propagation and even writing
of the hadith. He used to say, 'The best guidance is the guidance
of Muhammad', and 'one who heard a tradition and reproduced it in
its entirety is safe'. He is also reported to have advised: "Learn
the sunna, the fare.'id (laws about inheritance) and the lahn (usage
- ■ '6 - A
of words and phrases) alongside the Qur'an."r vve also find reports
in which he is described as saying, "fetter the *ila (i.e. hadith)
5
into writing."'
In the light of these statements, the report about his
It should be recalled in this connection that'Umar, v/ho possessed
an edition of the Qur'an which preceeded the'Uthraanic edition
[cf. 53, iii, 393 (Fada'il al-Qur'an); Hilya,' ii, was very
strict in matters of exegesis. We are told that he had punished
Sabigh b.'lsa, a Kharijite, for raising Questions about the
ambiguous and difficult passages of the Our'an in a foolish and
stubborn way. (cf. SD, i, 54-55.; Mst, ii, 62/64-85«; Papyri,
ii, 108). Similarly, when he saw a copy of the Qur'an with an
accompanying verse-by-verse tafsir, he cut out the tafsir portion
and left the text only. (cf. Renaissance, 196.; papyri, ii,110).
2
The report clearly says that the companions had agreed to






Bayan, i, 72.; Fas11, 35a.
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imprisoning of Abu Kas'ud al-Ansari, Abu 'd-Darda' ana fcAbd Allah
b. Mas'ua on the charge of transmitting a large number of a haul th~
seems dubious. In fact this report can be rejected both on the
basis of the i-sr.ad and the ma.tn. It is historically true that
"
- 2 _ _ *'Umar himself had sent abd Allah b. Kas'ud and Abu'd-Darda' as
teachers to Kufa and Damascus respectively. How could then he
imprison them for narrating the traditions. Furthermore, we find
the name of Ibrahim in the Isnad of this report. This Ibrahim was
born in 20/21 A.H.^ in the last days of fUmar who cannot possibly
relate anything directly from'Umar's period. Ibn Hazm, on this
basis, justly declares that the attribution of this report to'Umar
is not right. Jasa'iri also suspects the authenticity of this
report on the basis of its isnad.^
That Umar was interested in the teaching of the Our'an and the
hadith is evident from the fact that he sent competent teachers to
various parts of his empire not only to teach the Qur'an but also
7
the sunna. Among the teachers sent to these centres may be
8 9mentioned'Ubada b. as-Samit and Mu'adh b. Jabal , who were sent
1
Tdh, i, 7«; Fasil, 65b .
^
Tab, II, ii, 114-; VI, 3«; Khifa', ii, 6.; Hinhaj, iv, 142.;
Asma', I, i, 290.
Nuba1a', ii, 248.; Khifa', ii, 6.; Minha j, iv, 142.; Asma*, I,
i, 256.





Kharaj, 16.; Tab, II, ii, 114.; III, i, 201.; Kinha j, iii, 272.;
iv, 142.
°





to Syria, 'abd "Hah b. Las*ud and Eudhavfa b. al-Yaman", sent
to Iraq, and '.Irnran b. Husavn and *Abd Allah b. I.iughaffal sent
to Basra. It is reported that the team sent to teach Basrans
3
consisted of ten teachers.
In spite of the fact that 'Umar gave up the idea of codifying
c
the sunna, he ouoted traditions in his official letters. Not only
this, but he possessed some written ahadith with him. It is reported
for instance, that he collected some ahadith regarding sadaqat in
- 7 < - 3
a kitab , which later came in possession of his son "bd Allah.
It is reported that Nafi' , the freed slave of ibn'Umar had read the
_ - 9<ahadith from this manuscript to the latter several times.
It is also mentioned in the sources that a sahifa containing
laws regarding the zakat schedule of camels was found attached to
his sword after his death.It was, perhaps, the same document
which the Prophet had got written but before he could dispatch it
to his governors, he passed away.''""' This kitab was kept and used
by Abu Bakr, on whose death it was passed on to^Umar, who likewise
^
Tab, II, i, 105.; VI, 3,; Khifa', ii, 6.; liinhaj, iv, 142.
2
Lin'na.i, iv, 142.
^ Nubala', ii, 363-; Papyri, ii, 211.; Khifa', ii, 6.
^ Nuba!a', ii, 345-? Khifa', ii, 6.
^ Nubala', ii, 345-
°
Lusnad, i, 28, 36, 46, 50.; S3, iv, 82 (Libas).; SLi, iii, 315-316
(Libas).; Kifaya, 480. x
7
Amwa1, 3b2, 363, 3O6 et passim.; Muwatta', ii, 112-114 (Zakat).
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SD» i» 381.; SAD, ii, 131, hadith no. 1568. (Zakat); SIL, i,
549 (Zakat; Huwatta', ii, 112, n. (Zakat). -Jami* , iii, 106-107
(Zakat).
4V
used it in his administration.'1 Later, it v:as preserved in his
family until at least the time of'Lirer II, who is said to have na de
2 —
a copy of it." Zuhri, who had memorised this manuscript, testifies
its authenticity.
As a matter of fact,'Umar, who knew the art of writing before
the advent of Islam'* and had acted as a scribe of the Prophet
5
thereafter, made use of writing all through his life. Regarding
his written collection, we find a report saving that he possessed
a box (tabut) full of treaties and pacts^ which was burnt to ashes
— 7 8
alongwith the diwah in 82 A.H. This must have included at least
few hadith manuscripts as well.
That'Umar might have possessed some written ahadith can be
inferred from the report in which'Umar II had instructed Abu Pakr
b. Hazm to collect and send to the capital the hadith of6UnarI
9
along with those of the Prophet.' The report suggests that some
written ahadith did exist during Umar TI's time. The facts that
Umar II was looking for authentic documents of earlier times,
4
SAP, ii, 131-155 (Zakat), hadith nos. 1567-1570.; SIM, i,
549-550 (Zakat).; Muwatta', ii, 112, n. (Zakat).
^
SAD, ii, 133 (Zakat) hadith no. 1570.
4
Sal), ii, 133 (Zakat), hadith no. 1570.
4
kutuh, 457-
Tmta i, JOh.; Viatha * in, no. 13.
^
''Vatha' iq , p. 10.
7 - _
Pi wan was an official register accessible to puolic. The stipends
were distributed according to the list contained therein, (of.
Historical sources, 135*; Tab, III, i, 212.)
^
b!a tha' iq , p. 10.
J SD, i, 12b.; I.uwatta'(Sh), 389•; Tab, II, ii, 134.: viii. 355*
45.4
especially of the period of the first two caliphs, and that his
instruction to Abu Bakr b. Hazm was only a part of this large scale
plan, clearly shows that it was the written (not oral) ahadith of
'dinar b. al-Khattab thattfUnar b. 'Aba al-vAziz had demanded from
Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. *Amr b. Hazm. No doubt<rJmar II had also
asked for unwritten practices of'Umar I, this was in fact another
commission given by him to another person, named Salim b. *Abd Allah."
(9) Abu 'd-Darda' (d. 52/34 A.H.):-
'Uwaymir b. Zayd Abu 'd-Darua', the leading traditionist of
Syria, was an assiduous collector of ahadith. He was one of the
three companions alleged to have been detained by'Ulnar for imparting
the ahadith in great number. This allegation, as we have seen
earlier, is wrong, for we see that not only did Abu 'a-Darda'
relate only 179•ahadith^, but he was in so good books of'Umar that
5
he sent him as a religious teacher to Damascus.
While on the one hand Abu 'd-Darda* was sought out for his
knowledge of hadith by other companions , on the other hand he
himself was busy collecting more and more traditions. Thus we see
that he received, probably on reouest, few ahadith from Salman
- 7






1'dh, i, ?•;' Nuba la', ii, 248.; Asma', I, i, 236.; Khi fa ' , ii,
6-5 tlinha.j, iv, 142.
4
yawannv, 2?6-277.
^ Nubala', ii, 248.
°
Bayan, i, 35-; Musna d, v, 196.; SAD, iii, 452 (<Ilm), Jjadx fch no.
3641.; Jam, if , x* 134-155 ('I la), where it is reported that a
person came to Damascus from Medina only to hear a hadith from
Abu 'u~Dar^g'.
7 -
Mizan, iv, 546, no. 10375-
he hod made a written collection of ahadith, but he destroyed it
for fear that they might be misused.
Among his written collections may also be mentioned a sahifa'",
which was in circulation in Syria. It is reported that a man
brought it to Ibr. Iias'ud (in Medina) for his perusal, who, after
reading its contents, destroyed it.^ Prom the report, it appears
that it contained some of Abu 'd-Darda's own views (regarding legal
matters).
(10) Salman al-Farisi (d. 5^6 A.H.);-
Salman al-Farisi, also known as Salman al-Khayr^, is said to
have lived for 2^0 years. He had devoted himself to the study of
religion even before islam and had read numerous books on
Christianity." 'After his conversion to Islam, he attented to
Islamic learning and studied the Our'an and. the hedith. He was
highly praised for his insight and versatility by the Prophet and
the companions. Recognising his deep religious knowledge, 'Ali
7
described him as an inexhaustible ocean (bahr la yundhaf) . Among
the companions who transmitted the ahadith from Salman were
Abu Hurayra and Anas b. Malik.




lacy id, 25,- 54.
Tacyid, 54 •
Mashahir, 44» no» 274.
5
Tab, VI, 9.; Ikmal, 597-
6
Tab, IV, i, 61.




of ahadith. We do, however, find a report saving that he had sent
X
few traditions in written form to Abu d-Darda'.
(ll) Failma bint (,'ays;-
The woman companion, Fatima belonged to the group of the first
2 _
women emigrants (to Eedina). ' She was a reputed scholar of hadith
who not only gave lectures but also dictated the traditions to her
students. One collection from her dictation was made by Abu Salama
'Abd Allah b.'Abd ar-Rahman (d. 94 A.H.).^
(l? ) Asma' bint'Umays (d. 56 A.H.);-
Asma' was the wife of Ja'far b. Abi Talib, whom she had
accompanied during the migration to Abyssina* After Ja6far's
death, she was married to Abu Bakr. But later, when Abu Bakr also
died, she was married to 'Ali b." Abi Talib. As she was an authority
— 4
on hadith, many elder companions transmitted from her.•
»
As regards her written collection, it is resorted that she
5
had collected many traditions of the Prophet in a kitab.
(15) Abu Iviusa Al-Ash'-arl (d. 12/44/51 A.H.) ; -
The famous governor of Basra in'Urnar's reign, Abu Kusa is
generally listed among the opponents of written ahadithHe is
7
said to have erased the v/ritings of one of his pupils.
Mizan, iv, 546, no. 10375-
^
Sh, ii, 682, n. (Talaq).; Ikmal, 613.








But his prejudice against written record, was, perhaps, due
to his. inability to write himself. It is reported that he learnt
the art of writing only at a mature age."'" But despite his aversion
to writing he-is reported to have sent some ahadith to 'AM Allah
, _ - 2
b. i.as ud in written form.
(id) Zayd b. Thabit fd. 40 A.H.);-
The talented Zayd b. Thabit, the well known secretary of the
Prophet, and the editor-in-chief of the Uthmanic edition of the
Qur'an, was an authority on the law of inheritance and other legal
3 4
matters and was an important source of the Prophet's traditions. '
As regards Zayd's linguistic capabilities, in addition to
*5
Arabic, he knew Hebrew and Syriac and was familiar with the
6
spoken languages of Persian, Greek, Abyssinian and Coptic to act
as the Prophet's interpreter in these languages.
Despite the fact that he used writing (Arabic) in all his
7
public offices , it is generally believed that he was against the
0
permanent recording of the traditions . This inference has been
1
Tab, IV, i, 83.
2
Musn?d, iv, 396, 414•
5 Khifa', i, IB.; Tab, II, ii, 115-117.
H Ic lam (Qayyirn), i, 12.; 'Ilm, 7a, 8a.; Tdh, i, 51-52.
5
Tab, II, ii', 115.
^
Papyri, ii, 2pB, citing ttas'udi's kitab at-tanbih wa 'l-Tshraf
(ed. Iv:.J. de Goeje, ["BGA VIIl(J, 1894), p. 283*
7
On the request of'Umar I, for instance, he wrote his legal
opinion regarding the share of grandfathers in inheritance,
and handed it over to the former, (cf. Sunan Darq, 4od.)
8
Athar, 212.; Jarh, I, ii, 558.; Tanyld, IB.; Tdh, i, 29-30.
45S
drawn from a report in which Zayd is described as citing a Prophet's
hadith interdicting the recording of the traditions. On the has !s
of this hadith, adds the report, Zavd asked Ilarwar. b. al-Hakan
to erase the traditions which the latter had got recorded without
the former's knowledge."'"
But the above report does not appear to he genuine on the
ground that its narrator is al-Muttalib b. Hantab, who never met
Zayd. Furthermore, Sha'bi reports that Zayd's transmitted material
was not the Prophet's hadith but his own personal opinion (raV*,
as is specifically mentioned by Zayd himself. He is reported to
2
have said, "Excuse me, 0, 1'arwani in fact, it is my ra'y".
As he was not aware that his narration was being recorded, he
might have narrated the ahadith along with his own views about
certain problems. This was ouite possible for the simple reason
- 3that he was a faqih who combined the knowledge of the hadith and
ficth.^ When he was informed that his whole narration was recorded,
he naturally asked them to destroy the manuscripts. This has been
clearly indicated in another version of his statement, as reported
by Sah'bi. According to this version, he asked Karwan to destroy
the manuscript and said, "All that I transmitted to you may not be
the same as I have narrated to you (la6alia kulla shay*in haddathtukum
bihi la.vsa kama haddathtukum)" i.e. may not be in conformity with
5
the Prophet's ahadith.-
Taovid, 35-j Bavan, i, 65.; Tab, II, i, 117.
2
II* i> 117.; Nuba1at, ii, 31?.
5




That he was not against written ahadith is evident from the
fact that he had compiled a book - the first of its kind - on
inheritance." Furthermore, his practice of a 1lowing his students
to record his .ahadith disproves the assertion that he was against
written material. Kathir b. Aflah testifies to this oractice
■ ■ • ■ ■ ■■ • -
when he says, "we used to write down the traditions in the lecture
of Za.yd b. Thabit."'"
(15) Mughira b. Shu4ba (d. SO A.H.);-
Mughira is said to have dictated few ahadith to his client
and secretary, V.arrad, which he sent to the caliph Mu'awiya on
3
the latter's request. These traditions were four in number which
4have been incorporated in the Musnad of Hon Hanbal.
During Abu Bakr's caliphate when a case regarding blood money
was brought for decision, I.iughira apprised the caliph of a hadith
from the Prophet on the subject.
It was, perhpas, due to his reputation as possessor of a
large number of ahadith that Mu'awiya had written to him to send
him 'the tradition he had heard from the Prophet'. V.arrad reports
that when he visited liu'awiya later, he heard him giving orders
6






Nubala', ii, 312.; Taqyid, 98-99, n. 218.
Taovid, 102*.
SB,i, 217 (Adhan), 375 (Zakat)♦; iv, 192 (Dacawat), 256 (Oadsr),
425 (I Hisam).; SaD, ii, 110 (witr), hadith no. 1505• > <Ilm,
4b.: Kuna, ii, 66.; Jarh. I, ii, 357*; Musnad, iv, 245» 247>
245, 250," 254.; Kifaya, *482.
husnad, iv,- 244-245«
SAD, iv, 266 (Diyat), hadith no. 4570.
Ma*rifat, 1*5.
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(16) Jarir b. "Abd Allah b. Jabir al-3a.iali fd. SI A.H.):-
Jarir is said to have narrated 100 ahadith from the Prophet>
some of which have suvived in classical texts. Among the scholars
who transmitted from him were Anas 0. Ivlalik, Q,ays b. Abi Hazim,
Sha'bi and many others."'"
As regards his written record of traditions, it is reported
_ 2
that he had sent few ahadith to Lluawiya in written form.
(17) Abu Ay.yub al-Ansari (d. 52 A.H.);-
Khalid b. Ziyad, Abu Ayyub al-Ansari was a great searcher
after knowledge. It is reported that once he undertook a long
journey from Medina to Egypt to check from flTqba b. tfAmir whether
V A
a certain hadith was correctly remembered by him. f
As regards his written collection, it is reported that he had
5
sent few traditions in written form to his nephew. In addition to
this, a collection containing 112 ahadith, ascribed to his grandson
6
Ayyub b. Khalid , could also be his own compilation which might
have reached Ibn Khalid after his death.
(18) Abu Bakra ath-Thaqafi (d. 33/59 A.II.)t~
Kufay' b. al-Harith, Abu Bakra was a freed slave of the Prophet.
1




The hadith in question was the following: 'One who covers (the
faults) of a muslim in this world, Allah would cover his sins on
the day of judgement.' (cf. S3, ii, 98 (kazalim..«,).; 'Ilm, 48.)
The sole possessor of this hadith was the Egyptian 'Uqba b. 'Amir.
^ Ma^rifat, 7-8. y Bayan, i, 93—94•
5





He is said to hive transmitted 132 ahadith, some of which h- ve
1
survived in the classical texts."
He sent, in written form, a hadith rexrardinv disoensation of
justice, to his son *Abd ar-Rahman, the then governor of Sijistan.
(19) ^A'isha, the Prophet's wife (d. 87/38 A.H.):-
The great woman traditionist and jurist, 'A'isha belonged to
the group' of mukaththirun (narrators of large number of ahadith).
_ - 3She is said to have narrated 2210 ahadith from the Prophet. A
large number of scholars from amongst the companions and the
4
successors transmitted from her.
She was considered an authority on the Prophet's ahadith. We
have seen that4Amr b. Umayya ad-Damri had approached her to testify
a hadith he hod related before 'Uniar.'
It appears that not only did she narrate ahadd th but got it
written down, as well. Mu'awiya, for instance, is reported to have
received some ahadith from her in written form.^ It is not certain
whether she wrote these down herself or got it written. Perhaps
the latter was the case. Among her pupils who made written
7
collections from her was her nephew, Urwa b. az-Zubayr.
^
Asma', I, pi, 198.
SB,xv,388 (Ahkam).; SAD,iii,4-11 (Aqdiya), hadith no. 358?•




Musnad (T), vi, 194-195,hadith no. 1564.
6 *
Lusnari, vi, 87-j Fasil, 49b.
7
Kifaya, 489-
(20) Shatidad b. Aws (d. 58 A.H.): -
The nephew of Hassan b. Thabit, Shaddad was an authority on
the hadith in Jerusalem. He is said to have dictated few ahadith
to two of his,fellow companions on their way to pilgrimage.
(2l) Lucawiya b. Abi Sufyan (d. 60/61 A.H.):-
Despite denial in certain circles of the literary and cultural
achievements of the Umayyads, we find reports indicating that not
only serious minded students of this period but even the rulers -
in addition to the pious'Umar II. who was undisputedly a religious
scholar - played some part in the development of religious sciences,
particularly the hadith. Beginning with Liu'awiya, the founder of
the dynasty, almost all succeeding' caliphs and governors, like
Marwan b. al-Hakam , fcAbd al-Malik b. Karwan^, cAbd al-Aziz b. Karwan^,
— 5
and Hi sham hfa've shown interest in the study and preservation of
the hadith. It is no wonder, therefore, that some of these rulers




He took recourse to trickery in order to get the ahadith written
down from Zayd b. Thabit and Abu Hurayra. (cf. Isaba, iv, 205,
no. 1190.; Kuna, 33-; Tab, II, i, 117.; Tacyid, 35,41.; Tadwin
Hadith, 81-82.; Bayan, i, 65.; ii, 143-144*; Nubala*,ii,431-432.)
^
He memorised and transmitted few traditions, (cf. Tab, V, lu7,
174*; Papyri, i, 16.)
^
He is listed among the traditionists. He possessed Abu Hurayra's
ahadith in written form and had asked the Syrian trad.it!onist
Kathir b. Murra to collect and send others' ahadith to him.
(cf. Tab, VII, ii, 157-).
5 _ -
He induced Zuhri, the eminent traditionist, to commit the ahad1th
into writing and to dictate few for his sons. (cf. Bayan, i,
76-77-; Hilya, iii, 361.)
^
Tpb, VII,ii,128.; Jarh,IV,i,577*; Isaba,iii,454,no.8Q68.;
Isti'ab, iii,400-401, for iiu'awiya being- listed among the
Syrian traditionists; Jarh, II, i, 130-131.; Tdh, i, 83, for
for Sulayman as-a traditionist; and Tab, V, 175*; Jarh, II,
ii, 593, for'Aba al-Aziz b. liarwan as a traditionist.
445
As regards Mu^awiya, with whom v.e are concerned at the moment,
he not only had sustained interest in history, genealogy and
poetry, but was equally interested in the hadith. Just as he
had found great pleasure in listening to interesting anecdotes
o
the past from his evening companion, Ubayd b. Sharya , he was
delighted to hold hadith sessions with the hadith scholar,
Abu Rurayra.
Mu^awiya's interest in the hadith is depicted in his occasional
4 5 6
use of it in his letters , in his speeches , and in court gatherings.
He was' so keen in learning the hadith that he had asked others to
send it to him in writing. He had written, for example, to
Mughira b. Shu'ba, his governor of Kufa, to send him the traditions
he had heard from the Prophet. Mughira is reported to have dictated
7
few traditions to his secretary Warrad and sent them to Mutawiya.
•He h-d also asked Zayd b. fhabit to narrate the ahadith and when
the latter complied, the caliph got them written without Zayd•s
knowledge. But the collection thus prepared was later destroyed
8 4
on Zayd's request. He had also written to A'isha several times
^
Udaba', i, 29-50. Uuhabbar, 478.; Papyri, i, 14-15» f'la'ar;f, 181
'Ubayd's narration was later collected into a book en Ku'awiya's
order. This book, known as Akhbar'libs.yd, though subject, of much
controversy, has been published (Printed with st-Ttjan, pp.511-488.)
[of. Papyri, i, 9-19, 56.]
3 M!'» 57-58.
Musnad, iv, 94.
f-usnad, iv, 91-102, passim.
Musnad, iv, 91-102, passim.
o
7 K i faya, <482.; Kuna, ii, 66.; Jarh, I, ii, 557* ; L.usnad, iv,
245, 247, 249, 250, 254.; SB, i,*217 (Adhan), 575 (Zakat).;
iv, • 192 (Da* swat), 256 ('adar) , 425 (l"*- ti sain).; 3 b , iii, 70-71




for the ahadith and the latter had complied v.ith his renuest.^
As regards his own collection of hadith, it is reported that
he possessed S collection containing 160 traditions." This
collection has been preserved in the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal.^
(22) Has run b. al-A.ida4 (d. 65 A.II.):-
The judge and traditionist, I.lasruc b. al-Ajda' was an
insatiable collector of the hadith, in search of which he travelled
4from one province to another. f Sha4bi gives an account of his
\ s
ri'nla (journey) from Iraq to Syria. The importance of his
jou.rne.ys lies in the fact that he had not merely heard the traditions
from the teachers during these rihlat but had also written them
, 6
down.
Apart from making journeys in search of hadith, he sometimes
acauired the traditions through correspondence. It is reported,
for instance, that once I asruq and'Abd Allah b. Utba wrote to
Subgy'a al-Aslamryya asking for a tradition regarding <idda. The
latter is said to have complied with their request by sending,
in written form, the Prophet's instructions with regard to this
7
legal issue.' I'o quote another example, liasruq once asked'Alqama
^




Hil.ya, ii, 99•; Sayan, i, 94* He had travelled so much in
search of the hadith that he came to be known as Abu's-safar
(the father of journey), cf. Tahdh, x, 110.
^ Hilya, ii, 95-; 6Xlm, 4b.; Fasil, 14b.
°
Sayan, i, 66.; Tacyid, 59-; Jarh, IV, i, 396-397-» Tab, VI,
50-86.; Papyri, ii, 11.
^ SIP, i, 625-626 (Talao).; Kifaya, 481.
445-
to write down for him certain precedents (an-naza'ir) of the
Prophet. The latter, an opponent of written hadith, said, "Are you
not aware that writing ir- disapproved." Masruq replied, "(in that
case) I shall-wipe it out after I have memorised it"."'" This
report has led seme scholars to believe that ilasruq was among those
who wrote the traditions for temporary use i.e. for memorising
2
only. hut this supposition is untenable on the following grounds:
Although the report shows Masruo's readiness to wipe out the
written text,, it does not mention the actual wiping by him. Ke
might or might not have destroyed the text given to him. Furthermore,
his statement, 'write for me' gives no positive clue to interpret
the phrase in the sense of temporary recording. On the contrary
it suggests that Ivlasrua himself used to keep the ahadlth in written
form as a rule, hence his request for a written text from others
as well. Again, 'Alcana's comment, 'Do you not know that writing
is disapproved' also shows that Kasruq belonged to the group of
scholars which approved of writing. It seems that his promise
to wipe the written text after reading, was to make reluctant
'Alqama write for him. Moreover, if we take the statement of
Masruq literally, believing that he did intend to wipe out the
text afterwards, it would simply mean that he resorted to do so
only in exceptional circumstances like this. Otherwise, in




Bavin, i, 66.; Tanyid, 53-69'
Taqyid, 58,-.
(23) Ku'vnan b. Bashir (d. 64 A.H.):-
Nufcinan served as a judge in Damascus and was appointed governor
of Kims by Ibn az-Zubayr.^
As regards his written ahadith, it is reported that he wrote
2
down few traditions in a letter and sent them to lays b. al-Kaythain.
His son, Yazid also received some written ahadith from him through
the letter's scribe named Eabib b. Salim,^
(24) pahhak. b. haws b. Khalid (d. 65 A.K.):-
Among pahhak's written collection of ahadith were few traditions
which he sent in a letter to days b. al-Haytham.^
(25) Marwan b. al-Hakan (d. 65 A.K♦): -
llarwan possessed an authentic collection of the ahadith
5 6
narrated by Abu Hurayra. These traditions as we have seen earlier,
7
were obtained through trickery. It is reported that the calipn
not only manoeuvred to obtain these ahadith without Abu Hurayra's
8
knowledge but also got it collated through the latter's narration
9
the next year.





^ husnad, iii, 453*j Usd, iii, 37-» Isaba, ii, 207, no. 4169.
^ 'fany id, 41*» Kubala', ii, 431-432.
6
bee bupra, p. 3C4, n. 1.
7
He had to take recourse to trickery because of Abu Hurayra's
unwillingness, in his earlier life, to dictate ahadith. It is
to be noted that Abu Hurayra gave up the prejudice against
writing in his later life.
^
Taqyid, 41*5 ITubala' , ii, 431-432.
9 Nubala', ii",* 431-432.; Isaba, iv, 205, no. 1190.
In addition to this, iiarwan had got written few ahadith
transmitted by Zayd b. Thabit\ though according to some reports,
2
these were later effaced on the letter's request.
(26) Zayd b. Arqam (d. 63/66 A.H.-);-
Zayd was one ox those scholars who approved of the mukataba
method of hadith transmission. Thus it is reported that he sent
3few ahadith in written form to Anas b. Malik.
(27) Jabir b. Samura (d. 66 A.II.); —
Jabir is credited with 146 traditions of the Prophet. Some of
- - 5
these ahadith have survived in major hadith collections.
He had sent one tradition, in written form, to'Amir b. Sa1 d
o
b, Abi vVaqqas oh the letter's request.
(28) Bara'b.'Izib (d. 71/72 A.H.);-
This zealot companion had volunteered himself to take part in
the battle of Badr but his offer was rejected by the Prophet due to
7
his tender age. Later, he took part in fifteen battles, including
the battle of Uhud.^
^
Taovid, 20.; Bayan, i, 65.5 ii, 143—144•5 Tab, II, ii, 117*5
SB, i, 122-123.
2




Asma', I, i, 142.; Papyri, ii, 66, where Abbott erroneously gives
the figure as 164.
^ Asma', I, i, 142.
^
Sil, iv, 63-66 (Fada' il).
^
Mashahir, 44> no\ 272.; Asma', I, i, 132.
0
Asma', I, ijX 132.
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As regards his interest in the hadith, it is reported thr-t
he used to dictate the Prophet's traditions to his students.^
Hakim an-Naysaburi during his visit to Kufa in 345 A.H. had seen
the remains of, the place (IIstuwana) where Bara' used to hold his
2.
hadith classes.
(29) 'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr (d. 75 A.II.);-
One of the four °Abadila^ (the four illustrious companions
whose names begin with 'Abd Allah),^Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr is
-
credited with 33 ahadith of the Prophet. r Of these, some have
5
survived m major hadith collections. • A host of traditionists,
including his brother<:Urwa, transmit from him.
As regards his written ahadith, it is reported that he wrote
few legal ahadith and sent them to 'Aba Allah b.'Utba b. i'ascud
(d. 74 A.H.).6
(50) *Abd. Allah b.ctltba b. Ilascud (d. 74 A.H.):-
cAbd Allah b.'Utba, a distinguished scholar of hadith and
7
fiah, possessed a large number of traditions. He transmitted the
traditions not only, from the Prophet but also from such eminent
0
companions as Ibn Mas' ud,&Ulnar, cAmmar and Abu Kurayra.
"*■ 'lira, lib.; SD, i, 128.; Tacyid, IO5.; Bayan, i, 73 •
2
Kefcrifat, 191-192.
^ The other three arenAbd Allah b. cAmr b. al-As, fAbd Allah b.'Umar
and 'Abd Allah b.cAbbas. (cf. Asma', I, i, 267.)
^ Asma', I, i, 267•







Among his written collection of ahadith was a tradition sent
to him byflJmar b. cAbc Allah b. ai-Arqan, who had obtained it from
Subay'a Al-Asiamiyya(d. 10 A.li.)."'" The hadith dealt with the
question of'idda (the period of waiting for a widow or a divorced
woman). According to another report, Subay'a herself sent this
_ 2
hadith to Abd Allah b.'Utba on the latter's request."
He also possessed some legal ahadith, sent to hirn in written
form, by'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr.*5
(3d) Raff b. Khadi.j (d. 74 A.H.);-
Rafi', the freed slave of the Prophet, had obtained an express
4-
permission from the latter to write down his sayings. Although
the sources mention that such a permission was readily given to
him by the Prophet, it is not stated whether he made any fcfedith
collection thereafter. Most probably he did, for we find a report in
which he tells Marwan that a certain hadith regarding sacredness of
_ c;
Medina is written with him on a khawalarti (yemenite) skin.
Perhpas this particular tradition was one of the many that he had
committed to writing and kept preserved with him.
(32) Abu. Sa^id al-Khudri (d. 74 A.K.);-
Abu da*"id al-Khudri is the main narrator of the report in
which the Prophet is said to have forbidden the writing down of
SB, iii, 62-63 (Kaghazi), 478 (Talaq).; SLi, ii, 687-638 (Talaq).;
Kifaya, 481.; Tahdh, viii, 73•
2
SIM, i, 625-626 (Talao).; Kifaya, 481.
Musnad, iv, 4-
^ Tagyld, 72-73• "
5
Musnad, iv,J.141.» Taoyid, 72.
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the hadith.1 Although he had disallowed his students to make a
2
written record of his transmission , yet he himself appears to have
written few ahadith. This is evident from his own statement in
which he declares, "'^e wrote nothing save that of the fur'an and
the tashahhud (formula to he recited in prayers)."'' In view of
the fact that the tashahhud is a hadith - found in the classical
texts - we can safely say that Abu Sa6id al-Khudri wrote down at
least few ahadith.
(35) 'Amr b. Iaymun al-Awdi (d. 74/75 A.M.):-
This Kufic scholar transmitted traditions from'Abd Allah
b. l:as4ud, 4Ali b. Abi Talib, 'TJmar and others. He was particularly
interested in the historical ahadith.
The main 'written record of ^Amr is his work dealing with the
c.
assassination pf'Umax' I and the appointment of the elective council.
It is said that ibn Ishaq, in his Sira, drew extensively on this
6
work without mentioning the author or his book.
Some of the ahadith transmitted by *Amr have been preserved in
7
classical hadith collections.
(54) Wathila b. al-Asqa'fd. 83 A.H.):-
vVathila b. al-Asqa' , a Basran scholar, was one of the earliest
1
Tacyid, 29-55*» I.ssahif, 4.; S-M, iv, 556 (Zuhd).
^
Taoyid, 36-58*; dIlm, 8b.; Fasil, 36a.
^ Taoyid, 93*
^
Hilya, iv, 150.; Tab, VI, 80.
5
kapyri, i, 25, 98.
^
Papyri, i, 25, 90> n* 2, 98.; ii, 11-12.
7 Tdh, i, 61.V Asms*, I, ii, 34-35*
traditionists who employed aictation for imparting: the hadith.^
2
He died at an advanced aye of 105 years.
As regards his own collection of ahadith, we do not know.
But it has been clearly mentioned in the sources that he used to
3
hold classes and dictate the traditions to his students. This
practice must have resulted in the compilation of few hadith
books.
(35) Dahhak b. Sufyan;-
Dahhak was an advocate of hadith writing. He used to say,
•whenever I heard something (tradition),! wrote it down; (in case
of non-availability of writing material), I even wrote" on the
wall'.^
He is said to have received a hadith in written form from the
Prophet. This has been incidentally stated by himself during
Ulnar's reign. When the caliph gave a judgement, saying'that there
was no share for a woman in the blood-wit of her deceased husband,
Dahhak dissented with him end told the caliph that he possessed a
written hadith, sent to him by the Prophet, according to which the
<3
widow was also entitled to a share. 'Thereupon', remarks Shafi'i,
g
^Umar revised his judgement in accordance with the tradition.'
^
Inila', 13.; Iv'izan, iv, 145» n0* 8658.
2
Lashahir, 51•» no* 329«
^
Liizan, iv, 145> no- 8658.; Nuba la', iii, 259 • 5 Imla', 13.
^
Ba^an, i, 72.
^ Asma', i, 250.; Hatha'in, no. 228.; Ikhtilaf, 19-20.; SAD, iii,
178 (Para id), hadith no. 2927.} 81m, ii, 142 (Divat).; IJuwatta*,
iv, 194-195'fundi).
6
Risala, 59-u Ikhtilaf, 19-20.; Umm, vi, 77 (hirath ad-Diya).
(36) 'Aba Allah b. Abi Awfa (d. Bo A.H.):-
Ibn Abi Awfa was the last of the companions who died at Uufa.4
Pie not only approved of writing the hadith but had employed the
mukataba method to transmit it to others. Thus it is reported that
he had sent some-written ahadith regarding the law of war to
2
Uinar b.'Ubayd Allah . The letter's scribe and secretary reports
that he received and read out these ahadith to'Umar while they had
come out to fight against the Harurites (Karuriyya). ^
Isma'il b. Abi Khalia was another scholar who had received
the traditions from Ibn Abi Awfa in written form.4
(37) Sahl b. Sa*d b. Malik (d. 88/91 A.H.) 1-
5
Sahl was the last of the companions who died in Medina.
While many scholars, including the famous Zuhri, transmitted from
him, some made written collection of his transmission." One such
collection was prepared by Salama b. Dinar, whose son, Ibn Abi Ilazim
7
transmitted from this manuscript.
(38) W'ahb b. Munabbih (d. 110/114 A.K.):-
Y.ahb, the brother of well known Hammam, was particularly
interested in the biographies of the prophets and other spiritual
4
Asma', i, 261.; Ma'arif, 116.
2
hifaya, 48I,; SB, ii, 206, 210, 239-240 (Jihad); iv, 410 (Tamanni)
5 SB, ii, 239-240 (Jihad).
4 Tahdh, v, 151.
8 _ - _
I-.ashahir, 25, no. 114-; lla^arif, lib.
°
JaPh, II, i, 198.; Annales, ii, 855*5 Isti*ab, ii, 95-96*5
Isaba, ii, 88, no. 3533*
^ Jarh, II, ii, 362.; Tahdh, vi, 333*
leaders, as appears from the titles of his books. Y.-ahb drew
2
freely on old Testament and Israelite tales but he was acknowledged
- _ Z
as 'reliable'(ittafacu 'ala tawthioihi) .
A
He Y,as faraed for his vast study of non-Islamic literature. '
It is reported, on his own authority, that he had read more than
5
seventy books revealed to various prophets. It is said that these
books were readily accessible in places of worship or by purchase.^
Although the number of books stated here seems an exaggeration,
it nevertheless shows that Y/ahb was a scholar and a great lover of
books. A corroborative proof for this is found in the report
7
saying that his brother used to buy books for him.
As regards his interest in the hadith, it is reported that he
heard traditions from such eminent companions as Jabir b. 'Abd Allah,
'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, 'Abd Allah b. 'Arnr b. al-As, Abu Hurayra,
Anas b. lalik and others. In his own turn, he transmitted to
— — — Q
'Amr b. Dinar, I/.ughira b. Hakim and many more.
Apart from his oral transmission, he is said to have made a
■*"
He is credited with the following books: K.al-Qadar (cf. Ilizan,
353> no. 9433«)>Ufsas al-Anbiya* (cf. Zunun, ii, 1328),
Qisas al-Akhyar (cf. Zunun, ii, 1328.), K.al-fcubtada (cf. Bayh,
i, 416.; GAL(s) i, loi.; Papyri, i, 26, 45> 87, 88.), Ti.jan
(cf. Papyri, i, 36.), and K. al-Laghazi (cf. Zunun, ii, 1746-1747*)
2
Papyri, i, 36, 45, 59.
3
Asma , I, ii, 149•
^
fca'arif, 158-> Asma', I, ii, 149*
5






Asaa', I, ii, 149.
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written collection of ahadith which consisted of 27 folios.""
(39) Nafi' ♦ the freed slave of Ibn'Uniar (d. 117 A.H.):-
Nafi' was-a great scholar of hadith and sunna. The traditionists
2
agree on his trustworthiness. He was one of the three links in the
golden chain (silsilat adh-dhahah) of 'Malik - Nafi' - Ibn'Unar'.
Regarding the authenticity of the traditions transmitted by him,
Malik says, "when I hear a tradition from Nafi' , I care litte if
I hear it (for confirmation) from others".^ In Ibn'Uyayna's words,
"which hadith other than the one transmitted by Nafi' can be more
trustworthy!
On account of his reputation in the field of religious studies
he was sent by 'Ulnar b. *Abd al-Aziz to Egypt to teach its people the
5
sunan .
He was a protagonist of written hadith, who wrote down a large
collection from Ibn'Umar^ whom he had served for more than thirty
7
years. As regards the writings of his own pupils, he used to
g
dictate to them and asked them to bring their scripts for correction
9
and collation , and demanded from them to read the manuscript to
""
Papyri, ii, 57 > n. 221.
^
Asma', I, ii, 124• > Tahdh, x, 412-415•
x
Asma', I, ii, 124•
^ Asaa', I, ii, 124.
J Asma', I, ii, 124•» Tdh, i, 94 •
°




'ilia, 4b.; F&sil,.76a.; Imla', 13-; oD (Med.), i, 106.
5 ; Liala', 78.
hira before they transmit it to their own students."* He also
employed the mukataba method of transmission whereby scholars
2
received the traditions from him in written form 'Abd Allah b. Awn
al-Basri (d. 151 A-il.), for instance, obtained few written ahadith
in this way.
Among the written collection of the ahadith transmitted by
4 5
him v/as a nuskhan in possession of his student, 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Umar.
Ibn Jurayj of Mecca also possessed a saddle bag (haqiba) full of
written ahadith of Nafi' .^ Among the pupils who derived traditions
-7
from him in written form may also be mentioned Avyub as-Sikhtiyani ,
Khalid b. Ziyad^, Layth b. Sa'd^, Malik b. Anas"^,
Muhammad b. ftbd ar-Rahman , Musa b. 'Uqba c and Shu'ayb b. Abi Hamza.~
(c) Other written records of the Successors and early scholars
Having dealt with the sahifa, kitab, etc. of both the Companions
14




Husnad, ii, 51-32.; SB, ii, 123 ( *Itq).
J
Ashraf, i, 342.; Amwal, 119.; SB, ii, 123 ('Itq).
^ Also mentioned as 1sahifa'. (cf. Mashahir, 190, no. 1524.)
^ Kifaya, 321, 389-j Kashahir, 190, no. 1524« The collection has
survived to this day. It is preserved in Az-Zahiriyya Library,
Damascus, bearing the accession no. 'Majmu's 105, folio 135 to 149'*
r
Kifaya, 434•> Bagh, x, 406.
7 -





Haohahir, 190, no. 1524.
11
of the Companions exclusively,"'" we now turn to other written
records of the Successors. and early scholars. In this section we
shall discuss the written records of the scholars of the pre-Abbns
period only. The writings of the post-Abbasid period are quite
well known and do not fall under the scope of this study.
The chronological order of the scholars discussed here is,
again, according to the dates of their deaths.
(1) Harith b. *Abd Allah al-A*war (d. b5 A.HQ :-
2
Ilarith b. al-A'v/ar is credited with many books. As regards
his written collection of the traditions, it is reported that he
- - 3
possessed a collection of the ahadith from'Ali b. Abi Talib" , in
A
whose company he remained for cjuite some time, ' It is said that
these traditions were given to him by 'All b. Abi ^alib in written
form. The document containing these traditions seems to be fairly
large, for it is mentioned that'All wrote "or him 'much knowledge"
_ C
Cilman kathiran).
Being an advocate of writing he dictated the traditions to hi
6 _ -7
students. Thus 'Abd al-A'la and Abu Ishaq As~Siba'i made written
collection from him.
See supra, pp. 441-455®
^
Jarh, I, ii, 78.
^
Tab, VI, 116.; Taqyid, 90.; Sahifa, 32.; Ig.dwin Hadith) 423'
^ Ikmal, 591.
^
Tab, VI, 116.; Taayid, 90.; Sahifa, 32.; Tadwin Hadith, 423•
°
Jarh III, i, 26..
liizan, i, 455» no. 1627.; Tahdh, viii, 65.
(2) Sul&yc. b. ays al-Hilali:-
Sulaym was one of the Companions of 'All b. Abi Talib. He is
said to have collected some traditions in a book\ 'which he passed
on to Aban b. 'Ayyash. Aban is the only transmitter from this
manuscript,
Ibn an-Hadim gives an interesting account as how Sulaym,
during Umayyad persecution, took refuge in Aban's house and how,
to repay the latter's hospitality, he gave this kitab to his
saviour at his death-bed/
The book of Sulaym is still preserved in the library of
Sayyid Nasir Husayn al-l'usuwi, the Shi'ite imam at Lucknow in
3
India.
( 3) Yahya b. .al-Jazzar al-Urani:-
Yahya was the pupil of ali b. Abi Talib who transmitted a
number of traditions from him. 'T His own transmissions were recorded
in black and white by Hakarn b. 'Utayba.'
(4) 4Abd ar-Rahman b. *Abd Allah b. Mas'ud (d. 79 A.H.):-
He used to write down the traditions transmitted by his father
without the letter's knowledge. It is reported that once when his
father came to know about this practice, he asked for the written
material and erased it. According to another report, these
1
list> ii» 11/24*; Fihrist, 307-300.
2
Fihrist, 307-308, under the title 'The Shi4 ite jurists,
traditionis.ts and scholars'.




Ba£h, vii, 348.; Tahdh, ii, J05»
°
Ta-yid, 39.
traditions were preserved by him in a sahifa.
( 5 ) 'i.bd ar-Rahman b.Ss.'ici.h; -
ii'bd ar-Rahman was a distinguished Syrian scholar who possessed
2
a number of books that were much respected by the people of Kims.
It appears that he used to dictate the traditions to his students.
During Hisham's reign when he visited Iraq, many students from
3
Kufa and Basra wrote down the traditions from him.
(6) Sa* id b. j'ayruz at-Ta' i (d. S3 A.H. ) :-
Sa'id b. Fayruz at-Ta'i, also known as Abu 'l-Bakhtari, was
4
recognised as trustworthy traditionist. He transmitted tne
traditions from Ibn'Abbas, Ibn'Umar, Abu 3a'id al-Khudri, and
w
others.
He is said to have possessed few ahadith in written form.
(?) ku'adha bint*Abd Allah (d. 83 A.H.):-
Ku'adha bint fAbd Allah al-Adawijya had transmitted the
traditions from'A'isha and *Ali etc. From her transmitted Abu Qilaba,
_ 7
v.^atada, Yazid ar-Rashk and others.





Kashahir, 113, no. 8b7»
4 Tahdh, iv, 73.





students. One such collection is said to have been preserved cy
Yazid ar-Rashk, a copy of which was made by Shu*ba when, the
latter called at "/acid's house,A
t 0\ •«!-,, YUr,-r-frV V. Q,,_,,,r,r \tvry 14*4 »
\ / - C-^,; • OlU.tC,; Cd -L i . : ■ Zr -0. a. « ~™
This successor scholar is said to have met nearly one thousand
2
companions.~ He had narrated the traditions from 'Umar, Ihn Lias'ud,
3
Abu Hurayra and others.
He is said to have preserved his traditions in several books
A
(kana sahib al-kutub).'
(9) *Abd Allah b. Itabah al-Ansari (d. c 90 A.K.):-
5
'Abd Allah b. Rabah was a trustworthy .transmitter who transmitted
from Ubayy b. Ka'b, 'Ammar b. Yasir, Abu Hurayra and ethers. Prom
him transmitted Thabit al-Sunani, *Asim al-Ahwal and Abu <Imran etc.^
Although we do not know about his unit collections of ahadith,
— -7 8
it is reported that *Abd al-Kalik b. Habib al-Azdi and Abu cImran




kashahir, 114, no. 869.; Tahdh, x, 255*
5
Tahdh, x, 255.
4 Tahdh, x, 255.






3kj iv, 219-220 ( (Ik).; Husnad, ii, 192.
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(10) Jabir b. Za.yd. al-Azdi (d. 95 aJI.):-
Ja.bir b. Zayd was a jurist" who had combined the knowledge of
the fioh and the hadith. -"-1 though he approved of the written
collection of hadith, he disliked that his considered juristic
opinion (ra'y) be recorded.'" He himself was seen writing down the
ahadith on tablets (alv/ah) in the lecture of 'Abd ar-dahraan b. Sabit^.
4In turn, his own students wrote from him. '
(id) 'Urwa b. az-Zubayr (d. 94
One of the seven jurists of Medina'', Urv;a b. az-Zubayr was
an authority en hadith, fic-h and maghazi. He possessed a large
- - ,6
number of ahaditn (kathir al-had.ith) , most of which had been
7
received by him from his maternal aunt'A'isha . It is reported
- 8
that he made a written collection of'A'isha's ahadith , but
unfortunately it was destroyed during the civil strife of Harra in
o
the year 6} A.E.y It is also reported that Urwa himself burnt
these books, for which he much regretted in later life. Ee used
to say, "would! I had sacrificed my family and all my property
in place of these books".
1
Tag//id, 20.; Tab, VII, i, 13I-I32.
2
Bayan, ii, 31- 5 Tab, VII, i, lpl.
J
Bayan, i, 72.; Taryid, 109.
4 1/11 * i> d?1-
8 - _Asma', I, i, 331*5 Mashahir, 64, no. 428.; Ikmal, 611.
°
Assa', I, i', 332, 5 Tab, V, 130.
7 -
Asma', I, i, 332.; Ikxial, 611.
^
Sahifa, 27•; Kifa.ya (flyd.), 205-
^
Tahdh, vii, 183*; Tab, V, 133.; "Earliest Biographies...", IC, i,
547-548.
"J p
Tab, V, 133.; Tahdh, vii, 183.; Sahifa, 27.;Papyri, i, 17-5
"Earliest Biographies..." 10, i, 547-548.; Bayan, i, 75,;
Taoyid, 60.
The sources do not indicate the reason why'lTrva burnt these
books. Perhaps, he feared lest these religious books be misused
during civil wars. This we can gather from his indifferent
attitude towards political disturbances of his time. He seems
to have deliberately avoided public life and politics so as to
devote himself to reading and writing.
'Urwa was seriously interested in preserving and transmitting
the traditions.^ Thus not only did he himself write them down
2
but also dictated then to his students. moreover,, he instructed
his pupils to revise the written material after writing. This
instruction was at least given by him to his pupil and son,
3Hisham . Hisham reports that his father used - to ask him, "Have you
written down?"v.hereupon he replied in the affirmative. Then he
used to enquire further, "Have you revised it after writing?"
On this question, if he answered "no", his father used to comment,
£
"(it means) you have not written" , meaning that no writing is
credible without being revised.
In addition to the hadith, 'Urwa was interested in the fich.
Thus we read that he was in correspondance with'Umar II regarding
5
a question about the bases of jurisprudence. That he was an
authority on law and jurisprudence is evident from the fact that




Kifa.ya, 4^0.; Imla', 78*
5 Imla.', 79-
4
Kifaya, 350."; basil, 64a, 64b.
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Apart froir; hadith and ficfa, 'Urwa was also a scholar of rs^hnzi.
He collected materials for the biography of the Prophet"'' and composed
2
a book on this subject. He was consulted by the caliph 'Abd al-Wd-lik
when the latter needed some information regarding maghazi of the
3
Prophet. Some "of Urv.a's letters in response to'Abd al-Jt'.alik's
A
request nave been preserved in Taberi's Annales. '
(12) Sa6id b. al-kusayyib (d. 93/94 A.H.):-
Ibn al-Kusayyib, who is listed among the seven reputed jurists
S —
of Medina , was not only a great faqih but was an eminent muhaddith
/
rj
as well. He used to hold hadith sessions in Medina , and was
so zealous to collect the traditions that he travelled for days
- 8
and nights in search of even a single hadith.
9
It is said that he disapproved of writing the traditions.
But from a report in which he appears giving express permission to
'Abd ar-Hahman b. Harmala (d. 145 -A.H.) to record the traditions
Annales, i, 1180, 1224-1225, 1234, 1284-1288, I529, 1534, 1549,
1551, I634-I636, 1654, I669, 1670, 1770.; "Earliest Biographies...",
I£, i, 536-539, 542-545.; Mecca, pp. xii, 40, 100-101, 106-107,
I45-I46, 180-182.; Zunun, ii, 1746-1747*; Formative Period, 69-70.
2
The book has survived in the form of extracts only. (cf. Annales
i, 1180, 1224-1225, 1284-3288,etpassim.; Putuh, 43, 90.; kusnad,
iv, 323-326.; vi, 212.; S3, iii, 112, 115-117 (Kaghazi); iv,
395-396 (Ahkam).
^ Mecca, 182.
^ Sina (Guil.), pp. xiv, xv.; Historical sources, 128.; Annales, i,
1180, 1224, 1234, 1284, 1634, 1654, 1670.; iii, 2458.;
Formative Period, 70.
^ -ahaith, 123*5 lia'rifat, 25-26.; Fudiyya, ii, 421-422.; Asma* ,
I, *i, 220. ~
^
Asma', I, i, 220.; Ikinal, 596*
^
Ta_b, V, 96, 98*
Tab, V, 89*5 Ba, an, i, 94*; Ma* rifat, 8.; Asma', I, i, 220.
^
Tdh, i, lOp.; BaySr., ii, 144*5 Taqyid, 15, 20, 48*
transmitted by him", it can be deduced that he had given up this
prejudice in his later life.
That he approved of writing is evident from another report,
saying that Hasan al-Basri used to exchange letters with him when
2
the former was confronted with difficult juristic problems.
(lj) Abu 'Uthman an-!rahdi (d. 9b A.H.): -
_ 5
Abu-Uthman died at an advanced age of 130. He transmitted
traditions from many eminent companions. A written collection of
- 4
his transmitted ahadith was preserved by Sulayman at-Taymi. '
(14) Ibrahim b. Yazid an-Nakha'i (d, 96 A.H.):-
Ibrahim an-Kakha'i, the famous jurist of Kufa, was an authority
5 6
on hadith and fich. He was known as Sayrafi '1-hadith (lit. money
changer of hadith), meaning, 'an expert in ascertaining the worth
and genuineness of different traditions'. He was in favour of
7
narrating the traditions according to their sense.
Although he discouraged writing down ahadith and used to say,
0
'Anyone who writes, depends on it' , we find reports indicating
his approval of such a practice. Thus we find Hamad b. Abi Sulayman
*
Fasil, 36a.; Bayan, i, 73 - j Taqyia, 99 • j F.izan, ii, 556, no. 4848.
2
Tdh, i, 52.
^ Tahdh, vi, 278.; Ila shahir, 99 > i10* 734 -
4 SB, iv, 115-116 (Adab).
J Tdh, i» 69.; Asma', I, i, 104-105*
0






writing down traditions in his lecture. Similarly, when gatada
and his colleagues wrote to him, asking some questions regarding
foster relationship (rida^), he sent them, in written form, the
_ O
ahadith from the Prophet and other companions.
It is, however, certain that he himself possessed no written
collection, as is suggested by his remark: 'Although I never
wrote anything (for permanent recording), I wish I had done so.1''
(15) Salici b. Abi ' 1-Ja'd (d. 97 a.H.) :-
The successor scholar, Salim was considered a reliable
transmitter of traditions, who transmitted from Ibn'TJmar,
Jabir and Anas etc. From him narrated his own sons and Hansur
-
,1 A. V. Aana Al-A mash.
form.
It is reported that he preserved the traditions in written
5
(l6) Hasan b. I/uhamraad b. al-Hanaf iyja (d. 99 A.H :-
7
The Shi'ite scholar Hasan b. Muhammad is recognised as a.
trustworthy narrator' even by Sunni scholars. He has transmitted
ahadith from Salama b. al-Akwa' , Jabir b. f'Jod Allah and others.










Ikroal, 59,9.; IF4arif, 156.
Tac).y id, 108-109.; Tab,VI, 203.; Dayan, i, 70. ;SD,i,123. ;Kacarif, 158-137.
Asma' ,I,i,160.
_ According to Ibn F.ibban al-Busti he died in
the reign of *Abd al-Halik b. Ilarwan (65-Q6 A.H.).[cf. Fashahir,
62, no. 421},.
He seems to be inclined towards Sunnism. He used to say,
"One who repudiated (denied the legitimacy of the caliph-..te of)
Abu Baler and'Umar, he repudiated the sunna." (cf.Fashafalr,62,no.421.)
A sma* , I, i, 160.
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He is credited with a booklet (risaLa saghira) on beliefs
(aca*id).^
(17) *'-bd allah b. Muhammad b« 'Ali (d. 99 A.if.): -
A distinguished member of the Prophet's family (ahl al-Bayt),
2
'Abd Allah b. Muhammad was a Uari who had settled in Medina.
He is credited with a book, containing the ahadith of the Prophet,
which, later, came in possession of Muhammad b. 'Ali b. 'Abd Allah
b. 'Abbas.J
(18) aba Allah b. Hurmuz (A. 100 A.H.);-
abd Allah b. Eurmuz was a reliable transmitter who transmitted
traditions from Sa'id and Muhammad,the sons of'Ubayd al-Muzani,
4
and Abu Hurayra.
He is said to have sent few ahadith, in written form, to
-5
Tainim al-Jayshani.
(19) Dhskwan Abu. 5al.ih (d. 101 A.H.) :-
O 1
Abu Salih as Samman was the client of Juwayrjj^abint al Ahmas.''
0
At the time of'Uthman's assassination he was present in Medina.
^
Mabahith, 85.; Papyri, ii, 18, n.
2 Liashahlr, 127, no. 994.
5
Tab, V, 241.; Tahdh, vi, lb.
^
Tahdh, vi, 62.: liusnad, ii, 531*
^ Musnsd, ii, 53d*
r
Also known as Zayyat. Both 'Samman' (lit. seller of butter) and
'Zayyat' (lit. dealer in oil) indicate his profession. Pie used
to bring the butter (samn) and olive oil (zayt) from Kufa to





Being an advocate of writing, he dictated traditions to his
1 ?
pupils. Al-A'in&sh and Dhakwan's son Suhayl" had received some
ahadith from him in written form.
(20) fjmar b. ^bd al-Azia f d. 101 A.K.)t-
It is around the name of this Umayyad pious caliph that
revolves the much debated report of his commission to Abu Bakr
b. luuhammad b. liar b. Hazm to write down the traditions. As we shall
» •
be discussing this report at a great length elsewhere'' let it not
detain us here. Suffice to say that 'Umar, in his role as reviver
and preserver of sunna,^ not only ordered his governor and other
scholars to record the traditions but he himself narrated and collected
ahadith. It is no wonder,, therefore, that we find him listed among the
5
tradrtiomsts.
He had heard traditions from the leading traditionists like 'iTrwa,
Zuhri and Abu Bakr b. Hazm. Interestingly enough, these very scholars,
in their turn, transmitted from hira.^
Apart from hearing and transmitting orally, 'Umar also sometimes
wrote the traditions down. An incidental reference to this practice
of his is found in a report found in Darimi's sunan. It is repox'ted that
once he was seen carrying with him a papyrus (qirtas). Vihen Abu gilaba
Ee had received 10C0 traditions from Dhakwan. (cf, Tdh,i,8g, 145-146.)
^
Jarh, II, i, 246-247*? ilizan, ii, 245, no. 3604•
^ Bee infra, pp. 483-494"-
A
He is reported to have sent more than one hundred letters to his
governors and other officials asking them to act according to
sunna. (cf. lusannaf, passim).
Kuhadara, i, 145.; Asm?, I, ii, 17.; Jarh, III, i, 122.; Eilya, v,
359-560.; SB, i, 33 ('Iln).; Tahdh, vii, 475-476.;Tdh,i,112-114.
6
Asmn', I, ii, 1.7.; Tahdh, vii, 475-476.; Papyri, ii, 25.
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asked what that writing (al-kitab) was, <Un>ar replied., "It contains
a hadith narrated by *.v;n b. *Abd Allah. Since it appeals to me, I
have comitted it to writing".^" Furthermore, he is reported to
have sent some, written ahadith to *Abd al-I..alik b. Tufeyl al-Jazari,
2
v/r.o, in torn, transmitted them to his students. It is also
reported that he left a collection of manuscripts which, probably,
came into the possession .of Abu silaoa.*
Over and above all this,"Omar is reported to have collected
the traditions in a musnad which has come down to us and is already
edited by A.K. Harley.
It is significant to note that'Omar was also interested in
5
dogmatic matters as is evident from the reports about his dialogue
with the famous Qadarite, Ghaylan b. Muslim ad-Dimashqi.° Apart
7
from this, he is reported to have written a long letter on free will
— 8
and a treatise on the Jahmiyya sect.
hut his main contribution was in the field of hadith and sunna.
Although his reign lasted for a very short period of two and a half
years and he died in his prime youth at the age of thirty-nine, his








3D (tied.), i, 107.
Tahdh, vii, 476.
Papyri, ii, 44.
A.li.Harley, "The Musnad of 'Umar b. *Abdi'l-Aziz,", JouxT.nl i-
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series
(1924), 399-488. ■
Formative Period, 85-86.
Formative Period, 71» 86.j Papyri, i, 90.; ii, 26, 228.
Papyri, i, 90.; ii, 26, 228.
Papyri, ii, 26.
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(21) ^a'us b. Kaysan (d. 101/106 A. II.);-
The famous Yenenite traditionlst, Ta'us, who died at an
advanced age of over ninty, is reported to have collected the
traditions in jvritten form. Looking- at his life span, one expects
several health collections by him. The sources say that he did
possess many books (kutub), but unfortunately they could not
survive. It is reported th t he asked his son to burn his
manuscripts.*'" Although it is not mentioned whether the father's
order was carried out, it appears that it was.
- 2
Ta'us used to insist on the literal transmission of the hadith.
As he was not sure if this method could be strictly followed by-
others in transmitting his traditions, he decided to destroy the
manuscript. Consequently he left a will to this effect.
In any case, it is certain that he possessed some ahadith in
written form.
(22) Mu.jahid b. Jabr al-Kakki (d. 102/103/104 A.H.) :-
It is said that he was against writing.^ But the reports about
his practice not only of writing but also of dictating, disprove
this assertion. It is reported that he had compiled a commentary
4 5
on the yur'an which was copied by some of his students. Apart
from the tafsir, he also wrote down the traditions and preserved
them in books. It is reported, for instance, that he took
1
Tanyid, 61.; kasahif, 195.; Tab, V, 393*
2
Jarh» 501-502.; Tab, V, 394-
^ Tacyid, 19•; i> 128.
^ Tan.yid, 105. > Ba'gh, xiii, 164.; liizan, iii, 439? no. 7072.
^ Taqyid, 105" 5 0iJ> i> 1?8.
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Abu Yahya. al-Xunasi to his room and gave him his books (kntubahn;
to copy then! out,^
But like Dahhak b. Muzahim, he did not allow his students to
preserve the traditions in kararis, which were reserved for the
^ur'an.
Ee was in possession of Jabir b. eAbd Allah's books which he
used for the transmission of hadith to his students.^
(25) *Ata ' b. Yasar fd. 105
— 4cAta' was a client of liaymuna, the wife of the Prophet.
The traditions narrated by him were preserved by the scholars of
Medina. Syria and Egypt.
As regards his own written collection, he possessed a book
containing the traditions. It was read by 'Umar b. Ishaq b. Yasar.'"
(24) Abu Salarna b. 'Abd ar-Rahaan b. *Awf (d. 104 A.H.):-
Abu Salama, one of the seven jurists of Medina and a school
teacher, was a staunch advocate of hadith writing. He used to
attend the lectures of Fatiina bint Qays and wrote down the
7
traditions from her dictation. Not only did he himself write
1
Taayid, 105.J 3D, i, 128.
2
SD, i, 121, where the word 'ila has been used in the sense of
hadith.; Tacyid, 105, n.
5 Tab, V, 344.
ft _f Mashahir, 69, no. 474-
Mashahir, 69, no. 474.
^
Ta*jil, 296.; Kusnad, vi, 553•
^ Tab, viii, 200201.; Musnad, vi, 413-1 ii, 6-9J (Talao).
down tiie ahadith but he also dictated his store of knowledge to
p
others,c
He was so^ keen in making the written record of the hadith
that he used to bring the school children to his house and dictate
3to them the traditions.
(25) -lasim b. Muhammad b. Abi Bakr (d. 108 A.K.);-
4
Oasim, an authority on hadith and fioh , was a distinguished
scholar of Medina. Ibn Sa'd describes him as "a reliable,
authoritative jurist, who possessed a large number of ahadith
_ _ C
(kana thiaatan.«. .faqihan irnaman kathir al-hadith)". His
reputation as a scholar of hadith had led tfmar b. 'Add al-Aziz to
ask his governor, Abu Bakr d. Kuhammad b. 4Amr b. Hazm, to make a
written collection from him
oasim was very careful in transmitting the traditions. He
- — 7
used to transmit them verbatim (6ala hurufihi). He, therefore,
discouraged its recording, and is said to have disallowed one of
0
his students to write down his dictation. This does not mean that
he dictated no tradition at all. We have seen that he had dictated
- * 9







Ta_b, V, I43.; Tdh, i, 91 -; Tahdh, viil, 334-; Asma_', I, ii, 55*
5 Tab, V, 143*
b






Jarh, I, ii,' 345*; Papyri, i, 22.; ii, 13, 43, 214*
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of his ahadith was cade b\ Taiha b. 'Acd ai-Malik al-Ayli. This
collection: must have been well authenticated for it was mads under
his strict, supervision. It is reported that he had deputed his
son to watch Taiha' during his dictation."*" This precaution was
taken to check any mistake in recording his dictation.
It appears that some of his traditions were written down by
Abu Bakr b. Muhammad as well, for it is reported that the leu tub
prepared in compliance with fTJmar II's order to record Qasim's
'
2
ahadith were lost. This presupposes the writing down of Qasim's
ahadith by Abu Bakr.
(26) "Amir b. Sharahil ash-Sha'bl (d. 110
Sha'bi, the traditionist, the faqih^,the judge, and the tutor
of the caliph *Abd al-Kalik's son, was a distinguished scholar of
Kufa> He was an authority on the fiqh and the hadith. In Zuhri's
words, "The leading scholars of the time are four; Sa'id b. al-Mus; yyib
-
- 4
in Medina, Sha'bi in Kufa, Hasan Basri in Basra, and Hakhul in Syria."
tfAsim al-Ahwal reports, "I have seen no one more well informed about
the ahadith current among the scholars of Kufa, Basra and Hijas, than
Sha'bi ".5
That Sha*bi was in favour of writing down the traditions has
g
already been shown in a previous chapter. There we had seer, that









Tdh, i, 76-77, 79.; Ikmal, 619.
Tdh, i, 79-
6
See Supra, chapter IV , pp. 245-246.
writing should be interpreted to mean that he possessed such an
excellent memory^ that it dispensed him with the need of writing
in order to preserve the information. Moreover, the facts that he
lived in the age of Zuhri when writing was fairly common, that he
2
strongly recommended writing for his students and himself dictated
5
to them , and that he is credited with several books - all go to
prove that he was an advocate of writing.
In fact he was one of the earliest compilers of the hadith.
This has been incidentally mentioned by his spiritual heir,
Abu EaSin'Uthman b. 'Asira (d. 128), who reports that no books of
Sha' bi were found after his death except the Fara? id. and the
4







(d) A book on niaghazi.
(e) A collection of ahadith regarding legal matters. This
collection was presented to him by 'Asim al-Ahwal so as to obtain
permission to transmit it on his authority. The permission is said
9
to have been granted.
Fasil, 36b.; But in old age his memory was not so reliable,
(cf. Bagh, xii, 229.).
^
Tab, VI, 174-175*; Tanyid, 100.; 'Ilia, lib.; 13agh, xii, 227,
22Q, 232.; Tdh, i, 80.; Fasil, 35b, 36a.
5 Tdh» 80•5 Tab, VI, 174.
^
Tab, VI, 174i 224.; Bagh, xii, 232.; Papyri, ii, 228.
5 Sag xii, 232.
U
Tadrib, 24.
^ Tahd'n, ix, 177*5 Jarh, IV, i, 41*5 Bagh, xii, 232.
®




Sha'bi is reported to have been the first to arrange his
traditional material (ahadith) according to subject matter. He
collected, for instance, the traditions regarding 'divorce' under
the chapter heading' 'talaq1 and remarked, "This is a large chapter
on divorce (hadha bab at-talaq .jasim)
(27) Hablb b. Salim;-
The successor scholar, Kabib v?as the client and scribe of
__ 2
An-Nu'man b. Bashir (d. 64 A.H.). He is reported to have written
_
down few ahadith, which he sent to Qatada.^ Yazid b. an-Nufffian
also received from him some traditions in written fbrm.^
(28) Dahhak b. L'uzahim (a. 10b A.H.) s-
5Dahhak was a popular school teacher in Kufa. It is said
that he had such a large number of pupils ~ some 3000 children ~
that he used to make his rounds for their supervision on a donkey.^
It is reported that he used to teach the art of writing free of
7
charge.
He was reputed as a scholar of the Qur'an as well as the
8






Tadrib, 24.; Tawjih, J-8.; Hasil, ^8a-78b, with the variants
"Bab min at talao




Tab, VI, 210-211.; Udaba', iv, 272—273•5 Tadwin Eaaith, 21b,n.
Udaba} , iv, 272.; 1,'izan, ii, 325, no. 3942.; Tadwin Hadith,.
216, n, where it is reported that out of 3000 pupils, seven
hundred were girl students, which shows the popularity of female
education in early Islam.
La'arif, 185•> Lashahir, 194, no. 1562.
Tab, VI, 210-211.; VII, ii, 55, 102, 105.; Tag/id, 19, 47, ICO.;
Kuna, i, 149* , Bagh,xiii,l65.; Jarh,I, ii, 319. ;I.~asahif ,154-135*
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high esteeir. by Sufyan.1 As regards the latter, he had dictated
- 2
a book on al-manasik to Husayn b. 'Aqil.
3
Although he wrote down the hadith , it is' sometimes believed
4
that ne was against its recording. In support of this assertion,
the following statement of his is quoted:
- - - 5
"La tattakhic.hu li'l-hadith kararis kakararis al-masahif ".
The above statement has been freely translated as "Do not
collect the hadythes into regular books like the Qur'an".° This
gives the impression that Dahijak was against recording of the
traditions. But if we translate the passage in its historical
context, we would reach a different conclusion. Dahhak, we know,
belonged to the group of scholars who gave unique authority to
7 '—
the Qur'an. He was so zealous in proving the superiority of the
Qur'an over the hadith that he disliked even placing the hadith
books on the reading stand (kursi) since the Qur'an used to be so
placed.k In the same manner, he disapproved of record:ng the
hadith in those kararis (quires or sections) in which the Qur'an
used to be written.
Viewed in this light, we can say that Dahhak was not against
Tab, VII, ii, 55• 5 Kuna, i, 149-j Bagh, xiii, 165.
2
Bayan, i, 72.
^ Papyri, i, 52, 97-93.; ii, 16, 112.
^ Taoyid, 19, 47.
^ Tanyid, 19, 47•
°
"Origins of writing...", JA33, xxv, p. 309.
7 „ _
Sayan, i, 67.', Taoyid, 47-43.
8 * — _ ~
It'asahif, 155* (l.a tattakhidhu li'l hadith karasi kakarasi
'1-masahif )>.
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writing the hadith as such; he opposed its writing only in types
of note-books which in his tine were used for recording the
Qur'an. Thus it appears that the erroneous conclusion that Dahhak
was opposed tq written tradition was mainly due to following
reasons.
Firstly, Dahhak's view regarding the status of the Qur'an
vis-a-vis the hadith was not taken into consideration. Secondly,
the term kararis was interpreted in a general sense of 'books'
without noting the emphasis that had been laid on its genitive
1 al-masahif' . V/hat in fact the statement suggests is this that
only the type of kararis (perhaps of a deninite size and format)
which was used for recording the Qur'an should not be employed for
writing down the hadith. Otherwise, the traditions as a rule could
be recorded. ""This prohibition of pahhak was quite in accord with
the view of the Qur'an scholars who advocated, special script, unique
format and the reading stand (kursi) exclusively for the Qur'an.
(29) Aban btuthman (d. 105 A.H.):-
Aban is mentioned among the fugaha' of iuedina.^ He was a
-2
distinguished scholar of the hadith, the fiqh and the maghazi.
Scholars unanimously agree on his trustworthiness."^
It is reported that lie wrote down few traditions concerning
the life of the Prophet in a book. He was in fact 'the first who
put into writing a special collection dealing with the maghazi'.'
Asma', I, i, 97-; Tahdh, i, 97*
2
Asma', I, i, 97•> "Earliest biographies..." IC, i, 556-539*
^ Asma', I, 97*5 Tahdh, i, 97*
^ "Earliest biographies...", IC, i, 539*
A copy of this book was possessed by Al-kughira b. cAbd ar-Rahmn,
who is said to have asked his sons to learn it.^
( JO) Salic. b« Vibd Allah b. "Unar (d. 106 A.H.) :-
2
He is reckoned among the 'seven jurists' of ledina.
Initially, he was an opponent of written hadith but his views
weakened in the end, and he encouraged his students to write down
the traditions.^ It is reported that Khalid b. Abi'Imran (d. 125 A.H.
a Tunisian scholar, had a large collection (kitab kabir) containing
the traditions transmitted by Salira b. 'Abd Allah b.'Umar,
Qasim b. Muhammad b. Abi Bakr and Sulayman b. Yasar.^
As we have seen earlier, the kitab as-sadaqa, which was
dictated by the Prophet for the guidance of the provincial governors,
ultimately reached the family of*Umar and was later found in
q
possession of Salim and his brother "Abd Allah»
It was from them that the caliph 'Ulnar b. 'Abd al-Aziz borrowed
D
the book and nade a copy therefrom. Zuhri is said to have learnt
7
this book by heart.
From a i*eport found in Suyuti's Tarikh al-KhuIafa' it appears
that Salim himself copied the book and sent to the caliph on the
g
latter's request.




Asma', I, i, 97, 208.; Ikmal, 399-
5 Papyri, ii, 198.
A
Papyri, ii, 214.
^ SaP, ii, 133' (Zakat), hadith no. 1570*
°
PaP, i i, 13 3 (Zakat), hadith no. 1378.; Jamic ,iiitlCb,n. (Zakat) .




( 31) Abu hijlaz (d. 106/109 . 11.); -
Abu Lijlaz Lahiq b. Eumayd as-Sadusi was an eminent Basran
scholar who is reputed for his collection of traditions concerning
the biography of the Prophet. He transmitted from Jundub b. *Abd Allah,
Anas b. Malik, Hafsa, Abu t.usa, and others.1 He was considered a
2
trustworthy narrator of ahadith.
Ins transmitted material is rather large and 'there is every
reason to suppose', says Sprenger, 'that they have been taken down
during his lifetime'.''
(32) Sulayman b. Yasar (d. 107/109 A.H.):-
The freed slave of !aymuna, Sulayman b. Yasar was one of the
seven jurists of Medina. He transmitted the traditions from
A
Abu Hurayra, Maymuna and others. ^
As regards the written record of hadith with him, it is
reported that he possessed a book (kitab) which was transmitted by
5 6
Bukayr. Later, this kitab was inherited by Bukayr's son Makhraca.
(33) *utba b. Kunayd ad-Dabbi (d, c 110 A.K.):-
^Utba was a serious minded student of hadith. He is said to
7have travelled a lot in quest of traditions.
Asma', I, iij 70.
2
Tab, VII, i, 157•J Asma*, 1, ii, 70.
3 - ^
"Von Kramer's edition...", JASB, xxv, 18p6, p. 220.; Also see
Tab, VII, i, 157.
4 Tahdh, iv, 228-229.
^ Lizan, iv, 81, no. 8384.; Tahdh, x, 70-71.
£
Tahdh, x, 70.
^ Tahdh, vii, 98.
He not only heard the traditions from his teachers but also
wrote them dovm. It is reported that he committed to writing
•a large number1 of ahadith.^
(54) Muhammad b. Sirin (d. 110 A.H.):-
It is generally believed that Muhammad b. Sirin was an opponent
2
of written hadith. But it appears that his dislike of writing down
3
the traditions was confined to the recording for posterity - a view
held by several other traditionists as well. Otherwise, he approved
of writing the'traditions and even dictated them.^ It is reported,
for instance, that he dictated few traditions to Kisham b. Hassan,
5
who wiped them out after memorising.
But despite this careful written transmission, a collection
(nuskha) containing the ahadith narrated by him was preserved by
Av/za'i.° ITot only this, Muhammad b. Sirin himself appears to have
written a book which came in possession of his brother Yahya b. Sirin.
The contradictory reports about his approval and disapproval
of writing down the traditions can be harmonised by maintaining that
in his earlier days he was in favour of recording the hadith but he
abondoned "this practice in later days. It was, probably, in this
later period that he handed over his book to his brother.
^
Jarh, III, i, 370.; Tahdh, vii, 9b.
2




Tab, VII, i, 141.: Taoyld, 60.




ImlS', 173. -Also see supra, 365, n. 6.
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( 35) Raja ' b. Havwa (d. 112 A.II.):-
The Syrian theologian-traditionist, Raja' b. Hawya possessed
a large number of traditions and was famous for his knwoledge of
fiqh as well.He used to transmit from Abu 'd-Darda',
tlu'adh b. Jabal, 'Abu da'id al-Khudri, Jabir b. 'Aba Allah, and a
2
host of other companions and successors.
It seems that he used to write down, the traditions. This is
implied in the following report: Once Hisham asked Raja' for a
certain hadith'whereupon the latter commented, 'Had it not been
3
preserved with me in writing, I would have forgotten it'.
(36) liakhul Ash-Shami (d. 112/113 A.K.):-
liakhul, the teacher of the famous Zuhri, was a distinguished
Syrian scholar~who is reported to have possessed several written
collections of ahadith. He was an assiduous collector of the
traditions who had travelled widely in its quest. In his own
3
words, 'I have travelled round the v;orld in search of 'ilm' .
He is credited with three works, entitled 'Kitab as-sunan
fi'l-fiqh'^, 'Kitab al-masa'il fi '1-fiqh'^ and 'Kitab a 1 -Ila;i,1'.^ .
^
Asma', I, i, 190.
2
Asma', I, i, 190.; Tahdh, iii, 265.
^ Tacyla, 108.; 3D, i, 125.
4 /
list, ii, 33/42.; Tdh, i, 102, where it is said that not only aid
he travel through Egypt and Syria and had lived for sometimes in
Ledina, but he had travelled round the world, accumulating the
traditions from eminent scholars.
3
Asma', I, ii, 114- j Jarh, IV, i, 407«; ""Ilm, 5a*
°






Among the scholars who had derived the traditions from him
in written form were^Ubayd Allah b.'Ubayd al-Kala'i
al-ala' b. al-Earith^, 'Amr b. al-v.'alid^, and al-Ala' b. Kathir.^
V.hile most of I akhul' s students made their collections through
5dictation and then reading them out to him, a few had the privilege
of receiving ready-made copies from the teacher. The traditionist
'IJbayd Allah b.'Ubayd al-Kala'i, .for instance, was given a book
(daftar) with the remark, "Take this book and, transmit it on my
authority".b
(37 ) 'Abd Allah b. Bishr al-Katib (d. c 113 A.E.):-
"Aba Allah was considered a trustworthy transmitter, whose
7
traditions used to be recorded by his students. Shu'ba,one of
g
his pupils, is said to have possessed one such collection.
(38) Yazid b. Suf.yan, Abu. ' 1-I.uhazzim (a. c lib A.Ii.):-
9
Ye.zid transmitted traditions from Abu Hurayra. It is reported
that Shu'ba, one of his students, wrote down one hundred ahadith







4 Tahdh, viii, 191.
5 Kifaya, 385,' 387-
6
Kifaya, 458.
^ Tahdh, v, 161.
8
Kifa„.a (Hyd.), 231.; Tahdh, v, 161.
^
Tahdh, xii, 249 *
Tahdh, xii, 249.; Jarh, IV, ii, 269•
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(39) <UtIi£ian b. Haciir al-Hir.yari (d. c 11*3 A.H.): -
The Yemenite traditionist, tfUthman b. Hadir vras one of the
pupils of Ibn 'Abbas."'" He came to I'.ecca and related the traditions
there. It is reported that these narrations of his were written
n
down by the people of Hijaz.^"
(40) Hskam b.'Utayba (d. lib A.H.):-
Hakam, the well known jurist of Kufa, transmitted traditions
from Shurayh, Ibn Abi Layla, Sa4 id b. Jubayr and others. Among the
scholars who narrated from him were Awza'i and Shu'ba etc.^ His
hadith session in the mosque was attended by a huge crowd which
included the reputed scholars of the day.
He was famed both for his knwoledge of fiqh and hadith and
was called a 'facih1 and 'sahib sunna1.4
As for his written material of ahadith, it is reported that
he wrote down a sizeable hadith collection from various oral and
5 _ _
written sources. He derived, for instance, the ahadith from
6 7
Iwiqsam b. Buira (d. 101 A.H.) , Kujahid b. Jabr (d. 102 A.H.)' and
— Q
Yahya b. Jazzar al-Urani (d. c 80 A.H.) , in written form.
He had given his own written collection of ahadith to
*
Tahdh, vii, -109.; liashahir, 124, no. 976.
^
hashahir, 124, no. 976.
5 Tdh, i, 110.
4
Tdh, i, 111.
J Bagh, vii, 348•; Tdh, i, 110-111.; Papyri, ii, 44»
°
Tahdh, ii, 434•5 289.; Jsrh, (intr.), 130.
7
ivashahir, l4*o, no. 1153• J •Tahdh, ii, 43-*♦
®
Bagh, vii, 348.; Tahdh, ii, 305•
4aa
Hasan b.'Umara (a. 155 A.II.), a fellow traditionist of his."'" The
Basran Shu'ba b. al-Hajjaj (d. 160 A.11.) is also reported to have
2
received a sackful of rare 'AIM traditions from Hakan; b.'Utayba.
(41) Al-A^ra.I (d. 117 A.II.):-
Abu Da'ud'Abd ar-Rahman b. Hurmuz al-A'raj was not only a
Qur'an copyist'' but also a haaith scholar." He was a teacher of
- 5 - - 6
many famous traditionists,including Zuhri , Abu 'z-Zinad and
.7
Malik b. Anas . He travelled from Medina to Syria and Egypt in
— 8
search of ahadith. It is reported that his traditional material
Q
was committed to writing by his pupils.'' Among the students who
— 10
wrote down the traditions transmitted by him were Zuhri (d. 124 A.H.) ,
Yazid b. Abi Habib (d. 128 A.H.)^, Abu 'z-Zinaa (d. 150 A.H.)"^
and'ikrima b. "Anuriar (d. 159 A.H.).^
He used ,to encourage his students to read back their written
material to him, whereupon he permitted them to use the 'haddathsna'
Tab,i,110-111.; Bagh,vii, 548.; Papyri,i,25♦; ii,50,n. 149.
^
Bagh,ix,259-260.;Hilya,vii.l57«;Tdh,i,110-111.;Papyri,11,50.
Ivlashahir,77» no, 559 (kana yaktub al-masahif).; Taqyid,59»;Tdh,i,91
4
Tab, V, 209.5 Asna', I, i, 505-506.
^ Taoyid,59. jAsiaa' ,I,i,506.; Jarh,II,ii,297»;Papyri,ii,44«
°




Papyri, ii, 41.; Tab, V, 209.
5
Tab, V, 209 Tanyid, 59.







(instead of 1 akhbarana1 ) formula while transmitting- the same
.... • 1
traditions to others.
Although He had heard the traditions from Abu Hurayra, Abu Sa'id
and many successors^, he was considered an authority on the
traditions which he transmitted from Abu Hurayra. At the same time,
scholars unanimously agree on his trustworthiness.'
(42) Buka.yr b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Asha.i.i (d. 117/127 A.H.):-
Bukayr transmitted traditions from the companions, Sa'ib b. Yazid
and Iiabi*a b.*Ibad, and from a group of successors, including
3a*id b. al-Husayyib and Salim b. 'Abd Allah.^ He seems to have
made several collections of ahadith, for we read that his son
Lakhrama (d. 159 A.H.) used to transmit from the kutub (books)
of his father."
It is said that Aakhrama did not hear.these kutub from his
7
father , implying that no express permission was given ty Bukayr
to transmit his traditions. The report, however, says that Hakhraaa
transmitted from these books. It is not certain whether he got his
father's books by will or by wijada (finding of the manuscripts
after the death of the author). But undoubtedly he received them
and transmitted its traditions without permission to relate - a
g
practice for which he was criticised by scholars.
A
Tab, V, 209•; Kasadir, 182.; Papyri, ii, 159•
2
Asma', I, i, 506.
Asma', I, i, 505-; Papyri , ii, 17> 53>124-125,159-140»175.;Tahiti, v,291.
^ Aoma', I, i,. 506.; Tahdh, v, 290-291.
5̂
A sir,a*, I, i, 155 -
6 -*•
Jarh, IV, i,565-564.;Aisan,iv,81,no. 6584.;Tahdh,x, 70-71.
7
A.izan, iv, -81, no. 8584.
"
Jarh, IV, i, 565-564.
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It is significant to note that it is one of the earliest
examples of the wijada method of the transmission, of hadith.
(43) Jamil b. -Zavd at-Ta;it-
Jamil transmitted traditions from Ibn'Umar arid Ka'b b. Zayd
(variant; Zayd b. Ka'b), and from him transmitted Ath-Thawri,
Abu Eakr b. ilyyash, Abu Ku^awiya, Isma'il b. Zakariyyaand others.
He is said to have possessed a written collection of traditions
transmitted by Ibn'Umar. He himself describes the time and
place of its recording. He states that when, after Ibn'Umar's
death, he visited kadina he wrote down the traditions transmitted
by him."*' As this took; place after Ibr/Umar's death, the collection
could have been made either through the oral transmission of one
of Ibn'Umar's pupils or through copying from an already written
manuscript. In any case it is certain that Jamil possessed few
ahadith in written form.
(44) aba ar-Rahman b. Sabit (d. 116 A.H.);-
*Abd ar-Rahman b. Sabit was a reliable transmitter of
2
traditions. It seems that not only did he narrate the ahaditn
but also dictated them to his students. It is reported, for instance,
that Jabir b. Zayd(d. 93-A«H.)used to write down the traditions from
1
Tahdh, ii, 114-; Tajil, 75.; Ulzan, i, 423, no. 1556.
^
Tahdh, vi, 181.
Tacyid, 109>> Bayan, i, 72.
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(45) Habib b. Abl Thahit f ri . 119 a.II.) ;-
Habib was a trustworthy scholar who heard the traditions from
"I
Ibr/dmar and Ibn'abbas.
It is reported on his own testimony that he possessed one
solitary hadith which he kept preserved in a box. Re says; "I possess
no written material except a (single) tradition which I have preserved
/ -\ 2
in my trunk (tabutij".
(4^) days b. 5a*d al-ITabshi (d. 119 A.Ii.);-
3
Qays was a school teacher in Mecca who not only taught the
4
traditions to nis pupils orally but also dictated them. It is said
5that he had collected the traditions in a kitab which came, either
by will or by wijada, into the possession of Hammed b. 3alama b. Dinar
(d. 167 A.H.), a leading Basran scholar.^ Of this Hammed, it is
said that he possessed no other book save that of the kitab of
7
Oays b. Sa'a.




Sprenger wrongly identifies him as Qays b. Sa'd b.'Ubada
al~Khazraji, who died in 60/85 A.H. (cf. "Origins of writing...",
JAS3, XXY, I856, p. 324> n.) He was entirely a different person
whose career was more of political than of academic nature, (cf.
Ikashahir, 61, no. 4I8.). The author of the book referred to here
(and inSprenger's article) was most likely this Gays b. Sa'd al-Kabshi
(d. 117/119 A.H.) who is described as "one of the older scholars,
and reverred jurists of Mecca (rain qudama* mashaHkh makka wa. jullat
fuqaha*ihin)" - (cf, Mashahir, 146, no. 1151.)
"J
Misan, ii-i, 397, no. 6915.; Tahdh, vii, 244.
-'■--f-cui j.ii, 15•> csrh, hi, ci, >'9• j ■ un, i,
6" ..T - .
tt - 1i, 592i no. 2251.; I.Iashahir, 146, no. 1151*5 Tahdh,
ib.; Tdh, i, 189-190. '
Id-ran, i, 592, no. 2251.; Hashahir, I46, no. H5I.; Tahdh, iii,
15.; Jarh, III," ii, -99.; Tdh, i, 190.
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(47) Abu Raja' I atar b. Tahnan (d. 119 -r-.i'.):-
The Khurasanian scholar, Abu Raja' came to Basra and settled,
down there. By profession, he was a warrac (stationer, bookseller
and copyist) and used to write down the ahadith. It appears that
he wrote some traditions from Vbd Allah b. Burayda al-Aslami
(d. IIS A.H.)1.
He was the client of Abu Qilaba (d. 104 A.II.) and had access
to his manuscripts, from which he transmitted. He also narrated
the traditions from Ibn Sirin, Hasan al-Basri, Shu'ba, Sacid b. Abi "Aruba
2
and Hammad b. Salama.
(48) Zaycl b. aufay* al-Jazari:-
The Syrian jurist, Zayd used to transmit the traditions
from'Ubayd Allah b. *Abd Allah b. I-Ias'4ud (a. 82 A.E.), while his
5
own ahaditn were transmitted by I"uhammad b. Kamza.
He is credited with a written collection of ahadith (kitab),
/ — _ 4
which was in possession of 'Abd al-Hamid b. Yusuf. It is reported
that Hammed b. 'Anr an-Nasibi copied this book from 'Abd al-Hamid
5
and transmitted its traditions directly on the authority of Zayd.
6
Consequently, he was declared an untrustworthy transmitter.
1
Tahdh, vi, 188.
Jarh, IV, if 287-238.; ICuna, ii, 173-174*? Annales, iii, 2502.;
Hilya, ii, 284.
hisan, ii, 103, no* 3006.
^
I-iaan, i, 598, no. 2262.; Bay'n, viii, 154.
^
hi^an, i, 598, no. 2262.
°
I-izan, i, 598, no. 22o2.
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(49) KanirnacL fc. nbi Sulayinan (d. 119/120 A.ii.):-
Eancad was one of the leadim: jurists of Kufa\ who transmitted
- 2
the traditions from Ibrahim an-Nakha'i and others. lie was in
favour of writing and was practically seen as recording the
- 5
traditions transmitted by Ibrahim an-hakha'i. In his turn, he
dictated to his own students. The famous Abu Eanifa, one of his
/* — *3
students1, is said to have written down few ahadith from him.
Aj
Among others who received written ahadith from him were Shu4ba
-7
and i-uhammad b. Jabir al-Yamani.
'He is said to have received a book (kitab), containing rules
of zakat, from Thuiaama b. 4Abd Allah b. Anas. This kitab was kept
8
preserved in the letter's family since the time of Abu Bakr ,
9
who had sent it to Anas while he was the governor of Bahrayn.
(58) Ibrahim b. 4Ab;l al-A4ia el-JuTi:-
Ibrahim was regarded as a trustworthy transmitter whose
transmission used to be written down.^ Among the students who
— — 11 —
transmitted from Ibrahim were Isra'il and Thav.ri.x Isra'il is
said to have written down few traditions of his teacher and sent
12
them to Shu'ba on the letter's request.
Bayan, ii, 153-5 Hizan, i, 595» no« 2253-
2
?£b> VI> 232.; Ikmal, 591.
J Tab, VI, 232.; '11m, 11a, lib.
Athar, 3 (lr.tr.).; Bayan, ii, 153-154'? Bagh, xiii, 323—324-
^
Sayan, ii, 153—154- 5 Jarh, IV, i, 450.
^
Tarikh al-lsiara, vi, 193-
7
Jarh, i'», i, 450.
^
Tanyid, 87.
9 Taoyiti,67-;5AD,ii,129.hadith no. 1567 (Zakat).;CB,i,366-368





Tahdh, i, 137-138.; Jarh, I, i, 112.
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(51) .-bu Bakr b. Muhammad h. Mmr b. Hasm al-Ansari (d. 117 A.M.) :-
Abu Bakr was a leading traditionist of Medina with whom
'LTmar II had scholarly discussions during the latter's governorship
of Mecca and Medina (86-93 A.M.).
He v;as related to 'Amra bint'Abd ar-Hahman (d. 56/108 A.K.) -
she being his maternal aunt -,who was an authority on the traditions,
related by'A'isha and Umm Salama."*"
Vvhen'Umar II became caliph and decided to codify the sunna
officially, he wrote to this Abu Bakr,his governor in Medina, to
collect and send to him the traditions in general, and the ahadith
_ 2 _ 3
in possession of'Amra bint'Abd ar-ilahman and wasim b. Muhammad
4
in particular,' In compliance with this order Abu Bakr is said to
have approached these scholars and prepared a collection of their
ahadith. But before he could despatch this material to the caliph,
5the latter died.
Zuhri was so Impressed by 'Amra's knowledge that he described her
as an inexhaustible ocean (bahr la yundhaf) £cf. Tdh,i,iQ6.j.
'Uinar II also acknowledged her as a great scholar and had said,
"ho one is more acquainted with the hadith narrated by'A'isha
than'Amra" (cf. Tahdh,xii, 439•) • For this reason'Urear had asked
Abu Bakr b. Muhammad to collect the traditions from his maternal
aunt 'Amra. Abu Bakr and Zuhri used to transmit traditions from
her. (cf. Tab,VIII,553•)• In her turn, she narrated from 'a'isha,
Unci Salaraa and others. Sprenger says, " 'Amrah. ..had collected
a great many traditions from'Ayshah and other wives of the
Prophet..." (cf. "Von Kremer's edition...", JABB, 1853, p.209.)
'Amra, as we have seen, was Abu 'Bakr• s aunt who enjoyed the
reputation of a distinguished scholar of the day.
3 <-
uasim, the nephew and pupil of A isha, was highly reputed for
his knowledge of the sunna. He was held in such high esteem by
'Uinar II that it is said that 'had he been free to do so, he
would have nominated him as his successor to the caliphate',
(cf. Tab, V, 140.; Papyri, ii, 36.; T'dh, i, 91*)
"
Muwatta' (Sh)-, 389»; Amwal, 573.; Tab, II, ii, 134.; VIII, 553.;




The above report has remained, a debatable issue for a
considerable length of time. V.'hile Goldziher1, and following; him
Guillaume^, along with other eminent scholars , especially Schacht^,
have doubted its authenticity, the equally reputed scholars like
5 6 ■ 7
I.uir j Horovitz , and following then Nabia Abbott , have proved
the genuineness of the report.
Agreeing with the second group of scholars, I strongly believe
that such an instruction was sent by^Umar II not only to Abu Sakr
b. Euhaminad b. 'Amr b. Eazrn in I.edina, but to several other scholars
of his time. Zuhri's statement that a large number of ahadith
were written down in many volumes (daftaran daftaran), the copies
8
of which were sent to each territory under Urnari II's authority ,
'clearly describes the completion of the commission of the caliph.
Furthermore, considering the caliph's deep interest in the
9field of hadith , it is not at all surprising that such a step would
have been taken by him during his caliphate. The facts that he
had appointed paid teachers to teach the Qur'an"^, had helped and





AJSL, lii, 248.; Asiatique, 4^h series, xv, 168.
o,. J, 82.
5
hahomet, i, p. xxx-xxxi.
0
"Earliest biographies", IC, ii, 24.
7 FaP.yri, ii, 25-32.
^
Amv/al, 578-530.; Sayan, i, 76.
y
Iluhabbar, 477• 5 Tab> 7, 284•; Annales, ii, 1183•; "Earliest




iladith lit., 9. ; Bayan, i, 185.; Papyri, ii, 24.
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to the governor of Medina that weekly lectures should be held on
hadith , sent religious teachers to Egypt and North Africa to teach
2
its people the religion in general, encouraged the scholars to
spread religious knowledge'5, and urged people to attend Zuhri's
lectures on hadith,4 these and many other reports regarding his
deep interest in religious knowledge in general and in the hadith
in particular make us believe that he had sent circular orders to
5
his governors to collect the ahadith.
Among these circulars was the instruction sent to his Medinan
governor. Abu Eakr b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. Hazin, in whose written
collection of ahadith we are concerned at the moment. The earliest
report of this commission of'Umar II, as found in Shaybani1s
recension of Malik's Muwatta' reads as follows:
" <Umar b. 'AM al-Aziz wrote to Abu Bakr b. 'Amr b. Hazm: 'Look for
what there is of the hadith of the messenger of Allah, may
peace be upon him, or of his sunna, or of the hadith of
'Dinar, or some such thing (aw nahw hadha) and write it down for
me, for I fear the extinction of knowledge (durus al-iln) and
tine passing away of the scholars'."^
— 7
Labia Abbott, in her monumental work on hadith , discusses
0





Bayan, i, 124.; Imla', 44•
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she claims that the phrase 'hadith'Hoar' (hadith. of'Umar) occuring
in the report is an error which should be rectified by substituting
the worn"'Unar" to " 'Amra", as has been done by Ion Sa'd.^" v.ith
this suggested .amendment she concludes that 'Umar II had asked
Abu Bakr to send "to him the traditions in possession of 'Antra bint
'Abd ar-Eahman only.
If we were to accept Abbott's theory, the question would
arise why there is no mention of iqasim b. luhammad' s name in this
particular report,while other reports, including that of Abu. Eatim ar-Razi
>2 - 3
(also quoted by Abbott) , give both'Antra's and Qasim's names together.
4
Furthermore, how can Darimi's version , which also gives the name of
'Umar, be interpreted? Will it also be modified in the light of
Ibn Sard's version?
Truly speaking, there is no valid ground to doubt the authen¬
ticity of the report simply because'Umar's name occurs in it. As a
matter of fact, both the phrases "hadith'Umar" and "some such thing
(i.e. reports of other companions)" are very significant, for they
show that the caliph had not only asked Abu Bakr to collect the
traditions of the Prophet - both his sayings and actions - but also
the sayings and practices of other companions.
In order to interpret the above report, we have to take into






7'ahdh, xii, 59'5 Jarh (Intr.), 21.; Jarh, IV, ii, 557-
4 SB, i, 126.^-SD (fed.), i, 104.
and have to bear in mind that he had issued several instructions
to different people asking them to collect the sunna. Viewed in
this light, we may rightly presume that he had issued two (instead
of one) circulars to obtain the traditions of 'iTnar I, -dasim ana
^Amra. In the first circular he asked for the traditions of 'Amra
and Qasini; in the second, the traditions of limar I. V.hile reporting
'Umar's commission, some scholars seem to have referred to the first
circular, while others mentioned only the second one.
The premise that the circular regarding the ahadith. of 'Amra
and Qasira was different from the instruction to. collect the Prophet's
and'Ulnar's ahadith .can be substantiated by the report occuring in
Darimi's sunan. Here, the report reads as follows: "Write down to
-me the authentic hadith from the Apostle and from6Uinar, for I fear
the extinction of 'ilm and passing' away of scholars"2
We notice that while on the one hand the ahadith of'IJnar have
been expressly mentioned, on the other, no reference has been made
about the traditions of 'Amra and G-asiin. Thus it is evident that the
name of'Umar in this (as well as in Shaybani's) report is quite
genuine, and need not, therefore, be considered as a substitute, of
'Amra, as claimed by Abbott.
The question, however, arises as to why 'Arara and Qasirn were
specifically mentioned in one of the two circulars mentioned above.
The answer to this is very simple. It is quite well known that both
2 3
.asim end'Amra were considered authorities on hadith. Furthermore,
^
KD, i, 126.j"SD (lied.), i, KM.
2




they hsd learnt the hadith from their common teacher, 'A*isha. ..hile
the former, after his father's death, was brought up in the
guardianship of'I'isha"", finding thereby a .great opportunity to be
benefitted by her knowledge of hadith, the latter, motivated by
her own love for sunna, had associated herself with '1'isha and
acquired so much knowledge from the latter that she came to be
O
known as the best authority on the traditions transmitted by*A'isha.^
Qasim, too, was considered as the best authority on'A'isha's
ahadith. ^ moreover,since ir.nra was a near relative of Abu Bakr ~
A ^
being his maternal aunt - she was easily approachable for the
purpose of recording her traditions.
So far' as Abu Bakr b. Hazm is concerned, he also was a great
scholar of Iedina.b 'Umar II had personal contacts with him long
before his accession to the caliphate. He had met him and had
doctrinal discussions with hin earlier. Thus after becoming the
caliph, he chose this talented scholar and capable judge to record
for him the sunna and hadith current in kedina.
As regards the outcome of this commission, we have seen that
7
the task assigned to Abu Bakr was accomplished , but before he
Q
could despatch the books prepared by him, the caliph died.
1
Tahdh, viii, 354.; Tdh, i,91.
2
Tahdh, viii, 334*5 xii, 439*5 Asma', I, ii, 35*
3 _
Tahdh, viii, 334*5 Asma', I, ii, 55*
^ Abbott erroneously calls her the 'paternal* aunt of Abu Bakr.
(cf. Papyri, ii, 29.)







Unfortunately, the collection of Abu Bakr b. Ilazxa could not
survive long. In abd Allah b. abi Bakr b. kuhammad's words "they
were lost (da'at)". This last sentence of Abu Bakr's son clearly
indicates that the task of collecting the traditions was
accomplished, though the 'kutub' (containing the traditions) could
not be despatched to the caliph.
(52) Thabit al-Bunani (d. 120/125/128 A ♦H. ) : -
Thabit al-Bunani was a serious minded student of hadith, who
■7.
had accompanied his teacher Anas b. L'alik for forty long years.J
Some of the traditions which he narrates from Anas have found place
4
in the Sahihayn and other major hadith collections.
He was in favour of writing down the hadith ana used to hold
regular-sessions for- its teaching. In one of these sessions he is
_ - 5
said to have related ninety ahadith. Ja'far b. Sulayman is
- 6 —
reported to have written down few ahadith from him. Hammad b. Salama
—» «
b. Dinar had also transmitted from him a collection of 25O
7
traditions.
He died at an advanced age of 86, which explains his long





^ I'-lashahir, 89, no. 65O.; Hilya, ii, 327•
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(53) Jawwab b.*Ubayd Allah (d. 122 A.i-i.):-
The Kufan Jawwab was a leading tradiiionist of Jurjan, where
he had settled down."'' Among his eminent transmitters were
_ _ - 2
Abu Kanxfa, Shaybani and His ar.
It appears that he used to dictate traditions to his students.
Sufyan ath-Thawri is reported to have written down few ahedith
5from his transmitted material but did not read them out to him.
( 54) Zayd b. *Ali (d. 122 A.K.): -
Zayd b. 'Ali, the Zaydite imam, is said to have collected the
- — 4
traditions in a book known as AI-Kajmucfi '1-hadith. It contains
5
chapters on Siyar or International law. It has been transmitted
by ^Amr b. Khalid al-yarashi.J
The manuscript of this book was seen and consulted by
Dr. Hamidullah in 194° at San'a' in Yemen. He seems to consher
it authentic and, therefore, remarks, "The first written, extant,
collection of Hadith dates not from Bukhari or even the Imam kalik
but Hammam, if we exclude the al-Ha.jmu'' fi'l-Kadith of Zaid ibnilli."
Q
Burgstrasser has, however, doubted its authenticity.
H.ashahir, 199> no. 1597*
2 _ -
Tahdh, ii, 121.; i' ashahir, 199> n0* 1597*
^ Jarh(Intr.),60-81.; Jarh,I,i,53^.; Hisan,i,426t no. 1589.
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( P 5 ) o ima Ic b. a 1— ,alid ycL* c j.2 y ii. n • j * —
Sinak b. al-',Valid al-Kanafi, Abu Zumayl, was a leading
traditionist of Yemen. He transmitted the traditions from Ibn'Abbas,
Ibn'Umar, 'Urwa -b. az-Zubsyr and others."'" Scholars unanimously agree
2
on his trustworthiness.
'.Then he visited Basra and related the traditions there, many
3
Iraqians wrote down from him.
(56) I uhammad b. Ziyad aX-gurashi (d. c 124 A.K.):-
He was a distinguished hadith scholar of Medina, who had
transmitted the traditions from 'a'isha, Abu Hurayr, Ibn'Umar,
£Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr and others.4
He was in favour of writing down of the hadith. A collection
of his transmitted ahadith (nuskha) was in possession of one of his
_ - 5
pupils, named Ibrahim b. Tahman.
(57) Ibrahim b. Muslim al-Ha.jari (d. c 123 A.H.):~
He transmitted the traditions from 'Abd Allah b. Abi Awfa,
Abu '1-Ahwas and others.0 He possessed several hadith collections
7














Tahdh, i, 16.5-166.; Lizan, i, 66, no. 21o.
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It appears from Ibn'hyaena1 s account of these collections that
Ibrahim used to record the traditions of each narrator in
separate volumes.
(58) Yazld b. nbl kabib (d. 128 A.H.I:-
The Egyptian hadith scholar, Yazid had received few
~ 1 - - 2
traditions in written form from Zu'nri and *Ata b. AM Rabah.
A sizeable collection of his written ahadith was in circulation
3
along with the manuscripts of other scholars of the day. Among
his own students, Ai-Layth b. 3a'd had made written collection of
_ — A
ahadith. from him.
It is said that his wiae reputation had attracted the famous
5
Ibn Isnaq, to bgypt.
(59) Ya'ia b. Hakim (d. before 150 jj.Ii.) s-
Ya'la transmitted the traditions from Sa'id b. Jubayr,
cIkrima, Sulayman b. Yasar, and others. Prom him transmitted
Yahya b. Abi Kathir, 3a*id b. abi4Aruba, Ayyub as-Sikhtiyani and
others.^
The last mentioned scholar (Ayyub) was his friend, to whom
_ - 7
he sent some ahadith in written form.
SB, iii, 478 (Talao).; Tahdh, ix, 447•
^
SB, ii, 45 ('Buyu.c).; iii, 240 (Tafsir a1- ;ur' an).
3
Papyri, ii, 18.
^ Tahdh,.iii, 110.; Lizan, i, 636, no. 2447, where the collection
has been described as 'nuskha
5
Jarh, IV, ii, 2o7.
Tahdh, xi, 4'01. '
7 —
SL_, iii, 21 „{Buyu').
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(60) Abu ' z-Zinad (d. 1 "50 A.5. ) : -
'Abd Allah b. Dhakwan Abu 'z-Zinad, a leading traditionist and
1 - 2
jurist of Medina", was acknowledged as1amir al-nn'ninin fi '1-haAith'
(the leader of muslims in the field of hadith). Although he remained
attached to the Umayyad court in various administrative capacities, "'
yet his academic interest remained unaffected.
He used to hold hadith sessions which were attached by a huge
crowd.The number of audiences in these sessions sometimes reached
three hundred/' He was mainly interested in legal ahadith. Thus,
unlike Zuhri, who used to record every type of tradition, he collected
- 5
only those ahadith which dealt with legal matters (al-halal wa * 1-haranO <,'
As he used to transmit the traditions chiefly from A* raj (d. 117 A.H.),
he was known as his secretary and transmitter (kstib wa rawi ? l" Cra.j','.'
His own traditions were transmitted by Abu '1-Yaman al-Eakam b. Nafi', •
7
who is said to have possessed a large collection in written form.
He is credited with a kitab containing the traditions narrated by
8 - 9
A'raj. It was transmitted by his son *Abd ar-Rahman (a. 174 A.H.).
^
Asma', I, ii, 235-
iisna , I, n, 2f3.
'
Sayan, i, 73, 76.




Tdh, i, 127.; Tahdh, v, 203.; Papyri, ii, 139-
7 Kifaya, 321.
O
Imla',173.; Tahdh, vi, 172.; 3agh,x,230.; i..ashahir,135, no. 1062.
^
Tahdh, vi, 172.; Bagh, x, 230•; Imla', 173.; Fasil, 77b.
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